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PREFACE 

I have intended to gather here the chief records of my own inter
action with and response to the life and culture I found in Sierra Leone, 
in West Africa, in 1983 and 1984. For the nineteen months ending in June 
of 1984, I served as a Visiting Professor of English at Njala University 
College, one of the two constituent colleges of the University of Sierra 
Leone, Njala, set up on the model of American land-grant colleges, 
provides degree-work in Agriculture and Education. 

It has seemed to me that I had in those days and months the 
opportunity to come to know elements of village life, the character and 
experience of college students from first year to fourth, social and 
professional association with fine colleagues in teaching, research, 
and administration, and some few of the most important works 
of African literature and criticism. In short, my experience was with 
men and women of greatly varying levels of sophistication as well as 
diverse interests. 

I have wished to present here the variety that I knew. I did not 
know Africa as always hopeful or always despairing or always anything. 
Some of my freshmen students were very unsophisticated by Western 
standards, but that alone is not the Africa of my journey and my odyssey, 
and they require the context of the far richer cultural life such 
students may have been first encounter~ng. 

I have hoped to use these documents in some of my own college courses 
in essay 'fl'iting and in literature, particularly poetry. I have thought 
too other academics might find them useful. And I have thought these 
documents might be of interest also to a wider audience, of those who want 
to know what it feels like to be an African, perhaps, and what it feels 
like to be another human being than ourselves, 

Leslie D. Foster 
Marquette, Michigan 
20 September 1984 
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Section A 

AFRICAN PORTRAITS 

Papers on Their Own Lives and Experiences 

by First Year Agriculture Education Students 

at Njala University College 

of the University of Sierra Leone 

in the 1983 and 1984 Terms 

Annotated by Their Professor, Leslie D. Foster 

Collected here are some of the papers my students wrote for me in 
our work in "personal exposition, 11 which I assigned at Njala University 
College to teach the elements of reasoned argument and persuasion to 
first year students who were studying to be Agriculture teachers in the 
secondary schools in Sierra Leone and elsewhere in Africa. 

I have come to think of these papers as priceless gifts to me and 
to others who will take the time and effort to study them and reflect 
on them and the lives they so simply image. My own close friends in 
the United States who read them as a part of my personal journal on 
Sierra Leone and Africa for the nineteen months I was a Visiting 
Professor o·f English at Njala came to have much affection for these 
students, whom they affectionately nicknamed "the Njala Aggies. 11 I 
think an even wider audience may come to share that esteem. 

These papers not only speak of Sierra Leone (and Africa) in native 
voices, but they speak as well, I believe, for students elsewhere whose 
gifts and intelligence far outstrip their English language skills. To 
that extent, they are students I have kno'W!l and tried to assist in a 
quarter of a century of college teaching in the United States. 
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TOPIC SERIES I: Someone you don't like, or you fear, or you 

distrust. 

PAPER 1 • Writing: This is fine, ·effective writing, vi th only one 

error in grammar, a mis-related modifier. The student understands 

reasoned discourse vell and uses very effective examples to support 

his conclusions. I had forty-six students, and so I began to excuse· 

students vith this level of skill so that I could devot~ more time to 

the vea.k:er students. Note hov this student uses effective evidence to 

shov Mama N----- is a drunkard: he explains her nickname, tells the 

story of the food money for the family, presents vhat his father says 

about her, and concludes vith the effective example of her undressing 

herself in the heart of the village on a holiday. 

Note ·' his use of Mende · (tribal) tags, such as the common: "If I 

should----- anyone, it must be-----." Another favorite traditional 

phrasing of Mende students is 11 Since I was old enough to understand on 

my o;.,n, I have known •••• 11 

Thesis: I absolutely dislike my step-mother, Mama N-----. 

Topic sentences: 

1. Shs is a drunkard. 

2. She is a thief. 

3. Most serious of all, she is a sadist. 

I absolutely dislike my step-mother, Mama N-----. For one reason, 

she is a drunkard, She is addicted to drinking. As a result, most 

people call her N----- 11 Mbengie 11 • 11 Mbengie 11 is the Meride name of a 

small white dead_ maggot always found in palm vine and 11 bamboo" wine. 

The Mendes believe that this organism so much loves wine that it drinks 

it to death. Mama N----- merits that name even nov. She drinks all 
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types of alcoholic drinks found in this country. She also drinks the 

locally distilled impure "omole" (spirit) like drinking water. One 

time, father gave her three hundred leonea for our food (!60.~) when 

he was leaving for Monrovia. The money was enough to feed us for 

exactly one month: (ten leonea per day). Mama N----- carried that 

money to bars and "Omole corners" bite after bits until it got finished 

on the 15th of that month. She then gathered everybody in the house 

and said, 11 The money which my husband left for food is finished. 

Every monkey must now jump at the expense of its ovn energy until Pa . 

comes." We suffered and perished for fifteen days and nights. From 

that day, we went begging food from houses and working places of 

relatives and friends. Some days we got nothing. That was the time I 

realised th.at a night of hunger was too long. Together with her own 

children, we grew th.inner and thinner day after day. When we· 

reported everything to our .father on his return, he only replied to us 

saying 11 Your mother is like chameleon faeces, into which I have 

stepped. When I clean it, I cannot go. Please do not mind her 

actions. 11 · 

Mama N-- does not also realise the fact that he~ husband is a 

"big man" in his ministry and also the head>: of the clan. She 

therefore needs to live to the expectations of the people. Besides, 

she is father's first wife. My mother, his second wife, died when I 

was six years old. I have a brother and two sisters. Father some 

time said concerning his late wife: 11 Good palm oil does not last long 

in the container." Even our women know that good and ta.sty palm oil 

does not last lc~g, as t~ey ~requently ~se it ir. preparing food. Only 

bad oil lasts long. Mama N----- is a bad oil. You must love this 

woman if you come across her the first time. She is very beautiful. 

( 
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But now I believe that not all ~hat shines is either gold or silver. 

One Friday, N----- was so drunk that she undressed herself naked in 

the heart of town. All the women could do to secure their general 

respect was to grab her and carry her into a nearby room. They did so 

without the least delay. Friday was just the wrong day for such 

misbehaviour. Most people do not go to work on Fridays. They usually 

stay for the public Muslim prayer~ So there were too many people 

present for Mama N-----•s 11matinee 11 on that day. In the evening that 

followed, the elders held a meeting and decided that they depose 

father, because they were no longer ready to be ruled by a man whose 

wife has poor and hopeless reputations (~eeds rephrasini}. Father 

spent too much money and time to maintain his position, Even now, he 

has not found a mouth to talk about that misbehaviour from his wife. 

It was on that day that our family ball o"f respect was deflated in 

the presence of the people of the clan. I must s~y that I will not 

like anybody who drives my family down the slope of progress and 

respect~ 

I dislike Mama N-----. More serious, she is a thief. Many 

articles had been missing in our home. I would need an extra sheet 

if I should list down everything that had been missing (!ense unclea£). 

I will only name a few major ones. The items included our video set, 

television set, radio-cassette recorder set, electric iron and 

heater, and father's money (Le 500.00}. Whenever those things were 

missing, father suspected and questioned everybody in the house 

except Mama N-----. He would not question her because she was 

considered to be very clean. Father forgot the Mende proverb that 

11 Whenever someone shouts 1 snake 1 one must first inspect one's 

immediate surroundings, 11 This implies that only those snakes that 
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are close to you do bite you. Father should have also realised that 

"even the cat eats faeces". In our cuJ.ture, the cat was regarded 

(Iena~) as the most clean and royal of all domestic animals. But one 

time, it was a surprise to discover that the cat was eating faeces 

and stealing food. So like the cat, Mama N-1 a night activities 

came to light one day. One day, two years ago, she fell seriously 

111. The native herbs, the Western drugs and hospitals, even though 

available in excess(!), only worsened the illness. Father then called 

a very good fortune teller to investigate her illness. The fortune 

teller finished hie vork and reported saying, "N---- has wronged both 

the gods and her companion human beings. She must con.fess her sins if 

she is to survive. 11 Being the only alternative c;odification unclea!), 

she opened her mouth and struggled out the words, "I was responsible 

for all the theft in this house. To name a few, I stole the electric 

iron and stove, the television set, my husband 1 smoney, and even my 

son's college fees. Please God help me. 11 "N---- stole her son's 

college fees 11 became the talk of the clan for months. I did not ever 

believe that a mother couJ.d become an enemy to her ambitious son. I 

think that even God will not like me, if I like a woman:•with such 

unwanted behaviours. 

I do not like Mama N-----. Most serious of all, she is a sadist. 

She earned the name- Mama "Hindoi 11 from the people of the clan because 

of her sadistic actions. In Mende, the word 11 Hindoi 11 means~- I 

have never seen N-----· cry. She laughed whenever other women cried. 

In our cuJ.ture, crying is a characteristic of women. Every woman must 

cry whenever someone dies. If a man cried, it was a serious matter 

indeed and it might involve the whole clan. N----- did not cry when 

her first daughter died. She did not also shed a drop of tears when 

'-

C 
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her mother died. That was the time she righteously got her name, 

N--- Hindoi. 

-~- 'r 

N----- Hindoi enjoys the sufferings of other human beings. I 

seriously hate her. Some time when. I was a child, she put me under 

house arrest, vithout food for five days and nights. My cri~e was a 

simple one. She sent me to the market one morning. I did everything 

correctly but returned home ten minutes later than the time she . , . .-;• '.~·-- ~-
instructe4. Unfortunately for me and very fortUI1B.tely for her, Father 

was away. She locked me up in a room without food. The elders came 

to redeem me on the 5th day when they got news about 'my punishment: -. 

When she was queried, she told the people that she only wanted to see 

how people react to severe hunger and in addition to that to enjoy the 

fun I created in the room. The elders took me-along then and only 

returned me on Father's arrival. Not very long after my punishment, 
• 

she gave another worse and wicked one to her very daughter, C-----~ 

N----- Hindoi tied C----- 1 s hands and legs and put some hot pepper 

into the girl I s eyes and vagina. Oh yes, she did. She the.n went up 

and engaged. her high seat; and enjoyed "the Game" and laughed at the 

poor girl fighting with pain. According to her, she loved the way 

C----- danced like an earthworm among wild ants. In the end the girl 

was injured and she walked with legs far apart. N----- got more fun 

and pleasure in C-----'s walk than before. Whenever she was well fed 

and drunk, she would call C--- to walk the "new style11 for her. 

It is not surprising to know that even N-----'s children hate her 

and pray every day for her death. If I should hate any human being on 

(~ earth, it must be N----- Mbangie or N----- Hindoi, not only for her 

being a drunkard and a thief but for her sadistic behaviours. 
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PROFESSOR'S COMMENT ON CONTENT: From vhat I could learn in my nineteen 

months in Sierra Leone, including my own observations, there is very 

little help available ~or those with mental illnesses, and certainly 

none for·those vho live in the vilJ.ages. As a consequence, the society 

copes as best it can .. The violent and the criminal are taken out of 

the society vhen the system vorks. From the paper we may suspect that 

family and social pressures are the other chief de.f_eitaes available in 
. 

extremity. The topic might be an interesting one to explore in 

sociology and psych6logy sources, and perhaps elsewhere. But clearly 

the poverty of resources available in the Third World may be almost 

unimaginable for those of.us vho live in the developed nations. 
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PAPER 2. Writing: In this work we see very clearly the contrast 

between a student'-s intellectual gifts and important experiences and 

his significant difficulties in putting these into expression in 

standard English. It ia evident that the way is open ~o him to do 

fine written work if he can learn to overcome these few important 

problems, which a.re no less evident, unfortunately. 

Topic: Someone you don't like, or you fear, or you distrust. 

Thesis: Among the relatives I stayed with in my early life, I dislike 

Uncle K-----. 

Topic sentences: 

1 • 

2. 

J. 

For one thing he ia cruel. 

For another thing he has ts.ken up to drinking more than is 

good for him. · 

Above all he is very unreliable. 
• 

Among my people the extended family system is greatly observed 

and children coming from their im~ediate family also have relatives 

who have some family ties with their parents. It is customary that 

the love expressed by a child for his or her parents must be extended 

to the relatives. 

On the contrary among the relatives I stayed with in my early 

life I dislike Uncle K-----. For one thing he is cruel. His cruelty 

was first demonstrated to me when at the age of six c;odification 

unclea~) he gave me the sum of twenty cents {!¢ U.S~) to purchase 

some peanuts from the market. On roy way to the market, I was tossing 

the twenty cents coin in the air when it fell and rolled into a muddy 

pool of water. I was going to search for it when a passerby told me 
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that the pool was deep and advice me (yer~) 'not to venture in. I 

suddenly felt the guilt in me and started ~rying. The first thought 
. 

that came to me was how am I going to convince my uncle tha~·it 

wasn't through carelessness I lost the twenty cents. 

Sluggishly ·! want be.ck home and on seeing me Uncle shouted, 

"Where· have you being· (';'erb form) from the time I sent you?" I was 
- • - - . I 

·. aobbi-ng. when I explained to. him that I have (tense) lost the twenty 
., . ... ·, ., ~ ". - - : --

cents on my way to the marke~.• I felt he was going to let me go· free 

• because or my age, but to my disappointment he became annoyed, gave me 

a slap on my right ,jaw, and collected the cane and a piece of rope; 

He tied my two hands together, lay me (yerb ro~) on the ground and 

gave me not less than twentyfour lashes o.n my be.ck. Yes even our 

neighbours on .hearing my cries blamed him very much because the . 

punishment he inflicted. on me by far surpassed the gravity of the 

crime I committed. 

Uncle K----- 1 s cruelty is even extended to his domestic animals. 

He being fully aware of the fact that except under extreme cases, a 

cat and a dog will never eat from the same table, always enjoys 

putting food for them together to see how the animals reacted. 

(~entence structure unclear~) At one instance the cat became so 

vicious that it clawed the dog in the left ere and burst it. To my 

dismay Uncle took a stick and killed the cat. I felt so sorry for 

the poor animal and blamed .my uncle for being so wicked. 

When ever there is a small dispute between Uncle and one of his 

wives he resorts to maltreating everyone by reducing the number of 

cups of rice to be cooked. On several occasions the whole family 

went without food and we the younger ones barely managed to survive 

through selling wood. 

~ -v 
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Uncle had no company, not even friends. Our neighbours will 

never come to our house when he is in town. Indeed my early 

experiences in my Uncle 1 s home were sad and I grew to hate him. 

For another thing Uncle K--~-- has ta.ken ~p to drinking more than 

is good for him. At the end of each month he spends about t~ee 

fourths of his earnings in buying rum. The wives are always ·eager to 

know when the month comes to an end so that they can squeeze some 

from him for domestic purposes or else before the 15th of the 

following month there will be nothing left for the subsistence of the 

family. When ever he wants to drink Uncle K--- will go to the 

"Blue Diamond", a bar and restaurant about-----

from our house. He will stay in this place until the attendants 

re~lizing that he has spent all the mon~y he came with, ask him to go 

home. 

At one time Uncle got so drunk that he can (1ens~) hardly find 

his way home. That very night there was a heavy do\ffi pour of rain, 

(£omma splic~) he got soaked and appeared like a tramp. Thanks to one 

of the Patrol Officers who brought him home round about the hours of 

4.00 a.m. almost half dead. (~entence fragmenl) In the daytime Uncle 

will sing, shout and even abuse anyone who comes his way af'ter 

drinking. (~odification unclea~) 

One Saturday af'ternoon Uncle K----- and Mr. D----- were in the 

Blue Diamond and as we were told later an argument broke up and the 

two drunkards scolded each other. The bar tender had to ask them out 

of the place as they were going to disturb the peace of others. The 

"'i argument n~ver ended there, Mr. D----- followed Uncle K----- right on 

to our house and threatened to beat hi~ up, but no sooner he saw Uncle 

. • - • - 1· 
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coming with a broken bottle in his hand to stab him, he ran aw.y as 

far as his legs could _ce.rry him. People standing by laughed at the 

scene and blamed the two drunkards for becoming a public nuisance. 

Uncle K---- alw.ys goes to work late the following morning after 

drinking for the rest of the night. The Manager of ,-- Company 

where he is -employed has threatened to fire him from his job for gross 

misconqudt and lateness, but this will not ma:k:e him change. 

Above all. Uncle K--- is not the type of person one can vest 

confidence in. He is very unreliable and seldomly ful.fill (~eemen!) 

his promises. 

I was now(?) with my parents when I sat to the Selectiv~ 

Entrance Examination for Secondary Schools and passed for the 

Magburake. Boys School. On hearing the news, Uncle K-- wrote a 
. . 

letter to Dad and congratulated me. He went as far as extending an 

invitation to me so that he can (!ens!) give some financial help 

towards my schooling. To my disappointment he left the town the very 

day I w.s expecting him to give me a warm welcome and he did_not 

return from his journey till his wives realising that the time for 

schools to reopen was eminent paid my fare back home. I nee.rly cried 

and blamed myself for coming. 

In another instance my father gave Uncle K--- the aum of two 

hundred leones CI4£} for him to make arrangements for the 

transportation of ten trips of sand to our building site. He -obtained 

the money and faithfully promised to get us the vehicle in two days 

time. To the surprise of my parents Uncle squandered all the money 

and did not even appear again for a..~ explanation. 

I always ask myself, how can you love some one who does things 

beyond your expectations. My grand mother the late Mammy E-~--- as I 
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usually call her, was the one who brought my Uncle up from childhood 

up to the time he got married and decided to stay away from my 

grantparents. At the age of ninty-five the old Mum became ill 'and no 

amount of ~ospitalization could let her regain her health. All the 

other members of the family were around before the death of the Old 

Mum, but Uncle K----- failed to turn up. He could not even send one 

of his vivas to express condolence. He is the type of person who only 

thinks about himself and cared less about the existence of his 

relatives. Because of this the rest of the family bear him a grudge. 

I personally bate to see him and would not even like anyon~ to 

say that he is my uncle. 

PROFESSOR'S COMMENTS ON CONTENT: Here is another fine ."African 

portrait" of a man who seems to ha.ve no societal r:-estraints on his 

freedom to do miscief and 111. In pa.rt he is the sort of tyrant we 

might find in any society, but in par:-t we have to recognize that the 

special privilege and authority the male has in his society give him a 

special license to do harm. 
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PAPER J. Writing: It is difficult to know which are the real problems 

this student has and which are careless errors. He certainly needs to 
~ 

learn to P1".oofread carefully with a dictionary at his hand. I correct 

no errors here so that the reader gets the full effect of !orcetul 

examples• that are so badly.presented that we wonder if we can trust 

anything the student says to be carefully formulated. 

Topic:· Someone you dislike. · or fear, or mistrust. 

Thesis: In Kumasi, the person I dislike most is F-. 

Topic sentences: 

1. For one thing F--- is a thief. 

2o Worse still he is a drunkard. 

J. Worst of all he is a rapist. 

In Kumasi, the person I dislike ~oat is F- because he is a 

notorious thief. He ia well known for his theft throughout the 

chiefdom and even beyond. F---- steals property of both rich and poor. 

In the m~in Police Station in Kumasi F--- has a bad record there for 

house-breaking and larceny as well as pick-pocking. In every harvest 

season, F----- is always caught red-handed stealing farmers crops and 

occasionally he 'Will steal cattle or sheep. If F---- is allowed 

passage at any compound unchecked in Kumasi, pots, pans, spoons, 

dishes or the like will disappear after him. At one time F--- stole 

a pot of rice in a neighbours backyard, while the rice was steaming 

over the fire. As he walked into his house with this pot of rice on 

his head, he met with his mother just at the door post, and all of a 

sudden he let crash the pot of hot rice on his mother's head; 

thinking he had met with the owner of the pot. Tw'o days latter 

F-----'s mother died and secret of the lost or stolen pot was made 

C' 

·{_ 
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public when the 1----- family (owner of the pot) came to sympathize 

vith F-----'s father. At another instance, and as usual F----- stole 

a four gallon jug of petrol which he hid under his father's bed while 

the search was on. When F-----'a father returned home from his far• 

late that day, and as he was getting his Aladine lamp on with his 

match the room caught on fire, the fumes of petrol suffocating the old 

man to death. Thief as F----- is he confessed the other day t~t it 

was the petrol he stole which has caused the sudden death of his 

father. From then, I grew to dislike F----- for having such a bad 

habit (thiefing) which is most unwelcome ·in any peaceful society. 

Worse still F---- is a drunkard. F----- 1s motive of stealing is 

obviously to get money which he spends on alcohol. Whenever he makes 

-~~ _ a big steal, and ,after making a deal of the stolen property, F----
~,. 

( 

will invite his comrades mostly gangstars to drink with him. His 

favourite wine is 11ilJ.icit gin" among other alcoholi.c beverage. Every 

wine-bar sellers in Kumasi knows F----- --he is nicknamed "Bourne-

drunk: 11 because whenever he walks his movement is irregular. Wherever 

there-is wine party in Kumasi F----- will be present even if he is not 

invited. Of course his place of hunt is wine bars. In several 

occasions when F----- gets drunk he is found sleeping in ditches. At 

one time after taking six pints of Vodka he was found sleeping in a 

cemetary, and on a grave. This incident made him to be known as 

drunkard of the century in Kumasi town. On first encounter with F-----, 

one always takes him for a palm-wine tapper, and worse still on 

getting closer to him one smells the strong scent of alcohol all over 

him, F----- whether drtutlc or sober stinks like brewery. Drunkeness 

has made his very bearing awkvard and as a such hateful to me, 
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Worst of all, I dislike F---- because he is a rapist. Seven 

years back in accordance with Police report and newspapers, F-

has served prison sentence on a charge of raping a teenager. That of 

course was F-'s fifteenth attempt during which he was caught and 

.f1-ua·1 Jy pena..l.ized. He has still not break his habit of raping. • In 

two occasions after bis release from prison he bas bidden bimsel.f 

under ·a woman's bed at night, with an intent to rape her. 
I 

Un.fortunately he failed in all attempts; he we.a caught and humiliated. 

In Kumasi. it is a costum that women take bath and launder their 

clothings in streams. Thi9 costum seems to favour F---'s game. 

Even though he has been beaten many a time after failing to rape these 

stream-going \fOmen. he is .still found around these streams 1n hiding 

and waiting for a chance to sieze. Le.at month, after drinking a good 

doze of.illicit" gin he raped my half-sister, and before we could 

discover he did the act, news was al.ready spreading in town that 

F----- has raped four school girls on their way to school. The other 

day he was caught raping a young woman who was on her way to fetch 

water upstream. He was beaten and later handed over to the Police. 

He was later charged with raping and sentenced for fifteen years 

imprisonment. While still in prison, he is heard to have been 

commiting sodomy to other prisoners. 

PROFESSOR'S COMMENT ON CONTENT: There is (to my mind) no newspaper in 

Sierra Leone that can be taken seriously to present factual reports, 

but the sensational press is common. Such stores is this one have the 

approach of the sensational press, and we may doubt tha.t this student 

can testify to the accuracy of most of what he says. Nonetheless, 

F · '. \L ; -~ 
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this paper, like the sensational press it imitates, deals in 

illustrations that carry us along even as we wish we had a more 

reliable informant. So great is the power of example and detail in 

w-riting. 
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PAPER 4. Writing: Thia paper is generally quite well planned and 

presented, with only a few problems with verbs and diction, chiefly. 

Thia is the kind 0£ student I regret I could not spend more ·time with 

in such a course in Africa because far weaker students called my 

attention away. 

Topic: Someone you don 1t 11.ke, or you fear, or you distrust. 

Thesis: Since the day I knew my cousin Foday as the medicine man of 

our village, I had (!ens!) lived in total fear of him. 

Topic sentences: 

1. For one thing, his appearance and mode 0£ talking are very 

pecular. 

2. He leads all the masked devils in my village. 

J. Moat important is that he deals entirely with black magic. 

My first indirect contact with the medicine man was so 

interesting, that thinking about it sometimes, I chose to laugh rather 

than fear. For one thing, his appearance and mode of talking are very 

strange. 

It happened that I have {!ens~) been out on the road leading to 

my village, trying to kill some lizards with a new weapon my older 

brother had made for me. Actually, since I was doing it for sport, I 

was the least worried (£hrasing uncleB,£) about anything else. My 

attention was so focused on some lizards trying to mate, that I never 

heard the jingling of bells, until they were barely 10 maters from me. 

What I saw when I looked up was so strange, that I left no room for 

curiosity, but to run hard for dear life, and go dire~tly under my 

grandmother 1 s bed. It was hours later when I have overcome my panic 

state, that I was told that the figure I had seen on the road was the 

_{ 

( 
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medicine man. 

In fact, the fear heightened when unfortunately for me, my 

grandmother fell ill, and the medicine man was called for. I had to 

hide in my fathers (2ossessiv~) room, and all the time he was in the 

house, he spoke by gruntles, and barkings from right down his throat. 

When he wanted something, he would bark at my mother who at times was 

so startled that she fell about half a dozen times running to and from 

the sick room, This way of communicating was so dreaded by us 

children, that we used it to frightened each other. I could remember 

instances when I would be eating behind the kitchen door and my 

younger brother happened to trace me, I would gruntle or bark deep 

dol,{Il in my throat and off he would go screaming, 

Another thing I feared about Foday was that he led all masked 

devils in my village. Naturally, I fear all masked devils, and I 

could not bring myself to associating with any, During this period, 

when he led the procession of masked devils, the medicine man 

appeared even ~ore sinister. He looked so awful, that pregnant women 

were advised not to look him in the face. It was during one of their 

festive (~ictio~) I could remember, when one of my plaYI:Jates, Kinie 

wetted his pants when the procession stopped at their door. Inspite 

of the fact that Kinie was right in his mothers (2ossessiv~) room, 

secured under three country cloth coverings, his imaginations overcame 

his senses of reality, and he messed his pants and his mothers bed. I 

think if I should recollect properly, it was also during this period 

that boys who have been very naughty, and disobedient at hoQe, and 

with the farm work were handed over to the medicine man for discipline, 

And in almost all cases, when these boys came back in the evening, 
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they would appear well groomed. Josiah my cousin who had been very 

wild during a whole planting season, became very disciplined after he 

had spent a day with the medicine man and his procession. 

The last and most important thing that I feared about the 

medicine man, was that he dealt solely in black magic. Many a time 

when someone was ill, he'd perform so many fearful rituals. When my 

grandmother was sick, the medicine man before he entered our house had 

to kill a cock, and sprinkle its blood round our house. There were so 

many times when I was woken up early in the morning hours by the loud 

and solemn occultic chanting of the medicine man followed by single 

throbing (~elling) of his short drum which would sound to me like 

thunder. There are two instances ! 111 always remember when the 

medicine man was actually performed (~erb for;) his black magic for 

all to see, The first one was when he was told by the chief to 

destroy all witchcraft in the village. The most astonishing thing he 

did during that ceremony was to allow his men to bound him (1ictio~) 

with very strong ropes, head and feet, and then drop him into a newly 

dug hole about 6 feet deep. He was then covered with dirt. After 

about 10 minutes, there was the man who had been buried coming from 

the other end of the village, beating his drum, and singing loudly. 

Some of us were spell bound. On another occasion there was drought 

during the planting season, and there was a great alarm in the whole 

village. Again the medicine man was asked to help intercede with the 

gods for rain. He started off in a slow and solemn tone, which he 

gradually built up into a fast rythm. Then all of a sudden he jumped 

up, and disappeared into thin air. We could now hear his voice 

I 

( 
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singing, but we could r.ot see hi~. I was so ~rightened, that I told 

my mother that we should go back ho~e. And as I said earlier on, 

these are the two instances I can still recollect. There were so many 

others this man performed, that each time I saw him as a small boy, my 

fear would instantly return. 

PROFESSOR'S COMKENT ON CONTENT: Of course I neglected to say above 

that this student needs to make a careful study of the use of commas. 

Two or three hours of work ~ight be all he needs. 

In many ways this student is very sophisticated, with so~ething 

of a sense of detachment in presenting aspects of his younger life, 

and even perhaps a sense of amusement at a fear that straightened out 

naughty boys. It comes, then, as something of a surprise when in the 

last paragraph we find this young man still very much a believer in 

black magic, and so inhabits a world that is finally distant from our 

own, a world of mysterious powers we seldom see. 
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PAPER 5. Writing: There is much careless work here and much evidence 

of an indifference that lets this student not bother to look up words 

in a dictionary (although it is a rare student in his class that can 

afford a dictionary of his own). More serious "sentence faults" appear 

too--the comma splice, sentence fragment, or run-on sentence, Still, 

this student has a lively sense of detail that helps us visualize his 

scenes and move us with his views. He should do far better work than 

this. 

Topic: Someone you don 1 t like, or you fear, or you distrust. 

Thesis: I dislike my brother E-----, 

Topic sentences: 

1. He is a lier. (~ellini) 

2. He is a drunkard. 

3. He is cruel. 

The person I dislike is my brother B-----, for one reason he is a 

lier, (£omma splic~) 

B----- is my half brother and the eldest son to my father. 

B----- is half educated but he is the clerk of our clan, My father 

has three women, the youngest of them is N-----. (£omma splic~) It 

may interest anyone to lmow why I dislike my own brother, But Bra 

B----- is a very good lier, In our society eminent liers have no 

respect and B----- is gradually becoming eminent in the art. I don 1t 

like to be associated with a lier. I dislike E----- because he tells 

lies even for me his younger brother, 

It was a pride to every member of my family when I pass (Iens~) 

for a secondary school five years ago. Like other members of my 

( 
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family Bra B----- promised to buy ~ea pair of shoes as a present for 

my success, (£hrasing improbabl~) I was glad that I would be one of 

the few boys to wear shoes on the first day of school. Besides, it 

would be the first day in my life to wear shoes to school. I imagined 

how smart I should be that day. So I did every piece of work he gave 

me to do. ~ut alas, two days to the reopening of school ·I learnt that 

B----- hadn 1t bought my shoes. I wept bitterly that morning when I 

saw my friends smart in their shoes. I believe Dad could have bought 

a pair of sandals for me had it not been for B-----'s lies, From that 

day I started to dislike B-----. 

But that was just the starting of B----- 1s telling lies. For on 

another occasion he made Dad flog me mercylessly for no just cause. I 

was on a sick bed one day when my friend K----- visited me. N-----, 

my father's youngest wife brought ~e porridge which she had prepared, 

She sat by my bed coaxing me to eat some of the porridge. B----- on 

seeing K----- and N----- in my room told father that he had seen me 

arrange love affair between K----- and N-----. Without asking Dad 

grabed me by the foot and threw me do'W!l for an unacountable number of 

lashes. Those lashes were most cruel of all the lashes I ever had in 

my life, I have never forgotten them. K----- and N----- were equally 

dealt with. This was the most malicious lie B----- told about me. 

For father hated to see me for weeks and I too hated and disliked 

B-----. B----- tells lies with confidence. 

In our society telling a lie to your in-laws is very degrading 

and most disrespectful. But B----- doesn 1 t hesitate to tell lies for 

his in-laws either. He tells even his father-in-law lies. Usually it 

is a pride to every Father to ask his son-in-law to help him on the 
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farm during farming season. The son-in-lavs could either hier 

workers or provide food and drinks for the workers. So when B----

wa.s asked by his father-in-law for a helping hand, he promised to hier 

workers, Up to the eve of the working day, he asured his in-law of 

ten men. Early next day, basins of rice were prepared for the 

vorkers. But not a trace of B----- and the workers was seen, Even 

the kegs of palm wine provided were drank by iddle men. The news 

about B----- and his in-law went all round the clan. People started 

talking about our family as a good bunch of liers. I therefore 

dislike B----- for projecting the image of my family as lier. 

I dislike B----- more because he is a drunkerd, B----- drinks 

nearly every other day. In one way or the other, this disturbs us in 

the house and sometimes even our neighbours. When he is drunk he 

likes to sing a line of the song "Bottle of wine, fruit of the vine. 11 

Thus he is popularly called 11 8----- the vine 11 • 

When we saw B----- staggering home one friday evening, it was 

evident that he had been drinking. He vas drunk, And just half way 

up the steps he fell back and sustained cuts on his shoulder. At once 

he vomitted with an appreciable volume of ru~. The pungent smell 

filled the whole place such that anyone who came to sympathize with 

his fall went away with a comment-- 11 what a drunkered 11 , I disliked 

such comments about my relation and worst of all people thought ve 

were all alcoholics, 

B----- doesn't take a ward of causion, for Dad always warned him 

against drinking. Just then B----- 1 s wife U----- reported to Dad that 

B----- never brings money home whenever he is paid, He promised Dad 

to bring all his money home when paid the next day, B----- came home 
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late the day he was paid because he had gone drinking. As he came 

home at about 8:JO pm, everyone in the neighbourhood knew about him. 

Four iddle children who had gathered behind him sang while he 

staggered to their rethym. He carried half a bottle of wine in his 

hands and two others each in his b~ck pocket and arm pit. The 

children clapped and sang 11 Bra B----- let L'le taste your wine 11
, 

People came out to see B----- at his best with the children. He gave 

the children one leone (~0¢ U.S., but a large su~) at intervals for 

appreciation of their song. U-----, on seen B-----, dashed into 

Dads' room crying that B----- ~as a disgrace to her. When he finally 

reached and checked his salary, more than half was gone. Dad was 

annoyed that B----- came home with children behind him crying. 

Sometimes some boys would point at me as a brother of a drunkered 

11 B----- the vine 11 , This often enraged me with dislike for B----- and 

I think aro implace to dislike him, 

Above all B----- nearly ro~sted us alive last April, It happened 

that B----- 1 s friend James got married and threw a party for the 

occasion, B----- was invited to the party and smartly dressed he went 

to the party. It was reported that the quantity and quality of drinks 

provided for the party had never been provided for any marrage in the 

clan ever since. (!ime referentsl) There were various types of wine 

from the white ~ans' land. B----- drank a good deal. He was dead 

with wine that morning when he came home, Unfortunately he carried a 

jut of cigarette in his hand and it was that jut which caused fire in 

his room. When he went to sleep, the jut fell on the mattress made of 

grass and caught fire. It vas Mum vho raised alarm at about 4:00 a.rn. 

that saved us from been roasted (~erb for;) and homeless. B-----
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himself was draged out of his room almost suffocated to death. The 

news went through the length and breath of the clan but no one pitied 

us as B----- Yas a drunkered. B----- could have killed that night and 

I don't like anyone to cause my death. 

Lastly B----- often quarreled and fought with his wife at night 

.raking us all in our sleeps. Sometimes when he came late at home he 

would knock on the door in a way that he would wake one up if you were 

half asleep, I dislike anyone Yho wakes me in my sleep, 

I dislike B--~-- most of all because he is cruel. Every child in 

our village knows B----- for his cruelty and as a result most of them 

hate or dislike him. 

If ever B----- found a parent flogging his child he would pretend 

to save the child, He would beg the cane from the parent and once he 

got the cane he would inflect heavier punishment than the parent would 

have. In effect no child wanted B----- to plead on his behalf, 

At one time he caught a boy in his coconut tree. He asked the 

boy to climb down for two dozen lashes. Knowing who B----- is, the 

boy preferred to stay up the tree since B----- couldnt climb up. On 

the other hand B----- set fire under the tree and it was only then 

that the boy called people to his rescue. From thence no child stole 

B-----'s fruits. 

In our village only two people have local toilets or pit 

latrines. All others deficate in the bushes and children do it 

anywhere. It happened that B----- saw a boy deficating near our 

house. He scolded the boy to throw the faeces Yith his hands. The 

poor child shoveled the faeces with his hands and threw it in the bush 

far off. Everyone cried B----- down that day for his cruelty to 
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children. 

When B----- found some children stoning mangoes he asked them to 

gather all the mangoes they had plucked. For the children had plucked 

more green unwanted mangoes than the ripe ones, (~entence fragmen!) 

The children brought five ripe raangoes and 30 green ones. B----- took 

away the ripe mangoes and shared the green ones among the boys to eat. 

Every child had ten green mangoes to eat. He forced the boys to eat 

the sour rnangoes. It is very unpleasant to eat sour fruits. However 

they ate the mangoes there teeth was so numb that they didn't eat their 

meals for two days. (£un-on sentence, subject-verb agreemen!) Here 

however people thanked B----- for succeeding to stop boys from picking 

unwanted mangoes. 

I greatly dislike my brother B----- for being an eminent lier and 

more a very good drunk.erect and most of all being very cruel. 

PROFESSOR 1 S COMMENT ON CONTENT: I tell my classes they should usually 

save their strongest point for the last where it gets the most emphasis. 

And yet students often bring me work like this. where boys being made 

to eat green fruit is presented as more important than B----- leaving 

his beleaguered wife no illoney for food in the coming month, or his 

nearly 11 roasting 11 the family in a carelessly set fire. Often I a!!l. led 

to wonder about how some of my students have rather different values 

from my own or from what I would expect. But there is no such mystery 

here: this student was too uninterested in his work to take it to a 

second draft where he could have changed his misplaced emphasis, 

Men and women with the alcoholic traits of B----- clearly have a 

disease that is destroying them, but there are no treatment programs in 

his society and no groups such as Alcoholics Anonymous in place. 
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This paper suggests that this society's view is that alcoholism is 

primarily a character failing on a level with gross lying and cruelty, 

and that the strategy for dealing with it is to prevent the neighbors 

and the clan from knowing about this household disgrace. It is 

difficult to see how the- future can be anything but bleak for B-----, 

his wife, and his father's household, where he lives. 

( 
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PAPER 6. Writing: This is clearly a paper that has been pl~nned 

carefully and executed with labor and diligence. It must have taken 

the student many, many hours to complete. It perh~ps is over-formal 

and lacks any suggestion of spontaneity, but at an early point in a 

student 1s attempts to write for his college work it clearly serves him 

well in giving him a mastery of the structure and execution of this 

kind of reasoned argument, In this sense, it is time well spent. It 

is, however, much longer than any such paper need be for this type of 

assignment, and inevitably a few errors creep into it, 

Topic: Someone you don't like, or you fear, or you distrust. 

Thesis: The man I dislike mos·t is B----- N-----. 

Topic sentences: 

1. For one thing he is greedy for both food and money. 

2, Secondly, he is dishonest. 

J. Worst of all he is very rude. 

The man I dislike most is B----- l:J-----. For one thing he is 

greedy for both food and money, B----- manifested his greed for food 

for the first time when he refused to invite an old man named Pa Omar 

to chop. Pa Omar was in his late seventies. He lived in a small 

village which was----- fililes away from B-----'s home. He had been an 

orphan since childhood and whenever he came to Segbwema (where N----

and his relatives stayed) everybody whom he visited gave him food, 

money or anything that was available to make Pa Omar happy. When Pa 

Omar visited B----- at their house on that day, B----- had a large 

basin of rice in front of him. As soon as he saw Pa Omar he hid the 

basin under his bench and pretended to look away. Pa Omar was a quiet 

A .~ ~· 11 . . I_, i j (~ i;) 
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man by nature. When he reached B----- 1 s house he sat on one of the 

empty seats after greeting B-----. B----- pretended not to hear the 

old man, The old man repeated his greeting for the second time and it 

was at this time that B----- answered Pa Omar coldly. Pa Omar sat 

near B----- for more than an hour without saying any word more. He 

later said goodbye to B----- and left. As soon as the Pa Omar left, 

B----- removed the basin from under his bench and started eating, Such 

a man with such personality should be disliked. 

B----- manifested his greed for food for the second time when he 

deliberately refused to share his food with a colleague during an 

inter-triangular sport session. The inter-triangular sport system 

existed between four secondary schools in the Kailahun District. These 

were Methodist Secondary Kailahun, Wesley Secondary School Segbwema, 

Methodist Secondary School Kenema and the Buminbu Methodist Secondary 

School, These schools participated in football and volleyqall. It 

happened that year that B----- 1 s school, Wesley Secondary School, was 

the venue for the matches, This was done in a sort of routine, One 

school hosts the others once in every four meetings. The students of 

the hosting school were responsible for the lodging and feeding of 

their incoming colleagues. It was during such a meeting that B----

refused to host N----- L-----, a student of Methodist Secondary School 

Kenema, Of course B----- was begged to take care of N-----. N----

was a football player in his school, When he was taken home by B-----, 

B----- reluctantly introduced N----- to his mother, N----- went to the 

field after the introduction. He played well for the whole day and 

when he came back to B-----'s house there was no food for him. B----

deliqerately hid the food that was dished for both of them, When his 
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mother asked him about the food, B----- became angry and walked out of 

the room. The mother had to cook another food for N-----. N----- was 

so discouraged that he reported the matter to B-----'s principal. When 

the principal called on B----- for questioning he never turned up, 

Such a man with such personality should be disliked, 

8----- 1 s greed for money was not a strange thing to his fellow 

students. He showed his greed for money at all times. B----- had a 

friend from childhood called Hassan C-----. He was in the same class 

with B-----. Hassan was very generous to 8----- and always shared his 

lunch with him. B----- 1s happiest times were those he spent with 

Hassan in sharing his little money with him. 

One day B----- was given one leone (~0¢ .u.s:) for his lunch by his 

mother. During lunch ti~e, he hid himself from Hassan and spent all of 

the money alone. When Hassan noticed• it, he never bothered to ask 

B-----. It happened that on that very day Hassan had no money for his 

lunch. He had to go without lunch for that day. After school was 

over, B----- ran home without even saying goodbye to Hassan. Such a 

man with such personality must be disliked. 

B----- showed his greed for money at another time when his mother 

left one hundred leones (12Q) with him. She told B----- that she was 

going on a business trip to Freetown for two weeks. The money was to 

be used to buy food for himself and his sisters. A temporary cook was 

hired. Instead of giving all the money to the cook as suggested by his 

younger sisters, he gave the cook only fifty leones and kept the 

remaining fifty for hi~self. After one week the fifty leones that was 

given to the cook got finished. B----- still had forty leones left of 

the fifty leones he kept for hi;;1self. When the matter was reported to 

him, he never bothered to give the cook a single ce~t instead he 
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brushed past the cook and went to town. (£u_~-on sentenc~) His younger 

sisters almost starved for that day. They were saved by their cousin 

Mr. 1----- who volunteered to feed them until their mother was back. 

B----- was the least cared when the matter was reported to his mother. 

(~clear phrasing) His mother promised never to leave money in his 

care again whenever she was going on any business trip. A man with 

such greed for money deserves to be disliked. 

Secondly B----- is very dishonest. He manifested his dishonesty 

~hen he was sent by Mr. Koroma, a business man who was a close 

neighbour. Pa Koroma gave B----- ten pieces of diamond with a letter 

to take to his younger brother Mr. Koroma (Jr.) who lived in Kenema. 

Instead of going to Kenema, B----- decided to go to Kono. At Kono he 

sold two of the diamond pieces, threw away the letter given to him by \ 

Mr. Koroma and had a good time with streetboys and girls. He spent two 

weeks in Kono before going to Kenema, Out of the remaining eight 

pieces of diamond, B----- gave Mr. Koroma (Jr.) five pieces. He told 

Mr. Koroma (Jr.) that his brother, Pa Koroma will come in the next two 

weeks. Back at home in Segbwema, Pa Koroma received B----- with a warm 

welcome with the hope that B----- gave all what was due to Mr. Koroma 

(Jr.). It was three weeks after B----- 1 s departure from Kenema that a 

letter was sent to Pa Koroma from Mr. Koroma (Jr.). Pa Koroma almost 

fainted when he found out how he had been tricked by B-----. He would 

have taken B----- to the police station had it not been for the sake of 

B-----'s mother's kindness. B----- hid himself for more than three 

weeks without showing himself up to Pa Koroma. From that time Pa 

Koroma never sent B----- again. Such a man with such personality needs 

to be disliked. 
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B----- showed his dishonesty for the second time when his school 

gave hiCT some eggs to sell. The agricultural society in his school (to 

which B----- belonged) asked him to sell eight dozen eggs. It was 

planned that the money was to be used to buy more chickens for egg 

laying. Out of the eight dozen eggs that B----- sold, he only 

presented one half of the sales. The prisident of the society, Mr. 

Kamara asked B----- for the remaining money which B----- never 

produced, Mr. Kamara was so angry that he reported the matter to the 

Principal. When 8----- was asked by the Principal to explain how the 

money got missing, he lied to the Principal that some of the eggs got 

broken. For this, he was asked to pay the missing sum or to be 

suspended for one week. B----- did not pay the money so he was 

suspended for one week. The Principal promised to accept B----- back 

in the school on the condition that he brings his mother_ to the school 

when his suspension terminated. Such a man with such personality 

should be disliked. 

Worst of all B----- is very rude. He never speaks to anybody fine 

regardless of your age. He never treats others nicely. B----

manifested his rudeness during a friendly football match between his 

school and another secondary school in the same town (Holy Ghost 

Secondary School Segbwema). It all started when the oponent school 

scored a goal against B----- 1 s school. Instead of accepting the goal, 

B----- insulted the mother of B----- Dawson, the boy who scored the 

goal. Whether B----- had a personal grudge for Dawson before or not no 

one could tell at that time. It happened that Dawsons younger sister 

was standing near to 8-----. When she asked 8----- why he had so 

shamefully insulted her brother, B----- answered her with a slap on the 
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face, This brought an uproar in the field. The onlookers came to the 

rescue of the girl. A strong man named Joseph Thompson gave B----- a 

hard blow in his face which brought B----- to the ground. B----- took 

a big stone and sent it across Joseph's face and a pool of blood sprang 

from his face. This led to a serious catastrophe on the whole field. 

People fled from the field to different directions. The Wesley 

students started throwing stones at the Holy Ghost players. That was 

the end of the match. Five minutes after the game was stoped, a police 

patrol came to the field but fortunately for B----- he had fled by 

then. Many people were arrested interrogated and later released. 

Among .those arrested, none was able to give an account of how the fight 

started, so the case was draped by the police. A man who brings about'. 

such an uproar because of his flagrant attitude should be disliked. 

B----- manifested his rudeness at another time by upsetting an old 

man called Pa_Momoh Helegonomoh. This oldman was deaf. He usually 

came to Segbwema from a small village called Malewa with a bundle of 

wood on his head. What he gets out of selling wood was that he used to 

buy few ingredients for cooking. This he will talce home to his old 

wife. It was learnt by people that Pa Momoh had no child. One day 

when Pa Momoh was approaching B-----'s house with his bundle of wood on 

his head, B----- straight away called some of his rude friends. They 

started singing Pa Momoh 1 s name saying that he was a shameless old man 

fit to born (~er~) more than twenty children. They also sang that the 

old man was an evil man and that was why God never gave him no child, 

B----- went to the extent of taking the old man's bundle of wood from 

his head dropping it on the ground. Pa Momoh was so emba.rassed that he 

nearly wept. The passers by came to his rescue. B----- directed 

l 
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insults to the intruders. He was reported to his mother who nearly 

disowned B----- on that day. B----- was given many warnings on that 

spot by many people to which he gave deaf ears. He left them talking 

and went to town with his henchmen. Such a man with such undesirable 

personality should be disliked. 

PROFESSOR'S COMMENT ON CONTENT: This· student's evident scruples that 

he must be very sure he has reason enough for his dislike of B----

combined in my mind with the responses of some other students to make 

me think there was likely a tribal or religious problem that this topic 

may have raised. Perhaps it was no more than an injunction seriously 

pursued that one must love one's enemies, though I suspect it was more. 

In making the assignment I had said I would give a substitute topic for 

anyone who did not wish to write on this. No one took that option. 

Whatever else is true, it is also likely that most of my students 

were not like B----- but had spent most of their years until this time 

expecting their parents, teachers, and other elders to tell them what 

they must believe. Pity the poor student who was in the double bind of 

not being able to tell me that my assignment was wrong, because I too 

was an elder and an authority he must obey. 



( 
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TOPIC SERIES II: Write on someone you like or admire or respect. 

PAPER 1, Writing: It is natural for me, I am afraid, when I get a 

paper that is this good to suspect it has been plagiarized, because 

young students just don't write this well. Nonetheless, I had to 

conclude it is original work because the organization and detailing are 

exactly what I had been trying to get students in the course to write. 

The organization is simple and clear, although one may be amused by the 

youthful writer's giving his girl~riend 1 s beauty the place of 

preeminence in his paper about her. But the details and examples are 

excellent throughout, appealing to the imagination so that one can 11 seen 

the ·scenes_.and events described, In short, the logic and the evidence 

are admirable, Even the conclusion about 11 beauty 11 is freshly and 

imaginatively developed, with fine explanations for a non-native reader. 

The student has some grammar problems that he must work on, but this is 

as close to professional writing excellencs as any teacher of first year 

college students is likely to find. 

Thesis: I greatly admire Mbaindu, my lover. 

Tooic sentences: 

1, Mbaindu is very hardworking at her studies. 

2. More important, she is very reasonable at spending money, 

J. Most important of all, she is indeed very beautiful. 

I greatly admire Mbaindu, my lover. For one thing, she is very 

hardworking at her studies. It is important to know that one out of a 

hundred girls in this country is serious at her studies. It is indeed a 

difficult task to praise someone you dearly love to people who already 

know that you love her, But please, you must try and believe what I am 

saying, A class master once commented on one of Mbaindu 1 s terminal 



reports, "She must be congratulated not only for her success in Exams 

but also her being hardworking. 11 Unlike most girls, she 'would not keep 

my company if I visited and found her studying at home. At home, if she 

is not found studying, she must be performing her domestic duties, At 

first, she was not naturally good in mathematics and I constantly 

grumbled about it. One evening, she promised that she would change all 

her one to ten percent marks to fifty and above in mathematics exams. 

nr solicit any help from you, 11 she added. I wasted no time, I took her 

round and introduced her to all my friend mathematician teachers. The 

teachers agreed to help. From that night Mbaindu went from one teacher 

to another, covering almost four miles every day, for special 

instructions in mathematics, She did not give me much company that year. 

( 

I was discouraged as I thought she did not love me anymore. In the end, ( 

my discouragement turned into great joy as she got firstplace in 

mathematics, scoring an average mark of nighty percent. 

The reward for hardwork is very obvious. Mbaindu maintained her 

first place in all promotional examinations throughout her secondary 

school life. She also received four general proficiency prizes in forms 

one, two, three and four. The electric stove which she now uses at 

home was a prize given to her by the school 1 s Home Economics Department. 

No doubt she got a division one result in her G.C.E 10 1 Level exams. 

Why shouldn 1 t I admire this girl? 

More important, my lover is very reasonable at spending money. 

This is strange behaviour as far as our girls are concerned. One 

memorable night, together with Mbaindu, I went to Rio Cenema. I wanted 

to buy tickets for the Balcony Section but she stopped me and persuaded 

me to buy not even the Orchestra I but the Orchestra II tickets (the 

lowest price). After the sho'w was over, I also wanted to stop a taxi to 

( 
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take us home, but again she stopped me saying, 11 My love, know that you 

are just a third class worker. You have to pay rents, for food, my 

books, your sisters' and so on. With me, love is more natural and 

meaningful during strolls within this time of the night." I will never 

forget in my life our stroll that night. The following morning I found 

out that I did not even spend a quarter of the money I had decided to 

sacrifice the previous night. I can also remember I gave a "lappa" 

(cloth) costing fifty leones (110,0Q) to Mbaindu. She thanked me well 

but advised that the next time I should give her the money because, 

according to her, I did not know all her choices. So the other time, I 

gave her £ifty leones for her excellent performance in sports. Two days 

later, she returned to me saying, 11 D0 you see the way I have used the 

Money? I have two skirts, two shirts and one 1lappa 1 • The last time 

you got only one lappa for fifty leones. 11 I only said to myself, 11 1 am 

lucky, I must marry her. 11 

Most important of all, my Mbaindu is indeed very beautiful. I will 

tell you what she looks like presently. Her medium size well-shaped 

head carries deep black curled hair and a promising forehead. She looks 

more like beauty itself when that hair is plaited. In between two very 

clear eyes and a little above two shinny black lips is situated a small 

pointed nose. Her crystal clear white teeth are quite distinct--in the 

background of those lips. Inbetween her upper front teeth, there is a 

small opening 11 open-teethn which our society admires greatly. This 

appears like daylight, whenever she smiles and this concludes the beauty 

of her face. Our women have a popular Mende (tribal) saying, 11 Let me - -
possess a 1 cut-neck 1 and a round 'tumber 1 and I have all the beauty in 

the world, 11 11 Cut-neck 11 refers to segmented necks while 11 tumber 11 refers 
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to the buttocks. Mbaindu has those two characteristics. She is fair in 

complexion without a speck. On her chest are well situted what our 

young men call 11 the two headlights of Babylon 11 (the breasts of a girl at 

puberty). Whenever she walks, young men are sure to dance their heads 

to the rithym created by both her breasts and 11 tumber 11 • Yes, now I know 

that black is beauty. 

The news about this girl 1 s beauty has also spread like Savannah 

fire during the dries. To start with, my father had rejected all girls 

that followed me home, but on seeing my Mbaindu, he commented, 11 God is 

beauty. I like this last girl. 11 At Babylon (a night club) you were 

sure to win the competition if you took my girl to dance with because 

the un.J. 11 is a lover of beauty. Mbaindu won her first beauty contest 

at town level just a year ago and her second at district level two weeks ( 

ago. 

I think if I should admire any creature on earth, it must be 

Mbaindu, not only for her being hardworking, her being reasonable at 

spending money but for her beauty. 

PROFESSOR'S COMMENT ON CONTENT: There is nothing foreign about the 

Africa created for us here. The young writer makes his values so 

persuasive that we are likely to assent to his conclusions about Mbaindu. 

goodly share of what is important about African life. The essay is not 

only an 11 African portrait 11 of the memorable Mbaindu, but also a 

compelling self-revelation of this young man who loves her. 

( 
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PAPER 2. Writing: This is another very promising paper, with good 

details and examples that make the argument clear and (generally) 

convincing. The student has more problems with grammar than he ought to 

have, but many of the problems in this paper are careless ones, such as 

omission of words, which comes from students quickly copying their drafts. 

Notice how much shorter this paper seems than the last one. More 

examples would have given it more weight. Still, it is the sort of work 

I hope most students will be doing hy the end of their study with me in 

freshman composition--absent, of course, the grammar mistakes, 

Topic: Write on someone you like or admire or respect. 

Thesis: I admire my grandfather, Pa Semah, very much, 

Topic sentences: 

1. For one thing, he is wealthy. 

2. More important, he is kind. 

J. But most important, he is wise. 

I admire my grandfather, Pa Semah, very much. For one thing, he is 

wealthy. Infact, he is regarded as one of the most wealthy people in 

our village. He O\,IIlS three well furnished houses in the village, and 

has two cars. He is the only person in the village with a portable 

generator which he uses to provide light for his houses. Moreover, Pa 

Semah has got the largest in the village. It is about four by two miles 

in area. Each year, he pays eight hundred or more leones (!160.0Q) to 

the Principal Agricultural officer of the ministry of Agriculture in the 

nearest town, to get their machines do some necessary work on his farm. 

He produces many bushels of rice every year, some of which he sells and 

the rest of which he keeps at home to be consumed by the rest of the 

family. Also, Pa Semah has one of the biggest and well equiped shops 
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in the village, and he runs it on a twenty-fou.r hour service, since he 

has employees who work on a shifting system. Moreover, Pa Semah has a 

very big poultry-bearing three hundred and fifty chickens, and a cattle 

shed with thirty five domestic animals including ten cows, fifteen goats 

and ten sheep. 

More important, Pa Semah is kind. Through out the village, people 

sing praises of his kindness. Even the domesticated animals at home and 

around realize that he is kind, and when ever they see him they show 

some signs of hearty welcome, Before Pa Semah eats his meals, he will 

first make sure that the pets around are well fed. He will then inspect 

their skins for abnormalities, and if he finds any, he will give them 

some medicine. Last year he invited some vetinary specialists to treat 

all the dogs in the village since there was an outbreak of rabies. 

Moreover, Pa Semah is very kind to little children. He usually plays 

and cracks jokes with them. Every Saturday he will organize a 

children's night. He would (!ens~) invite the children to his house 

and tell them interesting stories. He will then share some sweets and 

biscuits among them and would play some music for them, Moreover, Pa 

Semah always sees to it that part of his farm proceeds are reserved 

which he shears to people that are (£0!) able to farm on their own. He 

also gives loans to other farmers when they have financial or other 

problems. At one time there ·.;as a drought in th8 vi:.:~ge ·,.-;"'...::_ch :ed to a 

considerable damage to crops. My grandfather did suspect that there 

would be famine so he had to go to Freetown and buy some bags of rice 

which shared among the people affected on loan for very reasonable costs. 

( 

,( 

Most important, I admire my grandfather because he is wise, Infact ( 

he is nick-named 11 tainpe-taimpae 11
, meaning wiser than the king, He is a 

member of the council of elders in the village and a special adviser to 
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the chief. He is 3.lways consulted first before a particular area is 

chosen for farming purposes. So he has to recommend farming sites for 

the whole village. Last year, he told the people of the village not to 

undertake any swamp rice farming since he suspected that the swamps in 

that area will be flooded (!ens~). So every body had to do upland 

farming. This of course saved the farmers from the great disaster 

caused by the floods. Also, he is a very good dream interpreter. At 

one time, I dreamed that a very big and black snake was chasing me. 

When -I reported the matter to him the following morning he told me that 

it signifies (!ens~) I was going to loss one of my relatives, and of 

course it did happen. Moreover, most of the civil and land cases are 

directed to him for judgment, and he always judges them in a good way. 

PROFESSOR 1S COMMENTS ON CONTENT: Pa Semah is both stranger and 

neighbor, People in Watersmeet, Michigan, and Bloomfield, Iowa, would 

think his three homes and two cars the mark of wealth, probably the 

wealth of a frugal man, since his farm is not large, perhaps. More 

important, his kindness would be most admirable there, as well as in 

Hitchin, Hertfordshire, or West Chicago, or San Antonio. But it is his 

divination and dream interpretation that marks him as a stranger in our 

midst. Perhaps this topic sentence development should not have been 

given pride of place at the end cf the paper. That it ~as ~eminds us of 

a separating distance between us and this young man's belief in the 

awesome in an old man 1s knowledge: 11 of course it did happen," he tells 

us, certain we will understand. 
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PAPER 3. Writing: There are some fine examples and illustrations 

here, and the student makes a strong, clear case for why he feels as 

he does about his grandmother. His powers of reasoned conclusions 

far outstrip the grammatical aspects of his work. And there are also 

many careless errors that get in the way of our reading this. The 

student earned a C- the previous term, but clearly was capable of 

doing B or better work, if he could solve his problems with the level 

of 'Written English expected of a college student. 

Topic: Someone you like, or admire, or respect. 

Thesis: I greatly admire my grandmother. 

Topic sentences: 

1. For one thing, she is kind. 

2. For another thing, she is strong and dutiful, 

3, Above all, she is patient. 

I greatly admire my grandmother, For one thing, she is very kind 

to people, most especially villagers. Since two years ago, my 

grandmother had been staying (IenseI) with Mr. Toneh my father's elder 

brother in Taia just about eight miles from Njala. During last year's 

rainy season, when rice, the staple food of Sierra Leone was scarce, 

Mr. Momoh the Chief of Mokonde village about four and a half miles 

from Taia, came to my grandmother and requested for a bag of rice ior 

his family to eat for the next approaching three weeks. Each harvest 

season, my grandma prepares for the rainy day, She made (tens~) sure 

that she fill (~greemen!) the store with rice and rescued anyone who 

came to her to either buy some bags or requests for some on credit 

basis {£arallel constructio~). Mr, Momoh being very lucky to meet 

grandma at home confronted her with his problem, Mama Ada being kind 
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and usually sees (£arallel constructio~) into some ones (£ossessiv~) 

problems extended arms to Mr, Momoh by giving him two bags of cleaned 

rice for almost next to nothing. It was purely out of compunction 

Grandma had for the next family. With great joy and amazement, the 

chief Mr. Momoh received the articles and disappeared contempted. No 

sooner had Mr, Momoh departed, than an old woman called Jane knocked 

at the back door. Grandma Ada busy in the kitchen steaming some fresh 

fish which Robert my older brother had collected from the river Lubi 

which almost surrounded the town. (sentence fragment) 

The old woman Jane entered and sat by the dining table. I 

straightaway concluded in my mind that the woman was extremely hungry 

and that she urgently needed some food to eat. Grandma Ada then asked 

the old woman whether she needed some food. She replied by nodding her 

head slowly which meant Yes to us. Fortunately for old ma Jane, 

Grandma Ada is fond of keeping some food and a bucket of water in the 

house over night. So old Ma Jane was lucky to eat some 11 foofoo 11 a 

substitute diet to rice. 

To us the little children, Grandma Ada never favoured a particular 

child among us. Ma Ada had had her own children including other 

children for our closest relatives. All of us were given a common 

,treatment (E1111-on sentenc~) for example, Ma Ada use to give all of us 

a loaf and two slices of potatoes every morning for our lunch to 

school beside our normal breakfast we usually take at home. 

The next thing I admire about Grandma is that she washed and 

ironed her clothes all by herself. On every other Sunday, she goes to 

market. Not only that, she as well sweeps the compound and takes care 

of Rosaline the baby girl while Evelyn my mother was away. I say here 

that Grandma Ada is dutiful, and industrious which is a remarkable 

( 

I 
\. 



character in Ma Ada. Talking ·in terms of making handwork, like 

bedspreads, pillow slips and chair covers, there was no body in the 

whole of Taia town that was highly skilled in those creative arts. 

Many a time, aunt Sarah who is staying about two miles from us call 

(.!greemen]) upon grand ma for help--making either 11 puff cak:es 11 or 

sandwich (Elura!) • 

Above all, I mostly admire grandma Ada for her patience. She 

never use to beat (~erb for~) or punish us frequently for every bit of 

mistake or bad we do at home unlike my father who capitalizes on 

flogging us for any mistake we do at home. 

My little siste= was boiling water for tea one evening and she 

mistakenly hit the flask (Ihermo~) against the door when she was 

trying to carry it to the kitchen to have it filled. When the news 

reached father, he grew annoyed. He was impatient and instantly 

decided to punish Mary. My grandmother on the other hand whom I 

admire more than my father came to the scene and with great courage 

and patient, she assisted Mary to gather the broken pieces. I was 

ex:i::-ecting that Grandma will beat (!ens~) Mary but ma took everything 

cooly and just told mary to throw away the broken pieces. Also, I 

can remember one wednesday morning when I was down with malaria fever. 

My grandma paid so much attention to my health that she slept near me 

in the hospital. The next morning, the fever attacked me so badly 

that I was unable to lift myself up from bed to visit the toilet. As 

a result, I eased myself on the bed. On Grandma 1 s arrival, I was 

worried with two things. First and foremost about messing the bed 

which meant extra work for Ma Ada and the unpleasant odour I spread 

around the ward, Mr. Ghabba the patient next to my bed really grew 

uncomfortable but he never said a word. I thought that my grandma 
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felt bad or even grew impatient to stay near me. To my greatest 

surprise, Ma Ada remained calm and patiently cleaned the whole place 

and finally washed me up. I was greatly amazed at my grandma's 

action, which made me to really conclude that she was a very patient 

and well calculated somebody. Her love and admiration grew wild in my 

heart. 

PROFESSOR'S COMMENT ON CONTENT: Here is not only a memorable portrait 

of Grandma Ada but also fine candid pictures of other Africans: Mr. 

Momoh, the chief hwnbled by want; Mary, the baby sister, who could have 

been flogged; and the boy sick in bed with malaria and ashamed of 

himself. The portraits stay in our memory. And the last line may be a 

tribal expression, but it is also a lovely line of poetry: 11 Love and 

( 

admiration for her grew wild in my heart, 11 (. 

( 
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TOPIC SERIES IV: How are children brought up in Sierra Leone? 

PAPER 1, Writing: This student has a number of grammar problems that 

he will have to solve before he can get an~• but he has great talent 

and clearly he was doing his best to profit from the course. The 

outline and logic are sound and effective, and he has admirable details 

and examples that make us see these things that he is talking about: it 

would hard not to be moved by his argument. 

Thesis: Unlike Sarrah my sister, I was brought up in a good way. 

Topic sentences: 

1. I experienced much love from our family members while she 

did not. 

2, I ~eceived a better -education than she did. 

J. Unlike Sarrah, I got good social interactions during our 

childhood. 

I was brought up in a good way. Sarrah my sister was not brought 

up in a good way. But it was not her fault anyway. It was the fault 

of our very immediate parents, our father and mother. Our father and 

mother brought me up while Sarrah was brought up by her elder sister, 

0----- 1 s husband Mr. H----. This was, as far as my experience goes 

now, a very unfortunate aspects in Sarrah's life. I received a 

reasonable amount of affectionate love from not only father and mother 

but also other members of the family such as uncles and aunts and 

grandparents. I was the focus of their attention, and every steps made 

by my legs were very precious to them and therefore were being watched 

always. (E)1xasing unclea~) They made sure that I did not go filty 

and dangerous places or play with things of the like. They would always 

say to me, "Don't go to that filt, or that broken bottle, or don't eat 
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that. 11 (£ot a quotatio~) In every memorable mornings, my mother N----

woke me up within 8 o 1 clock and eight fifteen. She would ~ash me 

gently. During infancy (~odification not clea~), she would put me on 

her laps, singing sweet songs of my choice to me while dressing me. I 

did love those sangs very much and they did give me much courage, I did 

not ever experience what people call hunger. No sooner had she finished 

dressing me than my father Papa Z----- called me to take breakfast with 

him. It interesting to know that I was big enough when I stopped 

sleeping on the same bed with Ma N----- and Papa Z-----. They placed me 

in between them on the bed and I felt their warmth especially during the 

colds. Oh yes, they had great love for me expecially when I was the 

only son and child that time, 

I do very much sympathise with Sarra.h in the way she was brought 

up. Her Bituation became worse when her elder sister sacked Mr. H----

and went out of the home. She never had a dream of getting the love and 

nourishments I received during childhood. She woke up too (1ictio~) 

early ev~ry morning to put water on fire for Mr. H-----, to clean the 

house and a very large compound, wash kitchen utensils, prepare 

breakfast, do the marketing for food for that day, finish all these 

before leaving for school. Severe beating which I did not ever get was 

one of the rewards she rec~ived if she either failed to complete or 

perform the functions. She lived in fear and threat. Very unlike me, 

Sarra.h's best bed up to the time she was in her third form was a prayer 

mat on the floor with no cloth to cover, Whenever I visited Sarra.h, I 

found either meditating in a corner ~hen leas busy, working or gone to 

r 

school. ( 

I also received better education than Sarrah. She stopped in Form 

Three while I am now in a University studying for my first degree. I 

' 
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started going to school at a time I did not even know what a school was. 

I was sent to the best nursing school, primary and secondary schools in 

our district. I never experienced any problem concerning school fees, 

lunch in school, school uniforme and books. Whatever was in the 

interest of my education was given to me immediately after I requested. 

There was electricity supply in our home and as a result my study did 

not ever experience any light problems. (£hrasing unclea~) Father had a 

car which carried me to and fro the school, Above all, my father gave 

me prizes whenever I gained a first, second or third place in class 

exams. In turn I did not also deceive my parents. I passed my G.C.E. 

Exams clearly, 

Sarrah was a naturally a clever girl but her environment was very 

uncondusive to education. She started school very late, at an age of 

seven years. She did not ever receive any school materials from her 

guardian. I used to subtract from what I had and give to her. So she 

absolutely depended on me for a rular, old books, pens and school bags. 

I would have taken full care of her lunch but we did not attend the 

same school, She was always sent to those deplorable primary and 

secondary schools which (£elative pronoll£) there were lack of 

stationary and qualified staff. Her getting no time and chance to study 

at home worsened the situation. She was sure to reach school at least 

one hour late every morning. So in the end she always failed and 

repeated classes and finally she could not survive in Form Three. She 

became a drop-out. 

It is a necessity to polish a child's life with some social 

activities which are in his or her interest. This does not only 

increase the child 1 s environment but also make (~greemenI) him or her 

become well integrated. I had no problem from this direction, Pa 
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Z----- carried me to Cenemas, foot-ball matches, atheletics, concerts 

and dances. I took part in those that interested me, and I became very 

good at them. For example, I was captain of both our secondary and 

college volley ball teams, I was also a very good goal keeper. Through 

these participations I gained much popularity and fame from both school 

and town. This enlarged my environment, friendship greatly. 

Even now, those who 1mo~ Sarrah kno~ that she did not take part in 

any social activities during childhood. She is very aggressive and too 

~uiet now. As a result she has very little company. This is because 

she hardly has any interest in social activities which involves others. 

All this happens now as a result of the ~ay she was brought up. She was 

not allowed in company with other girls and never visited any social 

gathe~ing. The way I was brought up is indeed better than Sarrah, 

PROFESSOR'S COMMENT ON CONTENT: By the end of this paper, ~e understand 

very well ~hat the writer is grateful to his parents for and we are very 

sad for his sister, Sarrah. We note how much he remembers and ho~ much 

attention he has paid to his sister's plight, We have a good sense of 

~hat their lives were like, The admirable details of evidence and 

illustration bring these scenes vividly-to our eyes. We .kno~ something 

important about what life- may be like in Africa, But we perhaps wonder 

why the writerts parents did not seek to ease Sarrah 1 s evident problems. 

( 
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TOPIC SERIES IV: How do you like the way you were brought up? 

PAPER 1. Writing: This paper is not faultless, but it is well written. 

The chief writing problem is with the disproportionate emphasis this 

student gives to his third point, about the way his aunt encouraged in 

him feelings for his fellow man. It is there that this young man's 

chief interest lies in this paper. He might have been wiser to develop 

a paper on that topic alone rather than attempting to combine it with 

others which he develops much less fully. 

Thesis: From the time I was seven years of age, I have grown to like 

the way my aunt Ya Sinor brought me up. 

Topic sentences: 

1. For one thing, she was kind to me. 

2. Secondly, she sent ma to school. 

J. Most important of all, she developed humanitarian feeling in 

me. 

My mother divorced my father when I was five years of age, I was 

left in the care of my step-mi:'fthers. At the beginning, they showed 

much interest in m·e. Five months later, they began to punish me. I 

became the beast of burden in the house. I thought of telling my 

father Pa AJ.usine T-----, but I was afraid of being punished by my 

step-mothers. At the age of six yea:t's, (~odification uncleB.£) my 

father discovered that I was manhandled by my step-mothers. He then 

decided to send me to his sister Ya Sinor. 

From the time I was seven years of age, I have grown to like the 

way my aunt Ya Sinor brought me up. One Friday morning after my 

father found out how I was being treated, he called me and told me to 

accompany him to Sendougou, I did not know that he was taking me to 
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his sister. On our arrival, I was handed to Ya Sinor and he returned 

to his village, -----. I was in dilemma during the first two weeks, 

because I was not used to the new environment. But later things began 

to be like honey, 

I came to like her very much. For one thing, she was kind to me. 

When I was taken to Ya Sinor, I had only one long clothes and a pair of 

shorts. I had no shoes. Two weeks after my arrival, she bought a pair 

of shoes, five clothes and five shorts for me. She never allowed me to 

go and eat in other houses a~ boys of those days used to do. She was 

always ready to attend to my needs. Seeing that I had not gone through 

circumcision, she prepared in order for me to be circu~cised. She only 

informed my father after the circumcision was over. That was a day I 

would never forget in my life. Her attitudes toward me manifested her 

kindness and sympathy. 

At the age of eight, I went to fetch wood in order to prepare for 

the evening. After collecting the wood, I saw sweet fruits which I 

thought of plucking. They were on a very high tree. Without thinking 

of the risk, I climbed that tree and unfortunately I stepped on the dry 

stick. By the time I could grasp another branch, I was dropped down on 

the ground. Two of my friends--Abu and Baba carried me home. I had 

severe pains but no fractures. My aunt took care of me until I 

recovered from those pains. There was not a single day that she joined 

me with another person in eating. I had a special dish, She would 

make sure that I had food every morning and before going to bed. If 

she observed differences in my behaviour, she would try her best to 

know why. From the time I entered her house into the time I left her, 

she had never scolded me or reprimanded me. (Iens~) 

( 
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Secondly, she sent me to school, Whan I was nine years of age, my 

father told my aunt that I should learn something for the future, Many 

proposals were made. In the first case, my father suggested it would 

be better if I become a blacksmith. But my aunt objected to this 

suggestion. Another suggestion was to be an apprentice to one of the 

carpenters in the town. This suggestion was accepted, But on the 

following day, my aunt told my father that she ~ould like me to either 

learn Arabic or go to school. Both of them agreed that I should go to 

school. In the beginning of the scholastic year, I was sent to school. 

Before the reopening of schools, my aunt made sure that I had all 

the necessary things for schooling. She bought me two pairs of 

uniforms and one pair of shoes and a cap. She did not buy books 

because they ~ere supplied in those days. Before going to school, 

(~edification uncleai) she would prepare my food and one shilling 

(~¢ U.S~) for my lunch. That she did every day unto the time I went to 

secondary school. 

After I had taken the Common Entrance Examinations, I fell ill. 

Even after my recovery, I was unable to attend school, I began to 

attend again three weeks after I had recovered. 

The results of the Common Entrance Examinations ware good for ma. 

I succeeded for the Schlenker Secondary School in Port Loko. 

Before the beginning of that academic year, I told my aunt that I 

would" like to become a Christian, despite she is a Muslim. She 

consented. My teacher Mr. Charles A. Sankoh informed the Reverend 

Father John for my baptism. I was then baptized and I became Michael 

Alhaji T-----. During the Conformation, the name Emmannuel was added. 

She gave me the free will to do things that are good for me and the 
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public. Before the beginning of my secondary school life, she made 

sure that I stayed with somebody who was kind and sympathetic. She 

pa.id my fees and bought the text and exercise books for me. She took 

care of my schooling from primary to secondary. 

Through the second thought of my aunt, I have today the ability to 

communicate with learned people, With her help, I have been educated 

properly. If it were not her effort, I should have been in the village 

with many wives and children I could not have cared for properly. 

The most important factor that made me to like the way my aunt 

brought me up was the development of my humanitarian feeling. In the 

first case, she took care of one blindman. This blindman called Pa 

Sorie, had two wives. These he married before being blind. When the 

sickness attacked him, people thought that it was not serious. Two 

months later, he became blind. His second wife T----- left him and 

five months later, the first wife left. Pa Sorie was left alone. The 

most unfortunate part of this situation was that, Pa Sorie had no 

children. Some of the boys in the town began to laugh at Pa Sorie 

whenever they saw him. One day, my aunt called me in her room and told 

me that to laugh at a blind person or lameman or any sick person was 

not good. She advised me that I should help any poor person. I should 

show mercy and love to them. She told me certain words which I have 

heard and read. She said 11 Do to people what you would like them do to 

you. 11 I will never forget these words of my aunt. 

To my surprise, my aunt removed Pa Sorie from his former place to 

her house. Pa Sorie totally became a dependant of my aunt. She helped 

him in everything. She bought clothes and shoes for him and satisfied 

his needs. One day, I asked my aunt why she was helping other people. 

( 
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She told me that God said we should do so. She said that God wanted 

every individual to help his/her fellow human being if He (God) was to 

be worshipped. 

The other instance was the man bitten by a poisonous snake-red 

mamba. My aunt was a great herbalist. The man bitten by the snake was 

the one that killed the cow of my aunt when it destroyed his rice. He 

was called Pa B-----. Pa B----- was well known for his wickedness in 

the town. When the snake bit him, everybody in ~he town was happy 

except my aunt and hie family. The other people '\rallted Pa B----- to 

die because of his wickedness. His oldest son went and called my aunt 

in order to help their father. I went to the house of' Pa B-- with 

my aunt. On our way, she plucked some leaves and cheved them. On our 

arrival., she sucked the poison and removed the fangs. Then she rubbed 

medicines on the bitten area. Five days later, Pa B---- recovered. 

After Pa B---- had recovered, I told my aunt that it vas Pa B---- who 

killed her cow. She told me that we should learn to forgive others so 

that God would forgive us. And I have seen the vaJ.ue of' these words 

today. I have observed that we should be kind and merciful to others. 

The third instance was the case of' a woman whom people claimed to 

be a witch. The husband Pa B--- was with the opinion that his wife 

N----- was a witch. Asked why, he said N--- could not bring forth a 

child, Pa B---- vas encolll"aged not to divorce his vif'e N-- but he 

refused. N--- was an orphan and she came to that town when she was 

young. She was about to be left like a lost sheep. N---- came to my 

aunt and asked my aunt to accept her as her own daughter. Looking at 

the position of' N----, my aunt welcomed her as her own daughter. 

N----- showed f'aithf'ulness and loyalty to my aunt. And my aunt loved 
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her so much. She later on married to Amara and became a good housewife. 

My aunt could give her last bowl of rice to a passerby. Before 

leaving her for Port Loko, (~odification uncleaE) she told me to be 

kind, merciful, honest, respectful and loyal to everyone--young or old. 

She told me that I must serve others in need. She emphasized that I 

should never provoke any sick person.· I used to throw stones at dogs. 

One day, she saw me doing the same act. She called me and told me that 

it was not good to be cruel to animals. She said they are our friends. 

At that tim~, I had no idea of animals being friends of people. But 

I have seen that value today. I liked the way my aunt brought me up, 

because she was kind, and sympathetic to me; she educated me and taught 

me to be kind and merciful to others. I am extremely grateful to my 

aunt Ya Sinor, 

PROFESSOR'S COMMENT ON CONTENT: This student is one I excused from 

class because he was a good writer, but he elected to stay in the 

course (his option) to improve his skills. It is obvious that he put 

very much work into this paper, and so intended to make good use of his 

opportunity for education. What strikes me most about his work is how 

much and how easily he lives in a world many of us think among the 

highest achievements of human civilization, though he is far from the 

cultural centers of the world we usually recognize. He speaks truly 

when he says: "Through the second thought of my aunt, I have today the 

ability to communicate with learned people. 11 
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TO?IC S"ZRIES VI: Yo11r first tern at ~ljala. UniY~rsit7 College of 

the University of Sierra Leans 

PAPER 1. ·writing: This student has most every kind. of serious granuar 

problem. I inolude the paper partially to show.how much a student- ~ay 

have to learn to deal with college work. I had the time to give this 

young man much special tutoring beginning in Janua:-y; by the end of 

June he was doing ~ssing_ work. This paper dates froc the beginning of 

of that period. I thin.~ we see in this paper the sensitive, struggling 

young student which his writing problems cannot completely efface, The 

third point here is most ingenuous, and may come as a surprise to 

American students. 

Thesis: My first term at ~jala University College started in September. 

And during ~his time I ca~e across many strang~ things. 

Topic sentences: 

1. For one thing, I found lessons very interesting. 

2. In addition to that, the time between lectures provided us 

time to study. 

J. Most important of all, T experienced a change of life. 

The first term started in Septefilber 1983. I register (fens~) as 

nonresidence student and stayed with my uncle. I didn't really wanted 

(verb) it (~tecedent unclear). but by then the result of scholarship - - - -
interview was not out. So I had no alternative. During this time, I 

came across many strange things. 

For one thing, I found lessons very interesting. During the first 

lectures I was very 8uch surprised to see that each lecture was for 

fifty ninutes. It took ge a period of two weeks to get use to it. 

And besides there was G_gr9eoeri}) also intervals between lectures. 
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During the fr8e time we Ul=e libr3,ry until the tLne scheduled _for the 

The English lessons were very interesting. During this time we all 

had the opportunity to discuss areas we are (IenseY) not familiar ~ith. 

Our lecturer gave us a lot of advice. 

The Chemistry lessons were very boring. This was due to fact that 

the knowledge we had in Chemistry was not sufficient for a University 

work. The Chel!listry practicals (lab~) were very excited (yerb for~) 

and interesting, We had to play with chemicals. And draw observations 

from it (~entence frag:menI), This is reason why I liked practicals. on 

Che!!listry. 

The first week in the first term of my stay in Njala. (ientence 

frag~enI) I had a lot of doubts over lecture rooms on our ti8etabls. 

It was written Res 16. Rns 12, P.O.W. and BL 1. It took ~ea period of 

four days to know what doeg words Beant. (~at clea£) Another thi.~g of 

interest was the use of dining hall. Meals were prepared and scheduled 

for service at 8.00 A.H., 2,00 P.ivf. and 6.00 p . .:::i. On ":JY first day I 

didn't know that we had to produce ~eal cards before the stewards will 

(Iens~) serve us. I went without it so I was not serve (igreemen!) that 

day. This was a bitter experience I had. I then hated the stewards for 

starving me. 

In addition to lectures end intervals_ between it (~eeI!l.en1) , we 

were also provided ample time to ,':ltudy, We had lectures up til two 

o'clock. After which all the other hours was (!greeraen!) assign (~er~) 

for studies. Cientence fragmenl) 

PM. 

I liked to study from 4:00 PM to 6:00 

An other area I found it very hard to know was the use uf the 

kelvinator. It was only after the orientation that I knew how to use 

( 
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som~ of the f~cilities of the College. 

The fourth week of the first ter□ I 01.Jserve was the critic.:3.l point 

of the ter□, because we are (!ensi) so r:iuch over loaded with war!{ :cmd 

h~d no time for farm practice. 

During my first supervised Agricultural practice. (ientence 

fragmen!) I was told by our instructor that we had to do i~prove 

practices (~ot clear) in Agriculture. I have grown to like farm 

practice becapse I derived joy in working among plant. We learn 

pruning, brooding which were all strange to us. (£hrasing unclea~) 

Most important of all, my first tern at Nj~la created a change of . 

life for me, During the first five weeks of stay at Njala I interacted 

with intelligencials and deplornatics. (Iictio£) And wanting a change 

of life. (ientence frag;!len~) I started to copy their ways of dressing 

and raode of talking. I also started wearing ties to go for lectures. 

And also make sure ~y hair was properly co~bed. (ien~ence frag~enl) All 

this habits (igreemen1) illade a changed in ~y life. 

An other thing I noticed is a transform (siictio!!_) in ways of 

learning. In seconda_ry schools teachers give notes. In my first taro 

at Nj~la I developed the idea of taking lecture notes, After which I 

will go to the library and improve on it. (~greement; sentence fragmen!) 

This was a considerable change in me, 

Also eating with fork and knife was strangg to me. During ~y first 

breakfast I threw lumps of food on the floor. As a result not knowing 

to eat with fork and knife. (~entence fragmen!) With constant practice 

in the course of stay at Njala I knew how to eat with a fork and knife, 

I develope the habit of liking to eat with this two things. And now I 

can boast of being one of the best student to eat with fork and knife. 

The first term ~t Njala subjected ce to a lot of chang8s in life. 
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In a new environm8nt it is likely that one should face new things. 

T:i.is changes played on ::!e a lc-t ~.nd now I c~n thin..lc .'Jf :nyself ::i. change 

student for the better. 

PROFESSOR'S COI~1ENT ON CONT&'IT: This paper shows how very ~uch a 

culturtlly handicapped student may have to· learn, but it also shows this 

young ~a.~•s admirable resolve to succeed in college, I find the paper 

very touching, and the point about using a knife and fork vsry ~oving. 

After six months of private conferences and tutorL11.g, this yoW1g 1:1an was 

doing passing work--an extraordinary achievement, I think. 

Unfortunately, few American collages 11 could.afford 11 to have their faculty 

give _the time to individual students th~t I had available tone for the 

sixteen or so students I had far two ter~s in 1984, But the □ost 

ii:!lporta.nt achieveillent was not the ti!?le this boy was given but the 

astonishing cultural challenge this boy survived and found his way in. 

NOTE: In ~arking errors in this paper, I refrained fro~ over-kill, 

so as to make my general points clear and not too oppressive •••• 

( 
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TOPIC SERIES IX: What is the ~est important thing th~t has ever 

happened tc you? 

PAPER 1. Writing: This student has ~any serious proble~s getting his , 

ideas do~m in English, which is clearly not his native language. 

Probably the worst of his proble~s is with verbs and tenses. But this 

is the central eleBent in the larger problem he has with phrasing which 

makes the reader struggle to understand what he means to say. And yet, 

his story is a most sad and moving one, and I doubt there are many 

readers who would not try hard to understand this boy and his most 

important experience in life. 

The choppiness in the first three lines of the paper comes from my 

supplying the thesis and the first topic sentence, which the student 

does not. 

Thesis: The moat important thing that has ever happened to ~e was the 

death of flY beloved father .Mr. Mohamed Kabba. 

Topic sentences: 

1. For one thing Mr. Kabba was responsible for paying my school 

fees, the buying of my schcol uniforms and books, 

2. ne shoved me true love. 

J. Most important of all, he took great care of my aether. 

The most important thing that has ever happened to rae was the death 

of ~y beloved father Mr, Mohamed Kabba. For one thing Mr. Kabba was 

responsible for paying flY school fees, the buying of my school uniforms 

and books. In addition to my failing of the G.C.E. 0-Levels that year 

(~d thus completing secondary school work, and therefore being prepared 

for college studz) and the perpetual ill-health condition, (~hoseI) I 

also lost ~y beloved father Mr. Mohamed K. Kabba. It is (Iensi) sad to 
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he9.r and e•ren sad to ~::..>iow when the news vf his death was a.nn.ounced to me 

that '3 11ening. :<'or or.e thing, -:1y fa th:;)r I'1.r. Kabba W9.S the only l!l.an in 

the family who took up responsibilities of the entire family. Being his 

eldest child, (;is-related modifie~) Mr. Kabba was responsible for my 

education, At the beginning of each term, he would provide me with 

money for the purchasing of books, school uniforms and any surplus 

amount for my lunch, (2arallsl sentence structur~) For instance two 

years back, he gave l!l.e Le 2000,00 (f400,0Q)(2unctuatiog) the highest 

amount ever since, to be used during first term. Whenever he goes 

(!ens~) to Freetown during his usual routine tours, he would bring me 

educational books. I was very proud of him because he lmo~s (Jens;) 

what sort of books a.re (!ens~) needed for my studies. In the absence of 

such a man, I found it (IenseI) even more difficult to continue ~y 

education. I had always been the first person to pay up school and 

boarding fees at the beginning of each term of the acade~ic year. I 

never realised the work he was doing until when I lost him that year 

and left with no one to take up the responsibility of paying my school 

and boarding fees for the incoming (~ictiog) terms. (~entence fragmen!) 

This in fact had caused (!ime sequence unclea~) the poor performance in 

my last ter□ 's work because ~ost of the ti~e I had to go out in search 

of petty jobs in order to earn some money. This □eant that each time 

I failed to come to class a lot of things were done in my absence. 

(£9-ssive confusing) 

In addition, he showed me true love. For the mere fact that I was 

the only .son he had, (~rnphasis unclea~) Mr. Kabba tried his level best 

to show me the love he had for ~e. He provided rae with meals three 

times daily. Each morning, there would be tea and 11 stew 11 rice at my 

( 
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disposal. I had to choose (~~phasis unclear) which tyne of food I would - - ' 

nesd for a particular ~sal tifile. Sonetime he would call on me and 

inquire fro□ me to kno~ what I like and dislike. For instance, during 

last Easter season, he asked me what ty~~ - of present I would like hiCT 

to send me when returning from Freetown. (~edification unclea£) I 

I merely laughed and went away. With the absence of this man, I found 

life to be hard and rough like a bare rock. Now I have to look out for 

my own food, clothe (§Felling) and other basic necessities (£edundanI) 

~1iicn were at ~y disposal (£hr~sing unclea~) before the death of my 

father, Mr. Kabba did not only show his love to ~e outwardly (Eun-on 

sentenc;) he also tried to provide it to me throughout his life time. 

(~istinction uncleai) For instance, at the end of each month, he would 

invite me to follow him to the local market place especially on 

peculiar (1ictio~) days of the week. He would buy rae anything I 

requested from him. During one market day, I saw an electronic 

calculator which I feared to point out to him because the cost of it 

was high. When he saw my countenance, he immediately suspected what I 

wanted and he started questioning me until I had to tell him my demand. 

He took out the Le 120.00 (!24,0Q), paid for it, and I went home 

contented. Each morning, Mr. Kabba would carry me to school with his 

car before he goes (Iens;) to work and collects me at the end of the 

day. With all these facilities, I found life as easy as any thing. I 

was always with him and he dearly appreciated my company. He was so 

fun (~areless errorl) of me that we stayed all day together during the 

weekends. Since his death, I lost the sweet company of my father. 

The most i~portant of all, (~odification unclea£) Mr. Kabba took 

great care of my mother, Mrs. Kabba (2unctuatio~) who is handicapped and 
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had been wit~ ~y father before I was born. My mother being an 

handicapped person could not use her legs to wal~. She has been 

provided with a wheel chair by wy father which she uses to move within 

the radius of our house. Before her calamity, my mother was a 

business woman travelling from Sierra Leone to Western Europe and back, 

trading in 11 Garra 11 (~lotli). It was in one of her trips that she was 

involved in an accident and incidentally (~mphasisf) lost the will to 

walk. My father flew her to England ~or treatment but yet she was 

unable to use her legs. My father had been responsible for the social 

well being of my mother, (!ime sequence unclea~) For exaople, he tried 

to get her a car which she uses to travel to ~reetown a..~d back. (~ot 

cleaE) Before he goes (!ens~) to his office every morning, my father 

would have to examine her health. One day, my mother fell from her 

wheel chair and unfortunately sustained some injuries in the left knee 

cap and on the face, When the news reached my father he was unable to 

eat any food that day. He took oy ~other to Freetown for (~rticl;) 

medical checkup. At every· fourt-night (~elling), a medical doctor is 

invited to give my mother a sound ~edical checkup, to see her fitness. 

My father who like (~greement; tens~) to preserve his prestige 

(~mphasis unclear) wa9 always ready to support my mother socially and 

financially, But since the death of my father, the handicapped nature 

of my mother is not strongly felt. (:fur- whomf) For the fact that she has 

noone (iPelling) to talce care of her and she could not use her legs any 

longer had found it difficult to survive. (sentence fragment; sentence 

incomprehensibl~) Food _and clothe (~ictio~) which are the immediate 

( 

( 

necessities were hardly met by her. (£hrasing uncleai) She was such in ( 

a deplorable condition (2hrasing uncleai) that she later went mad. 
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~~is sad news leaves no good feeling in me. All this has aggravated 

due to the sudden death of ~y father. If I had not been to the death of 

::iy father (_£areless er-::-ors1J h9r □adness would have been cured. To su!:'.l 

up, this had been the most important thing that hes happened to me 

during the course of my life. 

PROFESSOR 1 S COMMEUT ON CONTENT: This is an important paper for me 

because it shows so well the deeply t~ink.ing and feeling hu~an being who 

comes through even all the ~any presentation problems that are also 

evident here. Indeed, this young Gan 1 s inarticulateness gives especial 

poignancy to his writing. The paper also brings into focus the very 

great proble□ that many boys and girls have in trying to get an 

education in Sierra Leone, a country where the life expectancy is (I 

believe) about forty years of age. A visitor to Sierra Leone who has 

time to learn about her people must be distressed to find th~t there are 

just not enough parents or relatives or- 11 sponsors 11 to give an education 

to all those who would benefit from one. 
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PAPER 2. ~riting: I do not ~ark 111 the evident error~ here. The 

logic of this ~aper is good: in e~ch topic sentence developwent the 

,rriter gives at least t~o examples. In spesking of i1r. Tucker's help 

with food problems in the writer's town or village (paragraph 2), he 

uses the evidence of Mr. Tucker supplying inexpensive rice and of his 

supplying fertilizer. In speaking of Mr. Tucker's help in developing 

the town, he uses the evidence of his getting primary and secondary 

schools, of his obtaining a water system, and of his getting a road 

tarred to lin..~ ~ith produce markets. These careful illustrations help 

to offset the paper 1s varied presentation problems. 

Topic: What is the mos~ important thing that has ever happened to 

you? 

Thesis: The most important thing that .has happened to me was when my 

father won in the last general election. It is an important event 

to ~e because it affects ~e directly. If he had won or lost. 

(~entence fragi:ien1) 

Topic sentences: 

1. For one thing, it would have been impossible for me to stay in 

college, since I was not awerded scholarship. 

2. In addition, he will help solve the food crisis in our town. 

3. Most important of all, he will assist to develop our to-wn. 

My father Mr. Tucker won in the last general election. In 

Parliament he was given the portfolio as head of the Ministry of 

Agriculture. It happened after three years that I ~as admitted to 

college. Mr. Tucker, □y father paid my University fees and provide 

(!ens~) □e with books and pocket money. It would have been i~possible 

for me to get all these things, if he had lost the election. Ee9ide 

( 
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(iistio~) p~ying ~y fe~s he also encouraged ~e to do hari wo~k .. During 

the l~st Christ~~s holid~y, h~ t~ade arr~ng8□ents for me to join the 

Prince of Wales Syndicate (2rofessional tutor~). This helped ~e to 

cover in subjects I was weak. This include (~greemen!) Mathematics. In 

the second term he p~id my fees again. He provided exercise and text 

books for ~e. He also left fifty leones ({10.0Q) with me for Qy 

personal use. My father, Mr, Tucker supported ~e for the whole year, 

(~un-on sentenc~) within this time I was given a lot of incentives to 

learn. So the ~ost important thing that has happen (yerb for~) to ~e is 

when ~y father won the l~st election. 

In addition, to my sponsorship in college my father helped solved 

(~erb fori) aost of the acute problems that hit our town; food crisis. 

(ientence structure unclea~) In the last r~iny season food was very 

scarce to buy, We had to walk ~iles to Yonni to get rice, and ~ost 

times there was nothing. When Mr. Tucker came to know of this food 

crisis he brought five trucks laden with rice to our village. He sold 

these rice (~greemen!) to every family, at reasonable prices. By this 

the food scarcity was solved. Another time, there a poor harvest in our 

town, This was due to the land been (~erb for~) improvished {~elling) 

as a cause of continues (3)elling) craping (~elling). This was the 

time again Mr. Tucker demonstrated his interest in looking into the 

problems of our town, He called a meeting one evening and presented 

to the town one hundred bags of fertiliser. He explained to the people 

the importance of fertilisers and how to apply it (~ntecedentI). It was 

shared amongst the people. The following year harvest was reach. Thus 

the problem of food crisis was solved, 

Most important of all, the last election is the most important 

thing that has happened to me, because through it my father was able to 
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develop our town. Gbap is a small village with about fifty houses. 

There is also a small primary school. When Mr. Tucker went to 

Parliament he worked devotedly in the interest of the community. With 

his relentless effort he erected a bigger primary school and a secondary 

school, which today my village can boast of having the best secondary 

school. (~entence structure}) Mr. Tucker also undertook the 

construction of a water supply system in our town. Previously, people 

in our village walked half a mile to fetch water from the surrounding 

swamps. This was a tremendous development that was brought in our town. 

It was Mr. Tucker who started the project of tarring a road to link 

G~ap with other towns. By this, people are able to take their produce 

in lorries to Freetown. During the time Mr. Tucker was in Parliament 

many other developments came to our town. 

PROFESSOR'S COMMENT ON CONTENT: This paper helps us to understand the 

kinds of things that are expected of political office-holders in Sierra 

Leone. If ~e can believe this paper, practical goals are more important 

to these people than ideologi~al ones. But we will want to see if other 

papers agree with this vie~. In reading this paper, one perhaps may 

wonder if 11 a small village with about fifty houses 11 is the best place to 

locate a fine new secondary school. 

( 

-

l 
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TOPIC SERIES X: ltJha.t standard of living can you reasonably 

expect to have as an agricult1ire teacher? 

PAPER 1. Writing: This student has no serious writing problems. 

His occasional phrasing and plmctua.tion problems are consistent with 

English being his second language, rrot his first. He is a bit 

redt..mdant, especially at first, and he is only young in the use of 

effective details, and these show him still not having moved fr001 

correct to effective composition. 

Thesis: As an agriculture teacher, I would expect to have a gocxi 

standard of living. 

Topic sentences: 

1. For one thing, I would be able to marry and have a family; 

[ptmctuation error] 

2. For a more important reason, I would be able to have a 

house where I could live together with my family; 

[punctuation] 

3. Most important of all, I would be able to establish a large 

fann of penranent crops. 

As an agriculture teacher~ I would expect to have a gocxi 

standard of living. For one thing, I would be able to marry and have 

a family. I would like to marry fr001 my tribe, probably from my 

chiefdom. A majority of women who are natives of Yawei Chiefdom are 

mostly [redun.dant] willing to marry to either educated or rich men. 

As a result, competition is keen among them for the few educated and 

rich men in the chiefdom. Mr. Vandi, a primary school teacher in our 

village [punctuation} was the choice of three beautiful [punctuation] 
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newly initiated "Bonda" girls as their prospective husband. The 

three girls wanted to marry Mr. Vandi simply because of his education 

so that they could be boastful of being married to an educated 

husband to their contemp:::,raries. In another example, a business 

tycoon in a neighbouring village has five wives, while a majority of 

the poor and illiterate are without partners. Most wanen in the 

Yawei Chiefdom force themselves on educated and rich rren simply 

because they want to be called wives or girl friends of say a 

teacher, a doctor, a business tycoon, etc. A good number of such 

women gain virtually nothing fran such marriages, yet they 

appreciate it just because they can boast of the qualifications and 

riches of their husbands. In this regard, I reasonably expect to be 

the choice of most warren in my chiefdom. As an agriculture teacher, 

my qualification would highly attract the beautiful wanen. 

Therefore I would be able to marry the woman whose beauty and 

character attracts rre !TK)St. 

Having got a wife, I would be able to have a family. I would 

like to have a well plan (adjective] family of four children. As an 

agriculture teacher, I would be able to educate my four children up 

to university level using part of my salary. These children could 

serve as outstanding replicas of mine in the human society. ();.ring to 

the facts that I would be able to marry and have a family whom I 

could conveniently cater for, beyond all doubts I reasonably expect 

to have a good standard of living. 

For a !TK)re important reason, I would be able to have a house 

where I could live together with my farnil y. Teachers who are degree 

holders are paid gocxl sums of rooney. For a majority of them who do 
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not lavish their money on either wine or women, they are able to 

save over eighty leones [$16] every month. Also sorre of these 

teachers who are involved in spear [spelling] ti.me activity such as 

farming get extra money which is nearly equal to their salary [$60 a 

month]. A majority of these teachers have beautiful houses and 
/ 

luxurious cars. For instance Mr. Foday an agricult1..D'.'e teacher in 

Koidu [punctuation] was able to buy a house and a car last year out 

of his savings. As an agriculture teacher, I would embark upon crop 

production as a spear [sp.] tine work so that I would be able to 

save enough money within the period of ten years. The savings I 

would make from my salary every month together ~th the extra money I 

get from fanning would enhance me built. [unclear phrasing and tense 

error] a big house in my village. For the fact [lD."lclear phrasing] 

that I would be able to have a house, I reasonably expect to have a 

good standard of living as an agriculture teacher. 

Most important of all, I would be able to establish a large fann 

of permanent crops in my village. Considering the numerous weekends 

and holidays in the teaching field, I would be able, as an 

agriculture teacher, to become actively involved in the growing of 

cocoa, coffee and oil palm during my holidays. Especially with the_ 

help of at least two penna.nently self-employed [diction] labourers, I 

would be able to manage over fifteen acres of cocoa, coffee and oil 

palm as a secondary vocation. The rroney which I would get from such 

a vocational activity could enable me. to boost up my standard of 

living. For instance , I would be able to buy a car, a small 

generator to provide electricity for my home, a television set, 

refrigerator and other social amenities [diction]. In light of the 

above, I reasonably expect to have a good standard of living as an 
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agriculture teacher. 

PROFESSOR'S CCM1ENT ON CONTENT: The best parts of this paper are 

those where the student tells us details of his life, his values, and 

his society. The most sustained effort of this sort is in his 

discussion of his marriage prospects in his tribe, in the first 

paragraph, and to a lesser extent in his later list of possessions he 

hopes for, like a generator so that he will always have electricity, 

and a refrigerator. The majority of people in Sierra Leone have 

neither, except perhaps in the capital, Freetown, and the ability to 

offer guests a glass of cold water from the refrigerator may be an 

indicator of achievement or success. 

The hopes and expectations of this student are largely social 

and economic. The absence of political and economic criticism of 

his society here suggests the student's belief that his values are 

obvious-that is, values which most of his society would share with 

him. 
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PAPER 2. Writing: This kind of paper sets off all kinds of alarms 

in the head of my kind of English teacher. This student is paying 

little attention. He doesn't write on the topic as it was assigned; 

he is only interested in announcing his views, not in arguing their 

correctness; he is inexcusably care~ess in his text; and his 

obtrusive use of the passive voice takes all the energy out of his 

lines and indicates well his alienation from what he is writing about. 

Topic: What standard of living can you reasonably expect to have as 

an agriculture teacher? 

Thesis: As an agriculture teacher, I must have a high standar 

[careless error] of living: [punctuation] 

Topic sentences: 

1. Firstly, my children rrn..J.St be brought up in a good educational 

and social environment. 

2. Secondly, I rmJst provide adequate, [punctuaticnJ clothing 

and shelter for my family. 

3. Thirdly, I rrn..J.St demonstrate sound professional ethics. 

As an agriculturr [careless error], I must maintain a high 

standard of living. Firstly, my children must be brought up in a 

good educational and social environment. They must be provided with 

a sound primary, secondary and tertiary education. They will attend 

the best schools such as the International school [capital] in 

Freetown. The teachers in this school are very rmJch concerned about 

the academic develoµnent of the pupils. Their fees will be paid on 

time and all books and other statioreries such as pens, pencils, and 

georretry sets will be provided for them. [These are required 

expenses which rrn..J.St be borne by the student or his parents or 
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guardian; very many young people, especially girls, cannot pay these 

expenses and so do not get to go to school.] [passive voice] 

Special extra lessons will be arranged for any of my children who 

fail to show signs of academic improvement. [passive voice] On 

canpletion of their secondary school education, I will ensure that 

they enter recognized universities such as Njala University College. 

I will pay their fees and not subject them to the long and tedious 

ordeal of applying for a goverriment bursary. In short, an atmosphere 

that is conducive to learning will be created for them. [passive] 

Socially, I will ensure that the family enjoys membership 

privileges at one or rrore of the social clubs in the cot.mtry. For 

instance, my children will enjoy rrembership privileges in social 

clubs such as the Aqua Sports Club and the Freetown International 

Club. After a week of hard work in school, my children will enjoy 

the weekend in such clubs where they will learn how to interact with 

different people in society, play games and engage in sporting 

activities like swirrming. In addition to activities provided by 

these clubs, my children will be encouraged to grow crops and 

animals [parallel construction: 11grow crops and raise animals 11 J as 

pets, at home. [passive] 

Secondly, in maintaining a high standard of living [1.IDclear 

mcx:l.ification], adequate food, clothing and shelter will be provided 

for my family. (passive] In this regard, I rrn.ist have enough money 

to own a house situated in [omission] healthy envirornnent and also a 

car. [sentence structure 1.IDClear] The house should be adequately 

furnished with cozy beds, chairs and other items of furniture that 

will make living in the house comfortable and pleasant. Adequate 
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food in teTITis of quality and quantity will be provided for every 

member of the family. [passive] There will be three meals a day and 

each meal will contain the necessary compliments [spelling] of a well 

balanced diet. In short, every member of the family will be in an 

average state of good health. [emplyisis unclear] Malnutrition and 

other defficiencies [sp;] will be completely absent in the family. 

Finally, every member of the family will always be clothed in clean 

clothes and they _[shift in rrumber] will also be neat and tidy. In 

fact, I will engage the services of a la1.mdry to take care of this 

aspect of the family. 

Thirdly, I will always demonstrate so1.md professional ethics as 

an agriculture teacher. I will show respect for my Principal, fellow 

teachers, faTITI assistants and myself. I will respect and regard all 

rules and regulations of the school as binding and will always confonn 

to them. When problems arises [agreement] in the fann situation, I 

will appreciate them [shift in number] and think of solutions to these 

problems rather than cast blame on others. I will be prepared to 

work at all times and not give flimsy excuses in an attempt to avoid 

work. I will ensure that the school have [agreement] a good 

reputation for agriculture and make suggestion [plural; sentence 

structure 1.mclear] for the improvement of the curriculum. Finally, I 

will respect the rights of the pupils and always be fair with them. 

I will also maintain healthy relationship [omission] with pupils of 

the opposite sex. 

PROFESSOR'S CCM1ENT ON CONTENT: Much of this is unanchored resolve. 

The problem facing students who go into teaching in Sierra Leone i_s 

that they will earn (1984) about 300 leones a month, or about $60, 
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which is double what a secretary with considerable experience earns, 

and five times what a laborer might be paid, but is far from the 

arrount needed for even the up-keep on a car, much less purchasing 

or paying for the many other items the student hopes for. The 

student displays no real grasp of his future, but develops the 

rather conventional: a pleasant life for himself .:nd his family, and 

at work no troubles, Still, the non-African might note with surprise 

his aspiration to give his family three nutritious meals a day and 

clean clothes. Indeed, a student Yilho sets on a level a dream of 

membership in the Aqua Sports Club and freedom fran malnutrition sets 

one to wondering what privation he has mown. 
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TOPIC SERIES XI: Is dishonesty a serious problem in Sierra Leone? 

NOTE: THIS TOPIC SERIES IS PRESENTED WITHOUT REMARKS AND CORRECTIONS. 

THE COMPOSITION STUDENT IS INVITED TO CORRECT AND COMMENT ON THESE 

PAPERS, GIVING BOTH A COMMENT ON THE WRITING AND A TREATMENT OF THE 

CONTENT OF THE PAPERS. 

/ 

Paper 1, 

Thesis: Dishonesty in every shape and form is a serious problem in 

Sierra Leone. 

Topic sentences: 

1, For one reason, dishonesty has created a widespread of 

inefficiency in government departments. 

2. Even more important, it has reduced the average Sierra Leonean 

to the level of a pauper. 

J. Most important of all, it has dealt justice an almost fatal 

blow. 

Dishonesty in every shape or form is a serious problem in Sierra 

Leone. For one reason, dishonesty has created a widespread of 

inefficiency in government departments. Inefficiency of government does 

not exist absolutely because the heads of these departments do not know 

their jobs, Twenty six years of independence has not eroded that 

spin-off of colonial rule; most heads of departments have the necessary 

paper qualification, What they lack and the subordinates is the will to 

carry out government policy, especially policy that involves spending 

money on a particular project honestly. For most of these projects 

money dished for their improvement, but these dishonest head only 

convert the money into their own private money, Thus pot holes exist 

in roads because the tar for them has been sold, we get black out 
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because it is in the interest of the power house workers to sell the 

diesel to diamond miners, letters take weeks from Bo to Freeto..n because 

goyernment mails van drivers collect and sell wood for the boss man. 

Even more important, it has reduced the average Sierra Leonean to 

the level of a pauper. This started sixteen years ago when the 
./ 

embezzlement of government fund was slowly but effectively established 

as the norm in every government office. This came to a head with the 

revelation of vouchergate in 1980. Government officials especially 

those in the good books of the party have been found draining thousands 

of leones to buy cars and build palaces out of district development 

fhlnds. Prices increase out of all proportions in shape with no checking 

by price inspectors. In ·fact the price inspectors take bribes from 

traders so as not to check them. Added to this is another ominious 

development of late, the conversion of employees salary to business by 

the heads to yield interest which inevitably leads to delays in salary. 

The average Sierra Leonean therefore hit by high prices, delayed salary 

and inadequate of necessary social services is a man in debt, he must 

beg his creditors in rice, palm oil and his landlord for the deferring 

of house rent. Alas what a poor fellow. 

Most important of all, dishonesty is a serious problem in Sierra 

Leone because it has dealt justice an almost fatal blow. For the murder 

of justice even a fool could see that the dagger-holder is dishonesty. 

Policemen who could be the law enforcers openly take bribes and 11kill" 

cases on the spot. Rich men have no law because no policeman worth his 

salt will charge them. Even in the prison where convicted criminals are 

held, only the poor sleep there, the rich sleep in soft beds with the 

wives--they leave, the prison yard by night after bribing the guards and 

come back before 6.30 am. 
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Thus because of dishonesty, Sierra Leone today has become a land of 

only two types of people--the eaters (who are in the minority) and the 

eaten (who are in the vast majority). 

/ 
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Paper 2: FOR STUDENT ANALYSIS, DISCUSSION, AND EVALUATION. 

Topic: Is dishonesty a serious problem in Sierra Leone? 

Thesis: Dishonesty is a serious problem in Sierra Leone. 

Topic sentences: 

1. For one thing dishonesty is a contributing factor to the 
/ 

deterioration of the standard of education in the country. 

2. Furthermore, dishonesty retards the social and living standard 

of the country. 

J, Most important of all, dishonesty leads to political corruption, 

riots, violence and brings about a slo~ or no economic 

progress in the country, 

Dishonesty is a serious problem·in Sierra Leone, For one thing 

dishonesty is a contributing factor to the deterioration of the standard 

of education in the country. It is clearly observed that the standard 

of education in the country is depreciating because of dishonesty in all 

academic processes of educational institutions. Some of these acadecic 

processes are: admission into the various educational institutions, the 

process of awarding scholarships and examination activities, 

There are certain qualifications or requirements which a student 

must attain before being admitted in any educational institution. If 

such requirements are followed strictly, students that are being 

accepted or admitted in any ins ti t 1 t:ion may almost be within the same 

level of understanding in that institution. In other words, if the 

requirements are followed, students in any institution may be _of 

average understanding. But this is not the case in this country. 

Because of dishonesty, students or pupils may be admitted in an 

institution either through bribery or through their parental influence, 

For instance, an outstanding person may meet an administrator at an 
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institution and talk to him into admitting his son or daughter or 

children of his close associates, The administrator being quite aware 

of the position and influence of such a person dare not reject his 

request for fear of losing his occupation even if the child in question 

is not eligable for that institution. This is frequently the case with 
/ 

children leaving the primary schools to enter into secondary schools. 

On the other hand, parents who are not with those outstanding 

personalities may bribe the administrators to admit their children in 

various institutions. Often times students of these sort turn-out to 

to be failures in such institutions. Some students even though they 

knew that they could not cope with the standard of such institutions may 

bribe their way through. Such students usually turn out with 

certificates which they do not deserve, This one of the main reasons 

for the depreciation of the standard of education in this country, In 

an institution where the system of admission is not done by merits but 

often times it is done by bribery, the standard of learning of that 

institutions is always below average. 

After the admission of such unqualified students or pupils in the 

various academic institutions, there arise the problem of success in 

their exams. Since such students are quite aware of the fact that they 

are not capable of coping with the exams, they resolve to further foul 

activities. They meet secretaries and examination committee members to 

get leakages. The secretaries and committee members themselves are 

dishonest and may easily accept bribes from these students. In this 

way, students who are not capable of succeeding may easily pass and 

promote to new classes or forms, Thus they attain certain 

qualifications which they do not deserve. Some pupils are so dependent 

on these leakages that they seek for leakages at external examination 
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levels. Certain examiners of the General Certificate of Education, who 

have access to the G.C.E. questions before the exams may often sell 

these question papers to the candidates. As a result of these leakages, 

the 1981 and 82 G.C.E. 0 1level results were not released, This action 

of seizing results was a very great lose to the parents of the 
/ 

candidates, 

Another vivid example of dishonesty is shown during the process of 

scholarship award. Under normal conditions, scholarships are awarded 

to students according to merits. But this is not the case in Sierra 

Leone nowadays, Scholarships are now awarded to students in accordance 

to their political and financial background. In this way students with 

poor grades are awarded scholarships ·because of their background while 

those with brilliant grades are left without. Thus the standard of 

education depreciates. 

Dishonesty also retards the social and the living standard of the 

country which is a very serious problem. In the first place, food is 

the key that opens up all social activities, Thus in a country where 

there is a sufficient food the social standard of that country is 

well-off, Smuggling is a dishonest game and it has been a very serious 

problem in Sierra Leone. For the past two years this country has 

suffered greatly from famine because of the smuggling of the basic food 

stuffs to neighbouring countries. Traders usually smuggle rice, palm 

oil, groundnuts to name but a few examples to Liberia and Guinea, As a 

result of this there has been an acute shortage of these food stuffs in 

the country. This shortage has brought about many hazardous effects 

some of which are malnutrition, hunger, robbery to name but a few 

examples. Since there is a shortage of food, the small amount that is 

available commands a very high demand. This demand for goods has 
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brought about the emulation of very high prices. For instance within 

the months of October to February, 1983/84 there was a very severe 

shortage of palm oil in the country. This leads the price of palm oil 

to rise from 60¢ (l2¢ U.S~) to two leones (IO¢ U.s:). In fact the 

inflation of prices of food stuffs was a general one and it was the 
/ 

galloping type. 

With these exorbitant prices, people of the lower income group 

cannot afford to buy most of these basic necessities and so they go 

without these essential food nutrients. During such periods, hunger and 

starvation are frequ~nt amongst the people, This implies a depreciation 

in their living standards, Hunger and starvation have their own 

hazards. During famine there are always frequent cases of difficiency 

diseases, robbery and often times the outbreak of diseases are common 

cases. The outbreak of diseases is a consequence of the poor resistance 

of the body since it lacks the necessary nutrients. In order to control 

these diseases the government has to spend substantial sums of money 

for buying medicines. As a consequence of hunger also, which is a poor 

living standard, people often resolve to vices such as armed robbery, 

highway robbery and drug addiction. These vices cause a serious 

problem to the social well being of the people. In order to put such 

conditions under control, the government usually import food and thus 

the money which would have been spent on other developmental processes 

has to be used for food purchases. In this way dishonesty in the form 

of smuggling retards the social well being of the people. 

There is also a serious problem of dishonesty in the employment of 

workers. This was clearly sho..m in the Maboleh fruit canning factory. 

Due to bribery, certain unqualfied labourers were employed to run the 

factory. During the time of the Chinese team the factory was properly 
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functioning. After they left, trained personnel were terminated and 

untrained workers were employed. Since these workers lack the technical 

knowledge and skills of operating the machines the machines were misused 

and the factory closed down. 

Furthermore, the Egyptian government have been sending millions of 
/ 

leones to this country for the building of an Arabic College in 

Magburaka for about ten years now. This money had just been used to buy 

the heads involved cars and houses for their own use. Such a dishonest 

act have a profound effect on the social status of the country, Instead 

of building the school so that the education standard of the country 

would have improved, the heads used the money to enjoy themselves. 

Most important of all, dishonesty leads to political corruption, 

violence and slows down or impedes economic progress in the country. In 

any democratic state political representatives must be duely elected by 

their various constituency electorates, There should always be a free 

and fair election conducted for representatives in the different 

constituencies. This principle of free and fair election does not exist 

in this country nowadays because of the dishonesty of electoral 

committee members and the aspiring candidates themselves. This 

dishonesty has led to the destruction of many lives and properties all 

over the country. For instance, during the 1982 elections some 

aspirants were able to buy marbles from the electoral members before the 

elections were conducted. During the election day these marbles were 

given to the thugs and supporters of the aspirants in question, These 

thugs and supporters turn these marbles into the ballot boxes of their 

candidates with the cotive of inflating their number of marbles. On the 

other hand, the candidates urged their ruthless thugs to terrorize 

pooling officers and electorates and capture the bags of marbles and 
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empty the content into their own boxes. During these acts officers who 

may tend to put resistance were either beaten or wounded seriously, 

Some were even killed during such fights. Further still some thugs were 

in the habit of stealing boxes of their opponent and empty the marbles 

into their candidate 1s boxes. This incident happened in Magburaka and 
/ 

it so happened that the two rival groups met together. The destruction 

that occurred there is not within my words of expression. The 

destruction of homes, properties, asylum of persons and even the killing 

of persons have a very profound impact on the economic development of 

the country. The violence was so great that certain villages were 

liquidated completely. 
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?:1ner J: FDR STUDENT ANALYSI:3, DIS 2-USSION, A.ND EVAI,U'A':'ION. 

Tooic: Is dishor.esty a serious problem in Sierra ~eone? 

Thesis: In Sierra Leone the problem posed by honesty is responsible for 

the dYindling economy. 

Topic sentences: 

1. Firstly the voucher and squander gate system in Sierra Leone. 

2. Furthermore the depositing in foreign banks of the countries 

money by top ran.king officers. 

3. Finally the smuggling of goods of various kinds across the 

boarders. 

Honesty is a very serious in Sierra Leone. In Sierra Leone the 

problem faced by honesty is responsible for the dwindling economy. 

Firstly because of the voucher gate and squander gates _the economy of 

Sierra Leone is very wistable, The voucher gate system is a means 

through which money is embezzled by some individuals who are heading 

some departments. Some Managers, sign vouchers for their departments 

for money and other equipments but instead of them using this money 

schedµled for that department, they just use part of it and share the 

rest among themselves. ~ho are involved in the racket. 

Here in Sierra Leone in most ministries there are many malpractises 

going on; like for instance in the ~inistry of Works, this ministry has 

some people who are responsible for the repairing of roads up in the 

provinces. These area Engineer ask for money, cements, coal tar, etc., 

to repair the roads up in the province but after two months if you check 

that part you will find out that nothing is done absolutely. From the 

Minister down to the ~east important man in the Ministry, all are quite 

aware of that but they have nothing to say because the money is been 
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shared among them (top ranked offi~ers). Another cx~~ple of an 

institution ~here voucher gate and other rackets ~re pr~c~iced in th~s 

cotL~try is the University of Sierra Leone. The administrators often 

drop students from the course because the students cannot make up the 

grade at the end of the year, When these students are driven from the 

universities, the administrators should report the students to their 

sponsors so that they (sponsors) can stop sending in money for that 

student. But this is not done. Instead the money ~ill be coming in for 

the boy/girl and the money is shared among themselves. Some students 

have graduated long ago but yet still their money is being sent for 

them, and the money shared among the administrators. Hence honesty is a 

very serious problem in Sierra Leone because people from the top man 

right do'\o/Il to the bottom are corrupted. 

The deposity in foreign Banks of the country's money by top ranking 

officers is another serious problem that is affecting us here in Sierra 

Leone--the reason for all that is because of lack of honesty among top 

ranking officers--they think that they are not safe so they deposit 

almost all their money in Swiss Banks. Since our country is a 

developing nation the outside world helps us here in this country by 

giving us long term loans, which we can use so that we can develop our 

beloved Sierra Leone. Some of the top ranking officers move out to oil 

producing countries asking for loans and gifts--when these countries 

give these loans the leaders share the money among themselves before it 

reaches inside the country. Developed countries hearing of our struggle 

in the country come to our aid, through money and technical aids~-the 

money is embezzled by top ranking officers who deposit the money not 

even in one our banks but in foreign bank hence honesty is a very 

serious problem in Sierra Leone as a whole. 

( 

.( 
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o~r country is very rich i~ □i~erals. :ne country vith ~ 

population of about 2,5 millions has ~bout five differe~t types of 

minerals that would have been enough to provide for the people's needs. 

These minerals are mined by these officers who have sites and men who 

can mine for them. If a gem is found which is very big that if sold in 

Sierra Leone will help to solve some problems, these top ranking 

officers will smuggle these gems abroad where they will sell these 

diamonds at a very profitable price, Among West African countries, our 

country was the top diamond producing country far back in the sixties, 

which could have made us self-sufficient but because of dishonest 

leaders, all the diamonds produced are smuggled abroad by these leaders 

since same of them have diplomatic passports which they use ta pass 

free any custom without been checked. 

Among the seventies the country's national mining company (N.D.M.C.) 

discovered a diamond which was called 1 The Star of Sierra Leone 1 and if 

that gem was sold in the proper way, it would have taken a very long 

time without Sierra Leone asking for loan from any other country; and 

Sierra Leone would have been able to settle all its external debts. 

But this gem was not sold instead some of the tap ranking officers 

including the President agreed among themselves to sell it and share the 

money among themselves and present just a very little sum to the 

~ountry's revenue. 

The smuggling of goods of various kinds across the boarders is 

another factor that has cause a f~ll in our cou..~try 1 s income. During 

the 1979 invasion of the army alarms in Sierra Leone, some countries 

looked into the issue and decided ta be supplying us rice to cover the 

lose, The rice was shipped here in Sierra Leone to be given to farmers 

free but instead of giving the rice to the farmers, the rice was being 
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sold to all including the farmers. '.·,nen the food and ..\.gr::.cul tural 

organization personnel saw that, they stop supplying us ri~e free of 

charge. Hence honesty is a very serious problem in Sierra Leone from 

the top ranking officers right down to the least workers are involved 

in some malpractices that is responsible for the hard times in Sierra 

Leone. 

( 

·( 
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Paner 4: FOR STUDEN~ ANALYSIS, DISCUSSION, AND 21/A:!:,UATION. 

Topic: Is dishonesty a serious problem in Sierra Leone? 

Thesis: Dishonesty in Sierra Leone has created a serious problem in 

Sierra Leone. 

Topic sentences: 

1. For one thing, Sierra Leone has portrayed a very bad image to 

the outside world because of dishonesty. 

2. Secondly, even the citizens themselves are affected from 

dishonesty. 

3. Most important of all, even the central government is also 

affected. 

Sierra Leone herself is a developing country that requires aids 

from othe~ developed countries. In terms of economy, Sierra Leone seems 

to be very poor. It is therefore very much difficult to u...~dertake any 

developing project within the country from the migre resources it 

sustains. In light of this, Sierra Leone is a country that needs to 

prove herself as being prospective to the developed countries. This 

will of course ensure a better and strong relationship between herself 

and the developed countries. 

However this relationship has in one way or the other been 

destroyed. In relationship to being a developing country it lacks job 

facilities. Therefore, most of the citizens find themselves floating 

about aimlessly because of this lack of job facilities. Hence the type 

of problems associated with such a factor are very much obvious. 

Individuals having no job to be done always think of ways and means 

of acquiring money. Such thoughts, in most of the cases, has revolted 

to various rackets that have been found deceiving to the country. Most 
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o~ these rackets involve ban.~ racketeeri~g, and worst of ~ll ho~se 

breaking. The frequency of such cases within the country comes up 

every day. 

Sierra Leone is a country that attracts people from all over the 

globe coupled with its natural features, like the Lomley beach, Mount 

Aureol, Hence, these people who come as tourists mostly from developed 

countries, hear of these various rackets and therefore become sceptical 

even of their lives. Thinking of Sierra Leone being a country 

manifested with dishonesty, they return back to their countries never 

thinking of coming back. Not only has Sierra Leone portrayed a bad 

picture, but also looses from its foreign ~xchange. 

However, other factors which portray Sierra Leone's dishonesty to 

developed countries like United States of America, Europe, Britain, 

lies within the authorities themselves. As it has been said earlier, 

Sierra Leone depends greatly on foreign aids in order to undertake most 

projects. Authorities including the Minister of Finance =a2<e estimates 

which is passed through the bill and later proceeded to these developed 

countries for aid. 

The authorities in Sierra Leone receive huge amounts which in most 

cases results to "Squander Gate 11 , The bosses just make sure that 

everything is been utilised by themselves. Most of the ti~es, the 

sponsors hear of these misappropriations, which has finally revolted to 

breakage of relationship between Sierra Leone and her sponsors. Sierra 

Leone as a result, bearly receives nothing as aids, hence slower 

development within the country. 

Secondly, even the citizens themselves are affected by disho~esty. 

The authorities or bosses themselves are so much involved in 

misappropriating funds that in the final analysis, citizens remain to 

(, 

( 
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suffer. Even the sal~ries f0r payi~g workers is been misappropriated, 

that poor workers have to involve themselves in other rackets just to 

sustain themselves and their families. Hence one can see that, 

dishonesty in Sierra Leone is a chain work from bottom to top or 

vice-visa. What is more evident from this, is that everybody tries to 

sustain his welfare at the expense of the other. Therefore, those who 

find themselves at the top make use of anything that comes way, hence 

living majority of the citizens are at stake. This is again quite 

evident from the 1982 11 Voucher Gate 11 which emerged in Sierra Leone. It 

w~s discovered that huge sums belonging to the state were been 

transformed into private funds. 

Most important of all, even the central government is affected. 

The government ...,i thin the country tries as mu·ch as possible to make life 

comfortable for the citizens, yet dishonesty never gives the government 

to these intensions. Even when the government, for instance, tries to 

bring in machines to encourage farming, these are been converted to 

personal properties. It's only in Sierra Leone that you will see, a 

ship of rice coming as a gift from overseas, only to hear that it had 

wrecked, The government therefore receives tremendous criticisms from 

the citizens, being disgruntled. 

Hence dishonesty is a serious problem in Sierra Leone. 



( 
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TOPIC SERIES XII: How do you differ from what you were ten years 

ago? 

PAPER 1. Writing: This student has much difficulty in phrasing, 

though I leave it unmarked here for classroom comment. In general, I 

get the impression this paper was not carefully prepared, which it 

sho~s in different ways. Even his thesis promises little of interest. 

Thesis: I am presently different from ~hat I was ten years ago. 

Topic sentences: 

1. For one reason I have developed love for my parents. 

2. Even more -important. my social interaction has considerably 

improved, 

J. Most important of all, my educational standard has been 

improved. 

I am presently different from what I was ten years ago. For one 

reason, I have developed more love for my parents. Ten years ago ~hen 

I ~as staying ~ith my parents I used to experience bitterness from 

them. My parents are very strict discimplinarians. When I ~as staying 

with them, my mummy al~ays forced me to get up by 5,00 am to do some 

works in the morning before going to school. For instance, I use to 

get water to fill our drum and sweep around the compound every morning 

before going to school. I was always flogged by dad if I failed to do 

any of the works in the morning before going to school. They were even 

forcing me to go and ~ork in the farm during every weekend. Also, my · 

mother used to give me alot of dirty clothes every saturday to launder. 

All these works made me to dislike my parents ten years ago when I ~as 

staying with them. But now I have greatly developed love for my 

parents. After I have undergone all these disciplines I am no~ able to 
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live by myself happily. Presently I do not pay any body to launder for ( 

me as I am able to do it for myself. Also because I was trained to 

get up by 5.00 am, I always get up by 5.00 am even now and read some of 

my notes on to 7.00 am. Also I am presently able to make backyard 

garden for myself as I was trained up to work in our farm ten years 

ago. Now that I have seen the advantages of all what my parents were 

doing for me, I have grown to love them more. 

Now that I have tried to reach a university level, my parents take 

me to be the palm tree of the family, Anytime I go on holidays they 

extend alot of love to me. Mother give (~greemenI) my dirty clothes to 

my younger sisters to launder, my parents no longer force me to work in 

farms, and they even give me pocket money when coming back to college 

after holidays. With all these such of kindness now extended to me by· 

my parents, I think it is in place to love them. 

Even more important my social interactions has considerably 

improved. (~greemenI) When I was staying with my parents I was not 

allowed to mingle with friends. I was not even allowed to join social 

clubs of my school or any other social club because of the suppression 

I was encountering or even go to clubs, discos or cinemas. Now that I 

am an adult I am free to mingle with many people. Since I came here, I 

have met different people from different places with different culture 

and have made many new friends. This has earned me some social 

experience. Also, presently I am a member of two social clubs of this 

university. I now go to clubs, cinemas and discos as I am no longer 

suppressed by my parents. Because of such positive improvements in my 

social life presently, I still say that I am presently different from 

what I was ten years ago. 

Most important of all, my educational standard has been improved. 
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Because of the improvement of my educational standard, the scope of my 

educational knowledge has broaden. (~erli) Ten years ago, ~hen I was in 

form one the courses which were taught to me where not treated in much 

depth. We treated topics in science subjects that were not proved. 

However, it is now a different case. Each aspect of the sciences is 

associated with practical works which every student is bound to do to 

prove for himself. Thus I am experiencing a big change from my 

previous works and the present one. 

Ten years ago I was not even able to compile notes for myself or 

even speak good English in public. Presently, I am able to compile 

notes for myself' and can even speak good English fluently in public. 

Since all the changes has occured in me, (igreement, spellin&) it 

.still holds water to say that I am P.resently different from what I was 

ter. years ago. 

PROFESSOR'S COMl'-raNT ON CONTENT: There is so little concrete detail 

here after the interesting first part that there is little force to 

this argument. For example, there is no evidence his new friends hold 

much interest for him or that his membership in social clubs has had~ 

any importance in his life. In general, what we are presented with is 

a young man who feels he has left his old,uninteresting life behind; 

but what he has traded it for he presents with little enthusiasm 

either, 
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1DPIC SERIES XIV: AN INTRODUCTION 

When one of my freshman agriculture education students, Ibrahim 

Sesay, found I would be using student papers to help students elsewhere 

to learn to write compositions while at the same tirre learning about 

that part of Africa that Sierra Leone represents, he asked rre if he 

might write a brief introduction to the "secret societies" in Sierra 

Leone, which rrany students were writing on in what I am calling "Topic 

Series XIV. 11 I told him I would be most happy to have him introduce 

the topic. I include his work here. 

SECRET SOCIETIES OF SIERRA LEONE -

A BRIEF OlITLOOK 

by Ibrahim Sesay, Agriculture Education major, class of 

1987, Njala University College 

The principal secret societies [in Sierra Leone] are the Poro, 

Bondo and Wunde. The Poro Society is exclusively for rrales, and the 

Bonda for ferrales. The rreeting place for both secret societies is 

usually in a group of trees surrounded by thick undergrowth [which is 

called part of the "bush''). 

Initiation into the Poro Society takes place while boys remain in 

the Poro bush and are taught the arts and crafts of the tribe, singing, 

dancing, house building and so on. They are also circurocised with ITnJch 

ceremony. The length of a boy I s stay in the Poro bush depends on his 

family resources; it rray vary from two months to five or six months. 

The Bonda Society is to sorre extent the female [counterpart) of 

the Poro. Every girl is compelled to enter the Bondo Society on 

attaining the age of puberty, and then she is initiated into the 
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~unctions of ~ife, ~other and house ~eeper. 

'!'he 'llunde Society 9.:;:r;:ie':tn in the _::,ast to h::i.ve exercised 

quasi-~ilitary, quasi-political and qu~si-financial functions. It 

a.8Sel!lbles for the ]?Urpose of !!laking preIJaration for war, for disposing 

of an unpopular fellow· tribes:'!lan, ':lnd for raising funds for its more 

senior me::ibers. 

Among the other secret societies ~ay be :'!lentioned the Kofung, the 

Tor!'lc e, the Yas s i ( 11 society of spots 11 ) , the Man eke ( 11 cut-nose medicine 11
) 

and the Human Leopards and Alligator societies, The two l~tter were 

murder societies ~nd were responsible in the past for ~any savage and 

mysterious crimes, although in the light of recent investigations, there 

is strong re~son to believe that some deaths attributed to their agency 

were caused by real leo?ards. It is generally believed that the members 

of these societies ,ractised c1nnibalisn, and cert~inly in the prep1ration 

of 11 Borfima," a medicine of the Hu:13.n Leop1rd Society, portions of the 

hu~an being 1 s body were used, the potency of the medicine bein3 □aint~ined 

by frequent a!lointing with human fat, alleged to have been procured 

fro~ the bodies of ~urdered victi~s. But Governillent has taken strictest 

~easures and nothing has been heard of this aspect of the subject. 

(}OTE: In the nineteen months I spent in Sierra ~eone, ~ost of it 

11 up-country 11 away fro::i the popul~.tion centers of the country, I cc1.;rie to 

learn :me!"! g_bout the Bonda ,rnd ?oro societies, but u!ltil I read Mr. 

Sesay 1 s introduction I had heard no □ention of any of the other groups. 

As~ con,gequence, I have no way of judging the accuracy of what he says 

above, except to S':I.Y that· it i8 not true, as he says, that 11 Every girl 

is co~pelled to enter the Bondo Society 11 at puberty. The societies are 

associated with tribal ways, ~nd there is a significa..~t nui~ber of people 

in the country who do not associ~te themselves with tribal ways. The 

children of such pare~ts ~nd the children of ~ell-educated and/or 
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professional parents commonly are not observant in these tribal ways. 

The young man who was my steward for nineteen months, Brima Sidney, is 

not observant, and he had his baby son, my namesake and my godchild, 

circumcised when he w~s less than a month old, thus placing himself 

in opposition to Poro Society practices, which make circumcision a most 

important part of puberty rites at the time of joining the Poro Society. 

The family of Brirna 1 s wife, Mamei, were most distressed at Bri□1's plan 

for his boy, but Brirna prevailed~) 
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TOPIC SERIES XIV: What custan or practice in Sierra Leone do 

you like best? 

PAPER 1. Writing: This student has some difficulty constnu:ting 

sentences, but by far his chief problem is with the weakness of his 

argunent. 

Thesis: The custom I like best in Sierra Le.one is the Poro Society. 

Topic sentences: 

1. For one reason, the Poro Society marks the end of a boys 

[possessive] childhood and the beginnings of his manhood. 

2. Secondly, as far as the custom of the Mendes is concerned, 

an individual will only be made a town chief or pararoount 

chief if he is a member of the Poro Society. 

3. Most important of all, I like the Poro Society because it has 

direct bearing on our marriage customs. 

The custan I like best in Sierra Leone is the Mende Poro Society. 

For the first reason, the Poro Society marks the end of a boys [poss.] 

childhood and the beginning of his manhood. For instance, it teaches 

the individual to properly learn the ways and laws of his people. In 

the Poro bush, a matured boy is taught how to hunt in the bush and how 

to manage a hane. He is also trained to become a warrior so as to 

take the foot steps of his grandfathers. It also sets a difference 

between those who are initiated and the non-initiates. 

Moreover, when I was a boy in our village Mobai, I used to sleep 

with my rrother because I was un-initiated. Also it came to a time 

wherein I was not even allowed to mingle with boys of the same age 

group who were already initiated rrembers. I always rroved about alone 

because a majority of my playmates were members. Also, whenever I met 
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them discussing, they would suddenly stop so as to discourage me. 

This sort of life seriously limited my rooverrents and this even led me 

to spend roost of my time indoors. Also, there was a time when I 

wanted to fall in love with Hawa who was a rrember of the woman's 

society-Bonda. Hawa rejected rre because I was not a rrember of the 

Poro Society. After two_years, I was initiated and there was a sudden 

change in the attitudes of my friends. Hawa who rejected me suddenly 

accepted my love. I started discussing matters with my elders v.:hich 

led me to understand the ways and laws of my people. As a result of 

the above points, I like the Poro Society so as to understand my 

people. 

Secondly, as far as the Mende custom is concerned, an individual 

will only be made a town chief or a paramount chief if he is a rrember 

of the Poro Society. Since I am a son of a paramount chief in our 

chiefdom, and I have great interest in this Society in order to better 

tmderstand the rites of initiation and to qualify me for pararrount 

chieftaincy. [sentence fragment} 

For instance, in Jawei Chiefdom, there is a certain man called 

N-- 01--- who is the son of the then pararrount chief, K-- 0'--

[ tenses confused} Mr. N 0-- who was resident in Freetown did 

not like the Poro Society at all. He was the only man in Jawei 

C'hiefdom who always opposed the people and even provoked them. At that 

ti.me, the people didn't even w'Orry him with his ideology because of 

his father. After the death of Chief K-- 0--, Mr. N-

contested for the paramount chieftaincy. Mr. N-- was rejected 

because he had not been showing any interest in his culture and so his 

people did not like him at all. As a result of this, I like the Poro 

Society so as to better 1..D.lderstand the rites of initiation and to 
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qualify me to become param:Junt chief in time to cane. [logic?] 

Also in our village there is a certain man called Mr. Bl'\---

1-- who is a graduate from Fourah Bay C.Ollege [of the University of 

Sierra Leone] • Mr. 1-- had no resrect for his customs and so did 

not even obsei:ve the rights [ srelling] of Poro initiation. After the 

death of his father, there arose a very serious land conflict between 

him and the paramount chief of our chiefdan-then chief N.._____ 

H--. The elders of the chiefdan said the case will be [tense] only 

decided in the Poro bush. Since Mr. L- was not a member, he never 

turned up for the case and at last he lost the land that was 

belonging [verb form] to his father. [Only a member of the Poro 

Society can enter the Poro bush.1 

Most important of all, I like the Poro Society because it has 

direct bearing on our marriage customs. The Mende custom provides 

that no full grown male should get married until he is initiated into 

the Poro Society. For instance, Mr. U....-- K--, now a lecturer at 

the Bunumbu Teachers C,ollege [punctuation] often expressed ITft..lch 

distaste for the Poro Society. Also even before he left for further 

studies in the United States, he did not observe the initiation rites. 

On his return, he wanted to marry my elder sister Josephine 

[punctuation} but my father did not allow it. Nobody else in our 

chiefdom offered to give his daughter to Mr. K--- for marriage. At 

first he did not take seriously [anission], so he fell in love and got 

married to a Temne girl. But very soon they got divorced because the 

Temne girl showed no resrect for him and his family. In the end Mr. 

K-- got initiated into the Poro Society in order to marry his own 

tribe "WOrnan. So I like the Poro Society as I am a Mende so as not to 

pass through Mr. K--'s experience. [modifier: sentence structure 
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unclear] 

Also in my chiefdom, there is another educated man called 

[punctuation] Mr. N-- Z--. Mr. ~.--i -- was the only person in 

the chiefdom who had no regard for the Poro Society. [consistency] 

Before he left for Britain, he had wanted to marry his tribe's woman. 

The elders of the tCMn r~jected his proposal because he was not a 

member of the Poro Society. This irritated Mr. N-- to even make a 

wrong choice. He fell in love and married to a Lebanese woman. On 

his return £ran Britain, he found most of his house properties sold. 

This even led to the divorce of their marriage. [phrasing] Presently 

Mr. N-- is suffering with no person to take care of his old age. 

As a result of the above point, I like the Poro Society so as not to 

experience such situations in my life too. 

PROFESSOR'S CCMMENT ON CONTENT: This paper fails to persuade, and for 

many readers it may even argue against the Poro Society for its abuse 

of rower, We see clearly that there may be no viable alternative but 

for a man to join the Society, but the appeal of the evidence here is 

to necessity, not admiration (as the thesis leads us to expect). 

Indeed, we may be puzzled by the student's inability to judge his 
. 

Society by a more objective standard. Still, the reader is likely to 

sympathize with the writer's plight. 
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PAPER 2. Writing: The chief problem with this paper is that it 

leaves so 1rn.JCh unsaid that we wonder about. We are told of 

husbands in prison and our natural curiousity about them is raised 

and then not satisfied. We have young marriage partners who may 

have great faults but our interest in their problems is frustrated. 

More to the central ~int, we h~r of men being held to "gocx:l 

intentions," and naturally wonder tiihat alternative is the danger in 

this African culture. Generalizing this to include grarrrnar and 

sentence structure, we find the student is just not being careful 

to make clear tiihat he is talking about. 

Topic: What custom or practice in Sierra Leone do you like best? 

Thesis: The custom practiced in Sierra Leone that I like best is 

the Menqe marriage custom observed by the Mende [redundant] 

tri'be. 

Topic sentences: 

1. For one thing, it has helped the Mende girls become good 

house wives. 

2. Secondly, it has made rren to have gocx:l marriage intentions 

for their wives . 

3. Most important of all, it has helped to reduce waywardness 

among the Mende girls. 

Since the tirre I was a boy of twelve, I have grown to like 

most the Mende custom of marriage among the other numerous 

marriages observed in this cmmtry ( Sierra Leone) . For one thing, 

it has helped the Mende girls to become good house wives. 

It is a strongly held belief among the Mencles that the 

perfonnance of a young girl given for marriage greatly reflects on 
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the family that the girl is coming from. As such, parents 

endeavour to provide their daughters with the best domestic 

training nec~ssary for a good house wife. 

To the Mendes, a wanan is tenned a danesticated wife if only 

that wanm can perfonn the duties of the husband in his absence. 

This is why Mary L-, a Mende woman who believes in the theory 

of learning by doing [punctuation] encourages her daughters to be 

always by her in the kitchen when preparing food [modification not 

clear] so that they will be actually iIWolved in the daily nmning 

of the farnil y. This is why Mary L-- [redundant] did not allow

Musu to att;end school. The Mendes in fact believe that education 

is not rreant for warren, because to them educated young wanen in 

this country do not obey their husbands. So for a woman to be a 

good house wife, that woman should not go to school for education 

[repetitious] but stay at home to be provided with the various good 

hane keeping techniques by the rmther. No wonder Musu is so good 

at cooking and taking care of her younger brothers and sisters 

during the absence of Mary L---. 

The Mendes also believe that is is the responsibility of the 

wife to improvise in tines when the husband is faced with adverse 

financial problem difficulties. [redundant] Through the know-ledge 

of improvisation, Batu, Mary L- 1 s eldest daughter, was able to 

up keep their family [phrasing unclear] at the tirre of imprisonrrent 

of her husband Mr. L- [punctuation] for killing a blind man 

along the Freetown Waterloo road. [The student told rre, when I 

asked, that Mr. L- was later found not guilty in this car

pedestrian accident.] 

Secondly, it has made rren to have good marriage intentions 
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for their women. The various stages in the Mende custom of 

marriage has [agreement] called for a co-ordination between the two 

families in the marriage. For example, when my elder brother Jusu 

had wanted [tense] to marry his present wife Fatu, he at first 

asked the consent of our parents who then approved of their 

marriage though a native one and then went further to express the 

intention of my brother to Fatu' s parents. The co-ordination 

between the two families has made Fatu and my brother sum up 

courage [diction] for each other and even over looked each other's 

faults however bad they may be. [tense; and not clear why this is 

said] The d.orrestic training provided by the parents to their 

daughters has made young men to have good marriage intentions for 

their wives. For example, during the imprisonment of Mr. H-

his wife [punctuation] being a d.orresticated wanan, went all out to 

make the absence of her husband not felt by the children. She 

provided the children regularly with new clothes and saw into it 

that the children were well fed. When Mr. H was released, he 

was greatly impressed by his wife's duties in his absence. In 

return, he requested for a church wedding [in addition to the fonrer 

native wedding] and made arrangements for Kona, his wife 

[punctuation] to have evening classes in English Language since 

she was not educated. 

Most important of all, it has helped to reduce waywardness 

[spelling] among Mende girls in Sierra Leone. Traditionally, 

girls are given for marriage in their virgin stage. When such 

happens, the family will be greatly praised for the good up 

bringing of the girl. This will reflect a good image on the 

family. In the light of this, families provide good protections 
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against girls spoiling their virginity. This has always been in 

the form of reducing some of their social freedan. For example 

Fatu's parents are strongly against her going to film shows and 

discos. They believe it is through these interactions that girls 

could tamper with [diction] their virginity. This behaviour by 

the parents has hel_ped· to reduce waywardness in the country arrong 

the Mende girls. 

In view of all the points rrentioned above, one can reasonably 

draw a valid conclusion that t~e custans observed by the Mende 

society has [agreement] often resulted to a smooth [preposition; 

logic] and efficient n.irmings of a planned family ammg the Mende. 

[unclear phrasing] That is why I like the Mende marriage custom. 

PROFESSOR'S c:a1MENTS ON CONTENT: This may be interesting to those 

in another culture chiefly for the suggestion it makes of the 

treatment of women and the regulation of the sexes. For example, 

we wonder especially how an education might be thought inappropriate 

for girls. The student's unselfconsciousness about these matters 

is es_pecially revealing. 
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PAPER 3. Writing: This is a very long paper and so we find more writing 

errors here than in other papers; but in general the writing is good, 

with errors principally in phrasing and consistent use of tense and 

pronouns. The student tries to cover too much in this paper, and he might 

well have developed only the first of his points for the assigned paper 

length ( 5-600 words pref:rred). But the reader who finds the first 

point distressing will not want it a word longer. 

Topic: What custan or practice in Sierra Leone do you like best? 

Thesis: The custan I like best in Sierra Leone is the .Bundo Society. 

Topic sentences: 

1. For one thing, the Bundo Society is educative and gives the 

required code of ethics to girls for proper behaviour in the 

public as well as their potential marital hanes. 

2. Secondly, the Bundo Society brings unity and understanding in a 

particular cormn.mity. 

3. Finally, the Bunda Society is a traditional way of determining 

the financial status, respect and honour a person canmands in 

a ccmmmity when that person is able to sponsor a complete 

session. 

The Bundo Society is a traditional society for girls in this 

country. It is customary in Sierra Leone to initiate girls most of whan 

are in their transition age from adolescent to maturity age [punctuation; 

parallel stnicture) in a secret society called .Bunda. During t..1-ie 

session of such a society, the elders of the Society who are regarded as 

gods of the Society and those who coomand very high ranks in the Society 

teach the girls the necessary behaviour and attitudes they require for 

their potential marital hanes and the public in general. 
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For instance, the girls are forbidden to argue with their elders in 

the public [phrasing]. Since they are expected to get married after the 

Society's session, the elders taught [tense] the girls certain attitudes 

they must adopt in their marital hares, attitudes such as, [ptmctuation} 

a girl (as a wife) must be the first person to wake up in the morning to 

prepare a warm shower for the husband and the rest of the elders in the 

house. She must clean the house and sweep the entire campus [diction} 

,;,,-,hile the husband and the other elders are still in bed. She must fetch 

water from the stream-to change the over night water for drinking. 

Afterwards she should _prepare the breakfast. In other words she is 

trained to assure the full duties of a servant since the word servant 

did not exist in the villages. [not clear} 

Furthennore, it is forbidden according to the Bondo Society for a 

wife to have her rreals before the husband. The wife is obliged to serve 

her husband at all meals and after each meal she llUJSt clear the dining 

table before she is allowed to get her meal. Some of these n.iles sotmd 

queer but after a thorough discipline from the Society homes, the girls 

enjoy themselves executing their duties to their husbands. Such girls 

usually prove very good housewives. 

I:Xrring the session also, the girls are taught the habit of kneeling 

d~ when talking to their husbands and elders in public. At hane a 

wife must always kneel down to annOLID.ce to her husband that the meal is 

ready. She must greet every bcx:ly [spelling] in the house every rooming. 

Of course, it is an obligation for those in the Society during a 

Society's session to move from house to hou,e to greet all the elders in 

the village in the form of nice songs. [rrodification not clear] So after 

the Society they becorre acquainted with all these practices. All these 

practices are aimed at making the young girls to behave themselves well 
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to fit into any comm.mity so that they can not become failure in life. 

F\Jrthennore, they are trained to refrain from all vices [punctuation} 

particularly praniscuity or prostitution. They are made to believe that 

if a waran yields to another man other than her husband during pregnancy, 

she will never be able to give birth or deliver during labour tmless she 

confesses of her deeds • [phrasing] A confession of such type may lead to 

her losing her marriage. Further still, they [shift in nl.D'Tiber] are made 

to believe that a lactating mother must never have any sexual intercourse 

with any man otherwise the child will suffer from a severe diarrhoea 

which may be fatal if the man in question is not the father of the child. 

All these teaching [plural} are aiming [verb fonn] at making the girls to 

lead decent and contented lives, thus maintaining peace and happiness in 
. 

hanes. We all know the dangers behind prostitution and all other vices. 

The contact of veneral diseases is a consequence of indiscriminate 

intercourse. TI1ese veneral diseases are oftentimes fatal or may cause 

certain hazards to the life of the victim. For instance sterility or 

barrenness are after a result [phrasing not clear] of venereal disease 

infection. [This whole subpoint is not evidently relevant.] 

Thereafter, the girls are taught to carry out full family duties 

such as caring for young ones, preparing rreals, knitting, fishing, to 

name but a few examples. All these teachings are educative and have 

[article] certain socio-€conomic impact on the entire country. 

Secondly, the Bondo Society brings unity and understanding in the 

ccmnunity. Before a session begins, it is customary to invite 

neighbouring villages to participate in the session in various ways 

[punctuation] sane of which are: they may bring uninitiated girls to 

the Society or give financial or material support, or they send persons 

to participate in other social activities. In this way people from 
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various regions may come in camon contact and establish friendship 

relations. During such sessions also persons who have fallen away or 

have disputes are brought together in the name of the Society solidarity, 

such as women who have ma.liced for some time are easily made to 

reconcile.[phrasing unclear] 

For instance my uncle's two wives had a dispute for one complete 

year. People tried to settle their dispute but they never succeeded. 

During the Q-iristmas vacation, there was [article] Society session to be 

held in the village and their four daughters were to be initiated. No 

one knew how they reconciled in the eve of the Society. They were just 

seen talking to each other and laughing together. furthermore, certain 

men use such occasion [plural] as opportunities of getting wives. Thus 

after the session, they carry out the necessary negotiations and get 

wives for themselves, thereby perpetuating the relations. 

Finally, the Bonde Society is [article] traditional determinant of 

the financial status of persons and defining the positions and respect 

such persons deserve. [unclear phrasing] 

The Bonde Society has certain elders who are known through out 

[spelling] the country as the lords of the Society. These persons have 

special societal names that identify them fran [diction] ordinary 

members. Such people are given the duty of initiating the girls. They 

carry out all the necessary ceremonies of initiation. These people 

carry such personalities that even paramount chiefs regard these people 

with high respect . .Furthenrore, such societies last for quite a long 

time. Therefore they are very expensive. A person who can host a 

canplete session without any flaws should be really-off. [diction] Such 

people in the conm.mity are regarded with very great respect. 

Oftentimes, in order to acquire fame and prestige certain people in the 
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villages can host two societies during the same season. 

For instance there is a man called Pa Kaprr Lawer in one of our 

neighbouring villages. He hosts at least one society each year. He is 

the section chief of our region in the chiefdan called Konike. This man 

has gained such respect and fame that people honoured him [tense] more 

than the para.rrount chief of the chiefdom. n.rring the election violence 

the chief was threatened to be beaten up [phrasing] by some thugs. The 

threat was so persistent that even the govenme.nt's police (S.S.G.) 

could not stand it. In fact police who put up resistance were wotmded. 

The chief had to escape and moved to r-<.agburaka. But this man was never 

tampered with. Not even q fowl of his little poultry was taken away. 

St1ch a Society which defines the personalities of persons and 

advises people to lead decent lives is worth loving; therefore I loved 

it. [tense] 

PROFESSOR'S CCM1ENTS ON CONTENT: What is most painful about this essay 

is not so rm.ich the portrait in the first section of the treatment of 

wanen in this African society ( though that is dis tressing) ; rather, what 

troubles most is the easy acceptance of this treatment by the writer. 

Note how when we write clearly (as this young man does) we ma.y well give 

information not only about a topic but also about ourselves. 

The second and third sections of this paper present a formidable 

portrait of how fully the Bonda Society is integrated into this culture. 

Qiange might be very difficult indeed to bring about. Olange from within 

the Society itself might be very difficult. However, the student may 

sanewhat overstate the power of the Society, since mst professional 

wanen I have known, in university, business, and finance, grew up in 

families that did not choose the Bonda Society route for their young 

daughters. 
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PAPER 4. Writing: There is a variety of writing errors in this short 

paper: serious sentence faults (fragment, cornna. splice), use of the 

article, phrasing and diction problems, and !lX)re. Nonetheless the 

student is able to think through his argument, and he has little real 

problem ccmnun.icating his views. 

Topic: What custan or practice in Sierra Leone do you like best? 

Thesis: [article] Traditional marriage custan especially in the Mendes 

is what I like best among all the custans in Sierra Leone. 

Topic sentences: 

1. For one reason it insures [punctuation] rrore than any other 

type of marriage, a peaceful life-long relationship between 

a man and his wife. 

2. For [article] even !lX)re important reason, it is the cheapest 

form of marriage but with the greatest good will. 

3. Most important of all, it allows polygamy which is an integral 

part of our culture. 

Traditional marriage custom especially arrong the Mendes is what I 

like best aroong all the customs in Sierra Leone. For one reason, it 

ensures more than any other type of marriage, a peaceful life-long 

relationship between man and his wife. In the traditional marriage 

system in Sierra Leone, man and wanan assured to have [phrasing 

unclear] genuine love for each other without any econanic consideration. 

In the western [capital] marriage custom, it is very cannon that rich 

men only marry women fran rich family. [plural] In the traditional 

marriage custan, [punctuation] in Sierra Leone, this is not taken into 

consideration. Once love is there on both the parties, a rich man can 

afford to marry from a J:XJOr family. This in fact will make the rich 
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man to help the poor family of his wife. Also it is very camon in the 

western marriage custan that educated men marry only educated wanen. In 

the traditional marriage custom in Sierra Leone that is not a criteria 

[singular] for a man marrying a wanan. Once the love has been established 

between a man and a we.man, whether the woman is educated or not, _they 

will marry. Richness and education are factors that do not endure, once 

they vanish love vanishes. [carma splice] 

I still say that the traditional marriage custom is what I like 

best in Sierra Leone. For [article) even more important reason, it is 

the cheapest follll of marriage but with the greatest good will. [phrasing] 

In the -western marriage custom, expensive ventures are u,_dertaken. Sane 

of these expensive ventures are like buying expensive marriage rings, · 

buying of expensive wedding gowns, observing bachelors [possessive] eve, 

making expensive honey rroon and way other expensive ventures are taken 

into accou,_t. [not clear] In the traditional marriage custan, all these 

expensive ventures are not u,_dertaken. In the traditional marriage 

custan, after the initiation of the woman, she is straight away married 

by her husband without going through all the above expensive ventures. 

I am still in support of the traditional marriage custan in Sierra 

Leone. Most important of all, because,it allows polygamy [punctuation] 

which is an integral part of 6ur culture. [sentence fragment] Traditional 

life is all embracing and even with the caning of western civilization 

the economic benefit derived, not to mention the convenience polygamy 

ensues [pu,_ctuation; diction] cannot be overlooked. Statistics has 

shown [agreement] that 75% of [article] Sierra Leone population are 

subsistence fanners who need labour. Polygamy in traditional marriage 

makes labour available because roore children are born to one man. This 

asset especially at the manent when machines are not available to the 
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poor !l'an in the village [ptmctuation] is very important. The children 

together with the wives of a man will benefitially help [phrasing] in 

the farm. Also, since the wives and the children of a man provide the 

necessary labour for his farm work, a poor farmer does not need to pay 

any other person to do the job for him. 

Sociologists have shGWn that men are inherently polygam:JUS. Thus 

traditional marriage [punctuation] which crystalizes this tendency, must 

be very attractive indeed if not to most people but to me. [phrasing 

i.mclear] I am a realist and this is reality. 

PROFF.SSOR 1S CCMMEITT ON CONTENT: 'This paper raises 1TKJre questions than it 

answers. It is not clear why the writer thinks Western marriages are not 

love-based or why he thinks 11traditional" !l'arriages in Sierra Leone are 

based on love. An argument for love-based marriages would have to be 

developed in the context of polygamous !l'arriages he talks about in his 

third point. The writer's vagueness suggests he is arguing a bias 

rather than a reasoned conclusion. 
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TOPIC SERIES ~= t,Jhy are young boys in Sierra Leone so different 

in their behavior fran young girls? 

PAPER 1. Writing: The first point here (which is all that we can take 

the trouble to look at) seems to argue that because girls are more 

favored the boys are wild and the girls are calm and quiet. But no 
/ 

proof is offered. Indeed, the reverse is more likely, if the situation 

is correctly fornulated: that because girls are calm and quiet and 

boys are wild, girls are better liked. There is little reasoning going 

on here. And little thought appears to be given to the written English 

either. 

Thesis: Boys differ so much [read: very rnuch] from ymmg girls in the 

way they behave in Sierra Leone. 

Topic sentences: 

1. For one thing, girls are much more ac~epted in our society than 

boys. 

2. Secondly, girls are much more under restriction than boys. 

3. Most important of all, girls are given much [diction] 

opportunities than boys. 

Boys differ so much [so is not an intensive] from young girls in 

the way they b.ehave in Sierra Leone. For one thing, girls are much more 

accepted in our society than boys. Sierra Leone is a country that seems 

to give too rnuch [diction] opportunities to girls than young boys. 

[phrasing unclear] As such you realise [phrasing not clear] that girls 

in Sierra Leone live a better life than boys. Even in tenns of job 

opportunities, you find yolillg girls in a much better p:>sition with only 

few [diction] work to be done; [punctuation] unlike yolillg boys who are 

provided with low ranking job opportunities with much work to be done. 
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You therefore expect [logic?] young boys to feel disowned and been 

totally denied [phrasing and sentence structure not clear] in the 

society. Such a feeling within young boys in Sierra Leone has led to 

individual problems facing them [ confusing passive] . With these 

rrrulti-proble.ms [diction], there is an acute variation in behaviour 
/ 

within [phrasing unclear] pays and girls in Sierra Leone. In fact, you 

find roost boys in Sierra Leone grow too wild at a very early age, than 

[incomplete ccmparison] young girls who are find [verb form] to be most 

often calm and quiet. 

Sierra Leone is a country that has been found to be having [unclear 

phrasing] many [diction] young girls than boys (from Sierra Leone's 1978 

Population Statistics) and hence [logic?] you find young boys in Sierra 

Leone take up to responsibility [phrasing unclear) at [omission] very 

young age. This is very corrrnon in Sierra Leone. The young boy often 

encounters problems in sustaining his family. Coupled with the job 

opportlmity [plural?] available to the young boy which is often of 

[preposition] a very loo rank and with small income, he therefore 

find [agreement] himself unable to take up to his responsibility and 

then becomes fnIBtrated. [santence stn.icture unclear] Under such a 

situation, young boys are forced [logic?] to think too rrnJCh of a roost 

simple and easy way of living a good life. This makes young boys think 

of living a wild life which involves many wild garres [diction] including 

stealing, gambling, looting. 

In fact, Sierra Leone in the recent years have [agreement] become 

notable of [preposition] having too much of young boys [unclear phrasing] 

possessing [diction] this style of living. It has thus [logic?] become 

a very high [diction] problem even to the nation [emphasis not clear], 

that the Minister of Internal Affairs has ma.de it clear that young boys 
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should be given equal opportunities as girls. [sentence stnicture 

unclear] 

PROFESSOR'S CG1MENf ON CONTENT: The problems in this very weak paper are 

not only in the use of the English langauge, but go to the heart of 

thought processes than transcend language. Weaving into the fabric of 
/ 

tortured phrasings, obscure thought, and carelessness and inattention is 

the assertion that boys are forced when they are very young into 

11stealing, gambling, looting11 by more favored treatrrent of young girls. 

Without denying the great problems that cane from poverty in Sierra Leone 

and Africa, we rray believe the assertion is both unproven and unlikely 

on the face of it. That a young rran with these problems with written 

English and reasoning is in a t.miversity at all surely argues good 

fortune has shone warmly on him. He fails _this paper not because others 

are given more favored treatment than he is. So long as he looks in 

that direction for his answers, so long will his prospects be dim. 

Other papers in this anthology that deal with the treatrrent of women in 

Sierra Leone, and other parts of Africa that are like Sierra Leone, 

rray lead one to wonder how this writer can be so mistaken about the 

plight of wanen in his society. 
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PAPER 2. Writing: This student has rrruch difficulty in fomlating what 

he wishes to say. The tenns "deep education,1 1 "weak minded," 11rrentally 

weak," and "social freedans 11 are unfamiliar and pemaps have a private 

meaning to the writer; indeed, he may not be sure at all of just what it 

is he wants to say. Sentence faults and phrasing errors also suggest 
/ 

the writer is not working carefully here. 

Topic: Why are young boys in Sierra Leone so different in their 

behavior from_young girls? 

Thesis: There is so much difference between young boys and girls in 

Sierra Leone because young girls of Sierra Leone are denied their 

social freedoms. 

Topic sentences: 

1. First of all, in a traditional Sierra Leonean horn::, girls are 

denied the right to deep education. 

2. Secondly, young girls are weak minded. 

3. Finally, ymmg girls in Sierra Leone compared to girls of other 

countries are physiologically and mentally weak. 

There is so much difference between young boys and girls in Sierra 

Leone because young girls are denied their social freedans. First of 

all, in a traditional Sierra Leonean horn::, girls are denied the right of 

deep education. It is a traditionally held belief that education is not 

rreant for girls. In view of this, parents create social gaps by properly 

educating their boys instead of the girls. This has often resulted in 

girls taking inferior jobs like typing as canpared to jobs like 

engineering which is mostly undertaken by ymmg boys. Since the girls 

are not provided with indepth education necessary for higher jobs. 

[ sentence fragment] The parents feel that young girls do not contribute 
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to the future development of the family after their marriage. The 

changing of surnames during marriage is cited as an example for yollll.g 

girls failing to contribute to the develoµnent of their families. This 

is why Pa K-- refused Hannan an education beyond form five but 

allowed Mathew to proceed to further education in Germany. He believed 
/ 

by properly educating Mathew, their family is assured of a brighter 

future. There are in fact cases where girls are completely denied 

educational rights. The parents prefer providing their daughters with 

domes tic trainings [ singular] necessary for a good house wife. No 

wonder Pa K--' s two daughters Musu and Marie are not educated but 

well trained for good house wives that men should be proud of. 

Secondly, young girls are weak minded. [diction] As a result, 

parents try all means to keep the two sexes distinctly different from 

each other. This is done by avoi_ding all close contacts between the two 

sexes. A traditional Sierra l.eonean does not allow his sons and daughters 

to sleep on the same bed nor do they [agreement) allow the sisters to 

wear his [plural eliminates gender error] brothers [possessive] trousers. 

Pa L--- almost damaged the eyes of Kula when he one day met her 

wra·scling with her younger brother Morie because [modificatidn not clear] 

it was against their custcxn. Young girls of Sierra Leone notable for 

their weakness have made society to deny them of their rights of 

leadership [phrasing unclear] because it is believed that they would not 

be efficient leaders. For that reason, Jean was opposed by the entire 

boys' population of Yengema Secondary for becoming school prefect. The 

boys felt Jean would not be bold enough to serve them in time of trouble. 

Instead Patrick was elected school prefect. 

Finally, young girls in Sierra l.eone ccxnpared to other girls say of 

Arrerica are physically and mentally weak. [diction] For their being 
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physically weak, authorities do not allow them to be involved in 

streneous [spelling] exercises. The authorities believe streneous jobs 

can not be afforded [diction] by girls [fused sentence] instead they 

only get the boys involved. For example in Yengema Secondary School, 

girls are exempted fran the terminal wood fetching exercise because they 
/ 

are not physically strong for such a job. Girls for their physical 

tmf itness are not enrolled in the anny force of Sierra Leone. Towards 

the end of 1980, the government experimented with the capability of 

girls in the army force. The· lucky few to be enrolled did not prove fit 

for the job. The government has now decided that girls should not be 

enrolled in the army force. This [reference unclear] can be a marked 

difference between boys and girls. 

Because of the differences in the mental ability with the boys, 

girls do not offer [11take"] the same course even at higher levels of 

education. For example, in the Njala University, no girl is found 

majoring in Physics and Mathematics. They have a fixed idea that such 

subjects are only suitable for boys. 

All the above little points about young boys and girls have grouped 

together [phrasing unclear] to make a big difference between boys and 

girls of Sierra Leone. 

PROFESSOR'S CCM-1EITTS ON CONfENT: This student apparently wants to be 

sympathetic to the plight of young girls. He starts this way in the 

.first argument, and he apparently intends to continue it in the points 

dealing with girls being 1weak minded" and "physically and mentally 

wea1<. 11 It is difficult to estimate the tragic heritage that comes to 

girls and wanen from long years of prejudice against them in such a 

society, but it would have made this paper roore clear if that point 
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were developed. As it stands, the second argument gives us the essence 

of this troubled reasoning. His topic sentence is "Young girls are weak 

minded, 11 but he does not go on to argue the correctness of that view; 

instead, he says "As a result ...• " That is, he assunes the point at 

issue is as he states it, and he goes on to give examples of -what follows 
,/ 

from that. 

A more interesting paper would have explored why young waren in 

this society do not consider their bodies their own, if they do not; it 

would have examined the reasons why a girl learns not to be assertive 

and even courageous in this society, if she does not; and it would have 

studied the causes of physical and rrental weakness of girls in this 

society, if indeed they have these weaknesses which women in other parts 

of the world do not have. 
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TOPIC SERIES XVI: Is fear an important element in the lives of the 

people of Sierra Leone? 

NOTE: THIS TOPIC SERIES IS PRESENTED WITHOUT REMARKS AND CORRECTIONS. 

THE COMPOSITION STUDENT rs INVITED TO CORRECT AND COMMENT ON THESE 

PAPERS, GIVING BOTH A COMMENT ON THE WRITING AND A TREATMENT OF THE 

CONTENT OF THE PAPERS. 

Paper 1, 

/ 

Thesis: Fear is an important element of the people of Sierra Leone. 

Topic sentences: 

1. For one thing, .fear retards the economic development of the 

country. 

2, Secondly, fear retards the social standard of living of the 

people of Sierra Leone. 

J. Most important of all, fear has a profound impact on the 

political structure of the country. 

Fear is an important element of the people of Sierra Leone. For 

one thing, fear retards the economic development of the country. It 

should be noted that the economic standard of any country is dependent 

partly upon the ability of that country to produce sufficient food stuff 

for her people. It also depend partly on the industrial position of the 

country. 

The question of sufficient food production is directly proportional 

to the agricultural development of the country. It is evident that 

there had been great improvement on the scientific knowledge and 

technology of agriculture. There had been an improvement on the methods 

of cultivation, More sophisticated machines have been invented to 

perform almost all types of agricultural activities. The introduction 

of chemicals have helped to combat diseases and pests problems. All 
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these scientific improvements have profound effects on the countries 

where they are applied properly. The economic standards of such 

countries had been propped up greatly. 

On the other hand, these immense improvements had a very little 

effect on the agricultural structure of this country. This is due to 
/ 

the fact that the people of this country feared to adopt the modern 

technics and implements of agriculture. For instance eventhough the 

government is trying very hard to encourage farmers to adopt modern 

methods of agriculture, there has been a very little change. A farmer 

in Magbaleh who was talked into joining the I.A.D.P. project failed to 

accept the insecticides given to him to spray on his water mellon 

garden. He said he was having the fear that these insecticides will 

not wash off the fruits completely by the time the fruits are matured. 

In this way he experienced a serious loses due to pests attack. 

Then also most of the farmers of this country are illiterate and 

feared to use machines since they do not have the adequate education to 

operate them. In this light they th~refore continue with the use of 

their crude tools. What the people of this country feared most is 

death. They are therefore not ready to sacrifice their lives to 

undertake certain adventures that would be advantageous to the country 

as a whole. For instance most of the forests in this country are not 

cultivated because the people have the belief that there are devils in 

such forests and any adventure of cultivating them will be fatal. They 

would therefore prefer to cultivate the same pieces of lands repeatedly 

with little or no attempts to replenish the lost nutrient. This is one 

of the major reasons for low production in this country and hence low 

economic standard. 

It is agriculturally known that forests soils are very fertile and 
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are therefore suitable for agriculture but because of fear, these 

fertile soils are left wasting. For instance we had a forest of about 

fifty acres in our village at Mathorlly that has never been cultivated 

since I was a boy of five years. I usually asked my father why they do 

not clear the forest for cultivation instead they had to travel miles 
, 

away to find suitable sites for farming? He told me at one time that, 

that forest is a sacred forest and that who so ever attempts to 

cultivate it will die before the clearing of the land is done. He 

further went on to explain that if anybody ventures to go right into 

the middist of the forest, that person will never be seen again. In 

this way a vast piece of land lies wasting. Such types of forest are 

found almost in every region of the country. 'Hence there is scarcity 

of land for farming. 

On the other hand, the economic standard of a country depends on 

its industrialization of that country. Before a country could become 

industrialized it must undertake certain research projects to know the 

best types of industries they could establish, Most of such researches 

are dangerous and may easily become fatal research projects. For 

instance many great scientist had losed their lives during the processes 

of performing certain experiments. When the incomplete work of these 

scientists are being completed by succeeding scientist, the results are 

usually beneficial to man. Countries with such brave persons to 

undertake these adventures have undoubtedly become world power countries. 

The industrial standard of this country is very low because there 

are not brave persons who are ready to undertake dangerous researches. 

In fact most of the industries are foreign-owned industries. 

Secondly, fear retards the social standards of living of the people 

of Sierra Leone. Most people of this country do not travel outside and 
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even within the country. This is mainly because of the fear of 

travelling accidents. In this way they have no social interaction with 

the outside world. These people have crude and conservative ideas. 

They have no knowledge of the outside world. They are therefore 

socially unimproved. Then also these people cannot establish -better 
/ 

foreign relationships which might help them to improve their social 

standards. Thus they live with poor standards of living. 

Furthermore it is seen that there are certain job opportunities 

that are vacant. For instance the Hydro Electric Power programme in 

Bwnbuna, the Arab gold mining project at Matotoka and N.D.M.C., 

Timberlight mining at Kono. All the projects need labour to carry out 

their operations in full swing. There are many unemployed persons who 

are in need of jobs but failed to apply to these companies for jobs 

simply for fear that the jobs are dangerous and could be fatal for them, 

For instance an accident occurred at the Bumbuna Hydro Electric Power. 

An Italian and a Sierra Leonean were killed. As the saying goes a 

burnt child dreads fire, a very large number of labourers resigned from 

the company. They said they prefer to stay unemployed if that assured 

them of their safety than being employed in risky occupations. These 

persons lead miserable standards of living and hence the retardation in 

the standard of living. 

Most important of all, fear has a profound impact on the political 

structure of the country. It should be noted that in any democratic 

state, the people have the right to express their views about the 

political structure of the country (government). If they feel that they 

are mis-represented, they have the right to revolute against their 

representative. Such rights have never being put into practice in this 

country due to the fear that any revolutionary move may be fatal. In 
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this way people are mis-represented and they never say any thing about 

it. Instead they will go on and grumble in corners. At this present 

moment it is seen that the manner of the distribution of the national 

income is not at all even. People of the higher income try to suppress 

those of the lower income so that they could become richer and the lower 

income class poorer. 

It is seen that certain representatives may ask the government for 

developmental funds when these funds are given to them they use the 

funds for their personal well being. Therefore most of the hungry 

politicians we see rushing for the Parliament are not rushing for the 

benefits of their people but to satisfy their selfish ends. This is why 

they carve their way through blood during elections in order for them to 

win. Of all the brutal killings and destructions done during the 

elections for example the killing that took place at Kailabun by 0----

in an average for the death of his friend and several other destructions 

all over the country, there has never been any improvement done on any 

part of the country. Those that were exiled have never come back. The 

representatives for whom they are suffering have done nothing towards 

them. 
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Paper 2: FOR STUDENT ANALYSIS, DISCUSSION, AND EVALUATION. 

Topic: Is fear an important element in the lives of the people of 

Sierra Leone? 

Thesis: Fear in Sierra Leone can be said to be an important element in 

Sierra Leone. 

Topic sentences: 

1. For one thing, fear in the lives of the people in Sierra Leone 

has marked a peaceful situation in the country. 

2, Secondly, fear in the lives of the people in Sierra Leone has 

created a stable government. 

J. Most important of all, fear in the lives of the people has made 

Sierra Leone a friendly country. 

Fear in the lives of the people in Sierra Leone is an important 

element, For one thing, fear in the lives of the people has marked a 

peaceful situation in Sierra Leone, Sierra Leone is a country that is 

densely populated. One should therefore expect to get different types 

of people making up the population, You find people of all sorts, most 

of whom, have their own habits. Among the people living in Sierra 

Leone, you even expect to find cannibals, not to talk of murderers, 

thieves and armed robbers. These people have an equal place in the 

society, that even the-policemen can't easily suspect these people of 

their inhuman habits. This situation was very much evident during the 

seventeenth Century. At that time, Sierra Leone was infested with very 

bad people, especially when they had no such efficient marshall laws 

prevailing at that time. The people therefore had no fear of the 

central acts. During this period, the rate of crime commited by people 

increased considerably. Murdering of innocent people was a very common 
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act in Sierra Leone. People had no fear of the laws and virtually went 

free from their crimes commited. There was no safety in the lives of 

people. The country at that time was not peaceful at all, as you were 

not even sure of your own lives. During this period also, there came a 

time when people in Sierra Leone started eating human flesh. It became 
/ 

so common, that innocent ,citizens were kept indoors whenever the 

evenings were approaching. 

However, things started to take a different dimension, when a new 

central government was introduced. This new government was very much 

effective in that they provided the country with new laws, some of which 

were marshall. These laws created fear in the lives of the people in 

Sierra Leone. Fear set in when fifteen people were found guilty of 

murdering an inno~ent citizen, All were sentenced to death which was 

done openly.- where thousands of people were present. Remaining 

criminals became afraid, Criminals in fear created a peaceful Sierra 

Leone in the nineteenth Century. 

Secondly, fear in the lives of the people in Sierra Leone has 

created a stable government in Sierra Leone. The changing of central 

governments is very much peculiar to most west African countries • 

• Most of these changes are done by coup d 1 tats, which in most cases is 

bloody. Liberia, for example experienced a bloody coup in 1980. The 

present central government took over the previous government by means 

of arms, However, taking over these government is not of my main 

concern. What makes the situation worst, is the way the new government 

administers the country, Most of these governments are worst ones as 

compared to the previous ones. They have their own laid down policies. 

The citizens never enjoy their rights and freedoms. It is therefore 

very much evident to say that continuous changes in central government 
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is a failure to development. Therefore, most of these countries where 

coups have become successful, are in most cases not developing. There 

is no continuity in laid down policies. 

However, it is a different situation in Sierra Leone. Since 1961, 

when Sierra Leone experienced a peaceful change of central government, 

there has never been any up to present day. They were successful mainly 

because they created fear in the people. Immediately this change of 

government occurred, there were about three other attempts made in 

overthrowing that government. Unfortunately, they failed and the 

individuals apprehended and later faced death. Since that time there 

have been no other attempts. The government therefore has time to 

complete her laid down policies. Most of these policies, one of which, 

was based on infrastructural development, have now been undertaken. 

Sierra Leone in recent years has become improved in terms of buildings, 

food production. The government seems to be in favour of the people. 

Also, fear in the lives of people have retarded most of the 

country's properties. This is quite evident in relation to strikes. 

The people of Sierra Leone are not too patient, they therefore often 

resolve to strikes. However most of these strikes are peaceful ones 

which does not result to the spoiling of government properties. Strikes 

in Sierra Leone if not peaceful is followed by police raid, which means 

shooting. They are been giving the command to shoot in the crowd to 

help disperse the population. In the previous years, many lives have 

been lost in public strikes. This was mainly because they resolved to 

destroying government properties, and in one such case, was the burning 

the forest industry in Kenema. The government released a number of 

policemen, giving the orders to shoot in the crowd. Many lives were 

lost, only to restore government properties. 
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Most important of all, Sierra Leone has been known as a friendly 

country, especially to other countries. For one thing, the people of 

Sierra Leone are not too familiar with guns and other arms. They are 

therefore very much afraid of chaos, In most cases, they settle their 

grievances between themselves and become friends. They treat their 

neighbour countries with much care mainly to avoid war. An instance can 

be drawn when Liberia moved her soldiers to the boarders, together with 

the jet bombers and other fighting arms, They then invited Sierra 

Leone to war. However, Sierra Leone been a friendly country remained 

calmed and decided to settle their grievances peacefully. Without this 

been done, there would have been a heavy breakage of war, 

Fear, therefore, in the lives of the people is an important element 

in Sierra Leone. 
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Section B 

NJALA. POEMS 

by Leslie D. Foster 

Commentary and notes by Don Lee. 

Professor Foster wrote this group of poems when he 
was Visiting Professor of English at Njala University 
College, one of the two constituent colleges of the 
University of Sierra Leone, in West Africa. He was at 
Njala from 2 January 1983 to early July 1984, on leave 
from his appointment as Professor of English at Northern 
Hichigan University, l!arquette, .Michigan, to which he 
returned in August of 1984. 

The poems have some thematic and referential links, 
but their essential unity is only that occasioned by 
their being written at Njala, that is, far from the 
normal sphere of the author's life, and in another world 
which was and was not unfamiliar, with perhaps heightened 
perceptions that life might stir. 

The poems were also the starting point for 
encouraging Njala students in the 1983-1984 Poetry class 
to write poems of their own, which were later collected 
and critiqued by Professor Foster in the group called 
11 Poems by Class ~.!embers and Others". 
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Poem 1. Completed 19 January 1983, not long after Foster 
took up residence in Njala, the up_land village where Njala 
University College is located. 

The Village Child 

for Gibrii 

I was a stranger in lovely Njala, where 
I walked the streets in the morning fresh and good 
And watched if people greeted another here 
With songs and hymns, as half I expected they would, 

And do, I know, in village Palestine 5 
And sing '1Ahlein"-- 11 you walk in fields of green 
Among friends and kin and are welcome to our home"--
A land, like this, as fair as I have seen. 

How do they greet, or treat, or sing or shout--

( 

Is the stranger here an honored guest and friend? 10 
What manner of life, what hope, what fear, what doubt?-- (. 
Doe.s the new and the strange find here the journey 1 s end? 

You smiled and took my hand and brought me where 
The drink was cool and sweet, and kind the air. 

NOTES: 1. 1, stranger: The Biblical echo is "I was a 
stranger and you welcomed me" (Matthew 25:35, KJV). 

1. 1, Njala: Njala is the name of both- the College 
and the village where this agricultural and teacher 
training institution is located. 

1. 5, village Palestine: Seven years before, from 
January 1976 to June 1977, Foster had held an appointment 
as Visiting Professor of English at Birzeit University, 
the Palestinian Arab university in the village of 
Birzeit, about a half hour north of Jerusalem, in the 
Israeli-occupied West Bank of the Jordan River. Much of 
the village intercourse is still governed by centuries
old formulas of great beauty that are allied to the 
teachings of Mohammed, formulas observed by Arab-speakers 
of any faith. The greeting 11 Ahlein" (1. 6), translated 
in the text, is one of the loveliest of these. 

1. 13, You: Gibril (Gabriel) was seven years old at 
the time, his birthday being 11 February 1975. 
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Poem 2 . Completed 11 December 1983. Foster's mother was 
78 years old when he wrote this poem, and she had begun 
experiencing the problems indicated in lines 9-12, a 
dramatic decline that began in November and continued 
until the late winter, when she began a rally. 

For·My Mother in Her Illness 

Though frightened men may call it Judgment Day, 
What I have seen of agedness in you 
And those, like you, who go on from creatorness 
To kindly tendence, of God's and your creation; 

Had made me think Our Father surely had saved 5 
For you, for all, who with gentle heart have borne 
The kingdom ~ome of our true home,--a time 
Of cooling wine and granaries overflowing; 

But age has brought instead a wracking pain 
In your fragileness, and a mind, at times, you say, 10 
"Confused, forgetful, 11 and eyes with dimming spark 
That ask what Powers else have forsaken you. 

His Daughter, as his Son, he asks the cross; 
His own (and ours) is your triumph and your pain. 

NOTES: 1. 1, Judgment Day : "Judgment Day," traditionally 
the time of God's judgment on a person's life, may be 
experienced at any time in which one feels called to 
account an·d facing punishment . Thus "frightened men 11 who 
carry a weight of unforgiven sin or guilt might feel the 
justness of their misfortune or suffering at any time, as 
the poet has said he has experienced himself. On the 
other hand, those who have no sense of sin that has not 
been forgiven might be expected never to have such a 
single experience as 11 Judgment Day. 11 

11. 3-4, creatorness ... tendence: These are the two 
aspects in which man lives as the image of God he 
fundamentally is, in Foster 1 s view; "creatorness" is his 
active function or period of creation and shaping the 
world to make it man's (and God's) genuine "home"; 
"tendence 11 •is the period or function of tending and 
nourishing that world. 

1. 4, God's and your creation : For those who assent 
to or envision the form of the world as God.intended that 
it be, in Foster's view, the world as genuine 11 home 11 is 
the creation of man as well as of God. 

1. 5, Our Father: 11 The Lord's Prayer" (Matthew 6: 9, 
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Luke 11:2) invites man to address God as "Our Father," 
asking, among other things, that the earth might be 
"heaven'' (1'thy kingdom come") where God's will is done. 
See note to 1. 7. 

1. 6, borne: The verb means both "give birth to" 
and ''carry" or ''sustain". See 11 creatorness 1

' and 
11 tendence" . above, 11. 3-4. 

1. 7, The kingdom come of our true home: The true 
home. of man, the world as human beings want it to be, and 
that man may experience the image of in his home, is 
identified also here as the world as God wants it for man, 
the "kingdom come" prayed for in "The Lord's Prayer." 

11. 7-8, a time/Of cooling wine and granaries 
overflowing: The echo is John Keats' poem "To Autumn," 
where age is portrayed as a time not of decline but of a 
rich harvest, as it would be· if the "harvest" on earth 
( as well as heaven) were "thy kingdom come'' to earth. 

1. 12, forsaken: The Biblical echo is Psalm 22:1, 
"My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?" which Jesus, 
in turn, echoed from the cross (Matthew 27:46 and Mark 
15: 34). 

1. 13, he asks the cross: The image suggests that 
authentic life may be "the Way of the Cross," until "thy 
kingdom come," that is , may be experienced as both 
''triumphir and "pain," in carrying the burden of the 
Kingdom. Why this should be, we may not know, though the 
mysterious model of Jesus, Foster suggests here, invites 
us to understand our lives in terms of Jesus' life, to 
the extent we work to create and tend man's true home. 

( 

'.(_, 
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Poem 3. Completed 17 January 1984. The allusion in the 
title, which Foster did not think central to understanding 
the poem, is to "The River-Merchant's Wife: A Letter," 
by Ezra Pound, a version of a poem by the Chinese poet 
Le Po (A.D.701-762). In her letter, the River-Merchant's 
wife tells her husband how deeply she loves him and how 
lonely she is while he is gone on his journey. In her 
last line, she asks him to tell her if he is coming back 
by the river Kiang, and, she says, "I will come out to 
meet you/As far as Cho-fu-Sa." The context makes it clear 
she will do much for the chance to be with him again. 

Foster alters some of the details of the story: (1) 
to give much emphasis to the nature of the 11 River-?tierchant' s" 
metaphoric work, in a somewhat different realm, and (2) to 
have the woman he loves, and who loves him, unmarried, and 
willing to come "as far as Cho-fu-Sa" to marry him. In 
this way, the wife shows both her love of the River-Merchant 
and her approval of the nature of his work,-wfiich may part 
them at times. 

Cho-fu-Sa: 
The River-Merchant to His Wife 

When the wise and gentle soul who gives me work 
In the craft and trade of living man and life 
Sent me to barter for jewels in black and brown 
In the land of the Lion Mountains, now free again, 

That seeks to restore to its young the joy and love, 5 
That treasure, not to be stolen out again, 
Of being beloved and chosen of the gods, 
And using the Lion 1 s strength for all of man, 

I knew to call this lodging Cho-fu-Sa, 
For I knew that I had found immeasurable wealth, 10 
To take and leave, for the price of setting a watch 
For the god who would (or had) come here for love. 

And you, my dear, came here to be my bride, 
And show what Love and divinity will do. 

NOTES: 1. 1, the wise and gentle soul: The identity of 
the employ-er is not indicated, the only clue to his nature 
being the nature of what he asks, in the following line. 

1. 2, the craft and trade: The work is an occupation 
requiring skill and expertness. 

1. 2, 1iving man and life: The work is to live, 
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or manifest, a conception of "man(kind)" and 11 life. rr 
11. 1-2: Thus, from the above, it seems that the 

River-Merchant is given an occupation that involves 
manifesting an interpretation of what it means to be a 
human being and to be alive. 

1. 3, barter: An exchange is made, giving and 
receiving something of . value. 

1. 3, black and brown.: Black Africans describing a 
Black.may say he is "black" or 11 brown" (or, sometimes, 
''tan 11

) • 

1. 4, Lion Mountains: The name of the West African. 
nation Sierra Leone means "lion mo.untains," the name given 
the land by early Portuguese sea-farers. 

1. 4, free again: Sierra Leone was declared an 
independent nation in 1961, .in the British Commonwealth; 
there may also be a reference to West Africa being an 
important source for the slave trade, and to the fact 
that Freetown, the nation's capital,- was settled in the 
Nineteenth Century largely by freed slaves from British 
colonies brought there by British missionary groups. 

1. 5, restore: The suggestion is that slavery and 
colonial domination may have profound disabling effects 
on a people, and that when legally and politically freed 
such people may look for full psychic freedom chiefly for 
their succeeding generations. 

1. 6, treasure: The chief "jewels 1
' ( 1. 3) are now 

identified as nthe joy and love 11 of a people. 
1. 7, the gods: The suggesti6n is that the greatest 

treasure of a people is their divine herttage. 
1. 8, the Lion's strength: The suggestion is that 

the 11 treasure rt and "joy and love" of a person ( or a 
people) may ultimately be expressed not alone in serving 
essential national goals, but in serving men anywhere 
who feel themselves physically, psychically, or 
spiritually lost to "joy and love." 

1. 9, Cho-fu-Sa: A land that seeks (or has) its own 
true heritage has 11 immeasurable wealth." 

1. 11, to take and leave: The weal th of tr joy and 
love" is not a material commodity which would be diminished· 
by giving to others; just the contrary raight be true. 

1. 12, the god: The other half of the barter is tq 
assist the nation that "seeks" '1 the joy and love" (1. 5) 
of the living presence of divinity on its soil and among 
its people, by helping to "set a watch" for the 
belovedness and chosenness (1. 7) that is their own. 

1. 13, came here: She embraced both what he is or 
seeks to be, and where he is. 

1. 14, what Love and divinity will do: 
here regarded sacramentally: instructing in 
to the nature of real love, and thus telling 
love. 

Marriage is 
and testifying 
about divine 

( 

( _ 
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COMMENT: J . McMullen has written the River-Merchant: 
"This is a religious poem, that holds that your belief 
bas led you ... to the land of the Lion Mountains, which 
has let you be free again .... Even though 'now free 
again 1 may mean the country, I think it means you too, 
because you too are being restored in love and joy ... . 
The treasure is being loved, and delight in that ... . 
The (religious) test in sending you to Africa (to go to. 
barter) has brought you so much more than the . price .... 
Your beliefs and your love have come together here in 
this unexpected pilgrimage.n 
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Poem 4. Completed 18 .March 1984. The poem plays over the 
suggestion that there are ultimately two alternative 
identities given to man to make of himself: "Authentic, ... 
True Man(kind), 11 or the tyrannical being imaged in "Cain, n 

the King David Hotel 11Assassin," even the Biblical King 
David himself in some aspects of his life, the "Mau Mau 
freedom fighters," and the Kenyan "Prophet of Justice" 
(Gicaandi Player). About the first we know little because 
we live in a world dominated by the second, which we 
ordinarily choose to make ourselves into, in the umadness" 
of life wherein we crucify even the broken fragments of 
what we truly are. In this respect, the· "world" seeks to 
destroy us, while ''Authentic" Man in ourselves and as a 
presence in the world seeks to support and save us: the 
11True Mankind" is the one ge_nuinely immortal presence in 
our world. The poet plays on the fact that in Hebrew, 
and the ref ore in Genesis, 11 Adar.i" means "?.{an" or 11 f,lank:ind." 
The True Adam is imaged too in the True (untyrannical) 
King David, and the 111-Ian of Sorrows" of :the Biblical 
prophet Isaiah, also known as "God's Suffering Servant." 
Authentic Man, then, is alive in Nairobi (in Africa) and 
in Hebron (in rrthe Holy Land 11

) and in ourselves and in 
"all o' th 1 hearts we betray. 11 f( 

The Nations So Furiously Rage 

In our land of Cain or thereabouts there sang 
The hymns to Godo' t~Hotel of the King, our David, 
Assassin, who knew, as only God's chosen can know, 
That Ramallah and Nablus and Hebron are.Zion's alone. 

In our land of the Hau Mau freedom fighters, there sings 5 
Gicaandi Player, Prophet of Justice, who knows, 
Knows not that we are all the children of God, 
But knows 11 The voice of the people is the voice of God11 

In Kenya. Lord Jesu~ I know in my heart, in my flesh, 
From my scattering brain, that madness afflicts us all, 10 
And I know that this madness still crucifies even the shards 
Of Authentic, 0 1 th' True Mankind. Can never, in time, 

We understand that the Man of Sorrows is here 
In Nairobi and Hebron--and all 0 1 th' heart~ we betray? 

NOTES. Title: Psalm 2, one of the most extraordinary 
poems ever written, asks "Wlly do the nations so furiously 
rage?" and it answers that the great powers of the 
(fallen) world seek to steal away from what is here called 
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"Authentic Man" (the true inheritor of God, in the Psalm) 
the land, the wealth of the earth, even human life itself, 
which it is only God's to bestow, which only the 
'
1Authentic .Mankind 11 can possess. (The phrasing of the 
opening of the Psalm used here is from the text used by 
Geroge Fridric Handel in section 38 of his oratorio 
Messiah.) 

1. 1, Cain: Cain and Abel were_children of Adam and 
Eve, in the Bible. Cain ki1led his brother because he was 
angry that Abel was more favored by God. Their story is 
told in Genesis 4. Cain is thus the type of the tyrannical 
man, who makes as his victim his own brother, Abel, the 
Authentic ~Ian, whose heritage he covets. Cain, as those 
with the "mark of Cain'' upon them ( Genesis 4: 15), seeks to 
destroy (the image of) God, his brother, and ultimately 
his own authentic self, the ·self God would have "favored," 
as He favored Abel. 

1. 1, the land of Cain or thereabouts: The "land of 
Cainrr is.not necessarily identical with "the Promised 
Land" God gave to those, like Abel, who "found favoru with 
Him; · the distinction is simply not a geographical one. 
The emphasis is on what tyrannical man can make of even so 
holy a city as Jerusalem. 

1. 2, Hotel: One of the greatest acts of Zionist 
terrorism under the British .Mandate administration of 
Palestine was the bombing of the King David Hotel, in 
(West) Jerusalem, which was headquarters for the Mandate 
forces. hlenachim Begin, Zionist patriot (and probably 
terrorist) and later Prime Minister of Israel, has been 
accused of planning and executing the bombing, but it has 
never been proven. Such terrorism was a part of the effort 
by Zidnists to secure for the Jews a 11 homeland11 in 
Palestine. 

1. 2, David; King David was one of the greatest 
national heroes of the Jewish people, and it was thought 
that from his house the Messiah would come. His flaws, 
however, are seen especially in his seduc~ion of 
Bath-Sheba and his having her husband killed in battle so 
that he might marry her (2 Samuel 11-12); David later is 
conscience-stricken when the prophet Nathan accuses him 
of this crime. 

· 1. 3, God's chosen: The term is used ironically 
here, contrasting with both "all the children of God 11 

(1. 7) and "Authentic ... Mankind" (1. 12). 
1. 41. Ramallah and Nablus and Hebron: These are major 

cities of the West Bank, which Israel captured from Jordan 
in the 1967 War. They are called part of Biblical and 
11 historical 11 Judae~ and Samaria, part of ancient "Israel~ 11 

by Begin and others who have encouraged and protected 
Israeli seed settlements there, among the Palestinian 
Arab population, settlements which the United Nations, and 
the United States and other countries, have condemned as 
illegal annexation of occupied territories. 
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1. 4, Zion: Zion has traditionally meant Jerusalem, 
"the promised land," the homeland Jews hoped to be 
restored to, and, for Christians, both heaven and God's 
"kingdom come" to earth, which they pray for; but, sadly, 
the term may also be used ir-0nically, as here, to refer to 
the. antithesis of these, to a tyrannical religious fanaticism. 

1. 5, land of the Mau Mau freedom fighters: This is 
another aspect of the same world, savagely.and fanatically 
fought over for possession. The Mau Mau was a patriot
terrorist group in late-colonial Kenya that sought to make 
Kenya a "free11 and ·"independent 11 state. In the novel 
Devil on the Cross (1982), by Kenyan Ngugi wa Thiong 1 0, 

the Mau Mau are identified as the power which bestowed 
"independent" Kenya on her people. 

1. 6, Gicaandi Player: Called the "Prophet of 
Justice," he is the narrator in Devil on the Cross. 

1. 7, we are all the children of God: This is the 
position adopted here, found among other places in Genesis, 
implicit in the name 1lftdam11 (Mankind) in Genesis. 

1. 8, "The voice of the people is the voice of God. 11 

This would be true only for Authentic Mankind. The 
quotation comes from and is the position of Devil on the 
Cross, which advocates the crucifixion of "the Devil" and ( 
his "acolytes" who are accused of 11 building Hell for the 
people of Earth" (p. 7). The solution the novel offers to 
its readers is hatred of those it identifies as the Devil 
and his followers ("acolytes") and their eventual murder. 
But the spectral image of madness (11. 10 and 11), 
particularly paranoid psychosis, dominates the novel, as 
the resolution in hatred suggests. Thus it too is an 
advocate of ntyranny11

, to replace ntyranny, 11 as suggested 
by the poet in 11. 9-12. (An "acolyte" is usually only a 
youth, not a 

0

"disciple 11 so much as a person who assists a 
priest at a Mass, sometimes no more than a child. But. the 
hatred carries to him, or her, too.) 

1. 9, Jesu: This is an ancient form for "Jesus, 11 

whom many Christians take to be "Authentic ... !,Ian(kind)," 
who defines for us what we are invited to believe we are, 
what the grave·cannot hold. 

1. 13, the Man of Sorrows: This is a name given to 
The Suffering Servant of God (Isaiah 53:2-5), who is 
depicted in four songs in Isaiah (42:1-9; 49:1-6; 50:4-11; 
and the one from whom this name is taken, 52:13-53:12). 
The Man of Sorrows is presented generally by Isaiah as the 
authentic Jacob or Israe~; whom man characteristically 
despises and rejects. The poet here presents The Man of 
Sorrows as the authentic form in us and in the world of 
what we most profoundly are. Thus he is in both Nairobi -c~· 
and Hebron; and there also is where we may betray him. 
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Poem 5. Completed 27 March 1984. 

The Welcomed Stranger 

I remember the day when you came to greet the Stranger 
You sought to join you for a time in the labor 
You cherish of teaching the teachers whose vision alone 
God's-spells the evening's lamps in the Lion Nation. 

Amy held her head high proudly and smiled, 5 
As even now she does, for expected kind-ness, 
And Florence, knowing perhaps better the danger, 
Was more distant and formal, yet warmly concerned for my welfare. 

The seasons have changed, and change again, and now, 
As I leave, you know of my frail mortality. 
Sierra Leone, and Africa beyond, 
Has reason enough to fear the Stranger. And yet 

I think that day I felt the beating heart, 
The watchful expectation that illumines our darkness. 

10 

NOTES. Title, The Welcomed Stranger: The image is perhaps suggested 
by Matthew 25:35, 11 For I was hungry and you gave me food, I was 
thirsty and you gave me drink, I was a stranger and you welcomed me 11 

(KJV). There may also be an allusion to the first of Foster's Njala 
Poems, which deals too with the welcome given to a stranger, 11 The 
Village Child/ for Gibril, 11 written 19 January 1983, and published in 
volume 6 (1983) of NJALA: New Journal of Approaches to Language Arts. 

1. 1, the day: The day was 2 January 1983, a Sunday, at the 
Guest House of Njala University College, in Sierra Leone. Foster had 
been appointed as Visiting Professor of English for five terms, until 
July of 1984. 

1. 3, vision; The Biblical echo is 11 Where there is no vision, 
th 1 . h'' (P . - ,-, ~3 -,JV) e peop e peris · rover □ a ~1: 1·, ~ • 

1. 4, God's-spells: This verb is developed on the analogy of the 
Old English of 11 good spell, 11 or 11 good news 11--the English origin of the 
term 11 gospel. 11 It is perhaps used here to suggest the power education 
may have. 

1. 4, lamps: In many dwellings in Sierra Leone, especially in 
the rural areas, there is no electricity, and so the diligent student 
may have to study by lamp or candle light. Indeed, the student may 
have household chores to do in all of the daylight hours. The evening 
sky may also be 11 the evening's lamps." 

1. 5, Lion Nation: 11Sierra Leone 11 means 11 Lion Mountains," the 
feature of the land around the natural harbor where Freetown was to be 
that was most striking to early Portuguese sea-farers. 

1. 5, Amy: Amy Z. Davies, Acting Head of English, had, 
conferring with the Head, selected Foster for the appointment. 

1. ?, Florence: Florence Stratton, Head of English, was newly 
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returned from study leave in England, where she would have been made 
aware of life different from that she valued in Sierra Leone. 

1. 10 1 my frail mortality: The reference is uncertain, but it 
may relate ta the poem Foster -wrote criticizing aspects of Devil on 
the Cross (1982), by one of Africa 1 s leading novelists, the Kenyan, 
Ngugi wa Thiong 1 o. 

1. 12, •to fear the stranger: The west coast of Africa waa an 
important source for slaves in the slave-trade of earlier centuries. 
Sierra Leone's central city, Freetown, was established by British 
missionaries, who obtained it as a homeland for freed slaves, largely 
from the British colonies. But much of Africa remained under 
colonial rule until about the mid-Twentieth Century. Sierra Leone 
became independent from Great Britain only in 1961. 

1. 14, our darkness: Compare with the light image of lines 3-4. 

{ 
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Poem 6. Written in Krio 21 May 1984, and revised 22 May to take 
account of suggestions made by Amy z. Davies, Head of the English 
Department at Njala University College. Miss Davies is bilingual in 
English, the official language of Sierra Leone, and Krio, the lingua 
franca of the nation. The poem developed out of a weaving together of 
traditional Krio phrases and expressions filled out by Foster with 
shaping a.nd culminating formulations. The author'"s annotated 
translation follows the Krio version. 

I du fa God 

I do fa God, i opin yay 
fa man ·na de .wildanes,. 
fa man-kan-tel wol, 
fa di las traybs of Izrel. 

Luk yusef, i se, luk grev, luk 
sav di de en jenareshon, 
sav wot is rayt, wetin watwayl, 
sav di tru tin, sav di tru man; 

en mek in power kam na dis wol, 
en yu· -go no yu omland; 
en yu go omwod bawnd. 

The poem Englished: 

His Gift 

' 

2 

4 

bifo: 
6 

8 

10 

He 11 does for God 11 (= does good without expecting reward), he 11 opens 
eye 11 (= wakes from sleep= causes (a person) to understand and 
to be wise) 

for man in the wilderness(= utterly bewildered man), 2 
for 11 ma.n-can 1t-tell world 11 (= a world of uncertainty), 
fort~~ lest tribes of Israel(= people befogged, quite stupid, 

heathenish, and the like). 4 

Look at yourself(= examine and reflect on what you are), he says, 
11 look grave" (= take care of the grave--the dead, as senior 
partners of the living, have to have their graves constantly 
looked after), 11 look beforen (= look in front, look ahead): 

serve the day a.nd generation(= live a useful life during one's 
lifetime), 6 

serve what is right, what is worthwhile, 
serve the ntrue thing 11 

( = the truth), serve the true man; 8 

and make his kingdom come in this world, 
and you 11 go know 11 (= will know) your homela.nd (= your country), 10 
and you 11 go 11 (= will be) homeward bound. 

(Many of these phrases axe translated with the help of A Krio-English 
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Dictionary, compiled by Clifford N. Fyle and Eldred D. Jones, Oxford 
University Press and Sierra Leone University Press, 1980.) 

f 

( 

( · 
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Section C 

POEMS BY CLASS MEMBERS ANO OTHERS 

Critiqued by Leslie D. Foster, 

at Nja1a, Sierra Leone, 1984 
for study and discussion 

Poems by Different Hands: 

13 by Six African College Students, 
1 by an American Student, 

3 by an American Graduate, 
and 7 by an African Faculty Member 

AL 'i c! ( 1../ ( i ",.J 1 c \ 
j 
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INTRODUCTION TO THESE POEMS AND CRITIQUES 

Gathered together here are 24 poems and my.critiques of the first 
23. These poems are another part of the treasure I found in Africa in 
1983-1984, that I think others will also value. My critiques are the 
records of my interaction with and response to that human wealth. 

The poems are in no essential way different from the student papers 
presented above in 11 Afri can Portraits. 11 I responded to both as human 
voices because I heard them as human voices. I have tried in my 
critiques to make clear the African conversation they are a part of; and 
I have tried no less to make clear the timeless human conversation in 
which these human voices join. 

The poems and critiques began in the work of my five students 
studying British and American poetry during the school year of 1983-1984. 
For our year 1 s study, we in· this class had two small books of poetry, one 
for the Romantics and Victorians, and the other for the Modern British 
and American writers. The class started simply enough, but it was like 
Keats first reading Chapman 1 s translation of Homer: worlds began to 
open ••.• The students were very moved by Keats dying so young, and by 
his knowing he would die young. No one said that in Sierra Leone life 
expectency is about forty years. They began to understand what it is to 
11 glut thy sorrow on a rose. 11 I thought they might write poetry 
themselves, and to encourage them I showed them two poems of my own I had 
written over the Christmas holidays, one a love poem, the other for my 
mother, who was ill. Four students wrote on love topics, and one wrote 
about her love for her parents. We began to be in the world with Blake 
and Kea ts. 

A former student of mine (in Shakespeare) from the United States 
sent along a couple of poems she asked my opinion about, and 1 decided to 
bring America, with her poem 11 Vietnam, 11 into the planetary system we were 
devising. I asked Theresa Sengova, a faculty colleague in Education, who 
has her Ph.D. from the University of Wisconsin, if I could 11 do 11 some of 
her fine poems, and she said I could, And Miss Emily Dickinson startled 
us all with her announcement that upon arrival in heaven she expects 11 1 
shall know why 11 she feels "this tear that scalds me now--that scalds me 
now. 11 Sophia Jahwi wrote on the struggles for freedom in her native 
11 Zimbabwe, 11 and how her heart cries for peace in that land. Mohamad 
Koker, a geography major, sought for a voice of authentic Africa, 
something Theresa Sengova encouraged in her own poem 11 The Age of Nostalgia. 11 

Koker 1 s voice spoke of the renewing fertility in the mid-continent when 
the rains · come sweeping from the east. We were reading Hopkins, about how 
sickness broke the fine, proud blacksmith Felix Randall and he got help 
in his dying from a priest or minister who admired him; and Saidu Dumbuya 
wrote "Why Dea th? 11 We were exploring the nature of the uni verse we 
inhabit. 

In my critiques. I attempted to make available to my students and 
auditors the world I saw this conversation taking place in, how they 
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Poem l: "Dis sappoi n tm,·n t" 

by Mohamed A. Kuker, 2S69 

Geography/English 

1st February 1984 

Dissappointment 

As a dove couple 

Hovering all day long 

In the golden flowers of Mily 

singing songs of the mighting,:i.le, 

So in the spring morning on Miami Beach 

Where scrapers of the sky like inselbergs protrude 

Where fishers on the fo,:i.min(J sea go 

Susan and I about love w~ sang. 

But now the Angel in another's lap 

With eyes and mouth locked ,:i.gainst me 

Bye bye Susan! 

The red rays of the setting sun L ~ee. 

Love grows 

Love withers 

5 

10 

COMMENT: This poem does not make a good impression on the reader 
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even at first reading: "disappointment" (in the title} is misspelled, 

as is "nightingc1le'' (1. 4), and "inselbergs" (1. 6), a term from 

geography, is not in ordinury diction.:iries. 

Nor is the development very clear when we try to understand it. 

The poem is certainly about disappointment in love. The final 

couplet sums it up: the octave (lines 1-8) is about "love grows," 

and the following quatrain (lines 9-12) is about "love withers." 

Thus the structure seems to present ~n interesting contrast, a clear 

theme, though the matter-of-factness of the final couplet is puzzling, 

suggesting the sp2aker thinks "It doesn't make any difference to me"; 

is this a pose or face to put on to avoid a display of feeling? how 

are we asked to respond? 

The octave is clearly divided into two quatrains, on the topic 

"love grows," with the first quatrain developing a simile apparently 

intending to compare happiness and beauty in nature with the love the 

speaker and Susan have, developed in the secund <Juatrain. But these 

parts, very promising, are not effectiv2ly developed. For example, 

in the first quatrain, are tl.c "dove couple" singing songs of the 

"(n)ightingale"? What could th;::i_t mean? Further, what can the dove 

couple be doing "hovering all day long" in the flowers? If the sense 

of joyousness among the flowers is intended to be communicated here, 

the idea is simply not communicated, as might be, for example, in 

"lingering all day long." And, finally, "the golden flowers of May" 

is not fresh imagery, though it does carry some weight of the sug

gested joyousness here better than does the image of the dove. 

The second quatrain of the octave is even less successful in 

portraying "love grows," developing the human equivalent of the love 
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in physical nature Just pcirtrayld. The sreaker and Susan are in love 

on such a May morning, cle~rly, but the theme is not developed 

attractively. What. di ffl!r~ncc does it make that the lovers are in 

"Miami Beach"? Do the "skyscrapers" have anything to do with being 

in lc,ve? But pe rh ap.s Ll1e wc,r .ld ::-;cemed wonder fc.l then, irnpre ssi ve , 

rr.a jest ic? If so, the idea is not \vel l communicated. And was the 

"spring morning" (singular) just one day of love? Why the inversion 

in line 7: does it serve any purpose that the more natural sub

ject-verb-complemcr,t form would not? And what have the fishers to do 

with anything? Perhaps the daring of the fishermen is to be stressed 

here, as the magnificence and power of Miami Beach and the skyscrapers 

was above; if so, the feeling is not really presented convincingl.y. 

And line 8 has an inversion too: why? 

I can understand the possible aspiration of the octave: when 

Susan and the speaker were in love, there was all the beauty of 

nature that they transcended, ar,d only the magnificence of human 

aspirations and accomplishments can communicate what they felt as 

their love grew in those golden days. The trouble is, that may or 

may not be the intention of the poet, either consciously or (ju3t as 

good) unconsciously; but he simply develops no cl~1rly sustai~~d 

imagery or theme. 

That brings us to the (third) quatrain, lines 9-12: "Love 

withers." Actually, the first two lines here develop the idea, the 

second two the speaker's resr~nse. But there is no verb in the first 

sentence. Why? PGrho.ps tbe speaker cannot say (with completeness) 

what "cannot/should not be." Sl10uld there be a period ( full stop) 

after line 10? or docs the rc-sp0nsc folluw irmnediatoly, making the 
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sentence rhetorical, rather than grammatical? Why is she in another's 

"lap"? Is the emphasis .:in her spirituality, as in Angel, then, or 

what are we to understand? What will make sense of the change in an 

Angel? Can we inhabit long a world that makes no sense? "With eyes 

and mouth locked against me" prob.:ilily means "locking me out," but is 

not wholly clear. Is being in the lap of the speaker or of another 

man a formulation of the nature of the love concerned with here?--if 

so, what was so triumphantly human (as contrasted with animal, in the 

first stanza) in the second quatrain? What was triumphing? 

Against this experience comes "Bye bye Susan!"--which seems curt 

and indifferent--maybe she is not worth being sorrowful over, not 

important enough to be hurt by. If so, then what has become of (or 

been) the purpose of the octave?--was something celebrated there 

really triumphant achievement? Nonetheless, the last line of the 

quatrain (1. 12) suggests that the speaker would like to mourn--though 

he will not let himself. 

What was living, what died? What car, we do to protect ourselves 

against a life that is meaningless--senseless beginnings and endings? ... 

Can we choose that which is likely to be more enduring? ... 

EVALUATION: I give this poem a~, which I'd like to make a B- for 

the inexcusable misspellings and careless errors. (If you don't care 

enough about your own work to make it as perfect as you can make it, 

why should the reader bother with it either?) However, the poem has 

a basically sound and coherent structure, and it follows a logic of 

its own in its development, though I would call it a youthful poem 

(having a "youthful" logic), th-1.t being both its .:ichievement and its 

limitations. 
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Formally, I would Judg(~ the poem (or any poem) in both intrinsic 

terms and extrinsic ones (tbe latter largely de,.:eloped .:;.bove). In 

intrinsic terms, I am interested largely ir. "how good it is as \-'hat 

it is.'' It is a sonnet about disappointment in love. But it does 

not present this theme very well because the viability of the love is 

anly obliquely presented; the reason for the char.ge in tbe lady is 

not assigned ar.d therefore makes us wonder why, when perhaps we are 

being expected to symphathizc; and the speaker's own ambivalence 

about this disappointrnc11l 9ivt~~ us mix('d si,_,na1.s about how we an, to 

respond. In short: usu poem about dis.:ippoint.mcnt in love., it has 

little force. 

Extrinsically, the po0m is the portrayal by a young man of a 

certain kind of youthful experience in love. It makes no pretense to 

be drawn on a scale so as to make a comment on life in its more 

profound or powerful or tragic aspects. It is rather a private poem, 

in what is now called the "confessional" mode, common now. we 

sympathize with the young mc1n, and perhaps understand the kind of 

hurt he feels, but we do nut think this any gre~t crisis in his life, 

but instead an experience he iJ likely to forget entirely after a 

time--or would, ar:yway, if he didn't hav<2 this poem (and per:-.aps this 

critique) to remind him. If, us is sometimes said, "pain is the 

touchstone of all real growth," the roem, and the occasion for the 

poem, i!:,; clearl:' something to 1Jet beyond, +:.o grow from. 
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Poem 2: "The Sad Lover" 

by Bernard A. Ngomb~, 872 

Geography/English 

31 January 1984 

The Sad Lover 

Sadness is in me my love 

But I cannot state where it is 

born 

It bothers me that I cannot 

rejoice 

The earth. the moon, the stars 

are all a Vain to me 

(The Professor's minor changes and 

pointing:) 

The Sad Lover 

Sadness is in me, my love, 

But I cannot say where it is 

born. 

I'm troubled that I cannot 

rejoice: 

The earth, the moon, the stars 

are all in vain to me. 

Was it not two scores and focr 5 Was it not two score and four 

days ago that we met 

My dull and upset brain does 

still remember 

We strolled past the blossoms 

of the coffee plants 

Their delicate perfumes m.J.ld.ng 

love with nature 

days ago that we met? 

My dull and troubled brain 

still remembers: 

We strolled past the blossoms 

of the coffee plants, 

Their delicate perfumes making 

lov~ with nature. 
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Sweet night, a dedr night of 

remembrance 

Sweet night, a dear night of 

remembrance! 

But now it seems a big change 10 But now there seems a great 

in me 

To lose all Values and h.:ippiness 

of love 

Which cause is ~till unknown 

to me 

only . god the creator that 

knows 

The difference in love thill 

dwells in !Tie 

change in me: 

To lose all the values and 

happiness of love; 

And Why?--is still unknown to me. 

Only God thG Creator knows 

The difference in love that 

dwells in me. 

COMMENT: Again can,lessnr::,;s ,md minor error.s m,'ir this, the second 

and the best of four sonnets on the topic of l0ve. One suspects the 

poem isn't pointed (punctu~l~d) because the poet is weak in this; no 

internal reason emerges, dS it does in the last two lines oi the 

first poem where an unending process is suggested. 

The poem shows the inf lu~ nee of \\lordsworth ' s "Intimations Ode" 

in the situation of a happiness lost or diminishing, but it develops 

somewhat a different situation, and it assigns no explanatiou to the 

loss, while Wordsworth exp L::i.i ns it as our _, onging for the immortal 

world, our true home. 

I take it the poem presents a radncss i11 the speaker's heart er 

soul that stirred in him at the same time ~s the love he felt for the 
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woman. That sadness is wholly unexpected, and it is the subject of 

the poem, which tries si~ply to express that strange sadness. Th~ 

speaker feels the sadness powerfully, but he doubts anyone but God 

understands why that sadness is in him, what it me<l~s, or even perhaps 

how powerfully he feels it. The poem (for me), then, is an utter~nce 

of a man sensitive to the motions of his own soul or being. He is a 

man struggling to understand himself and his life, including somethin0 

of the mystery of wh.:i.t it: means to be a human being. While the poem 

rightly presents this as his own experience, we are invited to wonder 

if this sadness is not felt by other men and women of a sensitive 

nature. The chief fault with the poem is it exists too much in the 

head, too little in the pulse. 

My own efforts in my "correction" (which I think is an unwise 

practice) are intended to correct the grammar (a poet must be a master 

of the language he writes in!--or we wonder if he is•~orth list~ning 

to), to make the diction more appropriate to ·U,ec tone of the entire 

poem, and to make clear the relation of ideas to one another. In 

line 2, "say" is simpler thar, the Latinate "state"; "a Vain to me" 

( 1. 4) seems to be an illi ter~cy; "upset" in line 6 sounds too much 

like a medicc1l complaint; "which causG" (1. 12) sounds too much like a 

piece of logic; and "that" (1. 13) is a subordinator that makes the 

sentence grammatically a shambles. The student who cannot write well 

in English would be wiser to write in his native language, and then see 

if he can translc1te his own work into English. "Poetry" is not a refuge 

for the people who are carecless or lazy or do not know how to write. 

The structure of the poem is interesting. The first quatrain 

states the problem: th~ ~adness. The second quatrain develops the 
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reasons the speaker has of beinq joyous rather th~n sad_ The third 

quatrain reformulates the problem more forcefully, of sadness in 

love. And the final couplet indicat0s the speaker's belief that what 

he is dealing with is not a peculiarity of his own, but a great 

mystery in life for which only God (perhaps) knows the reasons. 

Thus the poem u.ses LhL quatrains and the final couplet well, but 

the poet makes minimal use of the octave unit- The first quatrain 

presents the situation of the speaker telling his beloved that he 

knows he must seem to her to be inappropriately sad, inappropriate to 

the experience of joy and love he feels. Something seems to be 

happening to him that h~ doesn't understand but, as her mate, he 

wishGs to sh,HL with h•~r. My own to.stc leads me to the feeling this 

section is too little imayed and too much "talked about," though the 

fourth line (the Wordsworthian line) is a good effort in the direction 

of dramatizing the situation: "The earth , the moon, the stars a re 

all in vain to me." 

The second quatrain (lines 5-8) is very promising, with the 

lovely evocation of their p2st happiness among th~ coffee plants. 

But in line 5, does the idea that "v,e met" mean "that we first met" 

or "that we last met"? Surely it makes a difference what their 

relationship has been: is his longing for her, or for something 

greater and mer~ mysterious even than a lov~ of a man ~nd woman for 

each other? the imagery of the perfumes of the coffee blossoms shows 

that they did inhabit J world that was not lacking, was sufficient 

enough for happiness, one would think. 

The third quatrain (lines 9-12), after the fine first line 

(line 9) 1 simply Vui.ishes into 1::irosincss and intellectual formulations 
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that make us ask if the speaker is a lover or an accountant or a 

court reporter. In line 10, "it" has no grammatical antecedent that 

is clear, "big" is prosy, "values and happiness of love" (1. 11) is 

so abstract the words almost demulish the good of the coffee plant 

blossoms, and the "which cause" is not poetry at all but some kind of 

technical jargon. 

The (final) couplet is grumrnatically marred, but aside from that 

it establishes the poem as dealing with something of real dimension 

and mystery. It places the speaker in the hands of God the PottQr, 

and raises questions about the nature of the life intended for us by 

"the Crea tor. " 

EVALUATION: I give this poem a B+, though its carelessnesses make me 

want to lower that grade. 

Intrinsically (judgir,g its success as-what-it-is) it portrays 

the paradox of "sadness" in "love," as the title indicates. It is 

not a lover's complaint against the cruelty of his lady (as is Poem 

1, above), but an exploratio11 of the nature of the longings love 

brings man. In the contrast, the "lover" element is presented more 

effectively than the "sad" clement, in that the poem does not wholly 

dramatize the speaker's feelings, but indulges too much in "talking 

about" them. Thus, it is only partially successful in what it sets 

out to do. 

Extrinsically, the theme is not only of private interest but 

concerns man more broildly. If it is an exploration of an important 

aspect of human experience (though it is and must be the speaker's 

own experience), it is cornething we might agree is valuable and 
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interesting to us to try to understand, whether or not we have or 

expect to have this e:x:p£rience of "the sad lover" ourselves. It 

suggests that the experience of even happy love awakens in us longings 

so powerful that we have difficulty understanding them and whence they 

lead us. But the poem is not much more successful than in telling us 

of the gener.il nature of the. paradox it deals with, which it does 

indeed succeed in doing: The topic is well worth writing about, and 

is worth the general re~der's time with the poem, in my view. 
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Poem 3: "The Diamond Digger to His Fiance" 

by S2idu Durnbuya, 2688 

Maths/English 

29th January 1984 

The Diamond Digger to His Fiance 

When I was granted pennit to enter the Land of Mineral Deposits, 

I went in search of 'Diamonds' which is better than silver and gold 

But to get out the wanted Diamonds is like the time spent in 

Building Rome with the anopheles mosquitoes at our back. 

Men work all day and all night digging deep pits made of 

Several layers and the bottom musl layer contuins the 

Diamond Deposits. The gods who govern the Land give guidance to 

miners in securing their Dio.monds, and some nf them came from 

the blues. 

The Alden Lamp does nol work in corroboration with the miners 

Thus they often crumble with their tools, And even 

The gods who govern them are affect0d by th8 regular light 

cut all over the mines and they also crumble. 

And you my fiance that treasure of Love 

Cannot be secured in a day with L2vity. 

5 

10 
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COMMENT: This poem is very bad, in my view, and I find myself won-

dering whether it is a parody or satire, perhaps a satire on love 

poems in general, perhaps on my own poem "Cho-fu-Sa," which it is 

centrally influenced by in the yoking together of occupation images 

and love interests. 

The re is no r(~a son tu exp lure a poor poem unless we can bri nq 

out qualities that WP are reminded WE' <l.dmire by their absence her fl; 

and this is as far as this comment will pursue the topic. The title 

gives the situation, which is formally acknowledged in the couplet: 

a "Diamond Digger" comparus the labor ;:rnd care the miner must use in 

his work, to the dedication and energy he needs to win his lady, who 

is not to be won by foolishness, but is the "treasure of Love." 

The three "quatrains" c,irry the .::nalogical labor of digging 

diamonds, and the couplet presents the true treasure of life, which 

certainly must be sought with no less seriousness and devotion. The 

idea is indeed a rich, poetic one, and it is clear the young man 

knows well the price that one might have to pay for things of great 

value. Unfortunately, the \1crk in mining diamonds is presented as so 

unpleasant, so joyless and debasing, that it is not an appropriate 

vehicle for imaging a fruit:·:_ courtship, if that is the intention 

(which it may not be, I gra~t : . 

Visually, what do we 3c~: We see 14 lines in four groups, with 

very long lines in the first three groups. Two lines begin with small 

letters, not capitals, and as we read them we may wonder if the poet 

just forgot to capitalize them, as we might wonder also about the 

capitalized "And" in 1 ine l O. l1s we look fer the reasons for the 

length of the long lines, we see that three lines end with preposi 

tions, one with a definite articll:.!, and one with an adjective, 
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indicating a humorous or arbitrary line ending, not a rhythmical 

break or a break in sense or emphasis. But there is order: each of 

the four word groups is at least one complete sentence, with two 

sentences in the second "quatrain." Whatever the accidents of 

utterance, then, we may expect four or more contained elements 

somehow related to one another. 

The first "quatrain" has a rough, prose rhythm, and it establishes 

"Diamonds" as the Mineral D0.posi t the sreaker thinks ''better" than 

silver or gold, for reasons we don't know. The capitalization of the 

word Diamond twice and its being placed in quotation marks once is 

not clear either. The only image in the quatrain is the one in the 

last two lines, saying diamond mining is more difficult and dangerous 

than building Rome. What we get from these lines is an introduction 

to an account of the hardships of diamond mining, a matter-of-fact 

treatment of a practical topic. The account is to be serviceable, 

descriptive, and explunatory. The value of this kind of prose lies 

in its ability to present a personal account of what we might learn 

the essentials of from a te:<tbook. 

The S8cond "qu.:itrdi.n" has two sentences. The first is descrip-

tive, of the digging, but what the layers in mining consist of ~e 

don't know, and so we ~re puzzled rather than made to understand the 

process. The second sentenc~ introduces "gods" who govern here and 

are helpful to the miners, but it is not clear whether the gods or 

the miners come from the "blues," nor inde8d wbat that is. This 

"quatrain," then, develops the idea of "hardships," but is chiefly 

confusing rather than illuminating. 

The third "quatr~in" is unclear beginning with the use cf the 
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word "corroboration" appare11t.ly for col Liberation or cooperation. 

The reason for the miners crumbling is not at all clear, though it is 

related to the Alden Lamp, which I do not know anything about. Nor 

is the "regular light cut all over the mines" at all clear, and the 

crumbling of the "qods" is no lt•ss a problem, though it raises the 

question of the meaning of "gods" in this context. The third "qua

train," then, leads us into so much confusion and obscurity that all 

the thread we can find is "hardship" in the labor, a disfiguring and 

destructive labor. 

But what has this poem been about? It has been about the trouble 

the "fiance" is worth. Does the poet really mean to suggest men must 

work day and night to woo her, that she must be found several layers 

deep, that the gods help out, but that the strange Alden Lamp that 

plays on her "crumbles" men and gods? What is the point of the 

comparison? 

Good poetry must b~ at least as good as good prose, at least as 

good as even fine prose. If yon think you would rather write in 

prose, then indent for paragraphs, carry words to the right-hand 

margin and then continue on at the next line, with capital letters 

only used for new se11tences. Else, whilt is the point of presenting a 

line-length resource that is never used? 

EVALUATION: I giv~ this~ C- or a O+ for a minimal effort. Intrin-

sically, this does not succeed in its own terms. It attempts to be 

(I take it) a poem of devotion and praise to a fiance, but the terms 

in which her worth is suggested are terms of degradation and inhumanity. 

The lady could hardly be more strongly satirized by a rejected lover 
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who found her cold and cruel, instead of the "treasure of Love." 

Extrinsically, evaluation is concerned with the question beyond 

whether it succeeds in being what it is. Extrinsic evaluation deals 

with whether the poem has general interest and general value. Its 

comparison of the "labors of love" to inhuman working conditions does 

not bid to have much promise. The lover may "sw{m the widest river" 

and "climb the highest mountain" for his beloved, and these we may 

take to be heroic dedication to love; but the lady whose service 

destroys the humanity and the lives of her servants is not a source 

of inspiration at all but a representative of the tyrannical, the 

debased, the demonic, whose worship is soul-destroying idolatry. 

Unless the poet has meant to say this about his lady, then he has not 

used a metaphoric vehicle that says what he wants it to say. 
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Poem 4: "Memories of a Parting D,3y'' 

by Sheku A. Sam11rd 

English/Geography 

February 1984 

Memories of a P0xting Day 

When the thought of joining the intellectual file 

Did occur to me that rainy evening, 

Amidst rustic folks ~s I h~ve 

Always lived wi.th in joy, she no excepli_on, 

'Twas an inspiration that she 

Felt happy I should go. 

Nay, 'twas yet at distant 

For part we should when the time came. 

And ere last, it did arrive, 

Her fretting made the soul willing 

But the flesh weak; 

That day of all, that da·: ! 

Oh, how dear she was to me! 

Out learning I must seek, for the gocd of all. 

(Poem lightly punctuated by the Professor.) 
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COMMENT: This is an apparently uncomplicated, loving poem that tells 

of the parting of the sp8aker from tl1e girl he loves, when he first 

went away to the university. It is somewhat marred by a ''poetic 

diction" that makes it seem strained at times, instead of simple and 

direct (as it is at its best),and that when involved in grammar 

"over-corrections" makes us wonder if he should have given up so much 

of his "rustic" origins for "the intellectual file." 

The focus is somewhat puzzling, with the octave devoted to his 

first decision to go to the university, and the sestet with the 

"parting day" spoken of in the title. Thus the poem is not so much 

the parting day as the parting from his beloved. The title might 

better be "Parting from Finda," or whatever her name is, since the 

day of the first thought of going to university is also a central 

part of this story or tale. 

The octave is WP-11-uscd, to present the daring of the speaker, a 

younger man of humble origins, considering re~ching far beyond those 

origins to a university education, and th~ entry from that into a far 

raore sophisticated world; of equal importance, however, is the 

understanding and encour,FJP.mcnt of his village L:iss who expresses her 

love for him in no selfish Wily but joying in his talents and the 

opportunities thesE? lay open to him. She is a most remarkable girl, 

and the 3peaker clearly valued her os he 3hould. The first quatrain 

develops the first motions of that thought of higher education, and 

the second quatrain d•~als with her response to him and the implica

tions of her encouragement. There are some lovely images here in the 

octave, and ,:tlso some infelici tics. 

The first quatrain is a suhorctinatc clause, completed 1.n the 
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second quatrain, essentially in lhP triumph of her love. "The 

intellectual file'' is an interestiny image which suggests both thP 

difference college might make for devpJ.opment of his mind and spirit, 

and also the dangers of the loss of the human diversity and warmth a 

simpler life might nourish better. "Did occur" is a forced locution, 

however, which replaces the more natural "Occurrt'd to me" (or even 

just "Came to me"-, and it is picked up by the "c1s" (an "over

correction") in the third line, where "such as" might be more natural 

(and "rustic folk I have" might be still more natural). But the 

image survives the expression of it: on a rainy evening, among the 

simple people he had always joyed in living with, the best of which 

is epitomized by his simple beloved lass, he thought for the first 

time of perhaps enriching and enl~rging his world even further. 

There is no suggestion of rejection of these "rustic folks" by him, 

but there is the implicit question in his mind (answer12d in the 

second quatrain) of whether his per1ple would feel slighted or rejected 

or hurt by this rainy-d~y longing. The 4n.1mmar is not always at ease 

here, but the image presented is very lovely--and it is carried 

forward into the second quatruin of the octave. 

"'Twas an inspiration that she/Felt happy I should go" is an 

excel.i.ent line here, with the shock of "an inspiration" presenting 

her own gifts as being as daring a?d as full of promise as his cwn, 

and her expression of that "insriration" in the natural and simple 

"felt happy," which im;:;.ges ,1. ycnerous iJ.nd udmirable love. But in the 

remainder of this qu~train, I am puzzled by the comment the speaker 

makes on her "inspiration." Why is th~re the negative, "Nay"? Does 

th is carry the force of a r·, f lec+--.i ve "Ah , ' t was ... " which seems to 
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me kinder to this simple girl ("simple" in part, in her naturalness). 

But perhaps I don't understand the idiom of "w.t distance," and I 

don' t understand the pros~i-lectu re of the next line, "For part we 

should when the time ca@e." But perhaps the thrust of these lines 

is, as I would guess, that the decision, however inspired, is far 

easier than the enactment of that decision. 

The sestet focuses, finally, on "the parting day" which is the 

emphasis of the title given here. There are some more infelicities 

here, with "ere last" I suppose being "ere long," and the turn of her 

"felt happy" to II fretting" (a good image, though) not clearly marked. 

After these, the challenge of this quatrain the poet does not accept, 

instead fo'rmulating in dead images of "soul willing'' and "flesh 

weak," which we have the right to expect better of from this poet. 

However, the challenge of this extraordinary event is ~lmost met in 

the wordlessness of "That day of all, that day!" 

Finally, the couplet presents a lame ending (as Shakespeare 

often does in his sonnets) , af tcr tlie fine passion of "Oh, how dear 

she was to me"; the last line suggests the poet's uncertainty about 

what the distant call is, that leads him from such people as these, 

and especially from this special, inspired girl. I recognize in the 

last phrase, "for the good of .:ill," an effort to allude to my own 

"Cho-fu-Sa" pcem, to levy on whatever stirrings of a suggestion might 

be there. 

EVALUATION: I would give this a high B+, and would give more if the 

phrasing had been more natural here. Intrinsically, this is a good 

poem on the topic of th~ diffic~lty of the parting of this sensitive 
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rural girl and the young man who was encouraged to develop his talents 

and gifts with the higher education that perhaps no one in his village 

attempted before. It dm•s not so much praise th i.s girl, who stands 

as an image (besic.ks beiriy herself) of the richness of his rural 

heritage, ilS to pruscn t h,~r in her loving ways: her encouragement 

that he seek the best, and her frailties in actually parting from the 

young man she loves so much. In short, the poem presents the scenes 

dramatically more than just talking about them, though the third 

quatrain falls off somewhat from this ideal. The poem is generally 

successful: we are inclined to agree that she is praiseworthy and 

admirable. 

Extrinsically, the p(•em invites us to contemplate a young man's 

decision, and the price of that, to travel far from his rural and 

rustic origins and sympathies to a larger world of the life of the 

mind and hum:m conu~rns m,Jrr~ brn,idl y conceived. It m~rks the point of 

impact on a /Dung man o( hii; native h01·ita.gc .:i.1:0 his larger heritage 

of a more universal scop'='. The topic is an interesting and important 

one, which readers gen0rally might be <;expected to care about. We 

recognize the problem of wh,,thcr his nc1ci.-:l" culture must b,-:- --ibandoned 

or might in some way be enrich~d and comp~atad. We see this especially 

in the focus on the yo•Jll(J bnlov,?d yirl, wb.- }.s both generous 1.n her 

love and very human in her fc·1rs (which rr.0.y be our fears too) . We 

are led to admire the young mon for reme~bering so well the best of 

his native heritage, and we perhaps hope that he will not abandon it, 

though that point is not clearly r~solved in the poem. But the poem 

seeks not so much a resolution of the problem as an understanding of 

the problem, and an acl<nouledgei':lent of. the power of the "memories" of 

this lovely girl and this community in his present psychic economy. 
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Poem 5: "My Parents" 

by Sophia Jahwi, 2648 

English/Geography 

February 1984 

(Minimal revisions by the 

Professor: ) 

My Parents My Parents 

I thank you my dear parents I thank you, my dear parents, 

For having born me into this For having borne me into this 

wonderful world. wonderfu 1 world, 

For enduring the burden of For enduring the burden of 

carrying me. carrying me, 

And for the patients of breast And for the patience of breast-

feeding me. feeding me. 

I know how you have sufferec1 I know how you have suffered 

going to work daily going to work daily, 

To see that I had ec1.ten well. To see that I have eaten well, 

To clothe as well as educ.:ite To clothe and even to educate 

me. me. 

All this shows great love for me. All this shows great love for me. 
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I was once a baby 

But now I am a woman 

Who can rejoice at seeing the 

flowers of the world. 

Hoping to nurse my own baby in 

the forseable future. 

I give you thanks my Parents 

For having born me. 

L was once 0 baby 

Hut now Tam a woman 

Who c~n rejoice at seeing the 

flowers of the world, 

Hoping to nurse my own baby in 

your gentle ways. 

I giv0 you thanks, my Parents, 

For having borne me. 

COMMENT: This is another relatively simple poem of praise, but it is 

another poem that is badly marred by grammar and punctuation and 

phrasing problems. Again I am drawn. to make my own minimal revision 

{probably always unwise) of what the poet seems to intend. There are 

also thematic problems that need resolution. 

Incidentally, I recognize my own use of "born" in my "Cho-fu-Sa" 

as a past participle is questionable, and the fast participle there, 

as here, ought to be borne. 

First to my revisions, or ",~orrections": the light f~inting of 

the first qua train in my •·ersion seems to be to lose the h1:::avy 

emphases of the sentence fragments, but it also makes the ii~es less 

ponderous, more gently portrayed. "Patience" for "patients" is 

obvious, or should be. ThL light pointing of the second quRtrain 

also makes strophes of choppiness. "I had eaten well" needs to be 

shifted ta a progressive, "I have eaten well," or even a simple 

present, "I cc1t well." My tampcrin<J with line 7 is intended only to 
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be suggestive of how "clothe'' and "educate" need to be weighed less, 

with "clothe" taking the stronger emphasis. My tampering with line 

12 is similarly my attempt to avoid the inappropriate formality of 

"in the forseable future" (misspelled), and also to suggest some 

beginning of a resolution of the problems of the nature of the world 

imaged here. 

The structure of this sonnet is admirably simple and progressive. 

The octave presents all that the poet thanks her parents for: in the 

first quatrain the nourishing of the seedling; in the second quatrain 

the longer years of maturing. The sestet is the lovely testimony of 

the natural end of dll this ptlrental love: the speaker wishes to 

make her parents live on in her own life and her care for her own 

child, in the quatrain, dnd the circling back to the beginning, with 

a new access of meaning, in the couplet. 

The thematic problem the poet has to resolve is her feeling the 

world is "wonderful," while in fact her parents "suffered" to mak<..! 

that world for her. Of course the problem in not insuperable. Tbe 

resolution must be her own and I cannot suggest it for her, but 

perhaps something can be done with line 8, with the kind of "love" 

shown; or in line 11 , with the understanding the "woman" ( no longer 

"baby") has of what makes the "flowers" blocm or has of what there is 

to "rejoice" about; or in line 12, perhaps, as I have suggested, in 

some naming of what it is that will "rmrse" as she wishes. 

There is a lesser problem, also, in the first quatrain of these 

being largely female activities, at least in their literal sense. 

Are the activities of the second quatrain, then, largely male ones? 

Is this the emphasis of the title and the opening and closing lines? 
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Finally, I am burdened here by a kind of literalness and inal

lusiven~ss that I think need not go along with the simple joy and 

gratitude. But perhap:,, th.:i. t means no more than that I personally 

would have written a different king of poem on this topic {and have). 

EVALUATION: I give this poem a B-, based more on its conception, rich 

organization, and essential interests, than on its actual execution 

in English. Sh~ mednS to th.:i.nk her parents, and she does that well 

enough in her recognition and understanding of the nature and details 

of the burden they have carried, and in the naturalness and evident 

love in her choosing them for the models for her own mature life. 

There is, for me, a kind of flatness in the details of the benefits 

she has enjoyed, but her g ra ti tude is stated with simple digni t:·. 

The poem is rather a personal one than one that would be im

mediately of interest outside of her own circle. For this, I have 

assigned the reason of a refusal of allusiveness. It is seen espe

cially, perhaps, in line 4, where she is thankful to her mother for 

breastfeeding her as a baby, a preference that the poet cannot assume 

general readers would sh~re, or find to bear this emphasis if they do 

not in fact sharG it. (Of course, my own phrasing suggested as~ 

possibility for line 12 is aimed at making this "nursing" more 

suggestive and metaphoric, the implication ~lready as it was written.) 

On the other hand, it is evident that her parents might like 

this poem very well, as indeed might anyone whc kncws and admires the 

poet as .:i. woman. 
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Poem 6: A Special Poem for Analysis and Discussion: 

by J. McMullen 

U.S.A. 

"Vietnam" 

The following is a poem that came to be the other day from cne of 

my former Shakespeare students in the United States, Ms. J. McMullen, 

who is a recent graduate of the university where I teach; she is 

perhaps ten years older than members of this Poetry class, I should 

add. I print her poem here and offer my discussion because I thought 

you might be interested in this apparently far different kind of work 

by a young American poet who is deeply concerned with contemporary 

political, moral, and social issues. 

The poem develops its theme through a symbol, the progress of 

burned (or perhaps diseased) human tissue from the moment of malign 

genesis through blistering, festering, pustulation, abscess, eruption 

and dis charge, re ub~orpt.iu:1 CJ f wounded f 112 sh , and ( f ina 11 y) a dis

figuring scar. Only the title, "Vietnam," suggests that the poem is 

symbolist, Indeed, the ton0 of the poem is largely clinical, with 

the poet not a commentator at all but an objective observer, like a 

physician analyzing and tracing (perhaps diagnosing) the progress ,nd 

course of putrefaction to an eventual turn to an ugly and disfigured 

health of the organism. In the title alone does the poet take her 

clear interpretive stance. 

The poem is neither universal nor timeless in its application 

made in the title, though the symbol itself is likely to remain a 

permanent formulation of the n~ture of searing experience in its 

clinical, physical aspects. But for an African audience certain 
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annotations ,1re neclissc"1r·;, ,:nd 1n Lime a.n .American audience too wi 11 

likely need some interprctiv~ Jssistance, which the last lines of the 

poem perhaps acknowledge. 

"Vietnam" chiefly refers to the American involvement in the 

"Vietnam War" of the l <j60' s a.nd the early 1970' s, which was increas

ingly unpopular in the United Sta tP.s, until by 19-;3 an American 

President (Nixon) was r,·quirec1 to brinq a.bout c1 h ;isty "peace treaty" 

which c1ll0Wlcd AnH'ric,.111 mil i lcffY f()r1 .:(:'., tt, wil hdr, ,1-1 ,,ntirely. Th(' 

backyround of Lhc War w.1~; in Uie i··rcnch cnlnni.ll .1dministration of 

Inda-China which ended in 1954 in the French military defeat at 

Dienbi"-'nphu and the partitioning of the "two Vietnams." 

There are two imdges of fire and searing that the poem evokes: 

(1) One of the most criticizGd practices of th~ American military 

forces was the use of napdlm, an incendiary gel largely composed of 

gasoline (petrol), dropped by military uircraft on military, strat~gic, 

and personnel targets, turning thorn into flaming infernos. (2) The 

War itself was a spiritual st=aring for the American people. The 

nation was deeply divided about tha war, but as the event lengthe~ed 

it was opposed more and more powerfully by journalists, artists, and 

religious lC":ade rs. Scrne u f the f ine~,t young men abandoned their 

country rather than fight in the war; and some of the finest young 

men sta:;ed on, to serve in the army, somL of tl1em losing their lives. 

Men and women who wanted to trust their political leaders whom they 

assumed know better than they what issues were involved were at times 

accused of complicity in murder and brutality. Men and women who 

opposed the war and th0 re,1sons for the war were at times accused of 

cowardliness or treason. Families were sometimes divided against 
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themselves. l\.nd the <1cc1-dent of th~ technical achievements in 

television news reportinq and documentation brought the horrors of 

war each evening on the n~ws segments into homes of most American 

families, as no war in the past had ever been made known. 

But the culmination of these two "searings" the poem suggests 

was in a photograph by a woman war photographer of the aftermatr, one 

day of a napalm attack; she captured the portrait of a small girl 

standing in the street of her village with her clothing and flesh 

aflame with napalm. It was one of the most eloquent, most damnin::r, 

documentary photographs ever made, and it appeared everywhere.in the 

United States (and around the world), on the front pages of newspapers, 

even on television, and in feature studies of the war. Few Americans 

I know could speak of what that photograph said to them, how it 

troubled them. It was to the accuracy and the eloquence of that 

portrait that artists and social critics, as well as newsmen, aspired, 

and it has influenced artists and social critics in America (and 

perhaps elsewhere) down to our own day. It is to this portraiture 

that Ms. McMullen's poem is most deeply ir.debted; and that tradition 

she seeks chiefly to uphold in her poem. 

VIETNAM 

Like a festering ulcer, 

a burn that has been treated with lard, 

heat grows inside the skin. 
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COMMENT: 

The blister fills with liquid 

raising the mc~t pulp, 

the membrane stretched to its confir:cs, 

puss-- sl..,wly emerges --

Relief minim<ll; like th~ release of blood 

from a clotted wound, 

the fl,~:.;h flaps from the broken i11JcGss 

absorbing itself into the layers below. 

The canker now dininished 

elud~:3 us ,it iLs ci.luse, 

hidden behind a kcloid scar 

-- that remains. 

Some small problems mar this poem. In line 7, "pus" is 

misspelled; in line 13, the inversicm of the word order in "eludes us 

of its cause" troubles mt: but pe rh ap:; supports the sense of "hidden 

cause"; and in line l<l, "keloid" is a noun, meaning a type of dis

figuring scar, o.nd so cannot stand as an adjective for "scar." 

Clearly, the poem is not Qttractive to read, but may be cautionary 

nonetheless. It stands in i.l long tradition of discussion of disease 

in the body politic, in human society, which we know from works as 

diverse as Shakespeare's Coriolanus, Dante's Inf.:-rno, and Puritan and 

Calvinist religious writings. Insofar as it is a preoccupation with 

disease, including sin ilnd other spiritual dis~ase now seldom identi

fied as sin, it can be as pathological as the pathology it deals with, 
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and it is allied in literature with "decadence" and its cultivation 

of perverse experience. Nonetheless, as the work of a social critic 

it can be as wholesome and important as seeing a doctor when we are 

sick. No one likes to learn that he is sick, but few of us wish to 

lose the opportunity to become more healthy. 

The poem is in 15 lines and has some similarities with the 

sonnet fonn you have been exploring, in its opening of a problem, 

development, and closing, as in Shakespeare's Sonnet 129, "The 

expense of spirit in a waste of shame," to which it is perhaps 

allied. It is presented in four stanzns, of three, four, four, and 

four lines, but the middle quatrains form a unit, the "development" 

of the problem, framed by the opening and closing. This organization 

is emphasized by those three parts being given each one sentence. 

The opening is mysterious: Something is "like" a festering 

ulcer and a burn, but all that is stated in fact is that this patho

logy begins with a heat "inside the skin." we r:ome to know it not 

from understanding its origins but from observing its course. The 

second stanza describes the development of a foul, painful purulence 

--what might be calllc'd the eruption phase, when the disease or deep 

burn under the skin expresses itself as an external manifestation in 

an ugly open sore at its worst. There is no hiding it, and no way to 

ignore it as a manifestation of oisease (in the personal or social 

body). The 7th line of the poem carries over to the mild relief at 

the semicolon in the 8th 1 inc, in the third stanza. Tl1 e second ha 1 f 

of this sentence uniting the second and third stanzas deals with the 

deals with the subsidence into clotting or crusting. Thero is a 

second simile here, marki11g the turn, as a simile marked the opening 
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of the prn~m, The r;ronc ,;t, i :; " 1 i ke" the purging cf a "clotted wound 11 

---something clr.:,a.r.ly r;uqq,_·,,,t:inq ·:1,llonce and perhaps (accident or) 

hostility, which is ugly in its <)Wn ,.,ay, with its clearly destructive 

ravages, but is in fact the turning into subsidence. The final stanza 

presents the unmistakable return to u kind of wholeness and health, 

but one with thE- intl'rnal "cause" r.1f the eruption hi·:lden, beneath c1 

fibrous and disfiguring scar--which "nimains" as evir~ence of a di s£ase 

or seuring still not diclgnosed or (perhaps) healed;--remains as the 

evidence of a certain abberation that is important in the "case 

history" taken of a man of a family. 

Anyone interested in pursuing the sexual overtones of this event 

can compare the mOV(>menl of the poem tu that in Shcikl'speare's Sonnect 

129, which I mention uhove. 

r;Vl\LUAT lON: 

guess thilt the poet means to portr,1y, largely for an American audience:, 

the pathology of th~ searin~ which the Vietnam War was for those (like 

the little girl) who were in some way involved in the fightir.g, ~nd 

for America herself in Lhc spiritual wounding she brought hersr;lf, the 

manifestations (s;::J.rs) c: 1/hich still disfigure her :1ational life _ 

decade lat~r. Prob~blc Ms. McMullen means also to suggest there 

continues in the American soul or spirit~ disease, or an evil, which 

has not been exorcised or he~led, ilnd which can erupt at any time 

again. 

If this is the cas~, then the question is of how well she 

succeeds in doing what she: sets ,Ji.;t to do. We might note in .:rn aside 

that the writing of this poem in such passionate terms might well 
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have had an importa:-it function in the poet's own psychic t>conomy. 

But it is the nature of ~he symbolic route she chooses for herself 

that raises problems for me. 

For whom is she writing? I think all but a very few Americans 

(and it might be worse for readers elsewhere) would have not the 

ieast interest whatsoever in the apparent "rerversity" of a poem about 

"festering," "pus," "abscess,'' and a "kcloid scar." And the subtlety 

of her statement about America, in those disease ima~es, might be 

lost on some of even those who were attracted by her passion and her 

craftmanship. And if her work were to be explained, perhaps in some 

. such terms as mine above, I would expect readers to say: "Why didn't 

she say that!?" I am not sure I would know how to defend her from 

this view, though I know John Milton wrote for "fit audience though 

few." To put it more simply, I think she ultimately fails to sho"' the 

burning, crying Vietnamese little girl whom ultimately the American 

people (in some SGnse) coulu not bear to think of any longer, and so 

they changed the course of history to save themselves. By that, I do 

not mean that genuine social criticism has no place for subtlety or 

difficult symbolism. 1 t is ,mly that in work so oriented, I believe, 

the poet must strive for a clarity of vision without which inde~d, as 

Proverbs says, "the people perish" ( 29: 18) . 

And that, finally, raises for me the question of how far analogies 

such as the one used hero can be valid and useful both. How much can 

we depend on the parallels carrying over? For example, since an 

abscess c..-in be cured with penicillin, can a society's ills be treated 

in the same way? (And why isn't an antibiotic used at the appropriate 

point in the poem?) Can't skilled surg~ons prevent disfiguring scars? 
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Isn't the person .ir; tht~ pl.H ' 1:1 9ett ing the best medical treatment 

available? And what docs it rnca.n to suggest a deep-seated tendency 

exists in a body (and d socioly~ and a human soul or spirit?) to 

disease or purulence? 

But these questions alread7 lead us beyond intrinsic evaluation 

to extrinsic. The u.nswer to them all is as one; Yes, she meant to 

say there is an evil in the soul or spirit of America that always 

lurks beneath the skin, beneath the scars of its past ravages. If 

that is whcJ.t she means to say, then we must agree that she has 

presented her view subtly and powerfully, and so she achieves well 

her own purposes. 

I need not say much more u.bout 0xtrinsic evaluation, since I have 

clearly suggested above what that might involve in a view of the 

nature of man. But I would like to ~ose the question in its most 

ancient terms, the religious ones. Surely if 2nyone does not know 

that we live in a "fal l<..:n," sinful, worlu, j t is about time he be 

enlightened. But can w1' (in religious terms) spc.:;.k of not only a 

"guilty society" alld a "yuilt.y man," but also of an irredeem.:i.bly lost 

(redd mysteriously diseased";') socict:: or 1:eople; or of dn irrede~r:tc.bly 

lost man? We will all have, ur own ilnswers to questions like th~se. 

And that is ultimately whcr •" the most serious criticism and valuing 

lead us. 

But here in AfricJ, the 3c~pegoating rituals of some native 

groups, I am told, aro a mor~ familiar part of th8 social systems 

university students in their third year may recognize as one of the 

problems they \:ill have tu deu.l with ir. their :=irofes:,- ional lives. It 

may also be of interest to the~ to read of the kind of things that 
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sensitive and gifted young American poets may be concerned with in 

their own society. This represents a view of a healthy and vigorous 

self-examination that 1 am inclined to think is the essential prologue 

to any kind of wisdom that takes its origins in self-knowledge. 

As for a grade, Ms. McMullen is a native speaker of English, and 

so 1 would give her poem only a grade of A-, "A" for her evident 

calent and promise in exploring these themes and techniques that are 

so interesting and important, and "minus" for her fleshly frailties 

of spelling, grammar, and unnecessary obscurity. 
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Poem 7: "The Rain Comes" 

by Moh,.ttneti Tl. Koker:, ~569 

Geography / English 

3rd March, 1984 

The Ru.iri ComE.'S 

To land drought thr:ows its spears 

The tree, the grass, all wit11er 

The ground fissures, 

And the tiger yells. 

At last the rai.11 <..:um1'S, 

The enemy drought retreats. 

Trees rejoice, 

And rivers overflow. 

So it rained at Lake VicbJria. 

They say it came fr~m the south, 

Armed with guns to b~tlle wich drought, 

Desperate like fi_;__t. ::.-~r i11 world weir JI. 

Some fell in Niger basin yesterday, 

~ill it rain here? 

5 

10 

COMHENT; This is the only poem in this second group that does not 

show the influenc8 of ~ither r-:mily Dickinson or the American student 
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who wrote Number 6, Ms. J. McMullen, either in theme or approach. I 

simply note this, without drawing any value judgment from it. It is 

quite natural for young poets to explore in their own work elements 

from poems and poets they like and understand; but it is quite as 

natural to explore one's own resources, one's own voice. For example, 

what the non-African notices more than anything else is how this poem 

develops personification in three quatrains, possibly from an ambient 

African animism. I will discuss later the quality that this easy 

personification gives to the poem. 

I print the punctuation of the student here. For me, the care

less punctuation gives a poor impression in a first reading. The 

"Comma Splices" at the end.:; of lines l, 5, und 13 giv~ the lines c: 

kind of breath less quality the poet m,1y want; but educated readers 

might be genuinely curious wlwther in thes,~ the poet knows what he is 

doing. The colloquialism that comes as a shock in "the tiger yells" 

enforces a suspicion the poet is not wholly in control of his poem. 

This is supported also by the apparent carelessness of "in Niger 

bas in" ( l. 13) , where "in the Niq er bas in" seems to be required. ThE 

inexactness looms large indeed when the reader comes to consider the 

appropriateness of the Hitler simile at the end cf the third quatrain, 

not to mention the fo.ilure to capito.lize in "World War II." 

The poem utilizes the quatrain and couplet organization, filling 

these resources well. But this is marred by the false ending of the 

second quatrain wher~ "the rain COF.es"--but it does not really come 

at all to where the spcak~r is, we learn later, with surprise, only 

to Lake Victoria and the Niger basin. The quatrain elements are not 

a building after all, then, but a confusion, a discord. Again we get 
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the impress inn th·, pc,e t h.:.s r.ot crci fted his work, but only writ ten it 

down somewh<lt cc1rclessly, , ir ,lllywc1y without a clarifying conception 

that he grasp()d. Not 1,:c hmv th,~ (,vidc:1ce pile_ up that the poet's 

casual attitude towarti l1is work is inviting us not to take his work 

seriously--not, perhaps, to give it the attention I do here. But 

even from its wec1.kr1ussc>;; l Lhink we have> important lessons to lt:!arn. 

Again I will sugg~st (wh<ll 111 the past I said is in general an 

unwise procedure) ways 1r1 which w" miqht h~lp the poet in writing his 

poem. Note the few ch,1nges ::: might make 1.n the first quatrain: 

To land drought throws its speilrs: 

The tree, the grass, all wither, 

The ground fissures, 

And the tiger paws the dust and screams. 

(or, The trees ... ) 

(or, and rages ... ) 

Note in the first line the colon avoids the Comma Splice and presents 

the following three lines as specifications of the thrown "spears." 

I keep the best p~rt of these lines, which I believe is the prese~ta

tion of "all" under im.Jyc:s Df the singular (or ambiguous number) 

which impress with their concr2teness. The personificaticn (or 

animistic influenci::!} of the first line is, a.::: I have :.ndicated, 

important in this poem and its effect, and sc of course I leave it, 

and even try to str3ngthen it in my tampering with the fourth line, 

which gives nature a gesture and a voice. (But of course : lose the 

short line l~ngth, don't I? ... ) 

Here is what might he done with the second quatrain: 

At last the rain comes--

The enemy drought retrc~ts: 

Trees unbend and rejoice, 
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And rivers overflow. 

Again not.ice how I avoid thP Comma Splice at the end of the first 

line (line 5) and keep something of the breathlessness. And with the 

colon in the second line (line 6) I draw out more clearly the 

cause-and-effect relationship. In the third line (1. 7) I try to 

make an image, still personifying, with "unbend" replacing the 

lifeless (to me) "Trees rejoice". I wish I knew what to do with "And 

rivers overflow" to give it the same "rejoicing" image; for me, 

overflowing rivers are dangerous and destructive rather than nature 

celebrating, but perhaps that is because I don't understand the 

import of African rivers overflowing. I like "l\nd rivers foam and 

overflow," but I've alre0.dy done too much to the quatrain. 

The point is not that my "re-writing" is better but that the 

quatrain does not as it stands dramatize the rout of an enemy. The 

second quatrain does not come to life as the first quatrain does (or 

might). 

That is all the re-writing I will attempt here. The third 

quatrain (11. 9-12) has prGbl~rns for which I have no solutions to 

suggest. Is there intended to be a suggAstion of rain moving from 

the east of Africa toward the west--is that the image of "Lake 

Victoria" and "Niger bc1sin"? If so, maybe "Thus it rains at Lake 

Victoria" would mc::.ke clear the "comingness" of the rain to--where?--

Sierra Leone or Wost ~frica. But the last two lines of the quatrain 

are so puzzling to me t11at I do not know where to begin with them. 

What does it mean to say r.:11.n hws "guns" while drought, above, was 

given only "spears"? Is this an admirable advance in the "battle" 

~nd warfare ot' nature? Is this ddmiration for Western or European 
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technologf? What is in tl_'ndcd h('r'--? l\l1d the image of a desperate 

Hitler (he was not always des!10rate), is this the way to characterize 

a welcome turn in nature? Cl,r tainly the personification (or .:..nimism) 

is carried in tb e image he rl'!, but is "World war II" (from the German 

point of view!) intr-nded to communicate something essential here? 

For me the sense of powP.rfuJ natural forces in conflict here, with 

the triumph (to the east) of the fertile and healing gods or beings 

that are prayed for (perhaps) ends in a confusion and a shambles. 

The couplet is unremarkable also. The significance of the Niger 

basin is not alJparent, and the final question, "Will it rain here?" 

is curiously uninvolved, likr ~ casual question. 

EVALUATION: First to consider is the "intrinsic" evaluation, the 

question of how good it is as what it is. I take it what the poem is 

is a response to the dramatic conflict of the "two seasons" of West 

A.frica, the parching dryness culminating jn the killing March (the 

date of the poem as r supply it, but not as it indicates in itself), 

where physical (and human) natur1c' seems to be withering into deac.h 

pains, and the equally dramatic onset of the rainy season, whicti 

brings the renewal or :;_ife dnd :- ,rtility. It is not difficult even 

for a visitor in Sit~r::.- J. Leone 1,:i;c; :;,: s beer: he:::-e 15 mon tbs er so to 

understand how dramatically the weather dominates ~uch of ~if0 here. 

And it is not difficult to understand the ~ffect on a person of 

twenty years or so uf thi5 dramatic contest of seasons, as I suppose 

is the case with the poet. But the roem alludes to a (presumably) 

shared experience rather thun evoking it. Th~ power of the contrast 

would not be clear to a recttier in a m:::>re temperate climate zonP.. 
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Reading the poem on 6 March 1984, in the city of Njala, in the Southern 

Province of Sierra Leone, I have a sense of what the poet might feel 

are the personified (animist?) powers so stron9 in experience here. 

But the poem does not present or dramatize the feeling of "The Rain 

Comes" which I take it i.s his topic. I have the feeling I "know what 

he wants to say," because I feel something of it too; but the poem 

does not present these powers as having power and life in the poem. 

In this respect, the poem is not a success, though I think it has 

greater potential than his last poem, "The Sad Lover," which I think 

he felt less strongly than he does this topic and theme. 

Turning to an "extrinsic" evaluation, we consider not how good 

it is as what it is, but whether or not it is worth doing at all. 

The theme of the rebirth, the renewal, of our world, including our 

natural world and the world of our own spirits, is one of the great 

themes · of world literature, as well as of religion. It is not for 

nothing that Jews celebrate Passover in the beginning of the ''rainy 

season" (spring). Passover marks the Jews being spared also from 

death, and released from bc~dage, imprisonment, and slavery, and 

being given the vernu.l · 1urld of th (~ truly free. And it is not for 

nothing th 3. t Christian:; cc ldn,1te Ea.::; to2r l.ikL'wise in the beginning of 

"the rainy season." Caster marks the triumph of authentic man over 

the natural and spiritual dcilth that threatens us all. But notice how 

this religious imagery gives an allusiveness and dimension of great 

power to the seasonal imagery. Man may come to recognize in the 

"high romance" of the naturnl world the profound seasonal images that 

speak to him of his own extraordinary nature, Jllies and relations, 

and destiny. But r.omp~re these with the refusal of allusiveness (a 
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::.erm l have used befcn~) in "The I-la.in Cornes." it is not that the 

poet is .speaking "only of Uw Wl'at lwr, ·• for t.h,, J-•crsunific,,t.ion and 

ambient animism (if thDt is whc1t .it is) ir.dicat,, here too a sense of 

the experiGnce of thf! living wit..h, in a very immediate sense, powerful 

allLc!s on the side of (t:rt1lity and renewal cJ.nd n:-Joic.ir.s. One may 

8Ven question whether Jews ~nd Chri~tians (and ~uslims who ally them

selves with a God who wants mun tu participate in reforming the world) 

have in f~ct so much the sense o[ a living God~~ the ~ffective use 

of these personifications would sugg~st. Ilut if we have to choose 

between a God in naturo 3nd a Gcd of naturc--between a God who dies 

and is reborn each yc:ar and ,i ,;oct who !-ih1Jws us onc1:c for iJ.ll what the 

triumph ov,ar dt',1.Lh "inv" 1 v,_,,-,--1 !°(,.l r t ,,,,., ,,t n~ very Wt'1 l k:1ow wh;,t w1 · 

urc wi l liny to lust! ,rnd wh,1 t wr• w .. dl t .. to ',Jui n. l\nd the Cud in nature 

is not persuasiv~ly presented here, to help us decide. 

In an "extrinsic" evaluation, then, I would have to say that the 

poe~ does not u~c seasoniJ.l imagery to present themes, or powers, that 

would be generally aviJ.ilablc to potential readers. It remains pri-

marily a private poem, where the poet writes of experiences which are 

not accessible to most of us, and may not be very well accessible to 

himself. 

I give the poem a 1::-, t,.•hich I .....-ould 15.ke to l0\-11.<r fo::- ·::-:e 

careless errors. I especially welcome the poet's efforts ~o find 

images that reflect the nc1ture of the experi.ence he has when "the 

rain comes," and in this respect he goes far beyond an arid "talking 

about" the topic. 
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Poem B: "The Stages of a River" 

by Bernard A. Ngombu, 872 

Geography/English, third year 

4 March 1984 

The Stages of a River 

A river in the youthful stage is a ladF 

That is 1ull of vigour, rough and unrefined, 

His track is rough, rugged and narrow, 

With steep flanking walls on every side. 

The lad soon enters another phase, 

With great ability to shoulder burdens, 

He overcomes many obstacles which lie in his way, 

And makes constructive solutions to every problem. 

Worn out at last by age and toil, 

The river is in the final stage. 

He sluggishly moves between his wide banks, 

With little strength in him for work. 

Have patience for your toil will come to an end 

5 

10 

For soon your mother the ocean will grant thee enternal rest. 

COMMENT: This is the first of two poems by Mr. Ngombu in this second 
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group. Both are evidently influenced by J. McMullen, in the U.S.A., 

who developed her poem "Vietnam" through the symbol of a burn in 

human flesh. Here, Mr. Ngombu uses metaphor, which is closely 

related to symbol, comparing "the stages of a river" to the stages in 

the life of a man. The poem is apparently (but not certainly) 

mistitled, because its interest is not in what the life of man says 

about the life of the river, but in what the river says about man. 

The great ancient philosopher in. Greece, Aristotle, says in the 

Poetics that successful metaphor requires an "eye for resemblances," 

which is the power of "genius," and so is the one thing that cannot 

be taught. Indeed, modern intelligence (I.Q.) tests support this 

view in that they are largely tests of recognizing resemblances and 

patterns. 

The elements of writing are much improved here over Mr. Ngombu's 

"The Sad Lover," of the first group of poems. Except for "enternal 

rest" for eternal rest in the last line--a most unfortunate place for 

an error--the problems are with punctuation: "comma splices," commas 

instead of semicolons or full stops (at the end of lines 2 and S); 

and some punctuation needed for clarity in the last two lines. 

This is another poem, like Mohamed Koker's "The Rain Comes" 

{Poem 7), that has suggestions of an animist-influenced personification 

of nature. And yet we may take it as traditional, authentic poetic 

imaging, as we will see in my presentation of poetic cyclic 

convention below. 

The quatrains are used well. The first deals with the "lad" 

stage of the river, the second with maturity, and the third with 

"age." The concluding couplet deals with the "end," and eternal rest 
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with the "mother" ocean. There is some problem for a person from a 

temperate climate with calling this all a "river," but perhaps the 

tropics have their own special natural images and themes that may 

greatly enrich mankind's literature. There is also some problem here 

with using male comparisons; we might ask if there are also "female" 

rivers. And we might wonder if what we are observing is a composite 

of rainy and dry seasons. 

The "ladness" stage appears to be where the poet's main sympathies 

lie, for he has put into this "golden age" not only "vigour" but rug

gedness too, which for me has more of a sense of strength enduring 

over time. Still, there is great charm in the image of energy untamed. 

The maturity stage is more abstractly presented, is not so fully 

realized. I think of the river here used in the service of men in 

barks and small boats, where the African river can carry man and his 

burdens, making rivers roadways. But the lines do not create this 

scene, as my imagination just did for me. Notice how abstract, how 

uncreating, is the prosy line "And make constructive solutions to 

every problem" ( 1. 8) • 

The succeeding stage of the "sluggish" waters moving between "wide 

banks" is better (and more truly) imaged, but it is not clear to me why 

a river mouth should be thought of as less useful for "work," as having 

less "strength," if this means anything beyond the "vigour" in the 

charm-filled lines that make it "rough and unrefined." To put it 

another way, I wonder why one must expect that "age and toil" make one 

"worn out," as if the measure of value in life is only physical vigor. 

Note how the animist element emerges so naturally in the couplet, 

where the poet consoles the river, and promises it eternal rest. The 
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line reminds me of one of the great images of death in the midst of 

tragedy; at the end of King Lear, Shakespeare has Kent stop those who 

seek to revive the dying Lear, with the cry (I quote from memory): "He 

hates him, who would him, upon the rack of this tough world, stretch 

out longer." Surely this is one of the saddest, most tragic, portraits 

of life ever presented--life is -an instrument of torture (a "rack"), 

from which death is the-only mercy. But is that the only vision of 

life one may have? Is that the position the poet means to take here? 

But let me briefly present the conventional structures of poetic 

imagery with which English students in their third year should begin 

to become familiar. You will recognize again an element of imagery 

tied to temperate climates, and you may reject this "cultural imperialism" 

if it is not meaningful to you, but the theme transcends region. The 

table shows the chief "cycles" in poetic imagery, which may metaphorically 

stand for one another. The name of the cycle is at the left. 

Human youth maturity age death resurrection 

Daily dawn, noon dusk, midnight dawn 
morning evening 

Yearly spring summer autumn winter spring 

Lunar waxing full waning new waxing 
moon moon moon moon moon 

Water springs, brooks, rivers ocean springs, 
rain, streams rain, 
fountains fountains 

Religious Christmas Palm Maundy Good Easter 
or at the Sunday Thursday Friday 
Temple 

Religious Egypt or Red Sea or Promised 
Babylon Wilderness Land 

Religious Tree of Tree of the Tree of 
Life Knowledge Life 

of Good and Restored 
Evil: cross 
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The table shows the "tradition" in literature that you may want 

to explore and reflect on, to help you decide whether it is a "living 

tradition" or one that belongs only to the past. However, Mr. Ngombu's 

creative stirrings we may take as testimony that he feels (as I do) 

that this, or something like this, is the living poetry of the world 

we inhabit. Of course, a formulation like this indicates how much 

creative metaphor was.still left for Mr. Ngombu to invent, if he 

intended to go at it alone, and yet it also speaks of how far his 

"river" imagery had already come. 

The danger in summing up the ages of life too simply is that one 

may refine out the humanness of human life, and so miss the point. 

The greatest image I know of this is in the speech of the cynic Jacques 

in Shakespeare's As You Like It: Jacques ridicules man in every one 

of "the Seven Ages of Man." But in the moment Jacques concludes with 

his ridicule of the Seventh Age, toothless senility and second 

childhood, Orlando, the hero, enters physically carrying the aged and 

infirm servant Adam: the love Orlando has for Adam is the clue to 

the whole tale Jacques has missed in his portrait of human life. In 

"The Stages of a River," Mr. Ngombu avoids that error by the sense of 

kindness and sympathy he has for what he perceives as the plight of 

the "dying" river, to which he gives--gives an immortal garland! 

EVALUATION: First to consider is the "intrinsic" evaluation, the 

question of how well the poem serves the function for which it was 

created. Another way of putting it is to ask: How good is it as 

what it is? Still another way of putting it is to ask: How well 
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does it fuifill the laws of its own nature? 

Well, what is it, as a poem? The title gives us the clue:· it 

presents the stages in the life of a river. It is an attempt to 

formulate the whole course of a life in our world, an attempt truly 

and fully to understand. What is life all about? We may have some 

uncertainty over whether the poet wants to understand the life of man 

or the life of a river,,but on reflection we realize it is really the 

portrait of something more subtle than either of these. What the poet 

traces is something in nature, whether in physical nature or in human 

nature or both. It is something the poet calls "vigour," which we 

see from his images means not "physical and mental strength" (the 

dictionary calls vigor} but something close to powerful physical 

energies. We might retitle the poem "The Stages in the Life of 

Physical Vigor." It might come to us as something of a shock, but we 

realize the subject is a quality that man and the "river" of nature 

share. 

How well does it do that, then? It is most charmingly presented 

in the youthful stage, with its suggestion in lines 3 and 4 of sexual 

energies, and in general in the quatrain as apparently boundless 

energy matched by a nearly boundless freedom. Maturity brings 

vaguely formulated discipline and accepted responsibilities, perhaps 

like marriage, which define and restrict the uses of those energies, 

including sexual energies, for their useful social functions. We 

realize that the real joy has gone from these lines, with duty 

succeeding love, perhaps. The decline continues into age, with the 

lost youth of man (or river) perhaps unremembered, but instead there 

are only the joyless burdens of maturity dragging dying man toward 
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the dust and the river toward the ocean. And then something 

wonderful happens, and the young man dreaming of dreary life ahead 

feels a real compassion for the nobly dying man his imagination has 

created, and he blesses that dying life. It is an important moment 

beyond the threshold of maturity. 

If this is what the poem seeks to be, or something like this, 

then we may say it is a clear portrayal of the sense of a lovely youth 

passing into maturity more feared than very well understood. It 

traces plausibly the life and death of physical vigor. And it does 

more than that: it also blesses the humanity or the natural spirit 

that is beyond the vigor the speaker so values, and it implicitly 

praises the lad who accepts the responsibilities of maturity that are 

so at variance with what youth might think it wants. It presents the 

apparent cost of maturity, but it accepts that cost. In this, it is 

a very attractive poem in dealing with the world the speaker perceives. 

The other task in evaluation is to go beyond the "intrinsic" 

evaluation of how well the poem fulfills the laws of its own nature, 

into the realm of "extrinsic" evaluation, which evaluates it by some 

external standard, such as is implied in the question: But is it 

worth doing at all? 

Can we take this seriously as a view of human life, or of "life 

in nature?" Are our physical energies appropriately portrayed and 

valued here? Is man appropriately portrayed and valued here? Does 

darkness enclose all, after youth? We have to answer "Yes, to some 

extent," because we know that this view too is one that may be 

plausibly held. This view is neither diseased nor foolish, but 
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instead is one we know it is essential to take seriously, since it is 

a genuine human concern. 

But perhaps we will not be wrong, either, to say it is essentially 

a young man's poem. we are happy we know the young man. We understand 

how he feels. His struggle to create metaphors to help him understand 

the meaning and course of life- is appealing, and we recognize it as a 

poetic impulse we valul?. Above all, h_is heart is in the right place. 

But what the poem marks is a step, and an important one, in a young 

man's psychic history, We think that later he will have better, 

stronger images to portray maturity, and perhaps even age, when these 

are revealed to him more fully. He has an attractive religious sense 

in his perception of one of the genuine spirits of nature. And he has 

an attractive religious sense in his avowal of immortal garlands to 

be won. 

Athena, the Goddess of Wisdom, had no human birth and growth, but 

sprung, fully in her powers, from the head of Zeus. Men are not like 

that. They learn slowly, if they learn, that marriage and a family 

do indeed impose burdens but may have a magic that transforms burdens 

at times to joys. A young man who can weave his reflections and his 

inquiry into the 14 lines of a sonnet structure with three quatrains 

and a couplet is learning (and demonstrating) that some restrictions 

may not be disabling and killing toil but perhaps guiding, perhaps 

challenging. 

For a grade for this poem, I would assign about a B,·maybe an A-

for the couplet, but possibly a C for the uncreated, vague, second stanza. 
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Poem 9 : " z imbabwe 11 

by Sophia Jahwi, 2648 

English/Geography, third year 

Early March 1984 

Zimbabwe 

Arriving in the pretext of Missionaries, Hunters and Prospect_ors, 

They were received with love and respect, 

And were granted permission to explore in the rich forests of 

Zimbabwe. 

With the hope that they were going back. 

Later, to discover they had come to stay, 

Like bees they sucked all the nectar. 

Under the smouldering the natives toiled, 

But never enjoyed the fruits of their motherland. 

Finding the oppression unbearable, 

With bows and arrows they set out 

To hunt down their enemy, 

And win back their beloved country. 

Dry your tears now children of Zimbabwe, 

And rejoice to your freedom. 

5 

[nectar 

10 
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COMMENT: This poem is another that shows the influence of Ms. J. 

McMullen, the American student who wrote "Vietnam" (No. 6) . While 

Mr. Ngombu was influenced in his technique of a central metaphor in 

"The Stages of a River" (No. 8), Miss Jahwi is influenced here in 

developing political comment in her sonnet. (Actually, it was chiefly 

John Milton, in the Seventeenth Century, who introduced political 

comment into the sonnet ~radition.) 

This is a poem of encouragement. Its intention seems to be to 

make clear the record, to remind of the achievement of the past. It 

briefly narrates the coming of guests into the country who proceeded 

to colonization and exploration of the land; it presents the ensuing 

fight for freedom by the "children of Zimbabwe"; and it concludes by 

encouraging the triumphant people to turn away from the tears of 

bondage and sorrow to the happiness of a restored freedom. 

There are a few punctuation problems marring the presentation. 

Line 4 is a sentence fragment which gives- a kind of inappropriate 

irony to the stanza by giving "main clause emphasis" to what is 

(properly) an emphasis on gracious hospitality by the native people. 

There is a second punctuation problem in lines 5-6~ line 5 is a 

subordinate element that has no clear grammatical status and is not 

obviously related to the following line, to which it is connected. 

The addition of a subject and a punctuation change would be one way 

to solve it: 

Later their hosts discovered they had come to stay; 

Like bees they sucked all the nectar. 

In general, the octave and quatrain resources are used well to 

advance the narration. The octave presents the hospitality the 
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native people showed the strangers and how the strangers betrayed 

them, developing the two points in two quatrains. The third quatrain 

presents the result of the provocation of the octave: the people's 

struggle to gain their independence. And the couplet presents the 

comment on all of this (the provocation and response) in calling for 

rejoicing. 

Although I think I understand in a general way what the poet is 

attempting to do, I have several problems with this po~m. One problem 

is that Miss Jahwi is attempting to bring in epic-length material to 

her 14 lines. What is wanted is to be quintessential, not simplistic, 

and that is very hard to do effectively. Other problems are closely 

interrelated. I find myself wondering what audience is being 

addressed. The explicit audience, revealed in line 13, is the 

"children of Zimbabwe." If that is so, don't they know all of 

this?--why is the narration presented to them? Are they unsure what 

they fought for? There is a long tradition of addresses at national 

ceremonies such as an Independence Day, including Lincoln's address 

at the graveyard at Gettysburg during the American Civil War, perhaps 

urging a re-dedication to the national purpose, especially in times 

when that purpose is in danger of being lost sight of. Perhaps that 

is what the poet intends here. But she presents that national 

purpose largely in puzzling negative terms: she tells what the 

"children of Zimbabwe" fought against, but that to me does not make 

clear anything more than a temporary united purpose. 

I do not minimize the importan~e of the treachery presented in 

the octave. It reminds me that Dante in his Divine Comedy placed 

betrayers in the deepest pits of Hell. In the deepening of the 
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ultimate horrors of Hell, he presents these: 

betrayers of their kindred; 

betrayers of their country; 

betrayers of their guests; and, worse of all, 

betrayers of their hosts, their benefactors. 

In brief compass, Miss Jahwi attempts to present the ultimate horror 

that destroys the very foundation of human civilization: if we seek 

to destroy those who offer us help or kindness or love or respect, 

what can life be for any of us but Hell?--which Dante presents as a 

frozen immobility. 

I understand Miss Jahwi to be saying this, and in brief compass 

trying to identify this as the nightmare that man simply must fight 

against, must not let himself be drawn into. And she makes this 

struggle the heroic one of the third quatrain, where men and women 

who have only bows and arrows and their own courage and determination 

must fight against armed soldiers. 

I find myself wondering here whether this is a fight for "their 

beloved country" or a fight for the human soul. Perhaps it is the 

same struggle. But what do we do when we fight out of Hell, or cross 

the Red Sea after bondage in Egypt, and find ourselves--in the 

"wilderness"? Unless we have some idea where we want to go, or have 

a Moses to lead us, then there can be a great sense of confusion and 

disorder, and a new sense of lostness. Lincoln sensed this in the 

midst of the American Civil War, and it led him to remind his people 

of the national purpose in speaking of "a new nation conceived in 

liberty and dedicated to the proposition that all men are created 

equal." Lincoln well knew he had to convince his audience of his 
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in "Zimbabwe" about complexities faced in past literature. It was 

ten years after the Trojan war was over before Odysseus, a great 

leader of that war, was able to return to civilian life. My 

conclusion in the "extrinsic" evaluation is the same as in the 

"intrinsic" evaluation: the poem does not seem to me to succeed, 

because it is at cross-purposes with itself. 

For a grade, I give the poem a B-. It is an ambitious poem-

indeed, one of the most ambitious an artist can attempt. But it has 

punctuation (and perhaps grammar) problems, and it does not seem 

carefully enough planned out, though the "betrayal" is presented with 

conviction, and the line "With bows and arrows they set out" (1. 10) 

is vecy moving to me. 
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Poem 10: ltGod for Us All" 

by Sheku A. Samura, 2922 

English/Geography, third year 

March 1984 

God for Us All 

They say we are equal before Him. 

They say we are all His children. 

They say we are made in His likeness. 

But are all likenesses the same? 

Sarne they call paupers, 

Some they honour with gifts and splendour. 

Did you, of all, want it thus? 

What then was the idea of the world? 

Are you to wait till we suffer and meet thee? 

No, please no! there is enough 

To make you come down, 

And be a good father among your children. 

A pitying father, I know, 

Shares the cake equally among his children. 

[All. 

5 

10 

[father 

COMMENT: This is a poem influenced by our reading of Emily Dickinson, 
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especially "Apparently with No Surprise," and "I Shall Know Why," 

both concerned with pain and suffering in our world, both concerned 

with God's creation of such a world and both questioning God's 

purpose in it, It may perhaps also be something of a response to my 

own poem, "The Nations So Furiously Rage," where the line occurs "we 

are all the children of God." 

The poem is a straightforward reflection on the nature of the 

~orld, which turns (quite naturally), in line 7, to a query of God 

and (quite naturally also), in line 10, to a prayer to God to transform 

the world, addressing Him as a Father, and using the intimate language 

of tribal imagery. 

The grammar and punctuation are unexceptionable; the shift after 

the first quatrain from speaking of God (in the third person) to 

speaking to Him {in the second person) may be ungrammatical but is 

probably best understood as dramatically sound, where the reflection 

on injustice makes a natural opening for the young poet into an 

appeal to his Father for relief. Indeed, the shift is one of the 

most moving features of the poem. However, there is some problem 

with the "they" of the poem: in the first stanza "they" are the 

spokesman for a religious orthodoxy about man being created in the 

image of God, while in the second stanza "they" participate in the 

injustice of the world. 

The octave unity is observed, and the quatrains and couplet are 

effectively utilized, if somewhat unconventionally. The octave 

defines the religious belief of the world created by God and 

questions the perceived reality of the world in terms of that belief. 

The third quatrain makes the prayerful appeal to the Father (God), and 
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the couplet explains that appeal in familiar, colloquial terms. The 

religious reference is to the Genesis conception of man, and so might 

be Jewish, Christian, or Muslim. The religious view presented has 

little theological sophistication, but instead operates in the sphere 

of what William Blake calls "Songs of Innocence," by which indeed the 

poet may be influenced, though we studied Blake five months earlier 

(October 1983). 

The first quatrain presents the conception of man being created 

in the image and likeness of God and all men together being children 

of God, which it combines with a more modern (perhaps) political and 

social and economic conception of man's equality. In the fourth 

line, these reflections lead to the inquiry which is the theme of the 

poem, the question of the equality of God's "likenesses." It is not 

clear, however, at thi_s point, whether the equality is that "before 

God," as one might express it, or the equality that might be expected 

in God's "kingdom come" to earth: "thy will be done on earth as it 

is in heaven." In the first three lines, the religious views of 

"They say" are presented, and the reiteration anticipates the contrast 

between saying and doing. 

The second quatrain deals with the divergence of what "they" 

profess from what "they" practice. The fifth line of the poem is a 

weak one: "Some they call paupers," which does not make clear the 

problem of the human responsibility for injustice that is evident in 

the next line: "Some they honour with gifts and splendour," except 

by implication. In the last two lines of this quatrain, however, the 

point is evident, as the poet asks God (speaking to Hirn directly for 

the first time in the poem), if this was His intention, His will 
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("thy will be done") for the earth. The reflective movement of the 

poem has now been made from a distancing from God to a more nearly 

turning to God; this is presented as natural and obvious, though the 

drawing toward God is still incomplete in the octave. 

The third quatrain changes all this, drawing much more powerfully 

into the sphere of "The Lord's Prayer," as I have been alluding to it 

in this analysis: 

Thy kingdom come, Thy will be done, 

on earth as it is in heaven. 

The first line and a half of this quatrain is an expression of the 

age-old plea that the heaven we seek may not be only a time and place 

after we die but as well a blessing in our present lives, in the 

green earth which could honor it: 

Are you to wait till we suffer and meet thee? 

No, please no! 

The resonance of these words is powerful, if probably unconscious in 

the poet; the question as I read it is: Must we suffer and die by 

the injustice of this world? cannot your kingdom, your will, be here 

in this life? Even more powerfully, the resonance of these words 

extends also to the words of a man perhaps a dozen years older than 

this poet, a man who lived centuries ago: "Father, if it be thy 

will, take this cup away from me ••• " (Luke 22: 42, NEB). 

The young poet in this quatrain, like the Biblical Job, and like 

Old Testament man generally, argues with and cajoles his God: "there 

is enough" injustice and suffering, he reports to God; there is 

reason enough to summon "a good father" to come to his "children. 11 

The concluding couplet is in the familiar, most intimate, 
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language of a tribal saying: 

A pitying father,· I know, 

Shares the cake equally among his children. 

It would be difficult to overestimate the importance of what happens 

in these lines: in the developing intimacy of the poem, the speaker 

has brought the "father" profoundly into his closest family relations, 

into his most personal life (though perhaps he doesn't realize 

himself what has happened). It has been said the profoundest 

expression of religious experience is to say: "Thou art." That is, 

to speak to God is the core of all religious experience; and to speak 

intimately to Him is indeed to welcome Him to this earth, to one's 

home. In the strangest of all ways, in the heart's core, the prayer 

has been somehow answered, if perhaps not in the way expected. 

EVALUATION: How good is this poem in an "intrinsic evaluation"? How 

good is it as what it is? Well, what is it? It is a prayer, and a 

prayer for the Father-"God for Us All," as the title suggests. It is 

not exactly a prayer for justice in the world and an end to 

suffering; rather it is a prayer specifically for the Father of Us 

All to use his power to bring about the happiness He intends for us 

equally. Well, then, how persuasively is the appeal made? Religion 

may say that, whether we know it or not, God is already an intimate 

presence in our lives; the question is whether we give life to Hirn in 

the lives that are·ours. The Son that God sends to do His will and 

work in this green earth as an answer to our prayers and as an 

expression of His purposes may be Jesus of Nazareth but may also be 
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we ourselves. The problem may be said to be to know His will and do 

ourselves His will, make His will our own. This appeal, I think, is 

most effective on the most important person in the poem: the speaker 

himself. By the end of the poem, he indeed knows God's will (as he 

knows what is right and what he believes in), and the Father God is 

his intimate family member. 

The only question r~maining is of whether the Father intends to 

do His will Himself, or ask His child to do it--or perhaps intends 

some combination of both His doing and His child's doing. In any case, 

the poem as a prayer is complete in itself, simply and honestly and 

feelingly expressed. The question of whether God answers the prayer, 

or how He does it if He does, is matter perhaps for other work. 

In an "extrinsic evaluation'' of the poem, we want to consider 

not how well it follows the laws of its own nature but how well it 

follows more general laws. To put it another way, we ask not how 

good it is as what it is, but whether what it is is valuable or worth 

doing. It is not a question of whether it is worthwhile praying, but 

of whether there is more general interest in our prayers. 

I think there is general interest in this poem. It presents the 

religious sensibility of a young man who is sensitive to his world 

and has an appealing familiarity with his God. One gets the impression 

of what it might be like to be the father to this young man (most 

interesting and challenging); and just as he is willing to speak up 

to his earthly father and even counsel and cajole him, so also he is 

learning (has learned?) to speak up to his heavenly Father. In 

short, his is a religious sensibility that we might find as appealing 

and attractive as any human relationship of promise might be. We 
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might even want to know more of this developing relationship. 

As for a grade for this poem, I am unsure whether I want to give 

it a B+ or an A-, but I'll choose the higher grade. It is a youthful 

poem that has subtlety not in its vision or its insight but in the 

human relationship it portrays. It might be too easily rejected out 

of hand for its apparent simpleness; but what it does in this simpleness 

has all the interest. I~trinsically, it contributes little to an 

understanding we may wish to have of the problem of injustice and 

suffering with which it deals. But the grace of its presentation 

makes it come alive as a more philosophical or cerebral treatment of 

the theme might not. 

Sheku Sarnura's last poem was the lovely "Memories of a Parting 

Day," which attempted to explore the speaker's continuing relation to 

his native heritage ,that may at times seem distant, and to bring 

lovingly to mind too the girl who loved him there and seemed so full 

of the best of that heritage, at once wanting the best for him (and 

so university study) and fearful too that he would forget her (and 

that world). It was a remarkable first poem, and it showed promise 

of much yet to come. "God for Us All" is another fine achievement, 

with more care paid now to grammar, punctuation, and phrasing, but 

the lines generally no less feelingly wrought. Indeed, he seems now 

even more at ease with himself. His achievement continues to be the 

richness of a sensibility deeply in touch with much of the best of 

his familiar world. 
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Poem 11: "Why Death?" 

by Saidu Dumbuya, 2688 

Maths/English, third year 

March 1984 

Why Death? 

Why death on earth so powerful? 

doth her juicy hands on kings 

and subjects lays. All but 

on her mercy doeth live. 

The Son of God saith that 

death is the wages of sin. 

The child in her mother's womb, 

The one week old child, from sin suffered. 

But why hell doth exists? 

Why the day of judgemement? 

For what reasons doth Jesus 

died on the cross? 

Why death, hell and not 

heaven only created for man? 

5 

10 

COMMENT: Saidu Dumbuya's first poem was "The Diamond Digger to his 
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Fiance," to which I gave a C- "for a minimal effort." Later, I asked 

Mr. Durnbuya if he minded what I said about his poem. He replied that 

his classmates have been calling him "The Diamond Digger." I told 

him the poems are not required, and he could stop writing any time he 

liked. But I added . I hoped he wouldn't be too discouraged to go on, 

that the experience might still be a valuable one for him. He 

replied he would contin~e. 

In a strict critique, much of the comment on this poem would 

have to be concerned with the problems the young poet has in making 

the English language his own familiar language and getting for it · 

what the grammarians call a "sentence sense." This lack shows up 

especially strongly in a poem, where almost every word must count for 

the effect it contributes to. To this lack, I would also add the 

problem of diction--finding the right words and idiom and phrasing-

and the rhythm--the cadence and flow of the level of English he 

wishes to make work for him. Mr. Dumbuya's lines here are about 5-6 

words long. His lines in "The Diamond Digger" were about double 

that. Word counts don't matter in themselves, but finding a voice 

does. In "The Diamond Digger" he reached out for a discursive prose 

voice, but found no line length that suited him, and so he "set" his 

poem the way a type-setter sets, breaking off when the right-hand 

margin is reached. And yet what is more natural than to imitate the 

visual impression given by one's texts in school, including the 

novels one reads--all set from left margin to right? 

In this poem, Mr. Dumbuya is strongly influenced by Emily 

Dickinson's poem "I Shall Know Why," which perhaps suggests that God 
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might have some explaining of his own in the hereafter for 

the drop of Anguish 

That scalds me now--that scalds me now! 

But Dickinson's phrasing, which seems to have influenced the poet 

here no less than her theme, is better evident in the opening of Poem 

303, a phrasing which careful editors have now restored to her work: 

The Soul selects her own society-

Then--shuts the Door--

To her divine Majority--

Present no mor.e--

Of course it is necessary for this poet to make subjects and 

verbs agree; to note that "doth" is archaic, but if archaic is wanted 

then it is the third person singular, not plural; to get straight who 

it was who said the wages of sin is death; to proofread carefully; 

and to stay in the same tense unless there is some good reason for 

not doing so. But let us pass all that by, do these things ourselves 

for the poem, give Dickinson's pointing, and see what we have. This 

is my guess at what the poet wished to say, and I personally think it 

is indeed poetic: 

Why death--on earth so powerful? 

--doth her juicy hands--

on kings and subjects lay? 

All but on her mercy live--

The Son of God's greatest sinner-

saith death is the wages of sin--

5 
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the child in her mother's womb--

the one week old child--from sin suffer? 

But why--hell doth exist?-

Why the day of judgrnent?-

For what reasons--

Jesus died on the cross? 

Why death--hell--and not-

heaven only--created for man? 

10 

I couldn't resist doing something with the line on St. Paul's 

statement about the wages of sin, since I couldn't make it only "St. 

Paul saith that." But otherwise I was so restrained in my editing that 

I let "juicy" remain, and allowed "doth" twice and "saith" once. I've 

kept the essential nature of the inquiring and the breathlessness of 

the lines, but I've made two significant changes, and both of these 

are in the direction I think Mr. Durnbuya intends but is too unsure of 

his sense of the language to find for himself yet. I've given him 

Emily Dickinson's pointing (and a bit more) to emphasize his phrasing. 

And I've broken off lines less arbitrarily, more nearly emphasizing 

(again) the phrasing units, the discrete elements of utterance. 

Having said this, I really feel I can do no more with the poem, 

except to say Mr. Durnbuya is no less concerned than Mr. Samura (above) 

with the problem of understanding the nature of the moral universe we 

inhabit. Indeed, Mr. Durnbuya is humbler, perhaps, than Mr. Sarnura, 

and more insistently questioning. 
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For a grade, I would have to give C, recognizing that for the 

poet English is more nearly a foreign language than a second language. 

But I think he has improved greatly between the first and second 

poems he has ever written in his life, and I can only be pleased by 

his admiration for Emily Dickinson's poems. 



,.,.isconsin) 

Dred.m er ~P,.llity 

A dream could he a dream 

And st i 11 Li<:., "EuJ ::_ o!' rca l i :.y 

Raindrops on my rno~-tnp 

That sdrne swe0~ rhythm like old tin drums [ryem 

Footsteps in the dark t:o calch_"lh0 trai.n 5 

The cod~ crews 

--Then the sou:~d of drumming from the mosque 

:'lelodics of early sirnii,g birdo:i 

The:y a. 11 i.l r.r,cu nc,' the ,; t,1 rt of , :awn 

1 roll over in n1y bed l:) lover r:r1 bed 

,Jump on my ::eel 

[ ir:conc icvab le 

Arcund me four yc-·llow-paint..cd wdlls 14 

Through the window a pil2 of sncw qlared mockingly 

: hca:c autornooilc-~, ,;~r:~r_1qlinq to f:::-,:·c ~hemse:ves 

While Nat~rn dis~lays her po~er over tech~oloqy 
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lt seems far off------

Too far for me to reach 2C 

At last my awareness came thrcuqn [Atl~st 

It was my first n.iqhl i1: .1. strdnge land 

r was 1:r.de<:,d rirear1inq--s'ln:c1m1 nq ,,t my d1i.1d.hood 

Gone but not lest 

Lost but st.ill could be fo 1.ir.d 25 

Yes , re al it·; cou 1 d b~' f nur.d in th,:, 'cGsnrn of d re 3.IT'.s 

COMMENT: This _r::oem gives th,> account c:: a young African (S:erra. 

Leonean) woma11's first ~nowy morning i~ the U~ited States and the 

insistent reality of her ell L ;dJ-i0od ,.a,d nurturin,J 1.r. i\fri::.:a ~be carrie~; 

in her heart and dreams. The first stanz<.1 presents the "dream" o!: 

lovely African mornincJs wh,:,n ~;tw was a child, a:1d the secor.d stanza 

presents the "reality" of h•..'r far dif:erent first morning i;i the 

norchern United Stat:e,_; (f:'-Vi<:.cnt:y alcne) wi~'--,r~ heavy snowfa:..1 

paralyzes the l\merican techr.o }.oq~_ca.J society, and she hears the scund 

of machinery be~ri~g stress J~ rccple try toge~ their automobiles 

free from s~owbanks. ':'he "dreilm" ',vorld is one wh€'re nat ·,1r~ c :1richc:::; 

and s•,;eetens .:.ito, and the "reality" ,_.,orld is occ- whL'rc natur,c, is " 

harsh fo~,: 

loss" (l. 13). 

:1~ general, t11<) puem i:, successful in corr.m'.1:1i c:a•~_.ir'.·,J the ~oe"C' s 

feeling that the "drearn" uf t,f,ir.a is die greatl"r reality, and the 

"real.ity" of: /\meric<1 thr! r:iorc: in!;u.ost,~nt.ial d;-:-e.J.m. And she effectively 

suggests ~lso th~ dif~cr~nce betwec11 the worlci ds hooe a~d the world 

as a strange lcind. :;_ t. ic_;, ~lCW€''c:r, fi:~a.:..ly u:1clc ar tc ~e whether t!:ie 



[Jr.i trc:d Sta. tee;, or betwer.":-, :-.crnc? c1nd d str,1::ge land.. ~o,.e that ther-e 

are no clu0.s that Afr! r:a ,,:---,d the: llnit,cd Statl'.'S specifically are b,"i 1,g 

{'voked. Inder•d, the rE:•ff"'T"f'nC:l: to ":,..,_ama" tlnn "childhood" raisf's 

qL1estior:s about ·whr't.ht,r 1hl· JJ()(~i l-1,1:_.; her.self- decided the n.·c1.} ;.at:urc 

Sti 11, the contrast j s nicvin9ly n0de, 

and it makes the poer:1 a.vcJild.bl€~ to a wider audience than those who 

r:1ight be intf,rest_ed 1n lwr r-·ersrn,ally, perhd;_,s as :r~,,nds, colleaques, 

c,r st.udcr1t,,. 

The first two : ir.E".S ctnnuur:ce the theme: 

A dream could be J dream 

And still be full of recli~y 

The r,ext seven lines ( 11. 3-9) evoke a luve ly sc12:1c of mea:i i:-iy a::c. 

pleasure. The raindropf; u:1 the metal roo: are one wi t.h chi ldhcoc>. 

r:1i.;.sic playr.::d on titt drums ur cans. There is alreac.y purpose:ul humc,n 

life in the dark before ~awn: Da.d (we gues!c,) .:.'.; abcut his mysterious, 

importa~t business, rcassurancn tl1dt the rhythm of life is pulsing 

ever: as she is drowsing a mo11·;ent or t1.vo longr,r. ,'-1.nd the familiar 

prayers from the Jo1.:dspeak0rs nt the n:osque a:::-e more of the so.me, 

developing with the awakRncd birds a chorus of h11man and ~atural 

suunds, ap~drently al peace. The technolcgy of the "tr<1in" is 

apparently Dad's servan~. If Dad's eJrly departure tc ~eet the de~a~ds 

of the train a~d the life ~tis i~volvcd in, and the prayers of the 

vigilant., devout r.ian a:·_ t !-le :r;;scr--1,_, '.,uqges-t- to us .::.dult 1.:.r~)ubles in 

this Eden, the speakl,r i.~; rnt ,i\.,,'cire ,~f then except as pc,rt of the 

( l. 12) . 
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The c;0.-;onrl. stc:rnza. is the dWake?nir.g, afte:::- the "final .•• 

c1nnouP.Cf:r1ent", ·we m,:1y oL'J.LeVf?, t_o Madison, Wisconsin, U.S.A., 1n a 

room c1t the Cnive!"sity o.:: 'rhsconsin, one of the finest American 

universities. The sped;.:er is in c1 "yellow-painted", lifeless box of 

a room, and the window gives d vista c:f a far harsher aspect of 

Nature, which txoubles m.Jn and mach 1nes, strair!ing them to tr,e ir 

utmost, and demor.strating "her power" when she is opposed, an 

opposition childhood may kr.ow little of. 

Lines 18 and thu fn:'._lowing present the struggle to underc:;ta.nd 

this "awakening" experience. ";,.,iy world" is cor.trasted with "a strange 

land", and the speai<cr has r.o unccrtair.ty about where her home and 

loyalties arc. '~he qrec,tcr re-'11 l ty, sb.J realizE:s, is the world wLere 

we are at home, even when that world can come to us only in dreams. 

The naturr~ cf t ~e exp, .'1 .:.er.ce i.s lov incJly and. movingly, but 

honestly, presented. The vision of the world we wa~t to create ~nd 

shape in onr work ,11:d i:--, u1l! livr:>s i.s LhG t,~,:::,ic };ere, and it i.s tht~ 

topic the lit(,:,rary th e orist Northn., i:; Frye ca::._;_cd "~he educated 

imagination" ( in hi.s lx;uk cy that name), o;ie of the :i-reatest 

achievements o~ c~ltur~l ~at~rity. 
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Poem 13: "Heights of Glory" 

by Theresa Sengova 

Lecturer in Education, Njala University College 

! 
1' 

1976 (at the University of Wisconsin, for doctoral work) 

Heights of Glory 

Indefinite Persistence 

All Over the Place 

Indescribable motives 

In strange Ambiguity 

Some bizarre goals to reach .,, 

Some heavily clad 

Some void of purpose 

They all must reach the summit 

Hypnotized by the ravishing glories 

Glowing in stunning colors at the mountain top 

some fly, others jump 

Some even try to dive 

No stride is too dangerous, no aim too high 

The fittest survive, the rest go down the drain 

Forever in misery, in perpetual torture 

They await the crumbs to drop from the top 

The mountain loses its charm 

Threats of collapse increase 

5 

(Hypnotised 

10 

15 
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Trees and insects become potential enemies 

Imbalance, Instability, Insecurity and more 

The consequence needs no exclamation 

20 

COMMENT: This poem presents few interpretive problems. It is 

concerned with a dispassionate appraisal of what it ironically calls 

the "Heights of Glory"--of the folly of blind ambition and worship of 

a hollow success. It is from 1976, probably along with "Dream or 

Reality" at the end of that calendar year. It is another of the 

poems Theresa Sengova wrote in the 1976-1977 academic year, in the 

early months, at the University of Wisconsin (U.S.A.), when she was 

just away from Africa and just beginning her own successful doctoral 

work at that renowned university. 

The theme is as old, at least, as Ecclesiastes, though it is no 

less an insight for that: 

Vanity of vanities, says the Preacher, 

vanity of vanities! All is vanity. 

What does a man gain by all the toil 

at which he toils under the sun? (1:2-3) 

Just as "Dream or Reality" marked Sengova's reaffirmation of her 

African heritage, so also "Heights of Glory" marks her ability to 

maintain her grasp, in an alien land, of the value of the essentials 

of human life, and to stand apart from and estimate the real worth of 

that alien challenge. (Is it American, or human?) 

It is a shame not to get the best education one can but instead 

to protest oneself superior to that kind of achievement. But it is 
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no less a shame to lose grasp of what price should not be paid for 

that sort of achievement. This last is the focus in the poem, with 

the importance of education an implicit acknowledgement. 

The three stanzas survey the scene at the opening to the "heights 

of glory," wherever that may be. The first stanza introduces the 

aspirations to which men are drawn. The second stanza presents the 

extravagant (academic?) competition for success. The third stanza 

estimates the great price that may be demanded in this sort of 

striving, a cost that must be rejected. 

Stanza one has a few infelicities. The general intent is clear: 

it is to portray those who see the "mountain top" as a "summit," 

compelling with "ravishing glories," glowing with ' "stunning colors." 

But "Indefinite Persistence" (1. 1), of those striving, appears to be 

a mistake for "infinite persistence''; in any case, I can't understand 

the former term. In the next line, "All over the Place," mixes a 

colloquial phrase with the Latinate first line, giving a humor 

perhaps not intended. Lines 3-6 are much better, if abstract: the 

whole enterprise of striving is laced with the astonishing and 

grotesque: motives that are incomprehensible, goals that are "bizarre." 

I suppose the idea of these motives being "in strange Ambiguity" 

places the same emphasis on the foreign, but Ambiguity has no context 

that I can understand. The next lines (6-7) characterize the strivers 

in a mixed image of physical and moral dress that does not impress 

me. The best part of this stanza is the last three lines, which give 

a fine image of the alluring dream sought after. 

Stanza two is much better in the first half but dwindles into 

cliches that mix images intolerably, if they have any effect at all. 
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The opening lines carry forward admirably the images from the first 

stanza of the bizarre, though apparently mountain climbing is not 

entirely the image any more: 

Some fly, others jump 

Some even try to dive 

No stride too dangerous, no aim too high. 

Folly, however, is well imaged. But line 14 begins the parade of 

cliches, drawn from biology, the kitchen, damnation, and the dining 

table (or religious imagery). The less said about these, the better. 

The brief third stanza is the fine appraisal of all this by a 

judgment insistently developing the reality of the waste and loss 

achieved. Life on the mountain has nothing of the "charm" it seemed 

to hold (1. 17). Instead, it brings threats of physical and psychic 

"collapse" (l. 18): to take all as enemy striven against is to 

welcome paranoia as a reward (or a companion), with "enemies" seen 

everywhere (1. 19); and the human nightmare begins: 

Imbalance, Instability, Insecurity and more (1. 20) 

Here the image of damnation of the previous stanza is replaced by the 

more compelling existential formulation of life-denying "achievements .. " 

She says truly: 

The consequence needs no explanation. 

What we have here, I think, is an unsuccessful early poem by an 

artist with evident poetic talent. The best of the poem (as I have 

indicated) is the presentation in the first stanza of the real allure 

of the dream; in the second, the bizarre unreality to which the life 

of the dream leads; and, in the third stanza, the torment and the 

threatened madness of the hollow crown that is won. 
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EVALUATION: In an intrinsic evaluation, estimating how good the poem 

is as what it is, I would have to say it is more the notes for a poem, 

with the fine last stanza written, on the hollow, tragic "heights of 

glory" we may find in pursuing achievement and success at the price 

of abandoning our sanity and our sense of fitness of means to genuine 

human achievement. For me, the poem remains more an idea for a poem 

than an effective presentation of the experience contemplated. 

In an extrinsic evaluation, I would have to say the poem as it 

stands now has little general interest. The topic is an important 

one, but this expression of it is too undeveloped to be of general 

interest. It is interesting to me mainly as evidence of a landmark 

in Dr. Sengova's developing sensibility and affirmation of values. 

It tells me much that is interesting about her early reflections when 

sh~ was just beginning her doctoral studies in the United States. I 

see her achievement in this poem not specifically as an African 

achievement but as a human one; but others will have their own views. 

This poem could very profitably be compared with Ms. McXullen's 

"On white walls" (Poem 20, below). These two young women have 

important experiences in common, though their strengths are perhaps 

disparate, perhaps most in the place they assign to a cognitive grasp 

of these experiences. But of course both are poets who are growing 

and developing, and it might be interesting to see if in this brief 

dialogue of poems and critiques they influence and affect one another. 
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Poem 14: "Picture of a Lonely Fly" 

by Theresa Sengova 

Lecturer in Education, Njala University College 

January, 1977 (during doctoral studies at the University of 

Wisconsin) 

Picture of a Lonely Fly 

You can't sit here, you can't fly around 

Not on the window sill 

Not over my fruits 

Not around my pretty dog's ears 

I want you out 

You have to go 

I'll spray you out 

Where do I go? 

I am a poor fly 

I know no hurt, I mean no harm 

Man has banned me from the earth 

For his own good 

But man still suffers 

A pain worse than the fly's 

I am a lonely fly 

Looking for somewhere to rest 

Somewhere I can rest my eggs 

I can't find a place 

Until man is gone 

5 

10 

15 
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COMMENT: This is a poem that follows soon after "Dream or Reality" 

and "Heights of Glory," and it is the third of what we might call 

Theresa Sengova's four Wisconsin Poems of the First Year. Although 

it is at first reading apparently a simple, ironic portrait of the 

clash between a housewife and an ordinary housefly, it puzzles with 

its suggestion of man's pain, mysterious and undefined; and with a 

surprising apocalyptic ending that contemplates man's disappearance 

from the world. 

I find I can understand it best in the context developed by the 

two earlier poems, which as I read them are concerned with man's 

relation to nature as an ally or an opponent, the home he makes or 

wishes to make for himself, and the extent to which man disfigures 

his own nature in vain strivings--the extent, that is, to which he 

finds his own nature an ally or an opponent. 

The poem has something of the animist elements, generally 

appealing, that we have noted at times in the poems by the African 

students, the nclass members" of this exercise in reading, writing, 

and evaluating poetry. But that element here modulates into an 

affectionate sympathy for the fly that gives her her own (and something 

of nature's) voice in a way that is not intrusive. Talking animals 

are native to English literature from as early as Chaucer's "The Nun's 

Priest's Tale" and on to and beyond George Orwell's Animal Farm. 

Insect ~prays, like Shelltox and Raid, are common to Sierra 

Leone and Africa as well as to "developed countries" like the United 

States; but the meticulous housewife's determination to manage her 

household down to the last intruding housefly has an aspiration to a 

control over nature that Sierra Leone in general (and most of mankind) 
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cannot contemplate, whether or not it might be attractive. To this 

extent, the housewife speaks for the "developed" view of life 

especially. She is not criticized--indeed, she is seen at the end as 

very much like the housefly in wanting a "home" in this world--and 

she has an admirable vitality dedicated to making her family a place 

of contentment that is attractive, healthful, and free of annoyances. 

Still, the housefly does have the last word in this poem. 

The housefly is something of a philosopher. She asks where, 

then, if she is banished by man, is her place in this world: "Where 

do I go?" So small a part of nature is not menacing, and nature 

knows no malice (as man does), she says. She acknowledges that man 

believes the fly has no useful purpose, serving only to threaten 

mankind's "good." But she observes that in seeking this route to his 

"good," man does not address the real pain that menaces his life: 

But man still suffers 

A pain worse than the fly's (11. 13-14) 

The pain of the fly is chiefly the loneliness of finding no place 

that is her own, is home, in the nature of man's world. And what is 

the pain of man--why does he suffer? There is only the subtlest 

suggestion: he too has the loneliness of finding no place of his own 

in this world, no firm rooting in nature, no place that is assuredly 

"home." He too is in the "Picture of a Lonely Fly." 

The fly concludes with reasserting her loneliness and formulating 

her simple aspirations: she wants "somewhere to rest," somewhere to 

make a home for herself and her offspring. But there will be no place 

for her home "until man is gone.'' Is this where man's restlessness 

is leading him, to his own extinction? 
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This is a very difficult poem for me to estimate, I think because 

what Theresa Sengova is here trying to find the image for is not 

sufficiently brought into reality for me. We see her still probing 

what it is that makes home, without which man "suffers ..• pain." For 

the "lonely fly," home is where she can fulfill her simple nature, 

and perhaps there is a lesson for man in that. The good housewife 

wants a home too, where life can be pleasant and fulfilling, and I 

think she is not criticized. But lurking at the borders of this poem 

are the pains the housewife figure is helpless to image: the 

aspirations I can only understand as imaged best not in this poem at 

all, but in "Heights of Glory." It is there that we have a more 

definitive portrait of man's sad misunderstanding of how to fulfill 

his own nature. It is this misunderstanding that leads to his 

suffering "a pain worse than the fly's" and might lead to his own 

extinction. 

I think the weakest part of this poem is the suggestion that the 

housewife might find a greater accommodation with the housefly, to 

see the part of nature the fly represents as an ally rather than an 

opponent. But the more important point is surely sound: just as the 

fly's legitimate aspiration is to fulfill her own nature, which is 

her ally not her enemy, so also is this man's problem, though I think 

we see this better imaged in "Dream or Reality" (where a true home is 

fulfilling not alienating) and "Heights of Glory'' (where man turns 

against himself and his own peace--makes war on his nature). 

It is not exactly the housefly that infects with River Blindness 

in Sierra Leone and elsewhere, but it is near enough a relation of 

the housefly to make us uneasy with the image pursued here. 
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I think finally the poem has only limited success for me because 

the developing complexity of Sengova's vision of life is conveyed 

here only by the suggestion of a mysterious pain, and a possible 

extinction of man, which are better explained or imaged by her 

earlier poems than by the dialogue of the housewife and the housefly. 

Nonetheless, there is genuine debate here. And that may mean 

that what we have is chiefly a complexity explored and brought to 

light. The poem is interesting and attractive, and it repays repeated 

reading and reflection. 
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Poem 15: "Masqueraders Anonymous" 

by Carmel Sengova {Theresa Sengova) 

Lecturer in Education, Njala University College 

27 April 1977 (written at the University of Wisconsin, while 

doing doctoral work) 

Masqueraders Anonymous 

Masquerades of demons 

With indomitable appetites 

Clutching and grabbing 

Tearing into unborn flesh 

Sucking out unblemished values 

Till the richness is drained 

And vicious dregs remain 

5 

ITil = 'Til = rare 

COMMENT: This is the last of what I have been calling the four 

Wisconsin Poems of the First Year, which Theresa Sengova wrote in the 

academic year 1976-1977 in the United States, when she began her 

doctoral work. Apparently this was a time of considerable 

intellectual ferment and challenge for her, as it might be even for 

someone who had lived all her life in the United States instead of 

its being a very new experience. This seems to be the last poem in 

that group, although there is another "1977" poem that we will take 

up separately below as Poem 24 in this series of critiques. 

This poem is something of an epiphany of the demonic (the 
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Poem 15: "Masqueraders Anonymous" 

by Carmel Sengova (Theresa Sengova) 

Lecturer in Education, Njala University College 

27 April 1977 (written at the University of Wisconsin, while 

doing doctoral work) 

Masqueraders Anonymous 

Masquerades of demons 

with indomitable appetites 

Clutching and grabbing 

Tearing into unborn flesh 

sucking out unblemished values 

Till the richness is drained 

And vicious dregs remain 

5 

fTil = I Til rare 

COMMENT: This is the last of what I have been calling the four 

Wisconsin Poems of the First Year, which Theresa Sengova wrote in the 

academic year 1976-1977 in the United States, when she began her 

doctoral work. Apparently this was a time of considerable 

intellectual ferment and challenge for her, as it might be even for 

someone who had lived all her life in the United States instead of 

its being a very new experience. This seems to be the last poem in 

that group, although there is another "1977" poem that we will take 

up separately below as Poem 24 in this series of critiques. 

This poem is something of an epiphany of the demonic (the 
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consurnrna te ly evil) , a vis ion or a nightmare. · She deals in this poem, 

as nowhere else in her poems under review here, with spiritual evil 

as such. To this extent, it is her vision of hell and the hellish. 

The feelings of loathing and disgust dominate lines 3 to 5, as they 

might have dominated the entire poem in the hands of a poet who saw the 

sickening less in the sense of "richness" lost and mourned--that is, 

lost the perspective we have come to see characteristic of Sengova's 

poems to date, and we certainly see here even in so unlikely a place. 

My reading of this poem depends on my view of the second word of 

the poem, whether it is "Masquerades of demons" or "Masquerades by 

demons." I interpret the poem with by, which is a meaning of can 

carry, I believe, but may carry ambiguously. The issue is this: 

Masquerades of honesty or masquerades of virtue or masquerades of 

demons would ordinarily mean, I believe, the "pretense to" these 

things. The sense is that we have things here that pretend to be 

demons but are not. Masquerades by demons would mean they are demons 

although they pretend to be something else. I will follow the by 

reading here, although I realize Sengova is not accustomed to seeing 

pure spirits, and so the ambiguity might exist in her own mind. I 

will return to this question at the end of this critique. 

Let me start off boldly, then, in what might be a wrong reading. 

what she is observing in the first line is demons, evil spriits, 

pretending to be something they are not--perhaps human beings. But 

human beings are never entirely lost souls, so what she is observing 

is the pure demonic, not human at all, and this is what is going to 

be revealed in the lines that follow. (It is true that in Biblical 

language a person may be "possessed" by the demonic, but even there 
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the distinction exists between what the real person is and -what the 

possession is. And "possession," though terrible, is not thought of 

in the Bible as necessarily a permanent state, as is seen in the 

driving out of demons by Jesus in his miracles, and in the power 

given by him to the apostles.) 

Notice how important it is to Sengova (I believe) to get the 

distinction made clear at the onset, to define what we will see. 

Indeed, the title itself enforces the distinction: "Masqueraders 

Anonymous" suggests the real identity of the masquerades--if it was a 

human identity--is lost. They ar_e anonymous human beings; any 

identity except as the demonic is absent. Indeed, the title may even 

suggest sorrow that their human identity cannot be detected any 

longer. (And, we later realize, this is exactly what they try to 

turn their victims into--into something empty of humanity, like 

themselves.) There may also be an echo of the name "Alcoholics 

Anonymous," which Sengova might have heard of in the United States, 

where it began, but if so it is probably a mistaken reference, since 

A.A. tries to be a group not of the sick but of the recovering. 

The second line {again with intellectual precision) defines what 

we should know about them before we really see them: they have 

appetites (for something) which cannot be 9vercome or subdued--they 

are the lost, then, the hellish, the damned. 

The next three lines present these demons in their viciousness. 

These lines are rich in the imagery of the feminine sensibility and 

female fears, and it is important that we understand them in these 

terms. Only then can we go on to see how feminine experience may be 

a kind of (gifted?) focusing of human experience, male and female; 
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and thus how feminine fears may be an insight into what humans all 

may dread. 

The especial focusing I see is in terms of physical assault and 

the threat to a pregnant woman which she most fears. "Clutching and 

grabbing" is an overpowering that is the reverse of a welcomed 

caressing in love which affirms a woman's integrity and freedom and 

honors her. The demons enslave her and attack the new life she 

carries: "Tearing into unborn flesh." The image is of a woman who 

carries a pregnancy that love has given her and that all of her body 

and spirit seek to nourish, protect, and bring to timely life and 

wholesome being. The destruction threatened is to the whole purpose 

of her own b~ing, the whole meaning of her life in love. 

The next image of the assault brings us up short, as it makes us 

realize that physical pregnancy is not so much the topic as moral 

purity and the bearing of a divinely-gifted life and value, inside 

herself in some fashion. We will not be wrong, I think, if the 

Virgin Mary comes to mind, and the life she carried. There is indeed 

a compression in this image--where Mary's unborn child is crucified 

while he is still in her womb; 

Tearing into unborn flesh 

sucking out unblemished values 

The last two lines of this short poem carry us on, as perhaps is 

Sengova's way, to conclusion and understanding. What we are left 

with at the end is not Michaelangelo's famous Pieta, with Mary 

holding on her lap the crucified body of Jesus. That would be tragic 

enough, but the demons of Sengova's nightmare are hellish vampires 

that seek to make their victims not corpses (that might be honored, 
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as Mary mourned and honored her dead son) but vampires like 

themselves, depraved and lost as they are: 

Till the richness is drained 

And vicious dregs remain -

What the mother wants most is to give birth to flesh with unblemished 

value and life. What the masqueraders anonymous most want is not 

just to destroy innocent and pure life but to transform it (if they 

can) to the vicious birth of lost beings like themselves. What this 

mother fears most is not the bodily death of her child, but the death 

of his soul. 

The poem is mercifully short, but it is surely as sane and 

steady a look at horror as we are likely to find anywhere. 

I have said I want to do two more things in this critique: to 

consider the human, rather than the feminine, terms of this poem; and 

to come back briefly to the question of the second word of the poem. 

For the first, I can only suggest a view that one may have, as I 

do. It is not women alone who may most fear that the greatest 

personal violence to their beings is to attack the innocence and 

integrity they bear. More often, the man takes this to be the threat 

to his wife and family, whom he may give his life to defend; and it 

is probably best that he so understand. And yet, all human beings, 

male and female (I think), carry within themselves the innocent, the 

unblemished unborn child that may be their greatest treasure. It is 

in this sense that Christian imagery may say that we are all, male 

and female alike, in some way the Virgin Mary, asked by God to bring 

into life the extraordinary being whom we carry within our flesh, and 

whom we may take it to be the purpose of our life (as the pregnant 
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woman may) to safeguard and nourish and bring to timely and wholesome 

birth. This, I think, is what Carmel Sengova's poem deals with, on 

the human level. It is not exclusively a feminine experience that 

she presents as the ultimate horror that may threaten us. And yet 

Carmel Sengova's feminine imagery is essentially right. To 

understand this is perhaps best grasped in a family relationship, 

with perhaps Mary and Joseph and a child. To protect( nourish, and 

assist to maturity our own children and the children of other men and 

women is surely the way to give life that will give us life. 

As for the ambiguity of the first line, the alternate reading 

from the one I have followed is to say that there are beings who are 

masquerading as demons but are not demons. The inference would be 

that they are really human beings, and we should know that about 

them, even if they do not know it themselves. Their threat and the 

horror they contemplate for us is no better than we have described, 

but to see them as creatures who are destroying their own humanity as 

well as that of others is to give them an understanding that some 

might say they do not deserve, and yet we may say is important to our 

grasp of reality, our understanding of our world. 

cannel Sengova is a remarkably just poet, and I take it more is 

involved here for her than "to give the devil his due." In any case, 

I think this a fine poem, and a most extraordinary achievement. If I 

have been led in this critique to say more than I ought to have, it 

has been my personal testimonial to the resonance of this poem. If 

it encourages careful study of her poetry, I could ask for no better 

success. 
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Poem 16: "In Praise of Old Age" 

by Theresa Sengova 

Lecturer in Education, Njala University College 

1978 (written at the University of Wisconsin) 

In Praise of Old Age 

Did you say old? 

I say ......•..•. 

Prosperity 

Wisdom and Honor 

Rock on which we build 

Firm and potent base 

Take it away 

We crumble and perish 

Source of our life 

Link with our past 

Protectors of our youth 

You have seen many suns and moons 

Seen many drums, drummers and drummings 

Seen the bottom and the top 

Wait with us 

wait for us 

As we advance 

To take your place 

...... at the base 

5 

10 

15 
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COMMENT: This poem is another milestone in Theresa Sengova's 

development as a poet. In it, she places herself clearly as a 

participant in the tradition from which she springs, and she honors 

and reveres her forebearers. How she defines that tradition is our 

central concern here, but line 13 indicates we may take that tradition 

to be an African heritage if we ~ish: 

Seen many drums, drummers and drummings 

This is one of Dr. Sengova's poems in which I most regret her 

rejection of conventional punctuation, because here she requires a 

struggle for understanding that her audience might not grant in so 

apparently simple a poem. The most important lines here, I believe, 

are 3-5, in the rather abstract first stanza, which gets the subject 

defined. I read line 4 as in apposition (grammatically) to line 3, 

that is, "Wisdom and Honor" defining "Prosperity." Thus, I would 

punctuate the lines: 

I say ....... . 

Prosperity: 

Wisdom and Honor-

Rock on which we build, 

Firm and potent base. 

When we think it over, the singular of "Rock" allows no other 

interpretation than that the three are one (not, for example, as a 

series: Prosperity, Wisdom, and Honor, Rock .•. ). It comes at first 

as a shock to hear that "age" is "prosperity"; and Sengova's insistence 

that we think over the relationships of her lines does finally solve 

that problem for us. "Wisdom and Honor" are the real wealth of our 

world, the true "Prosperity." Sengova insists that we think about it, 
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and think about her view. Could she have made it easier for us to 

understand? Apparently she could not, and had to insist we participate 

in making her poem mean. 

stanza One may be said to be the invocation of an idea, perhaps 

even a spirit, and Stanza Two presents its incarnation, its hwnan 

expression. The juxtaposition of the stanzas makes what we see in 

the second stanza what criticism calls the concrete universal. 

Stanza One does not linger long over the realm of being of 

"Wisdom and Honor," whether it is an abstraction or a spirit. We are 

moved right on to the concrete, to find it is the "Rock on which we 

build" life, the "firm and potent base" on which anything enduring 

must stand. There are a number of New Testament echoes here: the 

house built upon sand, and the one built upon a rock; St. Peter, 

perhaps, as the rock upon which the enduring church is built; and 

Jesus as "the stone that the builders rejected." But the overtones 

aside, what the stanza asserts is that wisdom and honor are the true 

"base" of our lives, and if we lose or abandon these "We crumble and 

perish." 

stanza Two makes very clear that the "base" is a human one, and 

human beings transmit it to us. Those grown into age with true 

wisdom and honor are the "source" of our lives, and our "link with 

our past," with what we most fundamentally are. we can say, perhaps, 

this is the secular myth of our origins, just as man's creation in 

the image and likeness of God may be said to be the counterpart 

Biblical myth. But the address to the honored wise greets them in 

three ways, not just as the source of our true being and the link to 

our historical heritage: they are also the "Protectors of our youth." 
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They give us not·only our honorable origins and heritage but also the 

safe shelter of our growth to maturity--safe, apparently, from the 

ills that their "prosperity" of wisdom and honor can purchase for us. 

Was ever man or woman more blessed? 

In the second stanza, these honored in their old age are clearly 

directly addressed. That is, they are a living presence. After the 

invocation of lines 9-11 (discussed above), which names their being, 

lines 12-14 give an account of the wealth they possess, and the 

remainder of the poem is given over to a prayer for their continued 

assistance and inspiration. Be with us yet longer, she says. Teach 

us more, that we may be more like you. The honored aged have lived 

long and "seen'' life--seen the many alterations of time pass, seen 

man in his variety of doings, seen rank and station, loss and 

humbleness. I rephrase the next lines to get the emphasis on the 

change: "With us wait/For us wait" appears to pray for their 

continued presentness, for their continued support and blessing. 

The last three lines of the poem are the speaker's resolve to 

give the aged life and honor through her life. The poem, as the 

title tells us, is "in praise of. old age," and we have seen that 

praise in terms of an account of what age is and its importance, how 

these are related to us and our welfare; and it proceeds to an 

honoring of their years, a prayer for their continued presentness, 

and a resolution to let them be the guide for the meaning and direction 

of our lives. 

I think this a fine poem. The only line I find weak is 14: the 

aged have "seen the bottom and the top." I would have chosen a less 

informal image, in keeping with moons and drurnrnings. 
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It might be useful to pursue for a moment the poem's relation to 

the others we see in these critiques. Both "In Praise of Old Age" 

and Sophia Jahwi's "My Parents" (Poem 5) develop praise through 

understanding and resolution to give those honored life in the 

speaker's own life. Since there can be no possible influence of one 

on the other, the inference seems to be that to give our lives to 

give life to another may well be the greatest honor we know to 

bestow. 

The poem also invites evident contrast with the portrait of age 

Bernard Ngombu presents in "The Stages of a River" (Poem 8), where 

age is a time of weariness and a longing for death as a release from 

a life that is on·ly toil. Similarly, Ngombu' s "Night in an African 

Village" (Poem 23) presents agedness as a time of living in the past, 

with little concern over the present (unless, as we guessed, it is 

the "rustic folks" who watch over the playing children until the dark 

frightens them from their play and home to bed). It might, however, 

be best to say Ngombu is in that poem moving into a period of less 

certitude over the characteristics of the aged. 

In an intrinsic evaluation, we want to estimate how good this 

poem is as praise for, or a prayer of thanksgiving for, the blessings 

old age bestows on others. If to give thoughtful, wise understanding 

to a person's wisdom, to give honor where honor is due, and to 

emulate in one's life, are praise (as I think they are), then this 

apparently simple poem succeeds very well in its undertaking. 

In an extrinsic evaluation, we want to know if the poem is worth 

doing at all, if men will believe it is important. The question is 

whether it is right to give thanksgiving for blessings bestowed on 



-
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us; and clearly it is. The question is also are these real blessings 

that the poem speaks of; and clearly they are. 

and appropriate poem. 

It is a just, wise, 
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Poem 1 7: "The Age of Nostalgia" 

by Theresa Sengova 

Lecturer in Education, Njala University College 

1981 

The Age of Nostalgia 

I 

They romanticised the beating of drums 

Upstairs in a mansion 

Attacked Neocolonialism 

While their sons attended Eton and Sorbonne 

They were the 'Revivalists' 

II 

They preferred a vacation in Switzerland 

Not in the steamy hot villages of Africa 

They entertained and were exalted 

Their stories sold millions 

While their people died of malnutrition 

They were the 'Revivalists' 

III 

The same story told several times over 

Torn between town and village 

Between piano and drums 

While they exploited and were exploited 

They were the 'Revivalists' 

/ \ 1 
'. 

I 
U / I: 
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[no number 

[attend Eaten/Sourbonm· 
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IV 

The age of the romanticist is gone 

Now we confront the reality 

The reality of poverty and progress 

The reality of needs and greed 

It's an Africa of extremes 

It's a world of extremes 

Of skyscrapers and thatched huts 

It's a New Africa 

[III 

20 

COMMENT: Of course I know Theresa Sengova as a friend and a colleague 

at Njala University College, and I am developing an increasing 

familiarity with her.work. Nonetheless, in this poem ·critique more 

than in any other to date, I must make very clear that I work with my 

own reading of the poem and have no special knowledge of what Dr. 

Sengova intended except what I find in the poem. 

This poem is a Goodbye to the "Age of Nostalgia", the "age of the 

romanticist", to the "Revivalists", who are presented as contributing 

little to an understanding of Africa by people elsewhere, and to 

Africa's understanding of herself. The poem presents a double 

contrast: (a) between the reality of past Africa and her portrait 

drawn by the "Revivalists", and (b) between the reality of present 

Africa (more clearly known) and that romantic dream, which the poet 

portrays as now recognized as a lifeless thing. At the end of the 

poem, she speaks of Africa not as a special case but as a community 

firmly set in the dilemmas of the modern world, for good or ill. The 

"New Africa" is the new world, .:i world of "extremes". 
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The poem is a powerful approach to a conception of Africa not as 

African but as human, of her place in the portraiture of mankind at 

the end of the Twentieth Century. Her achievements are human 

achievements and her problems are mankind's problems. 

The poem brings very 3trongly to mind an observation Richard 

Ellman and Robert O'Clair make about the work of Derek Walcott, whom 

they call "the finest Caribbean poet writing in English". Later in 

this term we will be studying Walcott's "A Far Cry from Africa". 

About Walcott's vision and sensibility, Ellman and O'Clair say: "His 

subject is frequently human isolation, an isolation heightened by the 

blazing inhumanity of the tropical landscapes, but Walcott shows no 

isolation from the tradition of English poetry. He does not 

compulsively define and redefine his dilemmas only in terms of race." 

(Norton Anthology of Modern Poetry, p. 1244} 

Whether or not you agree with Ellman and O'Clair that a placing 

of racial themes in a context of other, more general, themes of 

English or world literature is an important achievement, I think it 

is this same evolving context we see in Dr. Sengova's poem at the 

end. Racial dilemmas there join timeless human concerns. If this is 

a virtue {as in my view it isl, then the poet announces an exploration 

of a possible new sensibility that is beyond what is presented as 

having been achieved to date. 

The development of the stanzas is toward the ide~tification, in 

Stanza III, of what is portrayed as a moribund artistic view of 

Africa that has little relation to the reality of Africa, either in 

the past or in the present. 

Stanza I presents the remoteness of "Revivalist" artists from 
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the ground-level center of African life: they were aware of African 

drums as a sound heard upstairs in a mansion; and they attacked 

Neocolonialism in Africa but valued for their own children the 

maturing experiences found in the most prestigious (and finest?) 

S8condary schools and universities in England and France. What do 

the beating drums say in the African heartlands? We are not told, 

except that the drums have little of the experience of living in 

affluence. What does Neocolonialism mean if it is not the 

educational achievements of the colonial nations also? We do not 

know--we know only that qualifications and distinctions are being 

made in the lives of artists that may not be evident in their work. 

Stanza II presents the insensitivity of "Revivalist" artists to 

the life where the African drums beat: in the steamy hot villages, 

where men, women, and children are dying of hunger. Better to vacation 

on the ski slopes of Switzerland and enjoy the feasting and being 

feasted that may come when their "stories sold millions". What is 

developed in this stanza is not the mere remoteness from the 

ground-level pulse of Africa (of Stanza I), but the active avoidance 

of the misery that may be there. 

Stanza III answers the increasingly insistent implicit question 

of what the "Revivalists" did write about. They "told several times 

over" the stories of their own personal preoccupations: whether to 

choose "town" and "piano" or "village" and "drums". It is not clear 

where the "Neocolonialists" may fit in, but the suggestion is implicit 

that for the "Revivalists" themselves "village" and "drums" in their 

reality are not an alternative in fact much agonized over. There is 

no suggestion of the reality of starvation and the brutal heat there 
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may be in the heartland. The "Revivalists" exploit an interest in 

stereotyped African tales, and they in turn are exploited by those 

who are happy to find Africans who will tell those tales. But the 

stanza is one that raises more questions than it answers: what is 

the story of Afric<1 that the "Revivalists" know-not to tell? 

Stanza IV draws all this together into a portrait of the Africa 

whose story has not been told--an Africa, for good or ill, which has 

mankind's story on her lips. The romantic view (it is tempting to 

wonder if it includes the "noble savage" theme so popular beginning 

in the 18th Century) is gone, and now the African artist confronts 

the ''reality'' that needs to find an artistic voice, in this poet's 

reading of her world. The material realities of this new song are 

"poverty and progress", which are economic, political, social, and 

(above all) human realities. The moral realities of this new song 

are "needs and greed", which are also involved in the political, 

economic, and social realm, but are most insistently interior 

realities, motions of the soul or spirit. The balancing of "needs" 

and "greed" suggests how clfJSely related are these concepts, these 

facts. The suggestion is th<1t Africa is playing out the timeless 

theme of the motions and the perversions of the human heart. 

Colonialism and Neocolonialism are relatively modern terms. In 

ancient religious concepts, the tenns may be the soul assaulted by 

"principalities and powers"; or even the interior conflict between 

one's good angel and one's bad. 

It is this, or something like this, that the poet is insisting 

on in rejecting the stereotyped tales of town and piano versus 

village and drums. The realm of greed is the human heart, whether 
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the fingers touch ivory and ebony keys or taut skins. Dr. Sengova 

sees in Africa the "extremes" that begin to define the problem. But 

she says Africa inhabits "a world of extremes". It is in this sense 

that she identifies, in the last line, the "New Africa''. The old 

nostalgia, the old romanticism about Africa are "gone". What is left 

is the reality of extremes in the modern world: "of skyscrapers and 

thatched huts". But the skyscrapers are not alone in London, Paris, 

Moscow, and New York, but also nearer the heartland, in Nairobi, in 

Lagos, in Freeto...,n. Those who understand best "poverty and progress" 

are perhaps those who know best "the steamy hot villages" and people 

who die because they have no food. 

EVALUATION: How good is this poem, in an intrinsic evaluation? How 

well does it do what it sets out to do? I believe it sets out to 

present the availability of a mature view of Africa that can replace 

the moribund sentimentality about Africa exploited in the past, it 

says, by artists who isolated themselves from the experience of the 

heat and hunger which dominates the lives of the majority of Africans. 

The "skyscrapers and thatched huts" (whatever they once were) are not 

alone the West or the developed nations set over against Africa, but 

a part also of the present landscape and mind-set of Africa herself. 

Others may say ''Africa has caught the infection, the disease, the 

corruption, from the developed countries". But this poem says (as I 

read it) the site of conflict is not alone in political, economic, 

and social systems, but in the human heart, in Africa as well as in 

Chicago and Marquette, Michigan. 

In form, then, the poem is one that moves from the rejection of 
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nostalgia and sentimentality to a formulation of a profounder reality 

that is presented as coming into view. It does this plausibly through 

the developing revelation of the shallowness of the old myths and the 

developing revelation of the reality of contemporary African life, in 

a new myth, a profounder view of the tale of Africa. 

This is a most ambitious poem, and I perceive it mainly as an 

exploration of a topic that might well be developed in other poems or 

in more sustained work. Its pre-eminent virtue for me is its 

rationalization of a dedication to remain in intimate contact with 

what I have been calling the "heartland" of African life. 

As for an "extrinsic" evaluation, that might best be done in a 

careful comparison of the myth of the poem with the true state of 

African literature (the myth of African literature as specialists or 

other skilled interpreters see it, or should see it). This is not an 

area I am qualified to make judgments about, though I can say what I 

know. From my limited reading, I am inclined to think Ngugi shows 

himself a determined sentimentalist in Devil on the Cross (published 

the year after this poem wa~; written) , when~ Jacinta owes more of her 

life to a romanticism ui dll idcoloquc than to a human mother who 

suckled her or a human father who assisted her in her nourishment and 

growth. On the other hand, Wale Soyinka's play The Strong Breed 

{1963) shows an intimate acquaintance with the realities, including 

the cruelties as well as the self-sacrifice, of vill~ge life. 

The poem, then, is for me an important one to have ar.d know, for 

the cultural criticism it explores, for the view it takes at a time 

when there is much interest in "negritude", and for the conviction, 

maturity, a~d forthrightness of its presentation. 
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NOTE: The difficulties of Bible translators dealing with the terms 

"principalities and powe::-s" perhaps shed some light on the distinction 

between spiritual and physical struggle Dr. Sengova presents as an 

essential aspect of the modern moral struggle. The translations that 

follow of Ephesians 6;12 are from: 

KJV (1611) King James Version 

RSV (1953) Revised Standard Version 

JB (1966) Jerusalem Bible 

LB (1971) Living Bible 

NEB (1976) New English Bible 

KJV: For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against 

principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of 

this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places. 

RSV: For we are not contending against flesh and blood, but against 

the powers, against the world rulers of this present darkness, 

against the spiritual wickedness of the heavenly places. 

JB: For it is not against human enemies that we have to struggle, 

but against the Sovereignties and the Powers who originate the 

darkness in this world, the spiritual army of evil in the heavens. 

LB: For we are not fighting against people made of flesh and blood, 

but against persons withcut bodies--the evil rulers of the unseen 

world, those mighty sat1nic beings and great evil princes of darkness 

who rule this world: and against huge numbers of wicked spirits in 

the spirit world. 
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NEB: For our fight is not against human foes, but against cosmic 

powers, against the authorities and potentates of this dark world, 

against the superhuman forces of evil in the heavens. 

The distinction St. John offers as Jesus' own in 14:30: 

KJV: Hereafter I will not talk much with you: for the prince of 

this world cometh, and hath nothing in me. 

RSV: I will no longer talk much with you, for the ruler of this 

world is coming. He has no power over me ... 

JB: (Set as verse:) 

I shall not talk with you any longer, 

because the prince of this world is on his way. 

He has no power over me ... 

LB: I don't have much more time to talk to you, for the evil prince 

of this world approache~. He has no power over me ... 

NEB: I shall not talk muc11 longer with you, for the Prince of this 

world approaches. He has no rights over me ..• 

NEB gives as alternate reading: 

... for the Prince of this world is coming, though he has nothing in 

common with me. 

See also Romans 8:38, for St. Paul's testament that no power can 

separate man from the love of God; and Collossians 1:16, for the 

proper, unperverteu, role intended for Principalities and Powers. 
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Poem 18: "Look Up at the Golden Sky" 

by Jeffrey Adam 

College student, U.S.A. 

1983 

Look Up at the Golden Sky 

Hold on to the gold, he told him as he looked at the blue skies 

With his tough smile and his sad eyes. 

Give a man a chance, he said .•. as he held on tightly to his 

hate like a child with a cotton pillow. 

One of the only people who didn't ask questions or hold him up 

to the golden rule, just was there ... silent and warm when it 

was dark and he felt so alone. 

The stars were there but they didn't talk, just shone like the 

department store light on 59th and 4th, 

Where the "Slickers" and the "Indigos" met to exchange 

viewpoints and show the new fall line of ebony and steel. 

These gangs, the young driven innocents, who fought so long 

that they forgot they were once friends, 

They lost track in between tryin~ to be cool, drinking beer 

and eating chocolate cake. 

1 

2 

[pillow 

3 

4 

[4th. 

5 

6 

[friends. 

[inbetween 
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Most of them had never thought of looking up; it was mostly 

down or straight ahead. 

Good situations didn't seem to present themselves to them even 

when they thought there was a chance of a good life. These 

moments they could not control for long before memories faded. 

All that was left was the stupidity, the laughter, broken 

dreams and lonely rooms. Thousands of times the outsiders 

said they didn't have a riyht to make it. 

So what if they didn't believe them, the "Indigos", "Slickers" 

and hundreds like them (different faces, colors of the 

rainbow}?--

Were slowly convinced with time and the call of the streets• 

to prove, to show, who they were ... that they had a say in 

their own lives, 

No matter what the outsiders may huve thought or how much 

control they perceived they could take away. The "Slickers," 

the "Indigos" survived ... they are what they are ... just as 

good or just as bad as they dared themselves to be. 

Alas, it was still 1956 and the Corvettes and Mustangs were 

burning up the road. The vanilla shakes were thick, the sun 

was hot, and the girls, Wow! the girls ... the curly redheads, 

brunettes, the blondes still dre~med of finding Mr. Right, 

one who cared enough to show them they really mattered. 

[up, 8 

9 

[then, 
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Everything was new and golden. Vibrant and alive ... Waiting 

to be eaten like hamburgers and fries. 

14 

Nothing seemed to change much. If it did, no one noticed. 

The "S_lickers" were still the "Slickers" , the "Indigos" still 

[noone 

the "Indigos". Everything was the "Moment". 

wait till tomorrow. 

It couldn't ("Moment" 

So, look up at the golden sky. It's 1983 now but there's a 

little of '56 in all of us. The rainbows, the smiles waiting 

to be captured all over again. 

COMMENT: This poem was sent to me for comment by Jeffrey's mother, a 

good friend. At the time I critiqued the poem, I had not realized it 

was written in a defined context, and so might be seen as a free-

associative response. It is just as well that I did not know, because 

if I had thought it needed an unsupplied context I would not have been 

able to do anything serious with it at all. I would guess Jeffrey is 

about college age. The following is the comment I sent to my friend. 

I have your son's poem in the pile of poems I mean to critique, 

but it stands out in that group as a real puzzler. First, you say 

his punctuation is very bad, and that you have cleaned it up as best 

you can. But it still has punctuation problems, and punctuation is 

the clue to the interrelation of words, the connections of ideas. If 

there are not enough signals to that, then the poem just hasn't been 

written, whatever the author has intended to do. 

16 
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The beginning has little coherence: Who are all these pronoun 

references in the first two lines? Who is the man who hates?--one of 

the members of a street gang? Who was where to cheer whom? What does 

this all have to do with gangs? Poetry is just not incoherent prose. 

The lines arc mostly narration and interpretation that suggest 

an essay format. These seem to be the notes for that, and maybe 

Jeffrey ought to take a look at some good literary essayist lik£ E.B. 

White or the things that are often done in The New Yorker. 

The evocation of '56 toward the end is the best part of the 

composition, and so I suppose what the poet speaks most compr0hendingly 

of is a lost goldenness, a lost coherence. What is there to believe 

in? And he has a real ambivalence toward the street gangs: they are 

"innocents," they "hate," they carry "ebony and steel," "outsiders" 

think they're worth nothing, but they take what the "moment" affords, 

they "dare" to be good or bad. Or isn't that ambivalence? 

What I think you ask from me is not a critique on a poem, because 

the poem has not been written. What I think you ask from me is a 

clinical portrait, a diagnostic impression. What I see, I might use 

Gertrude Stein's tenns to say: You are lost generation. America has 

no dream for you, and not even much concern for you. And you do not 

know where to turn to for hope, or if there is anything anywhere to 

believe in. America has no "safety net" for you, and not much any 

more for anyone. President Reagan wants you to work hard as a movie 

star, so that one day you too may be President. If that is not the 

answer for you, then it doesn't matter. You are inarticulate and so 

there is no voice to trouble us. You have been excl~ded out from 

"the shining city on a hill." In literature, that is called being a 
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scapegoat, the one we pile the sins on and don't believe they are our 

sins; and then we send him away, and out of sight and mind. 

Sociologists say there are two ways of looking at street gangs, 

I believe: (1) the normal way is to say, and believe, by their 

jrnmorality they make themselves outlaws to society, and so deserve 

the prison and penitentary when they are sent there; or (2) the 

uncommon, but more accurate way, is to say that a society's derelicts 

are the clearest indications (symptoms) of the disease of that society, 

which if it does not learn to minister to itself, will cripple, 

disfigure, and destroy that society. 

But I think that it is not the answer to the question you imply, 

Margie, which I think is something like this: "Why should a boy who 

has had every opportunity that American life can afford, who has been 

one of the socially and economically privileged, be so caught up in 

trying to articulate the voice of "outlaws" he feels so puzzlingly 

attracted to?" At one age, I would say, it is the Robin Hood syndrome; 

at ano~her age, I would say, it is the Man of Sorrows syndrome, and 

you might suggest he read about it in Isaiah 52:13-53:12 and elsewhere. 

I'm sorry I can do no more than this, Margie. I hope you will 

not take it as an affront or as unfeelingly formulated. Indeed, I 

hope that you will let me use the poem and the critique in some of my 

own work of teaching poetry and criticism ... 
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Poem 19: "FiJi Time" 

by Jackie McMullen 

Graduate student, U.S.A. 

1983 

NOTE: The poem is presented exactly as it was sent to me, except for 

stanza and line numbers, which I supply. 

I 

II 

III 

F'ij i Time 

Sitting and sweating in the F'ijian heat, 

Movement overwhelming in the 

Tropical humidity --

Oppressive to breathe. 

Mid-day we read, the village 

And country at a standstill. 

Lying back in my chair I spy 

The gecko in the fronds. 

He too watches us - sluggish 

In the noon-time break, 

Hiding from the sun 

Digesting his evening conquests. 

5 

10 
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IV 

V 

VI 

• 

VII 

Excreting his food, what 

Guest will he crap on -- for each 

Day he picks a new enemy -

Showing his distain for intruders. 

we venture to the sea, 

Lie in low-tide, bath 

Water wann, our bodies 

Revive in the sea--salt water. 

Making our daily pilgrimage to 

The market, we fill our coconut-leaf 

Basket with papaya, mangoes, 

avocados, and guava . 

Hungry, my mouth waters as 

We near the boorey - clothes 

west from body heut, 

once again. 

15 

20 

25 

NOTE: The evident irregularities are the lack of uniformity in 

setting the dash (11. J, 9, 14, 15, and 26) and the failure to 

capitalize the first words in lines 24 and 27. In line 16, "disdain" 

is misspelled, and in line 27 there is an apparent mistake for "wet". 

How natural it is to wonder if the author is inviting us to take more 

care with her manuscript than she has. 
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COMMENT: This poem and the next come from my former student (in 

Shakespeare) in the United States, Ms. Jackie McMullen, whose poem 

"Vietnam" we examined some time ago (Poem 6). Her note to me says, 

in part: "Attached are ... 2 poems I wrote while at NMU about missing 

my home and husband so much. This too "ould probably need an 

explanation for any reader to understand." "NMU" is Northern 

Michigan University, where I hold my permanent appointment. The 

university is in one of the northernmost parts of the United States 

c1nd has long winters with snow, ice, and winds that are 

bone-chilling; its brief summers are generally a lovely time of the 

year with mild weather. Thus, Ms. McMullen's note is most puzzling 

to me, since if the poem is about l1er stay at "NMU" it is a most 

extraordinarily metaphorical poem. "Fiji" is an independent country 

(formerly a British colony) in the southwestern Pacific Ocean, 

comprised of about 250 islands. Its climate could hardly be more 

different from that in Marquette, Michigan, where my university is. 

This poem has d technique that requires of us a different way of 

reading poetry, although it is one we approached in Theresa Sengova's 

"Dream or Reality" (Poem 12), a poem which takes the opposite position 

about life in the tropics from that of "Fiji Time". 

This kind of poem may be very frustrating for a reader because 

it apparently "says" nothing. That is, however, not strictly true: 

we just have to find a new way to understand what the poem says. It 

is true that it turns away from assertion and discourse, as Theresa 

Sengova generally does not; but what it presents is feelings, more or 

less purely by themselves, and we should recognize that these have 

been a component of poetry from earliest times. 
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Let us try looking at what critic M.L. Rosenthal calls the 

"affective centers" and the "affective movement" of poems. Psychology 

uses the term affect to mean "a feeling or emotion as distinguished 

from cognition, thought, or action" (American Heritage Dictionary, 

New College Edition); and Rosenthal means the poetic equivalent of 

these, I think: the "feeling or emotion centers" of'. a poem and the 

"feeling or emotion movement" of a poem. The concept may be new, but 

the interpretive stance is not a wholly new one, though it may be 

more strongly called for in some modern poetry. Let us begin our 

critique of "Fiji Time". But let me alert you to note how essential 

is accuracy in poetry, particularly in this kind of poem. 

not have a dependable text, we have nothing. 

If we do 

The first stanza denies us even a verb, sets us loose on our 

own. But the affective center is clear: the tropical heat and 

humidity seem hostile to life, oppressive. We can only sit and 

sweat; movement is impossible; even our breathing is opposed. We 

feel the place is destroying us. (Is there any doubt Ms. McMullen 

has experienced the worst of tropical weather?) 

The second stanza gives us a bit of a narrative thread to cling 

to: the day has advanced to mid-day. But the affective center, we 

discover, is the same: human life in general is opposed, and not 

just our life. The life in "the village and country" is more than 

suspended--it is at a "standstill". We may guess the native people 

have gone to sleep; but the "intruder" (1. 16) has not. She tries to 

read, but she cannot; there is not even what in a milder climate would 

be called relaxation here. She gives up, and lies back--and then she 

spies "the gecko in the fronds", the divided fern and palm leaves. 
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Is there mo"l:ement, then; is there life here to give some word of 

those who survive? ... 

Stanza III has some infelicity. The "too" probably means he 

watches, just as I watch. If so, the phrasing is careless. BUt it 

might instead have a developing paranoid sense: all of this place is 

watching me to see what will happen to me under this unbearable 

tropical threat. The point would be interesting, valuable; but there 

is simply not the context to support it. And so we conclude "too" is 

a carelessness; we are not encouraged to go on trusting the poem to 

be exact. There is also what grammarians call a "mis-related modifier" 

in "sluggish in the noon- time break, hiding from the sun ... , " where 

the apparent antecedent is "us". We are sluggish, hiding •... But 

"his" in line 12-brings us up short and changes all that. It must be 

the gecko that is "sluggish ... digesting his evening conquests". What 

are we to do with it? Shall we call it a mis-related modifier, a 

grainmatical mistake? Not necessarily. Milton often does this sort 

of thing in Paradise Lost, to emphasize similarities and ambiguities. 

Theresa Sengova does essentially the same thing with her unpunctuated 

poems, where we have to figure out how ideas are related to one 

another. At best, this can be a resource for insisting the reader 

pay attention to what he is reading, that he participate in the labor 

to make the poem mean, the very thing this poem is in other ways 

demanding. Indeed, in all human intercourse, including discourse, we 

participate with one another to make sense. We cannot understand-

anyone we refuse to und8rstand. (An English teacher, perhaps more 

than anyone else, knows that we can find fault with anything.) And 

we realize, when we think about it, the partial ambiguity is forcing 
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on us the sense that the "intruder" too is "sluggish", "hiding". But 

to accept intended ambiguity in a poem we must be certain that 

everything is stated exactly the best way. But what can we do with 

this poem? ... 

What does this stanza (III) do, then? At its best, it movco to 

the background the consciousness of the hostility of the tropical 

climate and brings in an affective movement toward a more 

thinking-feeling balance in the speaker and her friend, as we shall 

see, where the mind begins to stir the body to action. 

The immediate result is the partially reasoned arrival at a ~ew 

affective center in Stanza IV: disgust and revulsion at the habits 

of this survivor in the tropics. The speaker realizes that what the 

gecko is doing _is excreting his waste ("food"?), · and that reminds her 

he is always finding a guest to "crap on"--indeed, that he is a 

hostile creature that finds a new enemy each day to assault. His 

essential activity, then, like the ~ropical climate itself, is 

"showing his disdain for intruders". Indeed, we wonder who is not an 

"intruder" in this world. 

But the revulsion has its effect in a stirring her and her 

friend (her husband?) to action, in Stanza V. Unfortunately, this 

stanza is a punctuation problem. Assuming the word is "bath-water 

warm" (11. 18-19), then the missing hyphen need only by supplemented 

by a semicolon after "warm'', to cure the Comma Splice, a very serious 

sentence fault. If th~t is not the intended reading, then I have no 

patience to fool with the stanza longer. 

In any case, the meaning of the stanza is clear. The narrative 

thread continues, with the "intruders" being stirred by their disgust 
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with the gecko (and all he represents of the disdain of this world) 

to take arms against their oppressor and revive in the only-warm 

water, which gives us a new affective center in the body's returning 

pleasure and revival. 

The narrative thread continues, and the intruders are quickened 

into life to seek the fine fruits of the (American) tropics: a holy 

journey (pilgrimage) to the market brings "papaya, mangoes, avacados, 

and guava". This is spiritual, as well as tangible, food in such an 

opposing world. Thus the affective movement is toward reviving life 

and anticipation of pleasing triumph. 

The final stanza (VII) carries this anticipation forward into 

excitement over restored life and the anticipation of the coming 

feast;--it does until the tropics reassert their mastery, when the 

journey home soaks them in sweat from the.struggle "once again". And 

thus, it appears, the affcctiv~ movement has come back to its first 

center in the sweating, overwhelming, oppressive siege of the tropics 

against the intruders, aguinst man himself, to which the tropics are 

hostile. And what of the gecko? The intruders themselves are both 

the excreting gecko and the ~nemy-victim who is excreted on. There 

is no escape from the hostility of such a world when it turns you 

even against yourself. 

It is a minor irritation to find "the boorey", a term I cannot 

find in the dictionary, dominating the final stanza, but it is 

clearly a place to rest and eat. But what are we to do with "clothes 

west from body heat"? If the poet cannot pay attention to what she 

is doing in her own closing, how can we? 

Nevertheless, we see Ms. McMullen has a real talent for subtle 
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evocation of feeling and its movement, for the life of the soul beyond 

its cognitive aspects, for a view into the importance of what we feel 

and therefore are, in ways we perhaps dimly understand. And the 

humor of her closing, where we were, "once again", is a deeply human 

laughter, and a considerable achievement of frail man and woman. 

EVALUATION: An intrinsic evaluation would consider how well the 

lines achieve a portrayal of "Fiji Time", the near timelessness of 

the futility of struggle against the inhuman tropics; and yet a 

struggle which man (and woman) will not give up, even when he must 

laugh at his presumption and his battles lost. The poem very nearly 

achieves its purposes very well. 

An extrinsic evaluation might tell us that an audience still 

needs to be found, or educated, for the kind of portrait of the 

tropics we find here. But we already know that man may refuse to let 

physical nature--animal, plant, und mineral nature--be sovereign over 

him, that he may follow greater gods than she. The theme, then, has 

the potential for engaging the profoundest interest of those of us 

who wonder what we are and what we struggle to be. 

The poem, in short, I think needs more filing and polishing. 

But it has given us a fine opportunity to look at a very new way, in 

an "affective analysis", to come to know what has always, whether we 

knew it or not, been an aspect of the poetry we love and strive to 

write and understand. 
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Poem 20: "On white walls" (untitled) 

by Ms. J. McMullen 

U.S.A., college graduate 

1983? 

(I print the text here exactly as it came to rae, except for my 

addition of stanza and line numbers.) 

On white walls 

I On white walls 

I paint in pastels, 

pretending our week-ends, our holidays, 

movies of that, our other life, 

remembering it's 01.•hold. 

II Cold sheets 

next to me in bed 

see a vision on the wall, 

longing to play spoons in blankets, 

eyes shut; holding the mirage. 

III Blank sheets 

of paper demand ccmposition, 

consume the murals on white walls, 

texts of words absorb in my head, 

tunnelvision sees the line, not the page. 

5 

10 

15 
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IV Quietly 

my foot-steps resound 

as I shorten the distance from you, 

the white walls face, the pace quickens, 

silent pause; before the sea wall breaks. 

COMMENT: This poem is untitled, and so following custom I 

first line as the name. This is a very personal poem, and 

most distressing one. But I have been invited to critique 

20 

give the 

to me a 

it, and so 

I will. Since it has no title, I take it there is some doubt in the 

poet's mind what it is about. And I take it I am being asked to say 

what, in my view, it is about. 

It is a poem that for me shows well the uses and limits of a 

strictly "affective analysis," which we attempted in poem 19. Without 

affective analysis, the poem is incoherent and babbling. With 

affective analysis, we eventually reach the point where literary 

analysis approaches clinical, psychological, analysis, and this a 

critic of my sort must fall silent about unless he has a theory of 

symptomo logy . 

Ms. McMullen gives us an important clue to what she is doing in 

the poem when she says, in a note to me, it is about her being at her 

university studies and "missing my ..• husband so much." She also 

says: "This ... would probably need an explanation for any reader to 

understand." There is no need to speculate what we might have 

guessed as the subject. 

What the poem is about, I think, is the speaker's attempt to see 
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as there (on "the white walls'').what is not there. We might be 

forgiven, I take it, to hope that she fails in this endeavor. 

The first stanza is the only coherent stanza, and it is a lovely 

one, with her speaking to her distant husband (perhaps in a letter or 

on the phone--or perhaps he i.s a presence in her life anywhere) and 

telling him how she misses him. The affective center is loneliness 

and longing for the life with her husband, and the fonn it takes is 

constructing visual fantasies: painting in delicate pastels or 

making movies of "pretending" what they would be doing in their time 

together. The white walls are the canvas she paints on or the screen 

she projects her images on. We guess she is at her table having 

coffee or at her desk, and she is drawn by the barrenness of the 

"white walls." {We see in Theresa Sengova's "Dream or Reality" that 

she too had difficulty with cold, chilling institutional walls, in 

her donnitory room. Indeed, that poem and this present a valuable 

comparison and contrast.) Ms. McMullen is drawn to enliven these 

walls with the life where her "reality" is--not there, but with her 

husband at home. Jt is a moving presentation of loneliness, and the 

last line is important, she knows she is fantasizing, of their l.ife 

which is "on hold" ( in abey 2.nc•~) . This is a great longing, but it is 

entirely sane. She is entirely in toucn with what the clinician calls 

"reality." Still, her loneliness and longing are powerful, with a 

compelling power. 

Stanza two is an essay into incoherence, and we wonder whether 

we can trust the text. There is no narrative thread for us here. We 

have simply the next scene, where the speaker is in her bed and feels 

the cold bed next to her skin. 
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Let us take a good, hard, grammatical look at this stanza, to 

see what makes its incoherence, if it is a grammatical incoherence 

and not a clinical one. The stanza consists of a "simple sentence" 

{having one subject and one predicate) up to the semicolon (1. 10); 

and after the semicolon is a sentence fragment, which we may take to 

be a modifier of the last previous sentence element. The grammatical 

subject is "cold sheets" and the predicate is "see a vision on the 

wal 1. " We wonder how sheets corn see anything. Then the re is a 

modifying phrase, "longing to play spoons in the blankets." We have 

only a moment's uncertainty about whether it is the "wall" that is 

"longing" or the "vision" that is "longing." Of course it must be the 

vision, though a comma after the "vision" would have made better 

punctuation sense. I confess I do not know what "playing spoons in 

the blankets" is, but clearly it is something that is done in bed, 

and may be done by a husband and wife. What do we have now? We have 

a vision longing for sexual pleasure. This must be a most vivid 

"vision" to communicate that. Next, we have the modifying phrase "eyes 

shut." It can't be the blankets that have "eyes shut," and so we 

wonder what the phra~e modifies. There are two choices: the "vision" 

may have its "8yes shut" or the "cold sheets" may have their "eyes 

shut." Surely it must b8 the vision! Pinally, the modifier "holding 

the mirage" must be related to ..:;omL'thing. Do the eyes shut hold "the 

mirage"? That seems possible until we realize that the "vision" has 

the eyes shut, and it can hardly be that a vision would hold a mirage. 

And so on ... 

There are three ways out of this interpretive dilemma. The 

first is to say the stanza is grammatically incoherent, and the poet 
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needs to learn a good deal more about sentence structure. That means 

"we cannot trust the poem,'' and our time has been wasted. 

The second way is the way of the clinician. He says to think 

sheets see a vivid vision whose longings the sheets know although the 

vision's eyes are closed, and to think that either a vision or cold 

sheets hold a mirage--this (I think he would say) is the beginning of 

a psychotic break with reality, where the sense of distinct self and 

world is lost, and all is one. The ego breaks down, and sheets may 

have her visions, and visions her longings, and sheets and visions 

and shut eyes hold the mirage she wants to hold. I hope that is not 

cruel to say--I say it with the gravest sadness, offering a way of 

understanding, if understanding is what is needed. 

But there is a third way to look at .the stanza, and that is to 

give it Emily Dickinson's pointing, where notational writing can be 

better understood as partial expression, as compression: 

Cold sheets--

next to me in bed--

see a vision on the wall--

longing to play spoons in blankets-

eyes shut--holding the mirage--

And this last brings us to the view that may hold all of these 

in suspension. The view is that of a formulation of the affective 

center of the stanza, and the affective movement of the poem to this 

point. The loneliness and longing of the first stanza move to a new 

affective center here. The speaker has become far more desperate, 

aching, and obsessive; and the sexual component becomes central here. 

The physical isolation is emphasized by the chill of her bed (the 
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scene of the stanza), the sweet painting and movie projection of the 

first stanza now is replaced by the power of a vision (which begins 

to dominate her), and the shut eyes are desperate to possess the 

longed-for reality. But curiously, we hear also the mediating voice 

of the ego asserting what is reality: it is not a vision--it is a 

mirage. (But it is no less strong for that.) 

What is the affective movement of the poem thus far, then? Its 

first center is in her powerful loneliness and longing for the joy of 

the life she and her husband share when they are together. When next 

we see her, she is under a more desperate compulsion to invent a way, 

even in sickness of the mind, where she may feel her husband's touch 

and caress; something like a vision presents itself and her desperate 

loneliness wants to believe it. But her weakened ego knows, and 

says, that this is not a reality which presents itself for her 

holding, but a mirage; it can be held only with that understanding. 

Stanza three is her struggle to g~t back, as the ego wishes, 

back from being overwhelmed by the engulfing sea where she as a 

person, an ego, would be lost, where the parameters of her being 

would break down. 

In this stanza, we find her back at her desk, back at her 

schoolwork that keeps her away from where her husband is. This, her 

ego says, is the right and true and proud way to return to him. 

Coherence begins to return to the poem, though I am afraid there are 

two comma splices, at the end of lines 13 and 14, where there should 

be semi-colons. The affective c~nter here is a determination to 

discipline, to no-nonsense; but it is a distracted determination. 

She has a paper to write for school, and she has laid out the blank 
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sheets to write on. We may be a little puzzled that the "blank 

sheets" demand that she write and the "blank sheets" "consume" the 

murals she has made on those white walls. Perhaps it is a figure of 

speech. Perhaps she fee ls alienated from the "reality principle" 

that tells her this is the route to the home she wants. She tries to 

read but the alienation she feels from her work continues. It is 

"texts of words" which she works with. That is not promising; are 

there no feelings there, no ideas, no themes, no concerns? Only 

words? Even the phrasing is passive, not active: her head does not 

absorb these words, but "words absorb in my head." She is alien to 

these goings-on. The reference to tunnel-vision (1. 15), a heightened 

narrowness of vision, says the same thing: she is not understanding 

her work. She is distracted. She is losing in the struggle. 

The affective movement begins in the last words of .the second 

stanza, moving into this sensibleness and struggle for peace and calm 

which will earn her degree and return her to her husband and home 

with the plan to which they apparently agreed. It is the plan that 

will establish her identity soundly and win her the reward of a true 

homecoming. But the affective center achieved in this stanza is only 

a distracted discipline, which accomplishes nothing of value. Her 

deepest being does not accept the strengthening of her self, her ego, 

that something in her seeks. This is not the balance of the first 

stanza but a center of turmoil and purposes being defeated. 

The final stanza is a most puzzling one to me at the end, and 

again the problem is deeply involved in grammatical ambiguity. The 

new scene, as always in the room with the white walls, is apparently 

one of a gathering achievement, a going beyond the turmoil of the 
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the last stanza that we might not have expected from noting the power 

of the threat there. But the affective center seems a continuation 

of movement toward achievement of her goals. She has the ego 

strength we might not have expected. The first three and a half 

li_nes are coherent and present a triumphing strength. She seems to 

have the psychic quiet fur the work she strives for. She feels 

herself able to move, as she and her husband (presumably) wished, to 

work well enough "to shorten the distance" from her husband--and she 

is talking with him directly again, as she has not clearly done since 

the first stanza. She .faces the white walls, and they are not 

haunted walls now but only white walls. Her developing nearness to 

her husband seems to give her strength. 

There is a comma splice in line 19, after "face": a semi-colon 

needs to be supplied. In any case, her pace "quickens" and she seems 

to be triumphing. But then the coherence breaks down. The last line 

is just fragments, phrases. 

again: 

I would give Emj.ly Dickinson's pointing 

the white walls f~ce; the pace quickens-

--silent pause--before the sea wall breaks--

There is (in my reading) a sudden "silent pause" that halts the 

quickening pace, though we don't know why. Perhaps it is simply not 

understood. And then, in the final phrase: "the sea wall breaks, 11 

and (I suppose) she is engulfed and loses herself. The affective 

center of the first four lines (16-19) is apparently the calm and 

achievement which was reason's way, planning-the-future's way. But 

the repressed longings, that would not agree to deferred joys, 

overwhelm and destroy her. 
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In an affective analysis, the poem moves between two affective 

centers, the lonely longing of a woman for her husband and their life 

together, and the calm of accepting deferred joys with him for an 

achievement that might enrich and fulfill them both. In Emily 

Dickinson's terms, we would say she dies her first death, when she 

loses the struggle for selfhoad. In my own terms, I would say the 

poem presents a time of.desperate loneliness and troubled struggle 

toward a selfhood about which she has no clarifying vision that would 

support her to the degree she needs support. I take it the poem ends 

in a period of distressing illness. The "white walls" are the subject 

of the poern--whether they are white walls alone or a screen or canvas 

or a place of vision or even hallucination that loneliness and longing 

fill. The poem is the story of the power and movement of feelings. 

If we are not able to make some sort of affective analysis of the 

poem, it must simply be obscure or incomprehensible to us. But it is 

also a poem where we simply cannot "trust the text" because there are 

evident grammatical and punctuation errors and infelicities that we 

cannot explain away. 

EVALUATION: In a~ intrinsic evaluation, we ask what is it and how 

good is it as what it is. ~he poem is a personal portrait of an 

ambivalent struggle for a valuable achievement; it is a temporarily 

unsuccessful struggle against disintegration and loss of identity 

which are the reverse of the achievement sought. It is the struggle, 

I think, of a woman to be herself. In general, it is movingly 

presented in terms of psychic struggl~. However, it is probably 
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unpublishable now because the poet has too unsure a grasp of the 

language she is working with. 

As for an extrinsic evaluation and whether the poem is worth 

doing, I would say the poem reminds me very much of The Odyssey, by 

Homer, one of the most ancient achievements of man's literature. At 

the opening of The Odyssey, Odysseus is a virtual love-prisoner of 

the goddess Calypso. But the word Calypso is very much like the verb 

(in the Greek text) that we might call to calypso; the verb means "to 

overwhelm, to engulf." At one point, Odysseus must swim for his life 

away from the land of the goddess, but many times the giant seas 

tbrea ten •: to calypso" him. Odysseus' problem, we might say, is that 

he eventually wants to be himself, what he truly is; this means, 

among other things, he wants to return to his wife, Penelope. He 

wants a mate who is not a parent nor a god(dess) nor a child--but a 

wife he is worthy of and who is worthy of him. The story of how he 

regains his wife, his family, his home, and his place in his world is 

not simply told. But he does not begin to find these until he learns 

that to be calypsoed is not what he wants but indeed is ~hat he is 

determined to strive against with all his energies. He is fighting 

for the fullness of human life he wishes. In short, Ms. McMullen's 

theme is a most important one, worthy of her finest work. 
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Poem 21; "The Social Classes of the Tropical Rain forest" 

by Bernard A. Ngombu, 872 

Geography/English, third year 

4 March 1984 

The Social Classes of the Tropical Rain Forest 

In the heart of the tropical rain forest 

Are plants of various species strong. 

In height and girth they form three different strata, 

Every strata indicating a social class. 

The difference in the strata proves the doctrines of 

nature r.ight: 

That inequality exists in all aspects of life. 

The high class enjoys the highest level, 

With arms wide spread above the others. 

Beneath the canopy of the towering class 

Lives the middle class, highly competing. 

They include low trees, climbers and creepers, 

With notions that in nature there are always greater and 

lesser persons. 

The lower strata of plants form the bulk of the masses, 

That live o.i whatever nature provides. 

[Class 

[forest, 

[class 

5 

l•-.:lass, 

10.:-lass 

[nature, 

[what ever 
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COMMENT: This is a poem on the unpromising theme that "inequality 

exists in all aspects of life" and so must be right. The tropical 

rain forest is the example argued from. The human realm, then, is 

reduced to what is presented as natural in the plant kingdom, and the 

question of whether man inhabits a moral realm that transcends the 

plant kingdom (and animal kingdom) is ignored. The conception of what 

is "right" is drawn from the observation of what "naturally" occurs. 

We recognize here the youthful author of "The Sad Lover" and 

"The Stages of a River," still struggling to make some sense of life, 

still searching to find what he can believe in. In "The Sad Lover" 

Mr. Ngombu presented a man awakening to passion for a woman, awakening 

also to a pervading sadness--to perceiving love as bittersweet. The 

poem seemed to me to ask: "What does a person growing into maturity 

long for?" On that poem, I wrote above: ''He is a man struggling to 

un~~~rstand himself and his life, including something of the mystery 

of what it means to be a human being" (p. C-2-2). 

The next poem, "The Stages of a River," which I dealt with as 

Poem 8, Mr. Ngombu handed in rtt the same time as this poem, and so 

they might be expected to be expressions of something of the same 

attitude, although I was not able to do a "third poem" from him until 

this much lu.ter time. "The Stages of a River" I described as an 

attempt to portray what life is all about. But I thought the real 

topic was somethinq like "The Stages in the Life of Physical Vigor," 

and I said the poet's evident sympathies were with the "lad" stage 

--the stage of triumphing physical energies that were as yet given no 

direction. I suggested he was most vague about what the stage of 

"maturity" might be, and if there are any treasures of agedness, they 
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are evidently not physical vigor and so unnoticed by him. In com-

menting on that poem, I cautioned against a too early, too easy, 

formulation of what life is all about. 

We can say that of this poem too; Don't rush to judgment. If 

the question of what man longs for (Poem 2) can be answered with 

assurance as unchanneled physical vigor {Poem 8), then "The Social 

Classes of the Tropical Rain Forest" may be said to be the political 

and social theory that provides a program for using that vigor. 

Essentially, this is a poem which invites and welcomes "nature's" 

struggle to determine the physically strongest, the heartiest, who 

are to be the "high class." 

There is not a great deal more I can say about this poem which 

is not already evident to those who follow my tracing of the poet's 

brief opportunity for development over the five weeks separating Poem 

2 from Poems 8 and 21. The unruly takes over the sonnet form here: 

there is no use of the octave division as a unit of thought, not much 

observance of the quatrains, and a willful wasting of poetic resources. 

The divisions are six lines for the social theory (1-6), two lines 

for the "high class" (7-B), four lines for the "middle class" (9-12), 

and two lines for "the masses" (13-14). No reason for these emphases 

is evident. 

Some problems for me in specific content follow. I do not see 

that "strata" of plants indicate "social class" (1. 4). This is the 

point at issue, not something to be assumed. I do not see how the 
' 

"difference in the strata" "proves," and I do not know what are "the 

doctrines of nature" (1. 5), or how nature could have doctrir.es 

except in a view (animist?) of nature as a god--which again i~ :!ie 
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point at issue. Again, we notice the roughness, now with mental 

processes--we are to be overpowered by assertion so that we have to 

agree. We are not to be reasoned with but struggled with, as a boy 

might challenge his father to arm-wrestle to see which is the better 

man. At the beginning of line 12, there is a "mis-related modifier'': 

who is it that has these "notions" about greater and lesser 

persons?--the climbers and creepers, or the middle class, or the 

"high class"? In the last line, it is not clear to me how the "masses" 

live on what "nature provides." Aren 1 t the other two classes rather 

drastically reducing the supply of what nature "provides"? Or is 

that what "nature provides" means? 

In short, this poem presents so many difficulties I think it is 

mainly interesting to the biographer of the poet, not to the literary 

critic. Mr. Ngombu is perhaps still exploring the question of what 

life is (like many of us), and we do not wish to encourage him to "rush 

to judgment"; nor indeed do we wish so to rush ourselves. Perhaps we 

can give the poem a C for a false trail followed vigorously, youthfully. 
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Poem 22: "Must I" 

by Isheka A. Turay 

Geography/English, Third Year 

1984? 

Must I 

I ... eat the morsel 

under the table you spread? 

Why _ must I--

cassava is bread. 

II .. drink the wine 

that stains your cup? 

Like a swine, 

I will sift the mud. 

III ... nod under the Gaves 

in the house where you snore? 

Like palm leaves, 

let me shiver in my hut. 

IV ... still wait for Him 

to make noses touch? 

He is old; 

I will let him rest. 
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V "You are dark." 

I speak through the mouth, 

"Make way then 

and let me eat." 

(make 

COMMENT: Isheka Turay is a young English minor who took Drama or the 

Novel this year instead of Poetry with me; only one genre is required 

of minors. But he asked me one day recently if I would critique this 

poem of his. I said I would if I found I had the time before I finish 

my work for the Easter Term. I met him only this once, except to say 

hello after that. 

I do not follow this poem to the end. Tb try to understand it 

as much as I can, I will have to depend on an "affective analysis" to 

tell me what the feelings are that it expresses, and then I will go 

on to try to understand the ideas in terms of those feelings. 

The poem chiefly presents anger and defiance. The anger is 

characteristically expressed in the first two lines of the stanza, 

and the defiance in the last two lines of the stanza. The affective 

movement of the first three stanzas is not dramatic, but is chiefly a 

movement of developing defiance. Stanza IV seems to present ridicule 

of "Him." Stanza V begins obscurely, and the last three lines appear 

to present the transition from anger and defiance to aggressive action 

of a sort not clear to me. 

The first stanza presents anger at being belittled. The speaker 

is apparently told to eat under the table of the person he speaks to. 

There seems to be some questiu~ of being given non-African food, and 
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a ''morsel. " The ,.defiance is in a question form, and th is is the last 

of a defiance that carries the color of argument. The tit le identifies 

the speaker as the poet. But we do not know whom he is speaking to (or 

thinking about). The "you" is scmeone, however, who has power and 

authority, which he expects to use by treating the speaker as an 

inferior of little value. 

African-ness, apparently. 

The speaker asserts his defiant 

The second stanza is puzzling. The speaker resents being told 

to drink his master's wine, but the serving the wine is not obviously 

insulting, and might even be a compliment. Still, the question is 

"Must I?" and so the defiance comes again, ever. more strongly. The 

speaker would rather drink like swine than be servant to this master 

who tells him what to do. 

The third stanza returns to a clear expression of the affect. 

The speaker is angry at the insult cf being told to get what sleep he 

can ("nod") under the eaves of this man's house while the master 

snores in his bed comfortably. The words "you snore" are the first 

words of direct insult by the speaker, and perhaps they mark a kind 

of climax of the rising anger. T~ie speaker's defiance in choosing to 

"shiver in [his) hut" rather than sleep at this man's eaves raises 

again the African themc--a "hut," like "cassava," is chosen over the 

non-African alternative. 

The fourth stanza raises serious interpretive problems I cannot 

solve. A third pers.:in appears in the poem, besides the "I" and "you" 

with which we have been dealing. It is a "Him," capitalized. (But 

note I corrected capitaliz~tions in lines 11 and 13.) I do not know 

what "make noses touch" means, but clearly there is something 
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offensive in the way the speaker is being told to wait for "Him" to 

do this. The words seem to mark humor, released after the climax of 

anger in Stanza III. And the last two lines are not defiance at all, 

but apparent ridicule: "Hirn" hasn't come because he is old and tired 

and needs rest. 

But by now it is not clear how these three are related to one 

another. Is "Hirn" the superior of "you"? If so, the words of ridicule 

are another direct insult to the person spoken to, words colored by 

laughter and satire. What does "Him" want the speaker to do? What 

is this theme of sleeping that is developing? Is the African more 

alert, more wide awake? What is "Him" coming for? Would "Him" 

rather not come? Is "Him" given capitalization to indicate a deity 

or for emphasis? What is the point of not indicating who "Him" is? 

Stanza V is•baffling intellectually. "You are dark" appears to 

be said by a new voice (not the speaker), or the response of the next 

three lines would not make sense. Perhaps these are the words of 

"you." What does ''dark" mean? Since African-ness has become an 

issue in the poem, "dark" mdy mean black. But "dark" might as easily 

be obscure, as I (for example) might say this poem is "dark" or 

obscure to me. To go on, I don't know what it means to "speak through 

the mouth." And why are quotation marks used here for the first time 

in the poem? Is it to mark a tr~nsition from a single authorial 

voice to a dramatic dialogue? Who is the person spoken to in the 

line "I speak through the mouth" (no quotation marks in the text)? 

Why has "Him" vanished from the poem? 

Finally, the last two lines seem to be the transition, as I have 

said, to action. And there is a command here, "make way" indicating 
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we have somehow moved from anger and defiance in Stanza III to ridicule 

and satire in Stanza IV to--something, I know not what to call it. 

Is it aggressive action? But inviting himself to "eat" is a puzzling 

aggressiveness, vaguely humorous. 

Affectively, the poem makes more sense. In these terms, the poem 

~s principally an exploration of insult: anger and defiance, 

laughter and ridicule, and, finally, insulting command. 

EVALUATION: In an intrinsic evaluation, I am concerned to know how 

good it is as what it is. What it is, I think, is primarily an 

expression of anger and defiance culminating in insult. As an 

"expressive" poem, if it is no more than that, the poem might be 

judged in terms of an expressive criterion: "How good does the poet 

feel about saying what he •.~ants to say?" That is a factor not to be 

despised. But I suspect the poet is not very happy, because he has 

spoken so obscurely that we note how he feels about what he says 

rather than understanding the point he wants to make. 

Insofar as the poem is a statement rather than simply an 

expression of feeling alone, I fear I just don't know very well what 

the poem says, and so am at a loss to evaluate it in this respect. 

In an extrinsic evaluation, I am concerned to know how well it 

observes greater laws than those it announces for itself. How wide 

an audience does it have? I suppose the question is one of how 

interested are non-Africans in inarticulate anger in Africa. The 

wise man perhaps learns to take careful note of it, to pay attention. 

But I think that is a practical response, not a response to poetry. 
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Poetry, I think, makes us--all of us--reject the arrogant, the 

demeaning, the debasing. And I think poetry makes us laugh at the 

absurd and the pretentious, and scornful of the ugly, the false, the 

betrayer. Poetry, I think, wins hearts and minds for the values we 

should hold, for the goodness we should serve, and for the labor to 

which we might devote our lives. 
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Poem 23: "Night in an African Village" 

by Bernard A. Ngornbu, 872 

Geography/English, third year 

24 May 1984 

Night in an African Village 

I The night draws near: 

The sun sets in the west, 

And takes refuge beneath the far away horizon. 

Cold wind blows over the round thatched huts, 

Swaying the palm fronds to and fro. 

II Darkness spreads her spell over the village 

Which quiets the noisy village weaver-birds, 

And drives them into their pendant nests. 

Newly wedded young couples retire early to bed, 

With great appetite to satisfy nature. 

III The rustic folks survey their past, 

Telling stor~es of their youthful days: 

Such stories as the roles they played 

In combats between their village and the next. 

They conclude with pride "Those days are gone 

When men were men and good to see," 
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IV The voices of the children can be heard, 

Screaming from the village square; 

Boys sing war songs, replica of their clan, 

Waving wooden swords as if at war. 

The girls sing songs of love, 

That are often heard from the women folk. 

V But soon the folly comes to a halt, 

As the sound of terror strikes the plain: 

Tu-whit-tu-whoo cries the witch bird, 

Which sends the children fast to bed. 

The fires are all out: 

Silence dominates the entire village, 

And not a sign of life can be seen. 
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COMMENT: This poem by Mr. Ngornbu is a quantum jump, an exponential 

advance over his last two poems, "The Stages of a River" (Poem 8) and 

"The Social Classes of the Tropical Rain Forest" {Poem 21), written 

two months before this poem. There ,Ir. Ngombu' s interest was in 

understanding life by ov~rsimplification. Here he is returning to the 

various, though not entirely to the individual, as in his first poem, 

"The Sad Lover," where he tried to understand the personal, unexpected 

feelings of sadness which the experience of love brought him. 

The best element of this poem is its variousness, though when we 

examine it closely we realize that we h~·e the same three ages of 

life the poet developed in "The Stages of a River," which were youth 
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(the "lad"), maturity, and age. Here we get these ages in groupings 

by their response to the night. 

The "newly wedded couples'' (11. 9-10) are the first to respond to 

the gathering darkness. They welcome night eagerly, and are the first 

to retire to bed, not out of weariness or fear but out of desire and 

"appetite." There is perhaps less mystery here than we might wish to 

curtain their thatched huts: we arc told they are eager "to satisfy 

nature." we are not deceived--the first poem Mr. Ngornbu ever wrote in 

his life, "The Sad Lover," testifies he knows there is more cornplexi ty 

to young love than that. Still, we understand the point: to use an 

idea from Robert Lowell's "skunk Hour" (which our class was to read 

not long after Mr. Ngombu wrote this poem), in the gathering darkness 

that begins to dominate all the village (1. 28), the young lovers do 

not "scare." So much for the brief image in the second stanza. 

Courz.ge is a theme in the third stanza too. This is what (we 

are to believe) the "old rustic folks" think most about when they sit 

by the fire in the deepening dark, telling stories of their memorable 

past. Villages might have to fight neighboring villages then, and a 

warrior's courage was the coin of life. Such a manhood was "good to 

see," and the old men are proud of their place in a past that had 

this heroism life demanded--a past that seems "gone" now in a more 

timid or frail present. 

We may wonder where the old women are in this cameo, but it is 

perhaps best we not press the poet too strongly. We realize this is 

the poet who in "Stages of a River" traced life in terms of physical 

vigor that he treasured most in its unchanneled '1 lad" age, and we 

note that the theme has changed now to the related virtue of young 
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manhood so conceived, courage, which the ancient philosopher Socrates 

placed second only to wisdom, in the achievement of human civilization. 

But there are females in the "lover" group (above) and in the 

"children" group {below) and we hope the aging women are also in good 

health and good spirits. 

The two themes, of courage and love, are developed separately in 

the fourth stanza, the children's stanza. The "old rustic" men are 

wrong, we see: their values are their grandsons' values, even if 

they haven't noticed it: the boys sing the songs of warriors (ap-

parently), "replica of their clan" (in a challenging image), and we 

know where their hearts are. It is not clear to me why they wave 

"wooden swords" and not spears, but why make a fuss? The girls are 

simply dealt with: they sing the love songs they are taught by their 

mothers and grandmothers. (We do have the "old rustic" women after 

all, and it was worth waiting to hear from them.) Whatever the men 

at the fire think has "gone, '1 this is a deeply traditional society, 

and the children admire and share the values of their elders. 

But the children do "scare," as we see in the final stanza, The 

cry of the witch bird brings "terror" to the plain, and the boys and 

girls run to bed, where the lovers have long ago fallen asleep. Who 

stays up to be sure the children arc safe until they fly to bed? Who 

puts out the fire in the open night air? Presumably it is the "old 

rustic folk," not only telling stories but also with the courage 

needed to keep the vigil over the children, until it is time to give 

the night over to the witch bird and the darkness. The conclusion is 

clear, however: silence and lifelessness triumph for another night. 

There is much that is lovely in this poem, and I hope this 
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review has made my view of thdt clear. But there are many infelicities 

too, and the scene is not fully visualized by the poet. And it really 

would have been more clear to deal more directly with the question of 

who are the last villagers to bed. 

There i.s a most improssiv~ sense of tho threat and danger, £ven 

terror, the night may bring to these African villagers. If we better 

understand what it is to live with fear, we better understand too how 

important it also must be to live with an answering courage. 

Indeed, the whole poem seems to me deeply involved in a religious 

sense, perhaps animist influenced, of the world given over to two 

equal powers, of night and day. Curiously, we remember that in Mr. 

Ngombu's poem "The Social Classes of the Tropical Rain Forest" he 

there too considered that Nature may be a god that, to use the term 

of this poem, "dominates" (1. 28) human life. But with the importance 

of courage emphasized here, we see something of the price of vigilance 

that is required in living in this world. We also perhaps see how in 

this deeply traditional society a division of labor for men and women 

may be developed and sustained by a shared view of life. Perhaps men 

are loved indeed for their courage; and perhaps men are courageous 

for being loved. Still, one may wonder what is there that is fearful 

out in the dark unknown--all the more so if the villages have come to 

an accord so that they no longer war on one another. 

What the poem attempts to do, I believe, is to create for us a 

villager's sense of "night in an African village," and it does this 

whether the poet chooses this theme consciously or simply writes out 

of his under3tanding as a village child. 

Let me note the chief problems I see standing in the way of an 
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achievement of that purpose, besides the corrections I make above in 

the text given to me. Too much of the poem is presented without 

fresh, living images, like that of the sun setting in the west (1. 

2). The image of the sun(-god?) taking "refuge" (1. 3) is perhaps 

felt more deeply by Mr. Ngombu than its status as a cliche would 

allow most more widely-read readers interested in Africa. Out the 

image of tile combined assault of the dark and the cold, in the first 

stanza, is valuable in defining the opposing force of the poem. 

In Stanza II, darkness spreading her "spell" over the village is 

not redeemed from the cliche when it must carry so much weight in this 

poem wi-th so little continued support of the image. The lovers, for 

example, do not seem to be under the night's "spell," though it may 

be that they actually are. 

In the third stanza, it is not clear that the old men have 

"pride" in their past courage , not pride in its being "gone" ( 11. 

15-16). In the fourth stanza, it is not clear how the children can 

at the same time be "screaming" and also singing songs. The love 

songs "often heard'' from the women are rather condescendingly noted, 

trivializing something that appears, in this very honest poem, to be 

quite important in the psychic economy of the village life. 

EVALUATION: How good is the poem as what it is? The title tells 

what it is: a night scene, a night struggle, night values, in a 

native village, seen by one who shares the values of these people. 

This is what I have chiefly been talking about above. The night's 

struggle to "dominate'' (1. 28) is variously presented, largely through 
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the topics of the night scene in which the actors are interested. 

But it takes perhaps more understanding than can be demanded of the 

reader to infer a struggle that is not clearly enough imagined. If 

this were Matthew Arnold's poem "Dover Beach," for example {which we 

read three months before this poem was written), we could rationalize 

th2 lovers choosing an intimacy that the "ignorant armies" of the 

vJOrld (read "night") cannot give them. The near riot of the children 

(in Stanza IV) also indicates indifference to the night's "spell," 

though the later fear of the children makes up for that dramatically, 

if not more explicitly. 

In an extrinsic evaluation, I would have to say the sense of 

African village life as intended to be presented here has profound 

interest for those who live elsewhere. It has much to tell us about 

the integration of religious, social, philosophical, and political 

experience in a society that we too want to learn from. The problem 

is the same again: does the poem powerfully present the night scene? 

I think it almost does, but fails finally when it fails to "dominate" 

us for its span. Not all of the poem's resources are clearly used to 

advance the theme of what the darkness brings to the village--if, 

i~deed, this is the theme Mr. Ngombu has chosen here, or the one that 

has chosen him. 

Still, this poem seems to be the kind of work Theresa Sengova asks 

for in ''The Age of Nostalgia" (Poem 17) , when she speaks of the untold 

ground-level story of Africa's heartland. For a grade, I give the 

poem a B+, recognizing both its considerable achievement and also its 

uncertain grasp of the art needed to present that heartland powerfully. 
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Poem 2 4 : "A Wood cutter' s Victory" 

by Theresa Sengova 

Njala University College 

1977 (written at the University of Wisconsin) 

A Woodcutter's Victory 

Patches of sunlight streaming in 

Trickles of raindrops on the roof 

Like the drumsticks of a tired old drun:mer 

Sounding the notes of retirement 

A chorus of voices along the path 

Chanting a-1-o-o-n-g 

Feet thumping on the cold, wet grass 

Like elephants on a grand escapilde 

A mile away the woodcutter r 0 swncs his task 

His axe obeys him 

His strength supports him 

The tree defies him 

Heavily armed for the day's challnngc 

He attacks with strange det0-rmination 

Loud heavy blows echoing far and wide 

Like angry waves lashing through a desolate beach 

The rhythm is matched with ancestral singin1 

As the heat from the sun preys 0n his back 

And he becomes baptised in his own sweat 
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The forest yields to his consuminq blows 

With short intervals to temper the flow 

The rustle of leaves as the calm wind blows 

The soft movement of anim~ls and insects below 

The happy singing of the women in the village 

A:.. l remain subdued , ovc rpowe red by the woodcutter' s axe 

The evening sun with its sere cool breeze 

Endorses strength and refLeshes zeal 

The woodcutter's blows increase 

The tree succumbs to one man's will 

At last the conquest is won 

The all pqwerful tree bows down in defeat 

An angry crash rages through the forest 

Like a battle beb1ecn thunder and lions 

The woodcutter's victory is honoured with festivity 

While Nature nods with grave passivity 
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Section D 

CAN ANY GOOD THING COME OUT OF AFRICAN LITERATURE? 

AN ESSAY OF THE BIRTH THEME AND 'THE WAY OF THE CROSS' 

by Leslie D. Foster 

Besides rny work at Njala University College in the freshman 
writing courses and the upper level literature courses, I studied, 
as time allowed, the literature of Africa which was often a topic 
among students and my friends. I had for some years been 
interested in the theme in literature of the birth of the hero, and 
so it was natural for me to take a special interest in that theme 
when I found it in the African literature that I was reading. 

The following essay was the first expression of that 
conjunction of my interests. It has its own integrity, but I have 
come also to view it as a part of the seamless cloth of my work at 
Njala. I include it here for that reason and because it indicates 
another of the several levels of my experience with African life 
and culture, 
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CAN ANY GOOD THING COME OUT OF AFRICAN LITERATURE? 

AN ESSAY OF THE BIRTH THEME AND 'THE WAY OF T.HE·CROSS 1 

by Leslie D. Foster 

One of the great, transcendent themes of imaginative literature 

is that of the birth of the hero, for ~en in all times have thought to 

connect the question 11What is he?" with the query nFrom whence does he 

co~e?" Thus, in New Testament times some men wondered 11 Can any good 

thing come out of Nazareth?" (John 1:16) In this brief essay, I 'W'ill 

formulate the influential Biblical archetypes involved and explore 

some elements of the theme of the birth of the hero in African 

literature. My perhaps provocative title, 11 Can any good thing come 

out of African litersture? 11 , is meant to suggest by implication the 

kind of answer I am drawn toward in this brief essay. 

In general, one of the most persistent answers to the question 

about the origins of the hero is that he comes from the gods or God, 

as pious men in all ages have thought about all great gifts to men. 

We see the theme of the birth of the hero directly from a god in 

Achilles, Theseus, Aeneas, Jesus, Edmund Spenser's bethrothed, and 

Longfellow's Hiawatha. We see the theme of the hero in some way 

having a divine origin of another sort in Adam and Eve in the Old 

Testament, Gikuyu and Mumbi in Kenyan myth, Tennyson's King Arthur, 

Yeats' daughter that he prays over, Stephen Spender's 11 those 'W'ho in 

their life fought for life," Ngugi 1s Waiyaki and Ngoroge, and 
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Soyinka's Eman, Both of these occlL~rences express the attitude that 

genuine heroism, not lea.st when it is a spiritual heroism, is a gift 

from the gods. This view is a recognition that the genesis of heroism, 

whether historical, psychological, or spiritual,somehow eludes us and 

perhaps cannot be accounted for on natural grounds alone. Northrop 

Frye points out 'that the birth theme often is involved also in a 

special development, that because the hero represents a higher order 

of reality that threatens the existing order, the hero must be 

protected until he matures. 

The great locus calssicus for the miraculous birth theme is in 

the Bible, in the creation of Adam and Eve described in Genesis and in 

the two versions of the origins of Jesus, the first in the nativity 

narratives of Matthew and Luke and the second in John, These three 

Biblical stories are paralleled, with Matthew and Luke having in mind 

Genesis,a.nd John having in mind both Genesis and the nativity stories 

as well, each reinterpreting and reformulating what the Gospel writer 

knew had been written before on the theme . 
. 

Genesis describes man and woman ("Adam" means mankind in Hebrew) 

as created in the image of God. Thus man is essentially a (created) 

creator, who is most himself when he expresses his 11 creatorness 11 by 

participating in the work 0f making a world, work which is both God 1s 

and man's own. Just as God 11 saw that it was good 11 when he created, 

so also is this supreme fulfillment available to man, Less evident 

in the beginning of Genesis is the continuing aspect of creation, 

the sustaining of that creation, which might be c.9.lled the 11 tendence 11 

aspect of creativity. The gardner is not alone the man who sows the 

seed. Thus in the Genesis view all men are called by their birth to 

creatorness, including tendence, and thus all men are called to be 
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heroes by participating in man 1s and God's creation. In this view, 

man 1 s sense of personal fulfillment depends upon his being. true to his 

own nature, which Genesis presents as best understood before the Fall. 

The Fall is man's falling from himself as well as from God, as Milton 

portrays in Paradise Lost. 

With the Genesis view of man and his true nature in mind, both 

Matthew and Luke present nativity narratives of Jesus which emphe..size 

that he is the New Adam, ~eaning the New Mankind. He is to reassert 

the nature of true, authentic life. Jesus is born of both God and a 

human mother, Mary, re-emphasizing the essential reconciliation in him 

of God and man, the theme developed in Genesis. Thus, Jesus is nobly 

born, but he is also born in hUl!lble and lowly circumstances, suggesting 

(in part) the theme of the divine in man being meant to serve man, 

imaged both in Jesus 1 birth and carried forward into his life and 

death. Because he is the true God, Jesus portrays the true, authentic 

man (created in God's image). Jesus is "the way, the truth, and the 

life 11 (John 14:6) in that he defines man. He is named 11 Jesus,n which 

means savior , and 11 Ernman uel , 11 which l!leans God is with us (Mat thew 1 : 

21-23). But the two names understood in this parallelism mean the same 

thing: God comes among us, as he has always been among us, to make 

clear our own authentic lives. Tragically, Jesus also presents, in 

this view, one of the profoundest realities of life: we see in Jesus 

not only what the world does with the divine in its midst but also 

what man does with himself. Jesus is 11 the stone that the builders 

reject 11 (cf. Psalm 118:22). 

The threat to the newborn hero is presented in the Flight into 

Egypt; but it is a threat that is not lessened at his maturity but 
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continues and grows, to make Jesus 1 life what may be cs.lled HThe Way 

of the Cross. 11 

It is with the creation story in Genesis and the nativity stories 

of Matthew and Luke as a background that John in his gospel presents 

his own reformulation of what is at once the nature of Jesus, the 

nature of man, and the nature of life, In some respects, Jchn 

presents a simpler view which is an explanation, passing entirely over 

the nativity story and the formulation of his theme in historical 

terms. But it is no less a TTNew ·Creation11 portrait, 'Wherever Jesus 

came from in this world, whoever his parents were, wherever he was 

born, whatever he was as a child, or however he grew and learned, for 

John Jesus appeared one momento1.1s day in the world and in history as a 

mature and divinely-gifted ~an, and the central thing about hi~ was 

what he was . John ca.lls him in the Greek text the 11 Lo gos, 11 the Word. 

In Greek philosophy, Logos, Word, had come to mean reason or the summit 

of wisdom, and the term has a central place in the culmination of 

ancient philosophy. And in Old Testament thought, the 11Word 11 had come 

to have an identity of its mm, as in 11 the Word of God, 11 or simply 

11 the Word,n For John, Jesus was the Living Word; instead of a 

nativity story, he presents an explanation: 

In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God: 

all things were made through him and without him was not 

anything made that was made. In him was life, and the life 

was the light of 0an •••• And the Word became flesh and 

dwelt among us, full of grace and truth. (John 1:1-4, 14, 

RSV) 

Genesis says man is best understood in terms of his creatorness; 
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Matthew and Lu.l.;:e say in Jesus we see 11 God is with us 11 ; John says: 11 And 

the Word became flesh and dwelt among us.n All present the birth of 

the hero as the coming into being of authentic life. 

In a surprising late development of the theme in secular 

literature, the Genesis and New Testament nativity stories are brought 

together strikingly by John Masefield in an image which also asserts 

that all men are in their birth called to greatness and heroism: 

And he who gives a child a treat 

Makes joy-bells ring in Heaven 1 s street, 

And he who gives a child a home, 

Builds palaces in Kingdom come, 

And she who gives a baby birth 

Brings Saviour Christ again to· Earth. 

( 11 The Everle.sting Mercy, 11 1911) 

Examples can easily be multiplied. In the Renaissance sonnet 

sequence Amoretti (1595), Edmund Spenser tells the woman who will be 

his wife that her 11 gentle wit and virtuous mind 11 indicates ( 11 argues 11 ) 

that she is (like Christ) born of the Holy Spirit (79), Even when the 

divine nativity of the hero is denied, the same point may be made (as 

in more nearly John's terms), as by John Fletcher and Philip Massinger 

in The Prophetess (1649): 

1Tis virtue, and not birth that makes us noble: 

Great actions speak great minds, and such should govern, 

(2,3-4) 

And, finally, Stephen Spender develops the same theme in birth 

imagery: 

I think continually of those who were truly great •••• 

The names of those who in their lives fought for life, 
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Who .,rare at their hearts the fire's centre. 

Born of the sun, they travelled a short while toward the sun, 

And left the vivid air signed with their honour. 

( 11 ! think continually of those,n 1933) 

This has been a lengthy enough formulation of the great archetypes 

of the the~e of the birth of the hero. Even so, it , might have been· 

valuable also to explore the tracing of Spenser's Arthur to Aphrodite 

and his Guyon to Prometheus, Longfellow's Hiawatha to Gitche Manito, 

or Shakespeare's 11 new birth11 of Miranda to a vision of unfallen man. 

What remains to suggest is the use of this theme and resource in 

African literature, and what that literature does--as Matthew and Luke 

did with Genesis, and John did with them as well--to explore and 

interpret and make this theme its o,m. 

In African literature we do see an especial interest in the theme 

of the hero associated with the divine and the divine will, for example 

in the Nigerian Ozidi Saga and the play based on it by J. P. Clark, in 

Wole Soyinka, and in some of the novels of Ngugi. 

In his first novel (published second), The River Between (1965), 

Ngugi Wa Thiong 1o (formerly James Ngugi, b, 1938, Kenya) develops the 

theme of a divine peace and promise when the god Murungu 11 in the 

beginning 11 created Gikuyu and Mumbi, the father and mother of the 

Kenyan ethnic group the HGikuyu people. 11 On the !llountain Kerinyaga 

( "He-who-shines-in-Holiness 11 ), and later in a sacred grove on the 

mountain Kameno, Murungu gave his people all the land they could see, 

11 tene na tene, world without end, 11 (But the white man was later to 

take it over, until the struggle for an independent Kenya triu~phed, 

after the time of the novel.) In the sacred grove on Kameno, when he 
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has co:ne of age, Waiyaki, the hero of the novel, is told by his 

father, Chege, that they are descended from Gikuyu and Mumbi, thus 

from the god Murungo, and, further, that they are descended from a 

special line, from the prophet Mugo wa Kibiro, who told that one day 

salvation would come from his own offspring. Chege tells Waiyaki that 

he is the la.st of this line, which will bring forth a 11 savior 11 for his 

people. 

Waiyaki attends a mission school and develops, on his own, a 

vision of peace in the deeply troubled valley (called nthe valley of 

life") between the mountains Kameno (associated with familiar tribal 

ways) and Mukuyu (associated with stranger Christie.n ways). Waiyaki 

is also influenced by Muthoni, a Christian girl who seeks to combine 

her religion with the tribal ways of ncircumcision 11 to be 11 a woman, 11 

and he is greatly affected by her death from the infection after this 

tribal ritual, when he takes her too late to the mission hospital. 

Waiyaki identifies himself with education and with 11 the river between 11 

these mountains, the River Honia, which means 11 cure, or bring-back-to

life.n At the end of the novel, the reader is left in doubt whether 

Waiyaki and his betrothed, Nyambura (Muthoni's older sister), who 

shares his vision of peace and brotherhood in 11 the valley of life, 11 

are being (as they seem to be) taken away to be crucified for their 

work in support of that vision, Is the way of the Gikuyu savior The 

Way of the Cross? 

In Ngugi 1s second novel, Weep Not, Child (1964), he recurs to the 

special birth theme, but more allusively. The novel is developed also 

in the context of Murungu, the Creator-god, who creates the parents of 

the tribe, Gikuyu and Mumbi, and gives them the free and beautiful 
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land, Njoroge, the hero, also a 11 Gikuyu, 11 is followed in the novel 

from when he begins primary school to the time when he is twenty 

years old. He is, clearly, a "child of God," but ha is developed 

more explicitly as "the son of the land" ( ch. 13). 

Njoroge is another of Ngugi 1 s figures who believe in the saving 

power of education. But ultimately education comes in this novel to 

be associated with the feminine: Njoroge 1 s mother, Nyokabi, who sends 

him to school; his beloved, Mwihaki, who believes in his hope from 

education when he h~s abandoned it; and his own desire to stay above 

the late-colonial strife in Kenya and pursue his education. Against 

this feminine ~s the masculine (if we may call it that) of hatred, 

physical strife, and murder, associated with his father, Ngotho; his 

brother, Baro; Jacobo, the Judas who betrays his tribe; pre-eminently 

the demonic white man Rowlands, who comes to stand more generally for 

white colonial rule in Kenya; and even the Mau Mau, the native 

revolutionary group. Njoroge is a failed-savior whose "hope of a 

better day was the only comfort he could give to a weeping child 11 • 

(ch. 14). 

At the end of the novel, Njoroge has been tortured by Rowlands 

and threatened with castration (a maiming carried out on his father); 

has seen his father tortured and ultimately left to die; and has seen 

both his brother Baro, who killed Howlands, and his brother Kamau, 

who had paid Njoroge 1 s school fees, imprisoned for Rowlands' murder. 

By then, Njoroge has lost faith in education, in God, and in himself; 

but his life (for what it is worth) is rescued by the feminine. When 

his beloved, Mwihaki (daughter to the slain Judas figure), his "last 

hope, 11 cannot 11 save 11 him, as he asks her to do, but instead takes up 
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his own for:ner theme of 11 a new day 11 and their 11 duty 11 to serve the 

Gikuyu people, Njoroge attempts to commit suicide; but his mother, 

Nyokabi, prevents him. As he returns home with her, he tells himself, 

in almost the last words of the novel, 11 I am a coward. 11 This, 

apparently, is where education has brought him in this time of 

national strife. It was his mother, also, who, in the first words of 

the novel, thrilled him by telling him that his family would sacrifice 

to send him to his first (primary) school. 

Both Waiyaki in The River Between and Njoroge in Weep Not, 

Child are presented as "God with us, 11 but there are no Wise Men to 

warn them of their enemies and give them time to come to maturity 

in safety. 

Elsewhere in African literature, in the oral Ozidi Saga of the 

Ijaw region of Nigeria, Ozidi is a culture hero who avenges the 

murder of his father and overcomes the forces, both natural and 

supernatural, that oppose his people. The Ijo tend to be a 

matrilineal society, and their supreme god, the single source of life 

(and thus of Ozidi 1s life, of course) is female, called Oyin ( 11 0ur 

Mother 11 ) and Tamara ( 11 She Who Cares 11 ). Ozidi is greatly dependent, 

in his heroic deeds, on his maternal grandmother, Oreame, who is 

indeed 11 she who cares 11 for Ozidi, and she is a powerful witch; thus 

she is not only his lineal support and link to the supreme god but 

also his direct source of assistance in conquering the natural and 

supernatural forces that are a danger to his community. 

The uneven but ground-breaking play Ozidi (1966), by J. P. 

Clark (b. 1935, Nigeria), a student and translator of the Saga, 

transforms this oral work presented over seven days to a five-act 
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play, While Clark's version substltutes some tragic elements for the 

epic and heroic of the oral originals, Clark maintains the mythic and 

di vine lin."lcs of Ozidi. The word II o zidi II is the Ij o tern for 11 warrior 11 

and in the Saga (for which there is no entirely consistent version 

among story-tellers) the link of warrior heroism to divine birth and 

divine supernatural gifts is central. In the play, however, Clark 

essays at times to exp~ore the especially modern topics of the use and 

abuse of divine power, the interrelation of warrior energies and 

sexual energies, and (to use terms of Milton's Paradise Regained) the 

problem of the hero 1 s uncertain poise in the trial of standing by his 

own human powers at the high pinnacle of the temple. In this way, 

Clark wishes to have both mythological portraiture and psychological 

realism, to reconcile God and sinners (to use a Christian image) in a 

wholly African traditional framework. 

The important symbolic play The Strong Breed (1963), by Wale 

Soyinka (b. 1934, Nigeria), is so strongly influenced by 

cinematographic technique to control meaning through specatcle that it 

is easier to say what Eman, the central figure, symbolizes than to say 

how he becomes what he represents. A healer and a teacher (as the 

stage setting shows before a word is spoken), Eman is a Christ-figure 

who takes the sins of a people upon himself and is sacrificed to 

purify and 11 save 11 these people, Like Jesus, his life is sacred in the 

sense of being set apart by his birth and heritage, In Soyinka's 

yoking of Christian symbols to native African traditions of ritual 

scapegoating, Eman is to be scourged, cursed, and driven away (and, in 

the extraordinary situation of the strange village presented in the 

play, crucified on a tree in a sacred wood) to take away the evil of 

the old year and allow the people a fresh start. For this work, Eman 
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comes from a 11 strong breed 11 that, in his hol!le village. can ta_\e this 

kind of ritual experience year after year and even thrive on it, until 

the ultimate sacrifice is finally called for. 

Ecan is a veritable image of Christ in the sense that his mature 

life is one of self-emptying and self-sacrifice in his work of healing 

and teaching, =1. benevolence ths.t . he extends to the least of men, imaged 

in Ifada, an idiot, and an unnamed Girl who in her cruelty, indifference 

to suffering, and betrayal of goodness to its foes is the antithesis to 

all that Eman represents, and thus a fit symbol of the society that 

rejects and crucifies him. In this way, Eman is a figure transcending 

arbitrary scapegoating ritual, and is the veritable 11 stone that the 

builders rejected. 11 This is emphasized also in the contrast between 

Eman 1 s native village, where the 11 ca.rrier 11 of the guilt of the people 

is an admired and honored man--one of 11 the strong breed 11 who are not 

driven away--and the village Ernan has come to !'.linister to as a teacher 

and a healer, a village which chooses for its 11 carrier 11 each year a 

newcomer and stranger to its ways--a zenophobia that is suicidal and 

in reality damning rather than saving. 

However, at the end of the play, the terrible sacrifice of Eman 

has so affected the people of the village that they are unable to 

curse their crucified 11 carrier 11 and they shun their leaders in the 

ritual, the fierce Juguna and the more thoughtful Oroge. Jaguna is 

bitter that the people of the village are so much cowards and "women, 11 

But there is one woman, his daughter (who strove with all her energies 

to save Eman, whom she loves), that Jaguna both fears and hates at the 

end of the play. For her feminine, his masculine has the archetypal 

term of his paranoia: 11 The viper, 11 Jaguna says of his daughter. 
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But the feminine is a vexing problem in this play, as it is in 

Ngugi 1 s novel Weeo Not, Child, discussed above,. It is not only that 

the plight of 11 the strong breed 11 is that their grandmothers and 

mothers and wives die in giving birth (as the old year dies in creating 

the new), although it is the death of his wife, Omae, giving birth to 

his son, that leads Eman to abandon his home and the_ 11 carrier 11 

function that should come to him after his father 1s death, But 

11 masculine 11 and !!femininett are central concepts also in Eman 1s own 

attempts to formulate his proper role in life. Eman rejects the 

11 masculine 11 rites of passage involving circumcision when he is 

fourteen years old as these are perpetuated in his native village by 

a corrupt tutor, and he leaves his village in search of his identity 

elsewhere, although he has learned fro~ his reflections alone in his 

circumcision hut that his central concern is with what it means to be 

a man. 

Leaving his home at fourteen, Eman leaves his bethrothed, Omae, 

with what one critic.calls nthe same obscure ruthlessness which was to 

exclude Sunma from his life many years later 11 (Gerald Moore, Wale 

Soyinka, 2nd edn., p. 51), telling her to take care of his father 

until she forgets him or until he returns. In the twelve years he was 

away, he says on returning, he changed a great deal in ways that made 

him think himself nunfitted 11 for his father 1 s ncall, 11 Because he found 

nothing that endured, he had not expected that the love of Omae for him 

would last, And so he was persuaded when he came home that in the 

faithful Omae he had at last found something that could endure. But 

when he saw that he could not take Omae from his father without 

destroying him, his weariness with years of searching for his masculine 

identity led him to stay with them and embrace the love of Omae and the 
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peace that he so longed for and thought Omae represented. But when 

his male love for Omae kills her in bearing their son, Eman tells his 

father that he is going away and will never come back. 

Eman 1 s father tries to persuade him that anything else he does in 

life must be less than the male role of the strong breed, but Eman 

replies: 11 Th9.t is not true, father. 11 Thus he leaves his birthplace 

and arrives one day, alone, to be a healer and teacher in a strange 

village. And yet when Jaguna and Oroge try to take from Eman 1 s house 

and protection the terrified and helpless Ifada, the idiot boy, whom 

they have selected as the "carrier 11 for the new year, Eman, speaking 

obscurely of knowing what it is to be a 11 man 11 and carry old evil on 

his head, and of knowing that it takes a 11 man" to leave his home 

village for a worthy purpose, tells them that they are not behaving 

like 11 men 11 to come after the stranger Ifada, And he concludes: 11 a 

vill9.ge which cannot produce its mm carrier contains no men. 11 So we 

see he sets himself up to volunteer to be the masculine carrier for 

this village. 

But when he is taken around to the houses to be beaten and cursed 

in each compound, he runs away. Jaguna is contemptuous: nrhey are 

the ones who break first, these fools who think they were born to 

carry suffering like a hat," and he calls Einan nA woman, that is all 

he is, 11 Eut thoughtful Oroge objects that something surprised Eman: 

he took the beating and could take beating all night, and would accept 

stoning to death; but something surprised him. Oroge does not know 

what it was, but he says 11 It is a night of curses," 

The only other thing in the play that we see surprising and moving 
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Eman is earlier when Sunma is trying desperately to get hi~ to leave 

the village for the night. The passage ends with an epithet: 

Sunma: Sometimes I think you believe that doing anything 

for me makes you unfaithful to some part of your life. If 

it was a woman then I pity her for what she must have 

suffered. LEman winces and hardens slowly. Sunma notices 

nothing~7 Keeping faith with so much is slowly making you 

inhuman •••• 

Later, composed, Eman tries to tell Sunma he cannot respond to her as 

she wishes, with his masculine (which she knows nothing about) to her 

feminine. Sunma says again: 11 Sometimes you are so inhuman, 11 At this, 

in the last line before the discovery of the ordeal of Ifada, Eman 

replies obscurely: 11 I don I t know what that means. But I am very much 

my father's son," Is Eman destined to destroy the 11 fel!linine 11 ? 

Certainly Eman 1s response to the plight of Ifada is anything but 

inhuman; nor had his father anything of the inhuman in his twelve 

years of suffering, knowing what was to be the tragic plight of O~ae, 

the faithful, who cared for him like the daughter he wished he had had, 

At the end of the play, the cinematographic flashbacks that reveal 

Eman's mind yield to a similar event that can only be described as a 

visual portrayal of a hallucination (if not a ghastly--ghostly-

intrusion): Eman, who can find water nowhere else to slake his 

parching thirstt follows his father, as carrier as Eman never saw him 

and so could not be remembering him, going to his death at the river, 

a river Eman hopes to drink from though his father seeks to send him 

back, Visually, Eman seems to be following 11 his blood, 11 the blood of 

the strong breed, to his destiny, as his father once said he would. 
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Has he found his masculine identity at last? Or is he, as he seems to 

be, insane? In any case, offstage he finds what he has surely not 

been expecting as carrier: an elephant trap that springs and hangs 

him from a tree in the sacred wood, Is 11 Eman 11 1 e man? ( 11 He is man!") 

Does Soyinka believe that for 11 the strong breed 11 (not for all men?) 

life must be The Way of the Cross? 

Whether Eman is insane or not--whether his femininity or 

masculinity wins out--his death and the manner of his death have no 

single effect on the sorts and conditions of men that witness it: 

again the strong breed in one aspect destroys the feminine--Ifada 

appears to go insane, and Sunrna, if she is not insane herself appears 

to be near death from the feminine agony that her love for Eman 

brought her; the nameless Girl has the same inhuman masculinity she 

has had from the beginning, and is untouched; but the villagers, 

chastened, have been turned into 111,.onen 11--to this extent the feminine 

(if that is what it is) has triumphed; and the ~asculine of Oroge 
' 

and Jaguna is stunned but plots obscure revenge on these "women,n 

It is no new thing to question whether Jesus sweat real blood 

in Gethsemane at the prospect of his crucifixion. It is no new thing 

to wonder if true, authentic, life is The Way of the Cross, whether it 

is accepted as such or not. And it is no new thing to be uncertain 

whether in Christ the masculine or the feminine triumphed. The really 

new has been a new thing to every society or individual that has ever 

attempted to come to terms with the interrelation between its own 

native culture and an esteemed culture that is a stranger in the land, 

And this will surely be a new thing for long into the future. The 
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ever-new thing is the problem of how we are to honor our fathers and 

mothers, as we must, and at the same time honor the divine, that is 

also our heritage, the more-than-human, which may spiritually beget 

children who may be of our house or our tribe or of our parents or of 

ourselves. In this way, African literature has the potential for 

profoundly enriching our u_~derstanding of the association of the birth 

of the hero with the divine and the divine will. Here too, it seems, 

11 God is with us, 11 though where and how is the problem that calls upon 

our own greatest gifts of recognition and understanding. 
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Section E 

CRITIQUES OF THREE POEMS: 

THE EVALUATION OF POETRY BY EXPLICIT STANDARDS 

by Leslie D. Foster 

The following essay was my first formal attempt to give the rationale 
for my group of poetry critiques titled "Poems by Cl ass Members and 
Others," which I reprint above as Section C. In the essay, I draw on 
three of the twenty-three critiques I wrote in Africa in the first 
half of 1984. I attempt to present a brief formulation of my goals 
in this type of criticism and to suggest how this work envisions an 
understanding that might be of value in all of the arts of poetry-
reading, writing, and evaluating. 
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CRITIQUES OF THREE POEMS: 
THE EVALUATION OF POETRY BY EXPLICIT STANDARDS 

by Leslie D. Foster 

In the Epiphany and Easter Terms of 1984, there were only five 
students registered for my Eoetry class at Njal~ University College 
of the University of Sierra Leone, where I was a visiting professor 
of English from the United States for nineteen months . The small 
enrollment I came to think of as a blessing, for it gave me th~ 
chance of a lifetime to eA-plore with my students the interrelations 
amo~g re~ding, writing, and evaluati ng poetry. I am not sure why we 
bad only two English majors in that class year (third year); but the 
two were joined by three English minors, from geography and mathematics . 
By the end of the year, the class ahead of this small group chided me 
for not teaching them "to write poetry" the year before . The answer 
was simple: with eleven English majors in their group, I could not 
have done what I attempted with the class that followed them. What I 
didn't say was more complex: I wasn' t teaching my students '' to write 
poetry" at all, but helping them to understand and evaluate poetry, 
so ~hat they could teach themselves how to write it. 

While we in our two hours a week spent our assigned time reading 
later 19th and 20th Century poets (as the course description said we 
should), I asked my five students to write poems at home for my 
"critique basket", to which I added poems by some of my friends. As 
I had time, I wrote up my critiques of these poems and duplicated 
tbem under the running title, "Poems by Class Members and Others". 
By the end of the Easter Term, in June, I had about two dozen 
critiques distributed, about 200 manuscript pages, and I felt I had 
helped my students (and perhaps others) to understand how 
illuminating are the interrelations among the arts of reading poetry , 
writing poetry, and evaluating poetry. 

What follows are three critiques of poems by two of the 
"Others", that is, two poems by Theresa Sengova, a young African poet 
on the faculty at Njala, and one poem by Jacki e McMullen, a graduate 
student at my own institution in the United States, Northern Michigan 
University. I choose the critiques of their poems both for the 
inherent interest of their work and for the opportunities their poems 
gave me to display the different approaches I wanted to emphasize as 
in my view important in judging poetry . 

There is no need to burden this essay with a weight of theory at 
the beginning, because the viability of my theory (or its absence} 
will be clear enough in my critiques. I will say only that I sought 
to make both "intrinsic" and "extrinsic" evaluations . 

I have different ways to formula.te the ''intrinsic" evaluation, 
the one concerned with internal standards: How good is the work as 
what it is? how well does it fulfill the laws of its own being? If 
the poem is a love sonnet, then I ask how good a love sonnet it is, 
not how good a tragedy or epic or watermelon. The question may take 
some getting used to, but I hope the use of it I make in these pages 
will illustrate how very important a question this i~. Of course, the 

c. 
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difficulty is always at first to decide on what a particular work is . 
That may require all the skills we have of analysis and 
classification, to decide. 

I also have different ways to formulate the tlextrinsic" 
evaluation, the one concerned with external standards: Is it worth 
doing? is it of general interest? is it valuable under more general 
laws of being? It may be invective against one's roommate, and it 
may indeed be vecy good invective against one's roommate; but is i.t 
worth the trouble, or of interest to man generally? This is the view 
that especially concerns Plato, as the former especiaLly concerns 
Aristotle. Socrates is wont to ask, for example: "Does it nourish 
the soul?" Or, an older Marxist may ask, "Does it portray the noble 
struggle of the peasants and workers against their oppressors?" Or, 
some religious people may ask: "Does it reject sin and encourage 
virtue?" I myself am more likely to ask: "Is its myth an 
appropriate one?" or, "Does it speak effectively to general human 
concerns?" But perhaps some will say these are all the same question 
under different guises. 

In what follows, I present my critiques pretty much as I wrote 
them, with no attempt to disguise that they are what they are, so to 
speak, brief essays intended to assist an interested, intelligent 
audience to an understanding of how poetry may be analyzed and 
evaluated. Row good they are as what they are, and how important 
that is, I leave to my reader to decide. But for me, they have the 
quality I especially look for in the critical work of others: they 
make clear, they make explicit, the standards by which I make value 
judgments about these poems. Like Audrey in As You Like It, I aspire 
chiefly to be honest. 

The first critique (Poem 12) presents an evaluation innocent of 
my critical tenninology. The other two present my evaluations more 
formally. 

Poem 12: "Dream or Reality" 
by Theresa Sengova 
Lecturer in Education, Njala University College 
1976 (at the beginning of doctoral studies, University of 

Wisconsin) 

Dream or Reality 

A dream could be a dream 
And still be full of reality 
Raindrops on my roof-top 
That same sweet rhythm like old tin drums 
Footsteps in the dark to catch the train 
The cock crows 
--Then the sound of drumming from the mosque 
Melodies of early singing birds 
They all announce the start of dawn 
I roll over in my bed 
Jump on my feet 
Waiting for Mama's final announcement 

I opened my eyes to an inconceivable loss 
Around me four yellow-painted walls 

[cythm 
5 

10 [over my bed 

[inconcievable 
14 
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Through the window a pile of snow glared mockingly 
I hear automobiles struggling to free themselves 
While Nature displays her power over technology 
I begin to grope for traces of my world 
It seems far off-- ---
Too far for me to reach 20 
At last my awareness came through [Atlast 
It was my first night in a strange land 
I was indeed dreaming--dreaming of my childhood 
Gone but not lost 
Lost but still could be found 25 
Yes, reality could be found in the bosom of dreams 

COMMENT AND EVALUATION: This poem gives the account of· a young 
African (Sierra Leonean) woman ' s first snowy morning in the United 
States and the insistent reality of her childhood and nurturing in 
Africa she carries in her heart and dreams. The first stanza presents 
the "dream" of lovely African mornings when she was a child, and the 
second stanza presents the "reality'' of her far different first 
morning in the northern United States, where heavy snowfall paralyzes 
the American technological society, and she hears the sound of 
machinery bearing stress as people try to get their automobiles free 
from snowbanks. The "dream" world is one where nature enriches and 
sweetens life, and the "reality" world is one where nature is a harsh 
foe: the change of the one for the other is "an inconceivable loss" 
(1. 13). 

In general, the poem is successful in communicating the poet's 
feeling that the "dream" of Africa is the greater reality, and the 
"reality" of Amerj.ca the more insubstantial dream. And she 
effectively suggests also the difference between the world as home 
and the world as "a strange land". It is, however, finally unclear 
to me whether t be poet wants to make the contrast between West Africa 
and the northern United States, or between home and a strange land. 
Note that there are no clues that Africa and the United States 
specifically are being evoked. Indeed, the reference to "Mama" (1. 
12) and "childhood" (1. 23) raises questions about whether the poet 
has herself decided the real nature of the contrast she senses. 
Still, the contrast is mov ingly made, and it makes the poem available 
to a wider audi ence than those who might be interested in her 
personal ly, perhaps as friends, colleagues, or students, 

The first two lines announce the theme: 
A dream could be a dream 
And still be full of reality 

The next seven lines (11. 3-9) evoke a lovely scene of meaning and 
pleasure. The raindrops on the metal roof are one with childhood 
music played on tin drums or cans. There is already purposeful human 
life in the dark before dawn: Dad (we may guess) is about his 
mysterious , important business,reassurance that the rhythm of life 
is pulsing even as she is drowsing a moment or two longer. And the 
familiar prayers f rom the loudspeakers at the mosque are more of the 
same, developing with the awakened birds a chorus of human and natural 
sounds, apparently at peace . The technology of the "train" ( 1. 5) is 
apparently Dad's servant. If Dad ' s early departure to meet the demands 
of the train and the life it is involved in, and the prayers of the 
vigilant, devout man at the mosque suggest to us adult troubles in 
this Eden , the speaker is not aware of them except as part of the 

( 
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lingering, dreaming pleasure "waiting for Mama's final announcement" 
(1. 12). 

The second stanza is the awakening, after the 
"final .. . announcernent", we may believe, to Madison, Wisconsin, 
U.S.A., in a room at the University of Wisconsin. The speaker is in 
a "yellow-painted'', lifeless box of a room, and the window gives a 
vista of a far harsher aspect of Nature, which troubles m?n and 
machines, straining them to their utmost, and demonstrating "her 
power" (1 . 17) when she is opposed, an opposition childhood may know 
little of. 

Lines 18 and the following present the struggle to understand 
this "awakening" experience. "My world" (1. 18)- is contrasted with 
''a strange land" (1. 22), and the .;;peaker has no uncertainty about 
where her home and loyalties are. The greater reality,·she real.izes, 
is the world where we are at home, even when that world can come to 
us only in dreams. 

The nature of the experience is lovingly and movingly, but 
honestly, presented. The vision of the world we want to create and 
shape in our work and in our lives is the topic here, and it is the 
topic the literary theorist Northrop Frye called "the educated 
imagination" (in his book by that name), one of the greatest 
achievements of cultural maturity . 

+ + + + + + + + 

Poem 17: "The Age of Nostalgia" 
by Theresa Sengova 

+ + + + + 

Lecturer in Education, Njala University College 
1981 

The Age of Nostalgia 

I 
They romanticised the beating of drums 
Upstairs in a mansion 
Attacked Neocolonialism 

+ + + + 

[no number 

+ 

While their sons attended Eton and Sorbonne 
They were the 'Revivalists' 

[attend Eaten/Sourbonne 

II 
They preferred a vacation in Switzerland 
Not in the steamy hot villages of Africa 
They entertained and were exalted 
Their stories sold millions 
While their people died of malnutrition 
They were the 'Revivalists' 

III 
The same story told several times over 
Torn between town and village 
Between piano and drums 
While they exploited and were exploited 
They were the 'Revivalists ' 

5 

(exhalted 

10 

15 
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IV 
The age of the romanticist is gone 
Nqw we confront the reality 
The reality of poverty and progress 
The reality of needs and greed 
It's an Africa of extremes 
It's a world of extremes 
Of skyscrapers and thatched huts 
It's a New Afric:;a 

[III 

20 

COMMENT: Of course I know Theresa Sengova as a friend and a 
colleague at Njala_ University College, and I am developing an 
increasing familiarity with her work. Nonetheless, in this poem 
critique more than in any other to date, I must make very clear that 
I work with my own reading of the poem and have n9 special knowledge 
of what Dr. Sengova intended except what I find in the poem. 

This poem is a goodbye to the '' Age of Nostalgia", the "age of 
the romanticist" , to the "Revivalists", who are presented as 
contributing little to an understanding of Africa by people elsewhere, 
and to Africa's understanding of herself . The poem presents a double 
contrast: (a) between the reality of past Africa and her portrait 
drawn by the "Revivalists", and (b) between the reality of present 
Africa (more clearly known) and that romantic dream, which the poet 
portrays as now recognized as a lifeless thing. At the end of the 
poem, she speaks of Africa not as a special case but as a conununity 
firmly set in the dilemmas of the modern world, for good or ill . The 
"New Africa" is the new world, a world of "extremes". 

The poem is a powerful approach to a conception of Africa not as 
African but as human, of her place in the portraiture of mankind at 
the end of the Twentieth Century. Her achievements are human 
achievements and her pr oblems are mankind's problems . 

The poem brings very strongly to mind an observation Richard 
Ellman and Robert O'Clair make about the work of Derek Walcott, whom 
they call "the finest Caribbean poet writing in English". Later in 
this term we will be studying Walcott's "A Far Cry f r om Africa". 
About Walcott's vision and sensibility, Ellman and O'Clair say: "His 
subject is frequently human isolation, an isolation heightened by the 
blazing inhumanity of the tropical landscapes, but Walcott shows no 
isolation from the tradition of English poetry. He does not 
compulsively define and redefine his dilemmas only in terms of race." 
(Norton Anthology of Modern Poetry, p. 1244) 

Whether or not you agree with Ellman and O' Clair that a placing 
of racial themes in a context of other, more g.eneral, themes of 
English or world literature is an important achievement, I think it 
is this same evolving context we see in Dr. Sengova's poem at the 
end. Racial dilemmas there join timeless human concerns. If this is 
a virtue (as in my view it is) , then the poet announces an 
exploration of a possible new sensibility that is beyond what is 
presented as having been achieved to date. 

The development of the stanzas is toward the identification, in 
Stanza III, of what is portrayed as a moribund artistic view of 
Africa that has little relation to the reality of Africa, either in 
the past or in the pre$ent. 

Stanza I presents the re.'lloteness of "Revivalist" artists from 

( 
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the ground- level center of African l
0

ife: they were aware of African 
drums as a sound heard upstairs in a mansion; and they att acked 
Neocolonialism· in Africa but valued for their own children the 
maturing experiences found in the most prestigious (and finest?) 
schools and universities in England and France. What do the beating 
drums say in the African heartlands? We are not told, except that 
the drums have little of the experience of living in affluence. What 
does Neocolonialism mean if it is not also the educational 
achievements of the colonial nations? We do not know--we know only 
that qualifications and distinctions are being made in the lives of 
artists that may not be evident in their work. 

Stanza II pr-esents the insensitivity of "Revivalist" artists to 
the life where the African drums beat: in the steamy hot villages, 
where men, women, and children are dying of hunger . Better to 
vacation on the ski slopes of Switzerland and enjoy the feasting and 
being feasted that may come when their "stories sold millions". What 
is devel oped in this stanza is not the mere remoteness from the 
ground- level pulse of Africa (of Stanza I), but the active avoidance 
of the misery that may be there. 

Stanza III answers the increasingly insistent implicit question 
of what the "Revivalists" did write about. They "told several times 
over" the stories of their own personal preoccupations: whether to 
choose "town" and "piano" or "village" and "drums". It is not clear 
where the "Neocolonialists" may fit in , but the suggestion is 
implicit that for the "Revivalists" themselves "village" and "drums" 
in their reality are not an alternative in fact much agonized over. 
There is no suggestion of the reality of starvation and the brutal 
heat there may be in the heartland. The "Revivalists" exploit an 
interest in stereotyped African tales , and they in turn are exploited 
by those who are happy to find Africans who will tell those tales. 
Sut the stanza is one that raises more questions than it answers: 
what is the story of Africa that the "Revivalists" know-not to tell? 

Stanza IV draws all this together into a portrait of the Africa 
whose story has not been told--an Africa, for good or ill, which has 
mankind's story on her lips. The romantic view (it is tempting to 
wonder if it includes the "noble savage" theme so popular beginning 
in the 18th Century) is gone, and now the African artist confronts 
the "reality" that needs to find an artistic voice , in this poet ' s 
reading of her world. The material realities of this new song are 
"poverty and progress", which are economic , political, social, and 
(above all) human realities. The moral realities of this new song 
are "needs and greed", which are also involved in the political, 
economic, and social realm, but are most insistently interior 
realities, motions of the soul or spirit. The balancing of "needs" 
and "greed" suggests how closely related are these concepts, these 
facts . The suggestion is that Africa is playing out the timeless 
theme of the motions and the perversions of the human heart . 
Colonialism and Neocolonialism are relatively modern terms . In 
ancient religious concepts , the terms may be the soul assaulted by 
"principalities and powers"; or even the interior conflict between 
one 1 s good angel and one's bad. 

It is this, or somethin~ like this, that the poet is insisting 
on in rejecting the stereotyped tales of town and piano versus 
village and drums. The realm of greed is the human heart, whether 
the fingers touch ivory and ebony keys or taut skins. Dr. Sengova 
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sees in Africa the "extremes" that begin to define the problem. But 
she says Africa inhabits "a world of extremes" . It is in this sense 
that she identifies, in the last line, the "New Africa''. The old 
nostalgia, the old romanticism about Africa are "gone". What is left 
is the r-eality of extremes in the modern world: ''of skyscrapers and 
thatched huts". But the skyscrapers are not alone in London, Paris, 
Moscow, and New York, but also nearer the h_eartland, in Nairobi, in 
Lagos, in Freetown. Those who understand best "poverty and progress" 
are perhaps those who know best "the steamy hot villages" and people 
who die because they have no food. 

EVALUATION: How good is this poem, in an intrinsic evaluation? How 
well does it do what it sets out to do? I believe it sets out to 
'present the- availability of a mature view of Africa·that can replace 
the moribund sentimentality about Africa exploited in the past, it 
says, by artists who isolated themselves from the experience of the 
heat and hunger which dominates the lives of the majority of 
Africans. The "skyscrapers and thatched buts" (whatever they once 
were) are not alone the West or the developed nations set over 
against Africa, but a part also o.f the present landscape and mind-set 
of Africa herself. Others may say "Africa has caught the infection, 
the disease, the corruption, from the developed countries". But this 
poem says (as I read it) the site of conflict is not alone in 
political, economic, and social systems, but in the human heart, in 
Africa as well as in Chicago and Marquette, Michigan. 

In fo:nn, then, the poem is one that moves from the rejection of 
nostalgia and sentimentality to a formulation of a profounder reality 
that is presented as coming into view. It does this plausibly 
through the developing revelation of the shallowness of the old myths 
and the developing revelation of the reality of contemporary African 
life, in a new myth, a p!'."ofounder view of the tale of Africa. 

This is a most ambitious poem, and I perceive it mainly as an 
exploration of a topic that might well be developed in other poems or 
in more sustained work. Its pre-eminent virtue for me is its 
rationalization of a dedication to remain in intimate contact with 
what I have been calling the "heartland'' of African life. 

As for an "extrinsic" evaluation, that might best be done in a 
careful comparison of the myth of the poem with the true state of 
African literature (the myth of African literature as specialists or 
other skilled interpreters see it, or should see it). This is not an 
area I am qualified to make judgments about, though I can say what I 
know. From my limited reading, I am inclined to think Ngugi shows 
himself a dete:nnined sentimentalist in Devil on the Cross (published 
the year after this poem was written), where Jacinta owes more of her 
life to a romanticism of an ideologue than to a human mother who 
suckled her or a human father who assisted her in her nourishment and 
growth_ On the other hand, Wole Soyinka's play The Strong Breed 
(1963) shows an intimate acquaintance with the realities, including 
the cruelties as well as the self-sacrifice, of village life. 

The poem, then, is for me an important one to have and know, for 
the cultural criticism it explores, for the view it takes at a time 
when there is much interest in "negritude", and for the conviction, 
maturity, and forthrightness of its presentation. 

{ 
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+ + + + + + + + 

Poem 19: 11 Fiji Time" 
by Jackie McMullen 
Graduate student, U.S.A. 
1983 

+ + + + + + + + 

NOTE: The poem is presented exactly as it was sent to me, except for 
stanza and line numbers, which I supply. 

Fiji Time 

I Sitting and sweating in the Fijian heat, 
Movement overwhelming in the 

II 

III 

IV 

Tropical humidity --
Oppressive to breathe. 

Mid-day we read, the village 
And country at a standstill. 
Lying back in my chair I spy 
The gecko in the fronds. 

He too watches us - sluggish 
In the noon-time break, 
Hiding from the sun 
Digesting his evening cor.quests. 

Excreting his food, what 
Guest will he crap on -- for each 
Day he picks a new enemy -
Showing his distain for intruders. 

V We venture to the sea, 
Lie in low-tide, bath 
Water warm, our bodies 
Revive in the sea-salt water. 

VI Making our daily pilgrimage to 

VII 

The market, we fill our coconut-leaf 
Basket with papaya, mangoes, 
avocados , and guava. 

Hungry, my mouth waters as 
We near the boorey - clothes 
west from body heat, 

once again. 

5 

10 

15 

20 

25 

NOTE: The evident irregularities are the lack of unifonnity in 
setting the dash (11. 3, 9, 14, 15, and 26) and the failure to 
capitalize the first words in lines 24 and 27. In line 16, "disdain" 
is misspelled, and in line 27 there is an apparent mistake for "wet". 
How natural it is to wonder if the author is inviting us to take more 
care with her manuscript than she has. 
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COMMENT: This poem comes from my former student {in Shakespeare) i n 
the Un~ted States, Ms. J ackie McMullen, whose poem "Vie tnam" we 
e xamined some time ago (Poem 6). Her note to me says, in part: 
11 Attached are • . • 2 poems I wrote whi l e at NMU about missing my home 
and h~sband so much. This too would probably need an explanation for 
any reader to unders:tand." "NMU" is Northern Michigan University, 
where -r hold my permanent appointment. The university is in one of 
the northernmost parts of the United States and has long winters with 
snow, ice, and winds tllat are bone-chilling; its brief summers are 
generally a lovely ti.Ee of the year with mild weather . Thus, Ms. 
McMullen's note is most puzzling to me, since if the poem is about 
her stay. at "NMU" it is a most extraordinarily metaphorical poem. 
Fiji i$ an independent country (formerly a British colony) in the 
southwestern Pacific Ocean, comprised of about 250 islands. Its 
climate could hardly he more different from tha t in Marquette, 
Michigan, where my univers~ty is . 

This poe~ has a technique that requires of us a different way of 
reading poetry, although it is one we approached in Theresa Sengova's 
"Dream or Real,i. ty" ("Poem 12) , a poem which takes the opposite position 
about life in the tropics from that of "Fiji Time". 

This kind of poeu may be very frustrating for a reader because 
it apparently "says" nothing. That is, however, not strictly true: 
we just have to find a new way to understand what the poem says . I t 
i3 true that it turns away from assertion and discourse, as Theresa 
sengova generally does not; but what it presents is feelings , more or 
~e~s purely by thernse1ves, and we should recognize that these have 
~een a component of poetry from earliest times. 

Let us try lookin.g at what critic M. L. Rosenthal calls the 
"affective centers" and the "affective movement" of poems. 
Psychology uses the t-enn affect to mean "a feeling or emotion as 
distinguished from cognition, t hought, or action" {American Herit age 
Dictionary, New College Edition); and Rosenthal means the poetic 
equivalent of these, I think: the "feeling or emotion centers" of a 
poem and the "feeling or emotion movement" of a poem. The concept 
may be new, but the interpretive s t ance is not a wholly new one, 
though it may be more strongly called for in some modern poetry, Let 
us begin our critique of "Fiji Time". But let me alert you to note 
how essential is accuracy in poetry, particularly in this kind of 
poem. If we do not have a dependable text, we have nothing. 

The first stanza denies us even a verb, sets us loose on our 
own. But the affective center is clear: the tropical heat and 
humidity seem hostile to life, oppressive. We can only sit and 
sweat; movement is il'G!)ossible; even our breathing is opposed. We 
feel the place is destroying us. (I s there any doubt Ms. McMullen 
has experienced the worst of tropical weather?) 

The second stanza gives us a bit of a narrative thread to cling 
to! the day has advanced to mid-day. But the affective center., we 
discover, is the same: human life is opposed, and not just our life. 
The life in "the village and country" is more than suspended--it is 
at a "standstill". We may guess the native people have gone to sleep; 
but the "intruder" (l.. 16) has not. She tries to read, but she cannot; 
there is not even what in a milder climate would be called relaxation 
here. She gives up, and lies back--and then she spies "the gecko in 
t he fronds", the divided fern and palm leaves. Is there movement, 
then; is there lif,e here to give some word of those who survive? •• • 

( 
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Stanza III has some infelicity . The "too" probably means he 
wat ches, j ust as I watch . If so, the phrasing is careless . But it 
might instead have a developing para:1oid sense: all of this place is 
watching me to see what will happen to me under this unbearable 
tropical threat. The point would b e interesting, valuable; but there 
is simply not the context to support it. And so we conclude "too'' is 
a carelessnes s; we are not encouraged to go on trusting the poem to 
be exact. There is also what grammarians call a "mis-related modifier" 
in "sluggish in the noon-time break, hiding from the sun . . . ," where 
the apparen t antecedent i s "us". We are sluggish, hiding • . .. But 
1'his" in line 12 brings us up short and changes all that. It must be 
the gecko that is "sluggish .•. digesting his evening conquests". What 
are we to do with it? Shall we call it a mis-related modifier, a 
grammatical mistake? Not necessarily. Milton often does this sort 
of thing in Paradise Lost, to emphasize similarities and ambiguities . 
Theresa Sengova does essentially the same thing with her unpunctuated 
poems, where we have to figure out how ideas are related to one 
another . At best, this can be a resource for insisting the reader 
pay attention to what he is reading , that he participate in the labor 
to make the poem mean, the very thing this poem is in other ways 
demandiflg. Indeed, in all human intercourse, including discourse, we 
participate with one another to make sense. We cannot understand 
anyone we refuse to understand. (An English teacher, perhaps more 
than anyone else, knows that we can f i nd fault with anything.) And 
we realize , when we think about it, the partial ambiguity is forcing 
on us the serrse that the "intruder" too is "sl uggish", "hiding". But 
to accept intended ambiguity in a poem we must be certain that 
everything is stated exactly the best way. · But what can we do with 
this poem? ..• 

What does this stanza (III) do, then? At its best, it moves to 
the background the consciousness of -.:he hostility of the tropical 
climate and brings in an affective movement toward a more 
thinking- feel ing balance in the speaker and her friend, as we shall 
see, where the mind begins to stir the body to action . 

The immediate r esult is the partially reasoned arrival at a new 
affective center in Stanza IV: disgust and revulsion at the habits of 
this survivor in the tropics. The speaker realizes that what the gecko 
is doing is excreting his waste ("food"?), and that reminds her he is 
always finding a guest to "crap on"-- indeed, that he is a hostile 
creat ure tha t finds a new enemy each day to assault. His essential 
activity, then, like the tropical climate itself, is "showing his 
disdain for intruders". Indeed, we wonder who is not an "intruder" 
in this world . 

But the revulsion has its effect in a stirring her and her 
friend (her husband?) to action, in Stanza V. Unfortunately, this 
stanza is a punctuation probl em. Assuming the word is "bath-water 
warm" (11. 18-19}, then the missing hyphen need only qy supplemented 
by- a semicolon after "wann" , to cure the Comma Splice , a very serious 
sentence fault. If that is not the intended reading, then I have no 
patience to fool with the stanza longer. 

In any case, the meaning of the stanza is clear. The narrative 
thread continues, with the "intruders" being stirred by their disgust 
wi t h the gecko (and all he represents of the disdain of this world) to 
take arms against their oppressor and revive in the only-warm water, 
which gives us a new affective center in the body's returning pleasure 
and revival. 
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The n·arrative thread continues, and the intruders are quickened 
into life to seek the fine fruits of t he (American) tropics: a holy 
journey (pilgrimage) to the market brings "papaya, mangoes, avacados, 
and guava". This is spiritual, as well as tangible, food in such an 
opposing world. Thus the affective movement is toward reviving life 
and anticipation of pleasing triumph. 

The final stanza (VII) carries this anticipation forward into 
excitement over restored life and the anticipation of the coming 
f~ast;--it does until the tropics ·reassert their mastery, when the 
journey horr.a soaks them in sweat from the struggle "once again". And 
thus, it appears, the affective movement has come back to its first 
center in the sweating, overwhelming, oppressive siege of the tropics 
against tbe intruders, against man himself, to which the tropics are 
hostile·. And what of the gecko? The intruders themselves are both 
the excreting gecko and the enemy-victim who is excreted on.. There 
is no escape from the hostility of such a world when it turns you 
even against yourself. 

It is a minor irritation to find "the boorey", a term I cannot 
find in the dictionary,, dominating the final stanza, but it is 
clearly a place to rest and eat. But what are we to do with "clothes 
west from body heat"? If the poet cannot pay attention to what she 
is doing in her own closing, how can we? 

Nevertheless, we see Ms. McMullen has a real talent for subtle 
evocation of feeling and its movement, for the life of the soul beyond 
its cognitive aspects, for a view into the importance of wbat we feel 
and therefore are, in ways we ,perhaps dimly understand. And the 
humor of her closing, where we were, "once again", is a deeply human 
laughter, and a considerable achievement of frail man and woman. 

EVALUATION: An intrinsic evaluation would consider how well the 
lines achieve a portrayal of "Fiji Time", the near timelessness of 
the futility of struggle against the inhuman tropics; and yet a 
struggle which man (and woman) will not give up, even when he must 
laugh at his presumption and his battles lost. The poem very nearly 
achieves its purposes very well. 

An extrinsic evaluation might tell us that an audience still 
needs to be found, or educated, for the kind of portrait of the 
tropics we find here. But we already know that man may refuse to let 
physical nature--animal, plant, and mineral nature--be sovereign over 
him, that be may follow greater gods than she. The theme, then, has 
the potential for engaging the profoundest interest of those of us 
who wonder what we are and what we struggle to be. 

The poem, in short, I think needs more filing and polishing. 
But it has given us a fine opportunity to look at a very new way, in 
an "affective analysis", to come to know what has always, whether we 
knew it or not, been an aspect of the poetry we love and strive to 
write and understand. 

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 

What gives unity to these critiques, I believe, and relates 
reading, writing and evaluating poetry to one another in my view is 
that I treat poetry as what the ancient Greeks called tekhne. It is 
·not enough to say that tekhne means "art, craft, or skill", and that 
from this root we get words like "technical", " technology", and 

( 

( 
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"polytechnic". The view I adopt here is that tekhne is understancling. 
When Socrates says in the Syrnposiu.'ll that a man who can COft\pOse a 
tragedy "by his art" (tekhne) can also compose a comedy, what he 
seems to mean by "art" is the understanding of what he is doing. 

My whole effort in these critiques is to make clear my tekhne of 
evaluating poems .. I try to make clear what an evaluation of a poem 
is and how it proceeds. When I say interpreting and evaluating poems 
is an art, I mean that we can understand what we are doing and why we 
are doing it in a critique. I mean that we can understand the art, 
craft, or skill of a poem and make judgments about it . To put it most 
simply, I mean that we can understand the understanding of a poem. 

We can look at the craft and skill of Sengova's "Dream or 
Reality" to see the understanding that informs the poem, the ability 
Sengova has to make the contrast she wishes to make or feels between 
the dream world and the reality world and to make her selection of 
the one over the other both inevitable and valuable. In the same 
way, we can look at McMullen's "Fiji Time" to see her craft in 
fashioning it, to see whether she is fully in control of her poem, 
and if she is not, we can tell her our view of what needs more filing 
or polishing, if she has any interest in our view. 

Thus we can say, for example, that we understand what Sengova is 
crafting in "The Age of Nostalgia", and we find it fair or foul ; and 
because we try to make clear our analysis and evaluation, we presume 
our readers also understand us and make their own judgments about 
what we are doing ourselves, whether it is fair or foul. 

Two brief comments remain to be made to conclude this essay. 
First is the question of whether I have been trying to teach anyone 
how to write poetry. I would have to say that the only skill I have 
set out to encourage is the understanding of the craft or skill or 
art of poetry. If knowing what poets do that is good or bad can help 
one to understand how to write a poem, then I have indeed tried to 
encourage this kind of tekhne, this "art'' of poetry. But I realize 
as I say this that there may well be poets and potential poets who 
wish to compose by inspiration alone or by some other methoct, and not 
by tekhne at all. For them I can offer no assistance, though I may 
urge that they be patient with those of us who wish to bring an art 
of interpreting and evaluating to their work, in which we estimate 
their art. 

Finally, I must deal with the question of why I want to 
encourage the reading, writing, and evaluating of poems as an art or 
tekhne . To that, I can only answer simply that for man to do things 
by understanding what be is doing seems to me one of the most 
distinctly human of activities. Understanding of this sort is not in 
itself one of the moral virtues to which man may also aspire, but 
this understanding is a virtue nonetheless, and it is not easy to see 
bow man can flourish without it. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Freshman Composition Topics 

for the "Njala Aggies, 11 1983-1984 

The following is the full series of assigned topics from which the 
"African Portraits," above, were taken. 

I. 
II. 

III. 
rl. 

V. 
VI. 

VII. 
VIII. 

IX. 
x. 

XI. 
XII. 

XIII. 

XIV. 
TI. 

m. 

Someone you don't like, or you fear, or you distrust 
Someone you like, or admire, or respect 
What do you think of summer (the rainy season) in Sierra Leone? 
How do you like the way you were brought up? 
Your experience in secondary school 
Your first term at Njala University College 
Is agriculture all hard work or is it pleasurable too? 
Would it be better to be married or unmarried in your first few 
years of teaching in secondary school after graduation? 
What is the most important thing that has ever happened to you? 
What standard of living can you reasonably expect to have as an 
agriculture teacher in a secondary school? 
Is dishonesty a serious problem in Sierra Leone? 
How do you differ £rom what you were ten years ago? 
What is the most important thing visitors should know about 
Sierra Leone? 
What custom <0r practice in Sierra Leone do you like best? 
Why are young boys in Sierra Leone so different in their 
behavior from young girls? (Or, do you think they do not differ 
significantly?) 
Is fear an important element in the lives of the people of 
Sierra Leone? 
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